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We bring you the third issue of areI, the second to be published in 2023. 
The title of this issue alone gives an idea of what it is about: The Use and 
Abuse of History: Russia and Fraud. so, we are dealing with a highly topical 
issue: how the Muscovite state, later called russia, and its propaganda have 
justified its territorial expansion, its aggression against other states, and 
its incorporations or annexation of other nations’ territories.

Why this is politically topical, a year and a half after the start of rus-
sia’s aggressive war against ukraine, probably needs no explanation. but 
why is it worth discussing in academia? The answer lies in the fact that 
not only are many issues objectively poorly researched, but also there are 
still many historiographical myths associated with them. Moreover, the in-
terpretation of many issues related to the history of Central and eastern 
europe is affected by the “golden mean fallacy” – the psychological ten-
dency to assume that a reasonably objective picture of the region’s past is 
a compromise between different, often radically contradictory positions, 
with regard to both the facts themselves and the values that should form 
the basis of historians’ opinions.

The issue begins with an in-depth interview with one of poland’s 
leading experts on russia, professor hieronim Grala, who specializes in 
its early modern history and the history of relations between the Tsardom 
of Muscovy and the Commonwealth of poland and lithuania. using eru-
dite historical material, Grala explains both the roots of russia’s foreign 
policy worldview and the history of Western misinterpretation of russia’s 
foreign policy, thus showing, e.g., how real and false historical titles have 
been used and misused by russian diplomacy throughout history.

We then invite you to read texts that illustrate the theme of the title 
through a wide range of historical material relating to events in the his-
tory of russia’s neighbours: poland, belarus, ukraine, Moldova, finland 
as well as the countries of the north Caucasus. The last of these are, 
of course, legally part of the russian federation, but culturally, historically 

froM The edITor-In-ChIef 
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and mentally these countries belong more to russia’s neighbours than 
to an organic part of russia.

This issue of areI also contains a text on the massacre of Mstislaw, 
a town on the eastern edge of the Grand duchy of lithuania whose popu-
lation was deliberately decimated by the Muscovite army during the war 
against the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth in 1654. you will also learn 
about the little-known genocide of the Cherkessians, a people who inhab-
ited the eastern coast of the black sea in the nineteenth century. Then 
there is a study of the famous Chisinau pogrom of 1903 and how it was 
portrayed in the russian state media, and we take a look at the history of 
the beginning of the ukrainian struggle for independence in 1917–1918. 
We also show how the lies about the shelling of Mainila were used to jus-
tify the soviet union’s treacherous attack on finland – an aggression for 
which the country was expelled from the league of nations in december 
1939. finally, we show how the Kremlin promoted the myth of the reuni-
fication of the lands of so-called ‘Western ukraine’ and ‘Western belar-
us’ with (soviet) ukraine and belarus to justify its illegal annexation of 
the eastern part of inter-war poland in 1939. This myth, it must be said, 
is deeply rooted in historiography and is revived from time to time by his-
torians who can hardly be accused of sympathizing with the soviet union 
and its propaganda. for more on these issues, see the review of the popular 
Global history of ukraine, published just before the russian aggression, 
by yaroslav hrytsak, one of the best-known contemporary ukrainian his-
torians and intellectuals. The second review is of an extremely interesting 
book on ruthenian Vilnius, written by leonid Tymoshenko, a well-known 
ukrainian scholar of the modern era.

alongside these articles, we also publish an erudite article by the late 
Ihor skochylias on the basilians. It was to be a chapter in a book he was 
writing with polish historian andrzej Gil at the request of the Mierosze-
wski Centre on the history of the union Church, now called the Greek 
Catholic Church. however, the untimely and unexpected death of this 
eminent ukrainian scholar in the prime of his life made it impossible 
to realise these plans.

ŁuKasz adaMsKI
editor-in-Chief
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6 Interview with hieronim Grala
russIan sTaTe IdeoloGy 
has been referrInG 
To a seleCTIVely TreaTed 
pasT sInCe early ModernITy

hIeronIM Grala

expert on Medieval and Modern eastern europe, specialist in the history of russian 
diplomacy, bureaucracy and culture. professor at the faculty of artes liberales at 
the university of Warsaw since 2013. In the years 2000–2009, he was counsellor of the embassy 
of the republic of poland in the russian federation. prof. Grala has won numerous awards, 
including the silver Cross of Merit for the promotion of polish Culture (2004), and the Medal 
of the Commission of national education (2005).
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Professor Grala, you are one of the top European experts on the ancient 
history of Russia and Muscovy.
– don’t print that [laughs]!

Well, we need some way of presenting you to readers… Let’s talk about 
a subject that is politically topical. By that, I mean questions about wheth-
er the atrocities being committed by the Russian army, the occupation 
forces in Ukraine, as well as other warfare practices, and finally the jus-
tification for the war, are something new in the history of Russia? Or do 
they have a long tradition stretching back to the fifteenth or sixteenth 
centuries?
– That’s a subject we could talk about for hours…

So perhaps I’ll begin by asking about the ideology that we are observing 
in the present war. This is characterized on the one hand by a pan-Rus-
sian ideology that assumes the national and cultural unity of all Eastern 
Slavs. On the other hand, we see the security of Russia being called into 
question, the need to protect the Russian-speaking population in Ukraine, 
or even the defence of pro-Moscow Orthodox Christianity, the “canonical” 
form in this interpretation. Meanwhile the legitimacy of the Ukrainian 
government is challenged because of its “revolutionary” nature. Some-
thing new, or tradition?
– Well, I’ve tried many times to show the extent to which russian 

state ideology is immersed in history and historical rhetoric – how strongly 
it refers to a selectively treated past. It’s a kind of revolving cabinet with 
many drawers which are pulled out when needed, each of which contains 
pre-prepared cheat sheets, flashcards and notes to be used in the current 
propaganda.

It’s true that the overwhelming majority of slogans, ideas and jus-
tifications have been working in russian state ideology since early mo-
dernity. In fact, they’ve been working since the Muscovite state became 
a pre-modern state in place of the medieval, sovereign Grand duchy of 
Moscow, when it became a state with ambitions to absorb, digest and chew 
up other entities of rus’.

So let’s start with the pan-Russian ideology.
– The problems with the title “Vseja rusi” and claims to the patrimo-

ny of the rurik dynasty – the so-called testament of Kalita 1 – and so on 

1 Ivan I Kalita (1288–1340): ruler from the rurikid dynasty, son of daniel, the first prince of Moscow, 
from 1325 Muscovite prince, from 1328 Grand prince of Moscow. In 1328, he also received approval from 
the Mongol khan ozbeg to collect taxes for the Golden horde from the entire territory of rus’, thus 
receiving the appellation Kalita – pouch.
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have been ubiquitous phenomena in the political doctrine of the Musco-
vite state since the time of Ivan III. 2 here we are talking about the “of all 
rus’” formulation in this title. following this, such a formulation of a title 
is the assertion of concrete territorial claims to diverse parts of Western 
rus’. after all, if we’re all masters of “all rus’”, then we have every right 
to all its parts. and to avoid any doubt, there’s a further clarification that 
specific provinces are detailed that are regarded as their own. since that’s 
rurik’s heritage, then of course it’s ours, and that’s especially funny because, 
remember, for a long time in that conflict – at least until the Jagiellonian 
dynasty died out – on the other side of the border there were rulers who 
had a considerable portion of the blood of the rus’ dynasty in their veins, 
and if the dynastic factor were to play a role here, from the perspective of 
dynastic law the Jagiellonians 3 have every right to rule the rus’ lands, not 
only because they inherited them from their ancestors, but simply because 
they’re rurikids too.

To weaken this argument, Moscow questions the legitimacy of the Ge-
diminids and Jagiellonians. It bastardizes them. It insinuates that they are 
the descendants of stable boys who served the rurikids in polatsk, impreg-
nated some ruthenian princess or married the pregnant wife of their de-
ceased liege, and therefore became the heirs to the capitals of rus’ lands. 
These arguments were still being used in the era of Ivan the Terrible. They 
stopped using them for very mundane reasons: it suddenly turned out at 
the time that a large section of the Kremlin elite had lithuanian-ruthe-
nian roots. but telling them every day that they were bastards wasn’t a…

Political solution, as they say…
– There’s the classic example of Ivan the Terrible beating aristocrat 

number one, who’s a close cousin of his kniaz Mstislavsky, 4 a Gediminid, 
screaming “you old lithuanian dog! ruthenian meat has grown on your 
bones”, etc. 

In short, the idea that everything is ours and that there’s one rus’, 
indivisible and ours, is very reminiscent of that nasty, difficult phrase from 

2 Ivan III, or Ivan the Great (1440–1505): in 1462–1505 Grand prince of Moscow. In 1480, he commanded 
the Muscovite army during the Great stand on the ugra river, conventionally seen as the end of the 250-year 
Mongol yoke. In 1492–94 and 1500–03, he attacked the Grand duchy of lithuania, resulting in Muscovy’s 
conquest of much of the so-called lithuanian rus’ (including the Chernihiv and severia lands and part of 
the smolensk region). he introduced the two-headed eagle as the official coat of arms of the Grand duchy 
of Moscow.

3 The polish branch of the Gediminid dynasty, which ruled in lithuania; derived from the Grand duke 
of lithuania, Jogaila, who also became Władysław II Jagiełło, King of poland. dynastic connections meant 
that the Jagiellonians were frequently and closely related to the rurikids (Jogaila himself was the son 
of uliana, princess of Twer). 

4 Ivan fëdorovič Mstislavskij: son of a cousin of Ivan IV the Terrible, one of the main leaders of the Musco-
vite army during the Muscovite–lithuanian War in 1558–70, as well as a senior court official in the Krem-
lin during the rule of Ivan the Terrible.
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soviet times: “nam nužen mir, no želatelʹno vesʹ” (we need the peace, but 
preferably the whole).

That will be untranslatable into English. Because “mir” means both peace 
and world.
– We need both peace and the world, ideally all of it [laughs]. In any 

case, that approach has been around for a few hundred years. The nine-
teenth-century ideology, when that was the justification for the partitions 
of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth – grabbing the lands of today’s 
ukraine and belarus – didn’t come up with anything new. solovyov, Klyu-
chevsky and Karamzin 5 actually worked on material prepared by diaks 6 
and knizhniks 7 from the second half of the fifteenth and the beginning 
of the sixteenth century. I’d also remind you that the scale of this appe-
tite was also nothing new, because even in those distant times they were 
working out how to make things that weren’t russian part of rus’, which 
must have seemed dubious even to people at the time. so, we take astra-
khan, which had nothing to do with rus’, 8 but we come up with the idea 
that, phonetically, astrakhan actually resembles the Tmutarakan 9 of old 
rus’ and it’s the same. It’s the same.

If a rurik is a kind of rotating figure because even enemies of rus-
sia can invoke him, we can point to an ancestor Jagiellonians can’t refer 
to: the roman trace, octavian. because the rulers of Moscow supposedly 
directly derive from octavian’s brother prus, who never actually existed. 
prus and rus are phonetically similar, but it’s also a prospect, God will-
ing, for prussia…

Of course…
– so prussia can be tacked on too. and so on, and so forth. all these 

wretched sermons, they’re all stuck onto the historical material in some way.

I take it that the name Muscovy, which right now many in Ukraine propose 
to restore, was also a response to those claims of the elites of the time of 
the Lithuanian-Ruthenian state and Poland. Correct?
– It’s more complicated than that. firstly, this term appeared in 

the West at the time when the Muscovite state, the Grand duchy of Moscow, 

5 sergej solov’ёv (1820–1879), Vasilij Kliučevskij (1841–1911), nikolay Karamzin (1766–1826): russian 
historians, each of whom wrote a fundamental work on the past of the russian state.

6 Clerical official in the Muscovite and russian state.
7 Intellectual in medieval Muscovite rus’.
8 a former territory of the Golden horde, from 1459 an independent state (khanate), conquered by Ivan 

the Terrible in 1556.
9 Capital of one of the sovereign rus’ principalities, extant in 965–1094 (?) in what is now Crimea, 

previously part of the Kazar Khaganate.
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was indeed a rus’ udel principality. 10 This did not fully overlap with the con-
cept of rus’ – they needed to be separated. but Muscovy is a technical 
term. Muscovy was the lands surrounding Moscow. finally, the problems 
in Western europe, even among cartographers, regarding the whereabouts 
of Russia Rubra, 11 Ruthenia, 12 or Ruthenia Alba, 13 etc., are quite large. remem-
ber that the term Ruthenia Alba, i.e., belarus, was also sometimes used, for 
example, for Veliky novgorod. on some cartographical sketches, halych 
and Volhynia also suddenly turn out to be ruthenia alba, which comes 
as a complete surprise to us.

The whats, hows and whys are a long and complicated discussion. 
Certainly, in the West for a very long time the concept of Moscovia was 
used as a purely technical concept to precisely define this political enti-
ty in the concrete boundaries subject to the authority of the person sitting 
in the Kremlin.

The perspective of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth was indeed 
somewhat different because, for us, when this Muscovite ruler started giving 
himself titles such as Gosudarʹ Vseja Rusi i velikij knjazʹ moskovskij, the addition 
of “all rus’” means that his claims were expanded beyond the borders of his 
own state. This was dangerous for us, so we responded: “you are not Vseja 
Rusi, you are Muscovy, Moscovia, that’s it. because Russia, Ruthenia, is us”.

But was this term “Muscovy” the only one used by the ancestors of today’s 
Poles or Ukrainians?
– no. We have a classic example from political terminology, from 

ukraine, that contradicts that. I mean Khmelnytsky’s speech to the Cossack 
elites in pereiaslav, when he very clearly distinguished the tsar of russia 
– he distinguished russia from Rus’ (ruthenia). That’s the most interest-
ing thing. look, a few times in this fierce speech he said the russian tsar, 
the ruthenian nation. Intellectuals from the Mohyla circle, 14 the Kyiv cir-
cle, also made this distinction. so it’s not the case that it was always only 
the concept of Muscovy that was used. What’s important is something else. 
none of them – the poles, rusyns and lithuanians – would use the concept 
of Rus’ for Muscovy, that is russia. and that’s the key. Rus’ is us. 

10 “udel” principalities were states that were independent from the supreme authority of the Grand duke of 
Kyiv in the Middle ages – the early Modern era. states of this type were created under the conditions 
of the patrimonial monarchy as a result of feudal fragmentation.

11 also ruthenia rubra, red rus’: historical region in the borderland of modern-day poland, ukraine 
and belarus.

12 The latin name for rus’.
13 The latin name for White rus’ (the eastern part of today’s belarus).
14 Group of intellectuals from the Kyiv-Mohyla school (academy), established in 1658 on the basis of 

the Mohyla College, founded in 1632 by petro Mohyla, the orthodox metropolitan of Kyiv (1596–1647).
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I see, and, in that case, what about the other element that is so present 
in propaganda now, the undermining of the Ukrainian government’s le-
gitimacy to hold power, given that it arrived there as a result of a coup, 
gosudarstvennyj perevorot, Majdan. Were arguments challenging the le-
gitimacy to rule also even used with the elective kings, who actually didn’t 
have as many rights as the hereditary tsars of Russia?
– of course it was. at a certain point, the Jagiellonians were regarded 

as bastards. Meanwhile, the competitors in the baltic zone, the swedish 
Vasas, were even seen as people not worthy of rivalry because they were 
the “descendants of swineherds and pork traders”, to quote a letter from 
Ivan the Terrible to John III Vasa, 15 the swedish king and father of sigis-
mund. 16 We can go further: stephen báthory, an elective king, is presented 
as a saracen layabout, a Turkish minion, who could not be compared to 
the natural monarch that the Muscovite ruler was.

The rule of all elective kings is seen as incomplete because it is elect-
ed. a very common theme in the correspondence with Vilnius and Krakow 
in the sixteenth century was the assertion that the king was not a true 
natural ruler because he depended on his magnates. as he was elected, he 
wasn’t an absolute ruler, except it wasn’t really about the elective nature, 
but something else.

What was that? The system of government?
– now, in putin’s system, this phenomenon is known by the resonant 

name “vertikal vlasti” 17, yet in the russian version this “column of power” 
resembles a hydraulic press. There’s a ruler, he presses a lever, and that’s 
it. This can be illustrated magnificently by the mentality of the russian 
elites even at the beginning of the seventeenth century – I mean the famous 
discussion between the boyar Golovin and our Maskiewicz, 18 the cavalry 
captain in Moscow. Golovin, who had a brother in poland and read polish 
books, a liberal and enlightened magnate, said to the polish nobleman: “for 
you, your freedom is pleasant; for us, our bondage”. and this wasn’t about 
any characteristics of a slavish soul, as they see here, but about a different 
understanding of the mechanism of monarchy and state.

15 John III Vasa (1537–1592): King of sweden in 1569–92. In 1572–83, fought with russia for control over 
livonia.

16 sigismund III Vasa (1566–1632): King of poland and Grand duke of lithuania in 1587–1632, King of sweden 
in 1592–99.

17 Vertikal’ vlasti, the vertical of power (rus.) is a political term that means the hierarchical subordination of 
the executive authorities to each other. It is used as a cliché in modern russian propaganda as a symbol 
of positive autocracy and order, allegedly characteristic of russian reality as an integral feature of 
russian political culture.

18 Vicepalatinus of novgorod samuel Maskiewicz (1580–1632) befriended the Muscovite boyar fyodor 
Golovin (fëdor Golovin) (?–1625) during a stay of the polish garrison in Moscow (1610–12). upon returning 
from russia, Maskiewicz wrote a diary featuring stories from the events of 1594–1621, including his 
discussions with his brother-in-arms, Golovin.
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So, I assume that the Muscovites and the inhabitants of the Polish-Lith-
uanian Commonwealth had a different view of what the state is. A differ-
ent ontology.
– either there are authorities and democratic regulators, as we have, 

or – as in Tsarist autocracy – the only source and guarantor of all laws 
is the monarch. everybody serves the monarch. They are all raby, wheth-
er boyar or peasant. and so this bondage is in fact freedom because it 
made us equal before the majesty of the ruler. This is tortuous reason-
ing, of course, but this is a continuum visible from the sixteenth century 
until today.

This was also why the origins of the polish kings were questioned. 
In fact, as long as possible, tsarist candidates were also proposed as being 
better for the throne of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth because they 
were justified by the right of blood. Incidentally, that would rebound in an 
amusing way after the line of the Muscovite rurikids died out in the late 
sixteenth century, when the Vasas began explaining that they were actually 
an offshoot of the dynasty, together with the rurikids (as descendants of 
the Jagiellons, so of the rurikids on the distaff side), and now the throne 
was rightfully theirs. but that’s another story entirely.

In that case, could we say that, for example, Catherine the Great’s propa-
ganda against the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, which pointed out 
that there’d been revolution there and that the Constitution of 3 May 19 
was a toppling of the social order under the influence of dangerous French 
ideas – that all this propaganda that we know from the late eighteenth 
century was not purely instrumental? Was it partly simply an actual re-
flection of the beliefs of the elites of the time that the kind of Republican 
order they had in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was something 
abnormal, and dangerous for Russia?
– Certainly. as an aside, again this is reflected in the present day. 

I remember a discussion on this subject in russian media, in the press 
– a discussion on the legitimacy of quelling insurrections and the Third 
partition from 1795. speaking in defence of the torn-up polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth was the late Valeriya novodvorskaya, 20 who took a terrible 
beating as she was told that in fact europe, and especially the holy see, 
should be grateful to russia, and Catherine in particular, for preventing 
the transfer of godless Jacobin ideas 21 and atheist nihilism to eastern 

19 Government law from 3 May: poland’s first constitution, passed by the sejm on 3 May 1791. In 1792, russia 
declared war on the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth on the basis of the supposedly illegal nature 
of the constitution and persecutions of orthodox Christians. defeat in the war resulted in the second 
partition of the Commonwealth (1793).

20 Valeriya novodvorskaya (1950–2014): a russian dissident.
21 In this context, revolutionary liberal ideas and propaganda encouraging a coup d’état.
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 europe, which thus became a bastion of fundamental Christian values. 
They also noted that Moscow deserved credit previously because it alone 
had recognized the dissolution of the Jesuit order. and, of course, the Je-
suits were the elite of the Church.

This exaggeration of the radicalism and revolutionary nature of 
the postulates of the constitution and the uprising 22 is extremely charac-
teristic. That all started a little earlier, of course, at the time of the Targo-
wica Confederation, 23 because already then there were slogans present-
ing the constitution as threatening the social order. but after Targowica 
and the second partition – when a huge socio-political revival began among 
the elites, especially among Crown poles, and there was a plethora of 
Jacobin clubs, etc. – of course those Jacobins had about as much in com-
mon with french Jacobinism as a pruning knife with a guillotine. re-
member the caricature depicting polish Jacobins preparing for revolution 
and kissing the royal hand? In the times when the skulls of dantonists and 
then robespierrians were falling, this picture did not, of course, suggest 
far-reaching political radicalism, yet still this Jacobin bogeyman played 
a colossal role. In fact, I think it was also used quite skilfully in polish cir-
cles because it weakened the national unity.

We know that then, for instance, relations between russia and prus-
sia could be so tense that Catherine and the prussian king threatened 
each other with who would release Kościuszko from jail, and who would 
release Madaliński, right? 24 but they had one thing in common: preventing 
revolution, because at any moment the prussians would join the struggle 
in revolutionary france, and russia would guarantee that no democrat-
ic unrest would break out here. so, of course, that motif had an effect, 
sure. It would also have an effect later, during the november uprising. 25 
The representatives of the russian authorities would tell the conservative 
section of the french public that the polish insurgents were transgressors 
– foreigners disrupting the existing, fixed and time-honoured european 
order, just as they would try to persuade the holy see that in fact a curse 
should be put on the rebels because they had broken a vow. What else was 
Mickie wicz’s dispute with the pope about, if not that?

22 The insurrection of 1794 against russia and prussia, responsible in 1793 for the second partition 
of poland. named the Kościuszko uprising after its leader, Tadeusz Kościuszko (1746–1817).

23 The Targowica Confederation: a confederation of opponents of the Constitution of 3 May, organized 
in 1792 and supported by russia. In poland it became synonymous with treason.

24 antoni Józef Madaliński (1739–1804): one of the polish leaders in the Kościuszko uprising.
25 november uprising: war between Congress poland, the small polish state established at the Congress 

of Vienna in a union with the russian empire, and russia in 1830–31.
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I take it that these words of Mickiewicz’s – “Ah, French and Germans! Just 
you you’re your turn! / Soon tsarist ukases your ears will burn; / When on 
your napes you feel the scourge’s blow / And behold your cities in the lu-
rid glow […] Then, I reckon, you’ll be at a loss for words” 26 – are to some 
degree a reflection of the polemic?
– That is disillusionment, great disillusionment, because in Mickie-

wicz’s Ordon’s Redoubt 27 we have “when a parisian messenger licks your feet?”, 
right? This poem also addressed the tsar: “Warsaw alone defies your power, 
raises a hand to you and pulls off your crown”. but there’s more of this in 
polish literature, this disillusionment, because as I say about horace sébas-
tiani, 28 our combatant who camped in the same tent as polish generals, etc., 
and he accepted that – told the french that “there is order in Warsaw”… 
What were the words? “oh frenchmen! are our wounds of no value for you? 
at Marengo, Wagram, Jena, dresden, leipzig, and Waterloo. The world be-
trayed you, but we stood firm. In death or victory, we stand by you! oh broth-
ers, we gave blood for you. Today you give us nothing but tears”. 29

I must admit I wasn’t familiar with that verse of La Varsovienne.
– as an aside, that last sentence fits perfectly with what was going 

on a year ago when Western governments were discussing what the scale 
of aid for ukraine should be, those German helmets, first-aid kits and so 
on – I remember how moved prof. Jan Kieniewicz 30 plucked out that very 
quotation in one university body.

I’ll go back a little to earlier times. From the sixteenth century, public 
opinion in Western Europe was affected by very critical reports about 
the reality in the Muscovite state. I think Sigismund von Herberstein was 
the author of the first such work, which then entered the canon of those 
seen as unfavourable to Russia. Information also certainly got through 
about Ivan the Terrible’s oprichnina, 31 the Massacre of Novgorod. 32 In 1654, 
the Massacre of Mstsislaw 33 took place, and a year later the Sacking of 

26 a translation from adam Mickiewicz’s poem “forefather’s eve”.
27 Ordon’s Redoubt: a poem of the polish poet adam Mickiewicz from 1832 on the storming of Warsaw by 

the russian army during the november uprising.
28 horace françois bastien sébastiani (1772–1851): a napoleonic general, participant in the expedition to 

Moscow, french minister of foreign affairs in 1830–32.
29 extract from La Varsovienne (Warszawianka), a patriotic song from 1831. The lyrics were written by 

the french poet Jean-françois Casimir delavigne (1793–1843), influenced by the november uprising.
30 Jan oskar Kieniewicz (born 1938): a polish historian.
31 Term for Ivan the Terrible’s terror in 1565–72 against the boyars. The word comes from the old russian 

oprich, meaning “separately” (the organizational basis for the machine of terror was a distinct unit of 
the state).

32 The Massacre of novgorod in 1570: Ivan the Terrible planned the murder of the inhabitants of this 
merchant city, which the tsar suspected of disloyalty. at least several thousand, and perhaps more than 
ten thousand, people were killed.

33 a massacre in Mstsislaw, a town on the eastern fringes of the Grand duchy of lithuania, committed on 
22 July 1654 by the russian army under the command of Kniaz aleksey Trubetskoy (1600–1680). over ten 
thousand townspeople were killed.
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Vilnius. 34 And then, in the eighteenth century, the Massacre of Praga took 
place – an atrocity that even today for the Polish national memory is more 
or less the same as the Bucha Massacre is becoming for Ukrainians.
How did the Russian, Muscovite state react to the information about 
these acts of barbarity? Was there any sense of a need to explain them-
selves, or not?
– I’d just like to go back briefly to your previous questions and 

make it clear that – alongside the factor of dreamed-up ethnic unity and 
liberation of the supposed rus’ confraternity from polish oppression – 
the problem of the orthodox religion was also very much stressed. It was 
advanced as an aspect of saving the true faith with a certain civilisation-
al dimension. remember that for two centuries this allowed the russian 
state to harness an ideology that had actually been vanishing in europe 
since the end of the Middle ages, apart from the Turkish front perhaps – 
that of the Crusades. Ivan the Terrible marched to polotsk, to ruthenian 
lands, to one of the capitals of rus’ orthodoxy, accompanied by clergy 
and blessed by the hierarchs. 35 he went to rescue Christian temples from 
the hands of “heathen lutherans and deceitful latinists”. he attacked li-
vonia, which of course was never actually russian, invoking on the one 
hand the imagined legacy of yaroslav the Wise, meaning a source in a rus’ 
chronicle from 1030 about the construction of a fortress in the territory of 
the invaded Chuds. 36 on 30 september 2022, Vladimir putin did the same 
thing when he publicly cited the legacy in livonia. 37

Of Alexander Nevsky?
– earlier. he cited the Primary Chronicle (Tale of Bygone Years). so, 

yuryev, not dorpat, not Tartu, 38 just the old russian fort of yuryev. full 
stop. and the same thing would be cited by alexei Mikhailovich while 
marching on Vilnius and also aiming for Warsaw and Krakow. When 
the tsar set off for the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth after accept-
ing the tribute of the zaporizhian Cossacks, 39 patriarch nikon 40 blessed 
the banners because they belonged to Crusaders! They were going to lib-
erate the orthodox Christians, fight for their rights, and if the orthodox 

34 The burning of the lithuanian capital by the Muscovite army in august 1655, combined with pillaging 
the city and murdering its inhabitants.

35 Ivan’s polotsk Campaign during the war with the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth (1577–82) for rule over 
livonia.

36 In the Russian Primary Chronicle, livonia was described as a land of rus’.
37 speech by putin at a meeting with young businesspeople and scholars marking the 350th anniversary 

of the birth of peter the Great (9 June 2022) <http://kremlin.ru/events/president/news/68606> [accessed 
12 september 2023].

38 yuryev, Jur’jev: slavic name for Tartu from the Primary Chronicle; dorpat was the German name.
39 a reference to the events of 1654, when the zaporizhian Cossacks along with the lands they controlled 

accepted the protection of the tsar. This resulted in the outbreak of war between Muscovy and the polish-
lithuanian Commonwealth.

40 nikon (1605–1681): patriarch of Moscow and all rus’ in 1652–66.

http://kremlin.ru/events/president/news/68606
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Christians didn’t want this, that was another matter. Clearly they hadn’t 
come round yet, but when we did liberate them, they would realize how 
lucky they’d been.

These slogans were still alive in the eighteenth century. after all, 
the first partition was presented in the context of defence of dissidents’ 
interests and rights. It was at this point that the tsar, or in fact the tsarina, 
became an advocate of the orthodox ranks of subjects of the polish-lith-
uanian Commonwealth, the supposedly oppressed orthodox Christians, 
but also protestants, whose Christianity had previously been questioned. 
finally, this denominational moment was again used by russia, this time 
bolshevik, in the 1920s. at home, we shoot bishops, again we’re delegaliz-
ing the patriarchy, etc., but we do not accept the autocephaly of the polish 
Church 41 because the orthodox Church in poland is to be subordinated 
to the Moscow patriarchy and that’s that. It’s an identical mechanism.

returning to your second question: there were indeed many atroc-
ities, but I’d divide the early modern era into two periods.

Which?
– up to the mid-sixteenth century and before. The fifteenth centu-

ry and the first half of the sixteenth is a period when Muscovy was still 
exotic, little known, and only being recognized. This was also the reason 
for herberstein’s 42 compendium – after all, he wasn’t particularly spiteful 
in his explanations but just wrote what he saw. Most importantly, while in 
the late sixteenth century Muscovy read that and gnashed its teeth and 
said they were ancient fairy tales, we thought it was practically an an-
ti-Muscovite pasquil, and that was why báthory sent it as a present to 
Ivan the Terrible. but when it was produced, it was received almost as an 
ethnographic interview, a description of customs in Moscovia. The con-
tented Vasili III hung the famous sable fur on sigismund von herberstein, 
who he had himself portrayed in gravure for his work. so, he was rewarded 
for the description. his Muscovite interlocutors were not at all surprised.

but then everything started to change. paradoxically, we changed 
too, because that’s a good indicator. We sent herberstein’s book to Ivan 
the Terrible as a record, a catalogue of certain insults and accusations. 
however, herberstein had previously been accused in poland of being 
a Muscovite jurgieltnik, 43 and when he was riding in Krakow he had a brick 

41 The russian orthodox Church did not recognize the autocephaly of the orthodox Church in poland, 
which it received from the patriarch of Constantinople in 1924.

42 siegmund (sigismund) von herberstein (1486–1566): an austrian diplomat. herberstein twice stayed in 
Muscovy, in 1517 and 1526, and in 1549 he wrote Rerum moscoviticarum commentarii, in which he described 
the history of Muscovite rus’ from ancient times until the rule of Vasili III, the Grand prince of Moscow 
in 1505–33. herberstein gave information about the country’s religion, politics, economy and customs.

43 an old polish term for corrupt officials and politicians who took a wage from foreign states.
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thrown at him from a roof. so everything went awry. Why? Muscovy 
ceased to be as exotic as it had been under Vasili III or Ivan III. There 
were dutchmen, the english company, 44 increasingly frequent emissaries, 
a growing range of diplomatic contacts – you went to Muscovy and Mus-
covy went too. In addition, it’s worth remembering that a large number of 
Muscovite fugitives were enlightening european opinion. but it started 
from the latskys, 45 and only then did the generation of the Kurbskys 46 
describe those strange things. descriptions also started to appear from 
those who served the tsars or were forced to. We have staden, 47 but above 
all schlichting, 48 who was an excellent source because being the trans-
lator of the tsar’s physician for so many years meant being in the Krem-
lin and seeing everything from inside. actually, he saw too much and 
scurried away at the first opportunity. We have the first mercenaries in 
the Muscovite service, who also then brought news. admittedly, at first, 
service as a mercenary was quite awkward because it was a “one-way 
ticket”, because they’d go and sign up for service without realizing that 
it was damn hard to return, but some managed to, including the famous 
Taube and Cruse. 49 Cruse even served in the oprichnina and served over-
seeing Muscovy’s clients in livonia, for example Magnus of denmark. 50 
but then they resisted in Vilnius, so they began to trot out pasquils on 
Muscovy, of course. before that they offered – and this was an important 
moment – their pens to the Muscovite tsars, offered to write for europe 
how things really were, that is an apologia for Muscovy and a pasquil 
against the Jagiellonians, our state.

so people had to come to Muscovy from the West to convince 
the Muscovite elite that lots of bad things were being written about them 
in the world. Muscovy didn’t read that before, and there were two reasons 
for this. firstly, not many people were able to read it. and if somebody 
was able, he often did not risk informing the tsar because, of course, it’s 
easier to torture the messenger than his paymaster.

44 The Moscow trading companies in the sixteenth century; the main trading partners at the time were 
holland and england.

45 Ivan latsky (?–after 1552): Muscovite boyar and diplomat. In 1534 he crossed to the lithuanian side, 
leaving notes about life in Muscovite rus’ and cartographical commentaries.

46 andrej Kurbskij (1528–1583): russian aristocrat from the rurikid dynasty, commander of the russian 
army during the rule of Ivan the Terrible, essayist and religious writer. In 1564, he defected to lithuania. 
In correspondence from 1564–1579, he polemicized with the tsar on political and religious topics, and in 
his works he described russia’s history and customs.

47 heinrich von staden (1542–1579): German burgher, adventurer, supposed oprichnik of Ivan the Terrible, 
author of several reports on the russians and russia itself, where he lived in 1564–76.

48 albert schlichting (?–?): German from pomerania, the author of two pamphlets about russia written 
in the mid-sixteenth century. schlichting was taken into russian bondage in 1564 and later served as 
a translator and servant of the tsar’s doctor in 1568–70. In 1570, he fled to lithuania, where he wrote 
accounts of his stay in Moscow. 

49 Johann Taube (?–?) and elert (eilhardt) Kruse (?–1587): livonian adventurers, authors of a report 
(pamphlet) on the rule of Ivan IV. Initially prisoners of Muscovy, then servants and counsellors of the tsar. 
Through Taube and Kruse, Ivan the Terrible negotiated with duke Magnus of livonia. In 1570, Taube and 
Kruse fled, before defecting to the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth.

50 Magnus of livonia (1540–1583): danish duke, “King of livonia”“ in 1570–77. during the first northern War 
(1563–70), he was actively supported by Ivan the Terrible, who created the livonian duchy for Magnus.
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They also didn’t realize the power of the printed word. I once wrote 
about the phenomenon of orsha propaganda: that Konstanty ostrogski’s 
victory over Chelyadnin’s army at orsha, 51 apart from stabilizing the front 
and preventing further Muscovite annexations in ruthenia after the fall 
of smolensk, had one more dimension – propaganda purposes. The Jagiel-
lonian court made excellent use of the printed word in the form of count-
less ephemeral prints, occasional literature, theatre shows, publications 
in your romes, lübecks, Viennas and Venices. and, finally, even a kind of 
touring circus, exhibiting living witnesses of the triumph, meaning Mus-
covite prisoners, who, transported there in their natural costumes, were 
as exotic as arrivals from distant africa.

That was all a huge propaganda victory. Muscovy couldn’t oppose 
it with anything in the european diplomatic market and was able to  limit 
the effects of defeat domestically by adapting various reports in rus’ chron-
icles, etc. but it had no response to confrontation with Jagiellonian pro-
paganda. but even that is insignificant compared to what happened when 
Ivan the Terrible attacked livonia, because an attack on livonia was an 
attack on the German world – not just some poles and ruthenians and 
lithuanians. It was an attack on the German world, on the hanseatic cities. 
This marked the beginning of gigantic production of pamphlets in the Ger-
man language showing the cruelties and crimes of the russian army. Those 
stories of maidens blowing up fortresses so as not to fall into the hands of 
Muscovite rapists. Gravures showing women hung from trees by their hair, 
with Muscovite-Tatars shooting arrows at them. all this shocked public 
opinion. It was discussed by the Imperial diet.

The livonian Confederation didn’t withstand the Muscovite attack, 
ultimately accepting the Jagiellonians’ protection and becoming a fiefdom 
of sigismund augustus. That reduced the holy roman empire’s interest, 
but the initial reaction was very aggressive towards russia.

In that case, when did Muscovy start to realize the importance of 
propaganda?
– at this point, because it was also associated with one more phe-

nomenon. There was increasing knowledge of foreign languages in Musco-
vy, and the posolskij prikaz 52 gained a new function: preparing government 
bulletins. actually, extracts of what was being written around the world 
were prepared for the purposes of the tsar and his advisers. These started 

51 battle of orsha of 1514: battle during the lithuanian-Muscovite War (1512–22) between the lithuanian- 
-polish army commanded by hetman Konstanty ostrogski (1460–1530) and the Muscovite army 
commanded by boyar Ivan Chel’adnin (?–1521).

52 equivalent of the ministry of foreign affairs in the Muscovite state. The posolskij prikaz was also 
responsible for intelligence, international trade and post.
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to be shown, in fact later, in the seventeenth century, and this would be 
an enormous change that is crucial for our discussion, when the so-called 
Vesti-Kuranty began in Moscow, when the ambassadorial office began to 
collect newspapers and ephemera from europe and immediately translate 
them for the use of the tsar and his closest advisors. The Muscovite elite 
also changed because they began to know languages. In the second half of 
the seventeenth century, when we say proudly that the unexploited polo-
nisation of Muscovy took place, it wasn’t just about polonisation. poloni-
sation is part of occidentalisation, which is largely related to the seizure 
of ukrainian lands, including Kyiv, i.e., an educational centre of a magni-
tude that did not exist in russia, and to the cadres that were subsequently 
deported from there.

as for material culture, customs, costumes, art, etc., we forget about 
the “trophies” taken like in 1944 or 1945. after all, in the war with the 
polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, 53 the lands of Crown ruthenia and 
the Grand duchy of lithuania were pillaged enormously. Łukasz, you know 
Moscow well, you’ve walked around there and your russian friends have 
shown you the pride of seventeenth-century Muscovite art, the Krutitsky 
Court, the fired tiles and so on. but where do they come from? That’s not 
russian, Muscovite art. These are craftsmen taken away with their entire 
workshops from Mstsislaw, Vitebsk, orsha, etc. We’ll talk about the massa-
cre, the Mstsislaw Massacre. Who was spared? Qualified craftsmen. They 
were taken away. We speak of how they began to look at european art. 
yes, they did. They even brought exhibits over for themselves. Tsar alexei 
Mikhailovich ordered that as many as five cupolas be taken down from 
the radvilas palace in Vilnius after it was captured 54 because there were 
no such cupolas in the whole of russia, while the columns were ripped out 
with ropes from the porticoes, loaded onto carts and transported to Mos-
cow, because there was not a single ancient renaissance portico in Moscow. 
That was not cultural transfer, but material transfer, which only began to 
play its culture-forming role through imitation.

OK, so I’ll play the devil’s advocate. In Western Europe in the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, terrible things were being done too. Sweden 
even today, contrary to the resolutions of the peace treaty from 1660, 55 
still holds some of the Polish cultural goods plundered during the Deluge.

53 a reference to the war of 1654–67.
54 The radvilas (radziwiłł) palace was destroyed in 1655 during the Muscovite invasion of lithuania.
55 Treaty of oliva: a peace treaty between sweden and the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth signed in 

1660. It resolved that sweden was obliged to return plundered artworks, archives and libraries, which 
it did not do.
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– That’s true, but there’s an important turning point. still, the ter-
rible stories about sixteenth-century atrocities must have resonated less 
than those of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, because europe 
wasn’t all sweetness and light either. The Massacre of novogorod, which 
was known about in europe, wasn’t qualitatively different from either 
the st bartholomew’s day Massacre or the sack of antwerp, was it? but 
for europe a certain important turning point was undoubtedly the Thirty 
years’ War, which was still cruel. Just think of the massacre and sacking 
of Magdeburg. 56 still cruel, but culminating in the peace of Westphalia, 
which essentially also legally regulated the nature of warfare – the nature 
of conflicts in europe. and, suddenly, it turned out that although wars 
were going on in europe, we no longer had reports of such mass atrocities 
and crimes. That was over. Indeed, it ended there. There were individual 
cases that were spoken and written about and punished. In eastern eu-
rope it went on a little longer – for instance, the Cossack wars were rife 
with atrocities on both sides. The battles of batoh, 57 stavishche, 58 and po-
lonne, 59 etc., but that was different. The norm hadn’t yet been established.

It also seems that a civil war has a different status than interna-
tional conflicts. a civil war, unfortunately, by definition permits greater 
atrocities because it stays in the family. so, for example, the Massacre of 
uman 60 had some resonance in europe, but just a distant echo because 
in fact it wasn’t clear who, how, with whom and what for. Whereas, almost 
at the same time, the siege of Izmail by suvorov  61 – without any special 
efforts of Turkish diplomacy, which was also highly advanced in terms of 
the art of printing and use of publications, almost like the Muscovite di-
plomacy – still resonated widely.

We also need to remember one more thing: for a very long time rus-
sia couldn’t take part in the circulation of information because it didn’t 
have printing. and even when those Vesti-Kuranty 62 were made, when they 
made 20 copies by hand for the tsar and boyars that were later multiplied 
somewhere in a corner. but that’s a completely different object of infor-
mation to hundreds and thousands of papers, isn’t it? The press market 
didn’t exist because there was no press. besides which, how could there 

56 The Massacre of Magdeburg took place in 1631. The majority of the residents of this 25,000-strong city 
were killed by fires or murdered by the Imperial Troops.

57 The murder of several thousand polish prisoners taken into captivity on the orders of the Cossack 
hetman bohdan Khmelnytsky after the battle of batoh in 1652. 

58 Massacre in 1664 and 1665 of the townspeople of stavishche in the Kyiv region by Crown polish units 
commanded by stefan Czarniecki.

59 Massacre of the townspeople of polonne in 1648, perpetrated by the Cossack army commanded by 
Maksym Kryvonis.

60 The events of 1768. The haydamaks, peasant rebels, after capturing uman murdered its residents: 
burghers, Jews, and also the local nobility, who were seeking refuge in the town.

61 The extermination of the residents of the Turkish city of Izmail in 1790 during the russo-Turkish War 
(1787–92) by the russian army under the command of General alexander suvorov (1729–1800).

62 Kuranty o vsjakich vestjach or All Current News (1621–1702): the first handwritten russian newspaper, read by 
the tsar and boyars.
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be a press market and prints when there wasn’t a single printer? for a very 
long time. The sacco di Vilna 63 was something, a paroxysm of these… Mus-
covite atrocities, which, by the way, even today the russians won’t admit 
to, just as they won’t admit to the Mstsislaw Massacre, which must have 
been awful. since the survivors soon came to be known as the “unscythed” 
(nedoseki in russian), which is what those who had survived the Mstsi-
slaw Massacre were called in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth. news 
of it was terrible. everyone heard about it, and today we have absolutely 
phenomenal reactions from russian historians. not long ago, our mutual 
acquaintance wrote that it was a natural reaction of an army to a fortress 
not wanting to surrender. I’d just point out that this modus operandi had 
previously been used very effectively, but by Genghis Khan.

Undoubtedly.
– really. but really, after the Thirty years’ War, fortresses in the neth-

erlands and the rhineland also fell that didn’t want to surrender, and yet 
no one slaughtered the entire civilian population.

Of course, that’s also a sign of a certain delayed civilisational development.
– In russia now a certain characteristic two-stage line of defence is 

used. first, nothing like that took place. and second, it was justified by 
the nature of the time. and both reasons might be given in one breath, 
although…

They logically cancel each other out.
– and here, as an aside, we could also venture another assertion. eu-

ropean opinion in the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was 
quite happy to use the instrument of spreading guilt. particularly the east-
ern contingents were blamed – the Tatars, bashkirs, Cossacks, Circassians. 
pointing the finger – “it was them”. I think that the current pontifex would 
like that very much because pope francis also diversified in that way, ex-
pressing his astonishment at the idea that it could be the russians.

This approach would suggest that the Vilnius and Mstsislaw 
massacres gathered some colonial contingents, but this was done by 
Trubetskoy’s all-russian army, with the so-called mercenary regiments of 
the new outfit and so on. The second observation is very sad for russia: 
from the mid-seventeenth century onwards, I don’t know a single case of 
european commanders and monarchs participating in military atroci-
ties against a civilian population. but in russia it was a different story. 

63 an allusion to the Massacre of rome of 1531 (Sacco di Roma).
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let me remind you of the murder of four basilian clerics in polotsk 64 by 
peter the Great, accompanied by his staff officers and his favourite, Men-
shikov – a holy place for rus’, the ancient Cathedral of holy Wisdom in 
polotsk. This demonstrated a whole array of soldiers’ vices. The “Christian 
monarch” demanded access to the tabernacle and to the relics of Jozafat 
Kuncewicz. 65 When he was denied, when the basilian superior refused, 
apparently he cut his ears off and certainly murdered him. The door to 
the tabernacle was torn off. The tsar personally trampled on the host. 
he wanted to profane the relics, and the resistant basilians were drowned 
in the river. as for the prior, one story is that the tsar personally ran him 
through with a sword, assisted by Menshikov. This was a crime perpe-
trated by the supreme commander of an army – and an ally at that, an 
allied army. peter I was in polotsk as an ally of the polish king, the great 
lithuanian duke augustus II the strong. 66 That’s a shocking crime, isn’t it?

The arguments used by the russians concerning various later events, 
especially the Massacre of praga, are also telling. firstly, the murdered 
burghers, including women and children, were victims of the storming. 
secondly, suvorov personally endeavoured to subdue it and saved them. 
Thirdly, everything is exaggerated. Warsaw was actually grateful for being 
saved, because after the massacre the municipality of Warsaw supposedly 
handed a snuffbox with an inscription to its saviour, namely suvorov. and 
generally the fact is that – as it says on russian Wikipedia, for instance 
– under the influence of polish historians, this highly biased interpreta-
tion of suvorov’s action in Warsaw during the storming of polish capital 
gained popularity in french and english literature. Well, I’m not sure if, 
for example, baron engelgart, 67 a cousin of the tsar’s family and officer of 
suvorov’s army, who described the atrocity, was a polish historian. I’m not 
sure if the hero and guerrilla leader in the napoleonic Wars, denis davy-
dov, 68 who wrote about it, was a polish historian. Certainly, the english 
ambassador, Gardiner, 69 who described what he saw with disgust, was not 
a polish historian. I don’t know what influence the memory of Jewish ka-
hals in the polish lands, preserved for centuries, might have had on en-
glish historians. In the museum in zamość, you can see an illuminated 
manuscript showing the participation of Jews in the defence of praga, and 
the Massacre of praga perpetrated by the Muscovites.

64 In 1705, during russia’s war with sweden, which also took place on the territory of the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth.

65 Josaphat Kuntsevič (1580–1623): the uniate archbishop of polotsk, murdered by orthodox Christian 
burghers in 1623, a saint of the Catholic Church.

66 augustus II the strong (1670–1733): King of poland in 1697–1733, also ruler of saxony; as saxon elector 
he was an ally of peter I in the swedish War.

67 lev engelhardt (1766–1836): general in the russian army, diarist. served in several campaigns under 
the command of alexander suvorov.

68 denis davydov (1784–1839): general of the russian army, diarist, russian war hero from 1812.
69 William neville Gardiner (1748–1806): british diplomat and army officer, diarist.
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But Suvorov did not deny committing the massacre?
– no, he didn’t. his conduct during the storming consisted of run-

ning with two turkeys along the rampart and shouting, “at least let these 
two poor birds survive the slaughter”, and at the same time, after blow-
ing up bridges so the people couldn’t flee, enabling illegal crossing, to be 
shared by… The russian command gained material benefits; this is con-
firmed in sources. This was, if I remember correctly, told to denisov by 
the hero of the Caucasian Wars, yermolov. There’s an awful lot of evidence, 
and it makes no sense to pretend it didn’t happen. but the most tortuous 
argument is that it was a massacre which was a response and revenge for 
the slaughter of the russian garrison during the Warsaw Insurrection. 70

so let’s consider how legitimate this was. firstly, shortly beforehand 
there had been a massacre of survivors on the battlefield at Maciejowice, 71 
bayoneting the wounded with cries of “for Warsaw!” so how many times 
can you get vengeance? secondly, there was no massacre of a russian gar-
rison, which in the russian narrative, incidentally, came from who knows 
where. It wasn’t an Intourist excursion, after all, but an occupation corps 
(around 12,000 soldiers, not including Cossacks). Why was the building 
on Miodowa street, the russian embassy, turned into a fortress? It was 
more like revenge for the ignominious retreat of the russian army, where 
a mob armed with sticks and axes defeated the polish garrison of War-
saw, despite being outnumbered three to one. The russian garrison was 
made up of battle-seasoned soldiers, suvorov and Kakhovsky’s 72 soldiers 
remembering the victory over Turkey. That was a terrible disgrace. even 
the prussians, who endeavoured to meet them and allow the incursion 
through the Krasiński Garden, described how extremely inept the russian 
actions had been and that they had in fact simply retreated in a stampede, 
leaving up to 4000 dead and 1500 to 2000 prisoners. and then there’s one 
more classic issue that I really like to pester my russian interlocutors with. 
What happened? sleeping garrisons were slaughtered? how did the War-
saw Insurrection begin? With the ringing of all the bells for the easter 
service. Compare what time bells ring in Catholic Warsaw, and what time 
according to the rules of service in a garrison should soldiers be washed, 
shaved and at arms? In fact, at 5 a.m. the russian army attacked the arse-
nal (the operation had been planned earlier to nip any revolt in the bud) 

70 The events of 17–19 april 1794. The polish army, supported by the residents of Warsaw, attacked 
the russian occupation forces stationed in the city. as a result of the fighting, the russian Warsaw 
garrison was taken into captivity, killed, or fled the city.

71 The battle of Maciejowice was waged on 10 october 1794 between polish forces commanded by Tadeusz 
Kościuszko and russian forces commanded by fyodor denisov. It ended in defeat for the polish army and 
Kościuszko’s capture.

72 Michail Kachovskij (1734–1800): russian army general. among the forces he commanded those that 
attacked the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth during the war of 1792.
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– presumably not while asleep, and that was the signal for a popular up-
rising against the Muscovites.

They were drunk…
– or, lastly, something from the Massacre of praga, when they say 

that suvorov’s order to destroy the bridges was not because he wanted 
to slaughter everybody. Just taking into account the state of the army – 
drunk on blood but also liquor – he was afraid that they might be hit by 
a counterattack of the still quite numerous polish forces from the other 
bank of the Vistula. because, as davydov relates, the jaegers were so drunk 
that, for example, grenadiers from the phanagoria regiment were unable 
to clean their weapons and hired soldiers from other regiments to do it. 
I know that’s a rather awful, terrible story, but it’s true. The sources are 
unequivocal.

let’s remember that, in the shadow of the Massacre of praga, in 
our national “roll call” of tragedies and wartime atrocities there is also 
the famous massacre in ashmyany in the Vilnius region, now in belarus. 
from the november uprising, when in april 1831 Colonel Vershalin’s corps 
slaughtered the town’s population for fraternizing with the insurgents, 
also not sparing churches, slaughtering the population that took refuge 
there, murdering the clergy and desecrating the shrine. That resonated 
quite widely in europe. but this revived notions especially among the Ger-
mans and french about these savage russian atrocities, as in suvorov’s 
time. It’s interesting that this was what resurrected a certain idea that 
had died out during the napoleonic Warsaw. because you have to hand 
it to alexander I that he so much wanted to be the arbiter of europe and 
its angel of peace that the fact is that, for example, his entry to paris was 
conducted not only in exemplary fashion, but with iron discipline. There 
were no excesses. There were a few in the provinces, especially by the Cos-
sack detachments, but the existing studies show that they were relatively 
sparing, which incidentally can be explained by the nature of the political 
manoeuvres. We are bringing peace. We are returning the french throne 
to our ally. We are in an allied country.

These experiences of the november uprising, and then also the Janu-
ary uprising, were very much shaken up by alexander’s actions. The wars 
going on in the Caucasus at the same time were not so significant. essen-
tially, although the english observed that conflict and there were polish 
volunteers there, essentially it was seen as just a colonial conflict. The rus-
sian state was bringing order to savage peoples within its frontiers, and 
russia’s colonial rhetoric was completely understandable and acceptable 
to colonial french or english rhetoric.
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It was a slightly different case with russia’s later operations in 
the balkans. but there again, entering the balkans in an effort to con-
struct this “russkij mir” in the balkans in the war for the liberation of 
bulgaria, there was an attempt to demonstrate leniency and goodwill to 
civilians as a Christian slavic population. Interestingly, after the napo-
leonic Wars the role of the european bogeyman was assumed by Turkey 
with the Chios Massacre 73 and the pacification of Greece. but then came 
the november uprising, and russia returned to the place of satrap and 
brute, which was why when the Crimean War came, we in europe were 
now fighting against bloodthirsty beasts, weren’t we? 74 There was pacifi-
cation, but then also the January uprising and so on.

I’d like to touch upon what I think is another important subject – the ques-
tion of whether Russia understood treaties in the same way as Western 
European countries or the culture of Latin Europe. Was there a conviction 
that a treaty should be signed in good faith?
– I think that when signing treaties, russia was usually operating in 

the way shown in a cult scene from the film Our Folks: a court is all well and 
good, but justice must be on our side. 75 again, I’ll point to the complete di-
vergence in the early modern era of russian norms and european norms, 
late medieval norms and early modern norms. both the articulated reasons 
for the war and justification of claims varied widely. There was a key moment 
in the polish-Muscovite negotiations during the deluge, in the negotiations 
at nemėžis (niemieża). 76 on the one hand, the Muscovite boyars, all those 
Trubetskoys 77 and odoyevskys 78 accompanied by diaks, the whole time were 
operating within the old Muscovite narrative. Territorialism, the sacrosanct, 
inalienable rights of the whole of rus’ but also the tsar could break the pre-
vious perpetual peace 79 because he had acted to defend his name against 
all your untruths, because by printing various texts in your countries you 
insulted him and wrote contemptuously about him. he gave you a chance, 
sent a delegation to you with a list of culprits to be executed, their hands 
cut off, books burnt, forbidden! and what did you do? The criminals who of-
fended the tsar still walk God’s earth. you thought we’d be fooled when you 

73 a massacre of the Greek population of the island of Chios by Turkish forces in 1822.
74 It’s about the fact that russia, after the bloody suppression of the november uprising and the repression 

of the poles, was once again recognized as a threatening force for europeans, a fear-inducing state. 
for this reason, england and france decided to get involved on the Turkish side in the war against russia 
during the Crimean War.

75 Sami swoi: a cult polish comedy from 1967, directed by sylwester Chęciński.
76 negotiations before the signing of the Treaty of niemieża (nemėžis in present-day lithuania) between 

the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth and russia in 1656.
77 aleksej Trubeckoj (1600–1680): russian kniaz, diplomat; took part in the niemieża negotiations.
78 nikita odoevskij (1600–1689): russian kniaz, diplomat; in 1676–82, he headed the foreign policy 

of the Muscovite state. a participant in the niemieża negotiations.
79 peace signed in polyanovka in russia between the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth and Muscovy in 1634, 

ending the smolensk War of 1632–34.
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publicly burned a couple of pages torn out of books. 80 but the books can still 
be bought. you’re dishonest, and that’s why God punished you. on the other 
hand, there was a delegation made up of diplomats trained in negotiations 
with Western partners, unfortunately mostly Crown poles, and they didn’t 
understand anything about what Muscovy was.

The Lithuanians did better.
– yes, they did. and the Crown poles, not a clue, although Warszewic-

ki 81 wrote a work in which – after his experiences from the negotiations 
in yam-zapolski – he explained explicitly that the position in Muscovy re-
quired a great deal of resilience because Muscovy was stubborn, repeating 
the same lines over and over, obdurate and incapable of negotiating. he 
described them very pointedly. but our diplomats didn’t take advantage of 
that afterwards, probably because they weren’t professional. They didn’t 
make use of the amassed experience, and the people who travelled were 
often not well versed in negotiations with Muscovy.

so the poles went to niemieża armed with what? With legal litera-
ture and moral arguments. Moral arguments only amused the Muscovite 
clerics. after all, our tsar won, right? he captured everything. That means 
that providence was on our side. long live the “Imperija”! and it doesn’t 
matter if… so what if we broke the treaty? but fate proved that we were 
right, because we beat you, and not you us.

That sounds familiar.
– no, in fact it’s decisive. no legal concerns. The funny thing there 

was that the arbiters in those negotiations were supposed to be habsburg 
mediators – as foolish as ours. They had no clue about it all. They went 
there and made a big effort, convinced that they were important diplomats, 
but they were swiftly called to order. and what did they hear in Moscow? 
If you don’t like it, there’s the door. They also wrote these reports saying 
that something strange was going on. There was no dialogue.

during the deluge, we were helped by the fact that we had one as-
set that Muscovy had never had in its hands: an expectative to the throne 
after the childless John Casmir. and this somewhat evasive offer that 
the tsarevich or tsar might become the future polish king meant that again 
Muscovy was taken in. We had some experience in this because we fooled 
Ivan the Terrible at one point too. I mean the lithuanians did because 

80 In 1650, Tsar alexis demanded that poland hand over the author of a book critical of him and supposedly 
insulting the majesty of the tsar. The polish refusal became a pretext for breaking the perpetual peace 
signed in 1634.

81 Krzysztof Warszewicki (1543–1603): polish historian, writer and diplomat. a participant in 
the negotiations held during the war with Muscovy of 1577–82; wrote several speeches on cultural and 
political issues and a treatise on diplomacy based on these experiences.
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the Crown poles didn’t have much of a clue and thought it was treason 
and that the lithuanians were conducting private negotiations.

Going back to the starting point, we can see there, in the mid-seven-
teenth century, a clash of two ways of negotiating – two completely dispa-
rate diplomatic methodologies. up to then, the Muscovite diplomacy had 
operated exactly as it did in the time of Ivan IV, Vasili III, etc. The wide 
entry, meaning the gains from the Truce of andrusovo, 82 but also the in-
volvement of the ottoman porte in the war in ukraine in the 1660s, would 
attract europe’s attention to Muscovy as a potential participant in the holy 
league and would very much increase contacts with the european world. 
and here, in fact, Muscovy would have different instruments because it 
would have the intellectuals from the Kyiv circle and limitless translators. 
after all, the first russo-Chinese treaty has a latin variant.

What’s extremely interesting about all this is the fact that the 
 Kyiv-Mohyla circle, but also the belarusian one, played a role in creating 
that intellectual base. The Golitsyns 83 started speaking polish, and artamon 
Matveyev 84 started speaking polish and learned latin. The head of Musco-
vite diplomacy in alexei Mikhailovich’s time, ordin-nashchokin, 85 wrote 
letters in polish to polish magnates and knew latin. everything changes, 
everything changes. basically, everything peter I would later agree to, even 
encourage, and apply to the russian elite – that is travelling to study, which 
had previously been forbidden or very much limited – would become ab-
solutely self-evident. because from now on they’d be prepared different-
ly. While the negotiations conducted in alexei Mikhailovich’s time would 
take place po starinie, the diplomacy of peter the reformer – not yet peter 
from the time of Karlowitz – was becoming european diplomacy, adopt-
ing european instruments and using european literature and european 
legal norms, when that suited, of course.

So should we take it that Russian diplomacy in the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries was now European?
– I’d say rather that the european instruments were an added value 

because, when necessary, they dusted off the old norms and convictions. 
This attitude to the european arsenal is easiest to express with the con-
cept of a consumer attitude to Western innovations. Consumer, utilitarian. 
peter understood that, and then his successors did, especially Catherine 
and alexander. It was an effort to raise an audience abroad. an effort to 

82 Truce of andrusovo: truce signed in 1667 in andrusovo in russia, resulting in the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth losing the smolensk region, left-bank ukraine and Kyiv.

83 The Golitsyns (Golicyny) : russian knyaz family of lithuanian origin, branch of the Gediminid dynasty.
84 artamon Matvejev (1625–1682): russian aristocrat, politician, head of the posol'sky prikaz in 1671–76.
85 afanasij ordin-naščokin (1605–1680): russian aristocrat, politician, head of the posol'sky prikaz in 

1667–71.
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create milieus that would act in the interests of the russian raison d’état 
and the russian narrative and reproduce russian propaganda. and indeed, 
that’s a fantastic qualitative leap. from propaganda that was unwritten, 
calculated for the domestic market, and inept when confronted with such 
inventions of humankind as printing, to propaganda that hires pens, buys 
authorities, buys works justifying its aggression. and drip, drip, drip.

So that was how Catherine became the Semiramis of the North, was it?
– ah! Catherine is… fascinating! Where did so much talent come from 

in this provincial representative, raised in the stettin garrison, of what was 
after all a flagging German dynasty? Gigantic determination, enormous 
talents, but presumably this Western background, that was… note that 
this was the first russian monarch who saw the West from within and had 
grown up there. she was well read; she saw how propaganda worked, knew 
what popular literature was, knew how to create. yet the growth of popular 
literature, even literature, even fiction in political service during the War 
of the bavarian succession, during the seven years’ War, was enormous. 
she knew that and endeavoured to bring that to saint petersburg. hence 
her literary efforts, because there was a group of court writers. It was very 
poor literature, but it was there. she endeavoured to give it a european 
lightness and reflection. she wrote some historical plays because history 
was becoming a state weapon. literature served the state. and this gave rise 
to all those dramas about rurikids and so on, staged in the court theatre, 
written under a pseudonym, accidentally public and so on and so forth. 
literary polemics. We form the mirage of an enlightened court. We teach 
men of letters how important it is in the state interest to use art, i.e., lit-
erature, historical topics – we reach wholesale for art.

previously in russia, political manifestos had been expressed 
through votive buildings because the connection between religion and 
the state was strong. Votive buildings and cults of saints. and then peter 
engaged in the state cult of alexander nevsky and construction of the saint 
alexander nevsky lavra, etc. With Catherine it was completely different – 
secular buildings, secular festivities. her advisers and magnates followed 
her example. We always pride ourselves here in the fact that the first rus-
sian anthem was a polonaise written by a soldier, a traveller, Kozłowski, 86 
etc. We completely forget that it was a work originally commissioned by 
potemkin 87 for a feast in honour of suvorov – as it happens, right after 
a war crime, the slaughter of Izmail.

86 Józef Kozłowski (1757–1831): polish composer living in saint petersburg, author of the song Let the Thunder 
of Victory Rumble – one of the anthems of russia. 

87 Grigorij potëmkin (1739–1791): one of Catherine II’s favourites, the head commander in the russo-Turkish 
War in 1787–92.
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So one more question. In the history of thirteen wars between Poland and 
Russia, I don’t think Poland ever violated a peace treaty – if anything, in 
one case, it violated a truce. In other words, Russia was the aggressor. How 
was the breaking of treaties justified? Was it considered important? Were 
treaties generally signed in good faith, or was it reckoned that their valid-
ity depended on how long abiding by them would be beneficial for Russia? 
Was there even a common understanding of the words “law” or “treaty”?
– The concept of law essentially only appeared at the end of the sev-

enteenth century. law was not a norm but a certain catalogue of natural 
laws including, for example, russia’s rights to the entire area of rus’. but 
the concept of law as a certain system of values didn’t exist. Moreover, 
there was also a peculiar understanding of the obligations that result from 
signing a treaty. for example, I’d point out that, more than once, Muscovy 
was terribly concerned when a monarch of the polish-lithuanian Common-
wealth died and a truce was in force. They then hastily dispatched a dele-
gation to extend the truce. of course, it didn’t require extension because 
it had been signed, but Muscovy had a different understanding – pacts 
die together with the signatories.

That’s a lack of understanding of the state’s legal personality. Rather a con-
cept of the state as the property of the monarch.
– The state at this point was not a legal entity and not a guarantor 

of fulfilment of a treaty – the guarantor was the monarch. Muscovy was 
measuring its legal and systemic norm against our reality, so it didn’t 
quite understand what the big deal was. and that’s quite important, be-
cause indeed another question is that of implementing treaty resolutions. 
There were always problems with that. for example, when there were obli-
gations – the regularity of border congresses and delimitations enshrined 
in the truces, up to the Treaty of polyanovka, the biggest attempt at paci-
fication of relations between Muscovy and the polish-lithuanian Com-
monwealth – they never worked out.

There were also problems with ratification, as you remember 
very well, actually even with ratification of such fundamental acts as 
the Treaty of perpetual peace. supposedly sobieski vowed perpetual 
peace on the Market square in lviv, recognizing Grzymułtowski’s trea-
ty, 88 but in fact the  General sejm didn’t ratify it. and, until the partitions, 
the  polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, in colloquial terms, played dumb, 
and the treaty both existed and didn’t exist.

88 The Treaty of perpetual peace: treaty signed in 1686 in Moscow between the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth and russia, perpetuating the conditions of the Truce of andrusovo of 1667.
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Muscovy agreed to that?
– for Muscovy, if the monarch had sworn an oath, it was ratified. 

again, the clash of two worlds. The king was everything, the sejm nothing.

But do I remember rightly that when the Sejm finally ratified Grzy-
mułtowski’s treaty at the beginning of Stanisław August’s reign, it didn’t 
ratify the cession of Kyiv to Muscovy?
– yes, yes. That was also… a lot of different strange things were go-

ing on there because it was a question of titles. a question of monarchical 
titles. but the titles remained from before andrusovo.

The polish king didn’t renounce his titles, those of duke of Cherni-
hiv, severia, smolensk, etc. Moreover, remember that there was a hierar-
chy in place the whole time for the lost lands. of land offices and senators’ 
offices in the sejm of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, in the sen-
ate. The lands were gone, but the offices existed, well, in partibus infedelium. 
In the terminology of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, those areas 
were called “avulses”: lost lands which, God willing, it would be possible 
to recover. They were not lost forever.

so these acts simply looked different on the two sides of the bor-
der. poles under-interpreted them, and Muscovy overinterpreted, right? 
but the real politics was in its hands, not ours, and that strikes me as an 
interesting topic.

Since Moscow invested in propaganda in the eighteenth century, it used 
the services of “influencers”. We know that Voltaire served Catherine, that 
he was commissioned to extol her rule.
– not just him. There were attempts to contact diderot, for example. 

but the funniest thing is that, after all, the work which backfired terribly 
in Moscow, or rather russia, namely astolph de Custine’s account, 89 was 
originally intended as an apologia. after all, the french writer received an 
invitation and safe conduct because he was supposed to write how things 
really were – good, that is. he was supposed to show foolish europe how 
marvellous russia was: ruled by an enlightened monarch, enlightened 
absolutism and so on and so forth. but unfortunately, he came, he saw 
and he wrote. They cured him there and then. I have the sense that this 
 otherwise intelligent guy had no idea what a terrible blow he was aiming 
at his hosts when writing this book because he just described it as he saw 
it without thinking about the whole interpretation. When they began read-
ing it in the West, they reached slightly broader conclusions than he did, 

89 astolphe de Custine (1790–1857): french aristocrat, writer and traveller, author of La Russie en 1839.
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especially as it was him that stuffed himself on caviar, drank champagne, 
nibbled on beluga and walked around in russian sables, and they had to 
read that codswallop.

and I’d say that this technique of the russian authorities remains 
unchanged. after all, what did things look like in soviet russia? What 
was the aim of those famous delegations of polish writers, 90 inviting your 
Wańkowiczes, 91 słonimskis, 92 etc.? They were meant to write good things; 
they were shown everything that could be shown, except the reality as it 
really was. screeching. and then there’s bertrand russell, 93 right? There’s 
arnold Toynbee’s 94 marvellous expedition. When I first read that descrip-
tion, I cried with laughter because that was exactly what the adventures 
of my generation on soviet rail looked like.

How do Russians now react to the critics of bygone Russia?
– We’ve talked about suvorov and the Massacre of praga. so, 

the whitewashing of suvorov is still going on. once… Zvezda, the channel 
of the russian army, made a series of educational, journalistic films about 
suvorov, and they did an interview with me asking me to show what suvo-
rov looked like from a polish perspective. They hadn’t heard much about 
the Massacre of praga, but I committed a worse abomination because 
I said that, regardless of that peaceful suvorov who saved Warsaw, there 
were greater abuses and greater distortions in his legend. They were very 
surprised. They asked which ones, and I said, for example, your russian 
myth that this was a commander who was almost the only one in human 
history to never lose a battle. and that’s not true. not only did he lose, he 
got an absolute thrashing from the bar Confederates at Tyniec, 95 literal-
ly on the eve of his victory over them at lanckorona. 96 The recording at 
my house was quite long, 45 minutes of material. Then they didn’t release 
a single second. suvorov is simply sacred. he’s inviolably sacred, despite 
being a sociopath, butcher, and in fact a primitive man, with the biggest, 
quite monumental proof of that being the edition of his correspondence 

90 a reference to the invitation of polish cultural activists to Moscow in the interwar period. some of them, 
e.g., Melchior Wańkowicz and antoni słonimski, later published reports on their travels to russia.

91 Melchior Wańkowicz (1892–1974): polish writer and journalist.
92 antoni słonimski (1895–1976): polish poet and playwright.
93 bertrand russell (1872–1970): british philosopher, mathematician and social activist. In 1920, as part of 

a labour party delegation, he travelled to Moscow, where he met with lenin.
94 arnold Toynbee (1889–1975): british historian, philosopher; he conceived the idea of russia as a separate 

civilisation, hostile to the West.
95 The bar Confederation (1768–1772): a union of polish nobility formed in 1768 in bar against King 

stanisław august poniatowski and the russian forces supporting him. The confederation’s objectives were 
to abolish the russian protectorate of poland and repeal stanisław august’s reforms.

96 The battle of lanckorona took place on 23 May 1771; the unsuccessful storming of Tyniec occurred 
on the night of 20/21 May.
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published by the academy of science. 97 In my opinion, the editors didn’t 
read that correspondence, because if they had…

They wouldn’t have published it?
– They would have censored it.
suvorov was without doubt a very talented commander: a typical 

commander of the russian school; a commander as a spiritual father like 
your zhukovs, just a “lobovyj udar”, no manoeuvres, just “bayonet charge”, 
bleeding the opponent and yourself and so on. he was perhaps the full-
est manifestation of that. The later ones… all those paskeviches, 98 etc., 
were much cleverer. after that there was one operating in a similar way, 
albeit not on the same scale, who would also become the idol of the rus-
sian public…

Who?
– Mikhail skobelev, 99 who, if he’d been allowed to go on storming 

pleven 100 as he wanted to, then the Turks would probably have had their 
bakhmut. but an old German, the defender of sevastopol, Count Totle-
ben, 101 came along and said it was unacceptable and that he’d capture 
pleven with a method of small means and small costs. because, he said, 
“General, we came to storm the fortress and not to allow you to cavort on 
a white horse at the cost of soldiers’ lives”. and he captured it. Meanwhile, 
skobelev became a hero.

The next idol is zhukov, a commander who eclipsed rokossovsky. 
and yet people wept that they had to serve under zhukov and everyone 
tried to follow rokossovsky, because then they had a chance of survival. 
I was told this in an open text by the son of rokossovsky’s and zhukov’s 
translator, who entered rokossovsky’s command from 1941.

so this was the creation of some kind of expert myths, even though 
in the West zhukov is known as the conqueror of berlin, the model of an 
eminent soviet commander, even though after all we have the generally 
available recording of his talks with the great commanders of the allied 
armies: his talks with eisenhower about the mortality of soldiers, etc., 
which caused consternation among Western commanders.

97 a.V. suvorov, Pisʹma, izd. podgot. b.C. lopatino, otv. red. a.M. samsonov (Moskva: nauka, 1986); it is also 
worth looking at Duch Velikogo Suvorova, ili Anekodoty podlinnye o knjaze italijskom, grafe Aleksandre Vasilʹeviče 
Suvorove, (sankt peterburg: Imperatorskaja akademija nauk, 1808).

98 Ivan paskevič (1782–1856): russian field marshal, governor of the Kingdom of poland in 1832–56.
99 Mikhail skobelev (1843–1882): russian general, participant in the russo-Turkish War of 1877–78.
100 battle of pleven: battle between the Turkish army and a combined russian and romanian army during 

the russo-Turkish War of 1877–78.
101 eduard Totleben (1818–1884): russian general. during the Crimean War of 1853–56, he participated 

in the defence of sevastopol against the combined french, english, Turkish, and sardinian armies.
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What mattered was success. The support of the Russian state, promotion 
of certain figures.
– I think one important topic has been missing from our conversa-

tion: the divergence that took place between europe and russia. europe, 
which from the Thirty years’ War onwards began to standardize all laws, 
the laws of war, prisoners’ rights and so on. russia has been very selective 
in its history about abiding by that and respecting it. It also comes down 
to two different traditions of warfare. Indeed, far be it from me to use 
the clichéd, calqued question of Mongol heritage and so on, but I would 
point out that a good number of the wars waged by russia over the cen-
turies were wars waged in the east according to eastern rules, and they 
were wars waged by eastern contingents. heaven forbid, I’m not saying that 
the russians didn’t slaughter and pillage, because they did, but they had 
an excellent model, an excellent justification. and it’s absolutely obvious 
that this was the norm. That was how they fought in Khiva, in bukhara, 
in samarkand. and so what? Then they brought those experiences here. 
We all remember the terrible experience described – long questioned by 
the russians – in the book Berlin 45. a million rapes, etc. do you remember 
Melchior Wańkowicz’s book On the Trail of the Smętek? 102

Yes, very well.
– you remember one short description. There’s a description of a vil-

lage of old believers. There’s also a short description of the arrival of 
the russian army in east prussia.

I didn’t notice that. Was it Wojnowo? 103

– yes, because it went unnoticed, but the description is character-
istic. Those columns of soldiers, shouting, “solovej, solovej, ptašički”. and 
drunk. and those… running, bloody, in a woman’s torn clothes. The pre-
war censors didn’t guess what it was about… Very odd. They let it through. 
and the polish communist censors didn’t react? They didn’t notice. or they 
decided it was the tsarist army.

Right.
– Imperialist wars. but it’s one to one. savages invading eastern 

prussia, like in the film Rose, right?

102 Na tropach Smętka: reportage by Melchior Wańkowicz, published in 1936, describing the situation in east 
prussia before the second World War, particularly the process of its Germanisation and the fight for 
polishness.

103 Wojnowo: village in poland, before the war in east prussia, partly inhabited by the descendants of russian 
old believers.
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Of course.
– That’s it exactly, mass rapes, etc. When my russian colleagues tell 

me that these are Western inventions, I say, “hang on…”. and Prussian Nights 
by aleksandr solzhenitsyn, 104 who described that? and the cries from be-
hind the wall, right? I’m a polish woman, I’m a polish woman.

My own aunts survived it… These aunts survived in ostróda at 
the station only because the railwaymen burnt the staircase and there 
was no entry to the second floor. polish railwaymen on German railways.

My grandmother, who lived in Sępólno Krajeńskie at the end of the Sec-
ond World War… that was in Poland then but a dozen or so kilometres 
from the pre-war German border, smeared tar on herself and would tell 
us that her sisters did the same to look worse.
– but what’s the most important thing here? That we’re talking about 

acceptance and encouragement. because there’s the rhetoric about de-
feating the beast in its lair, that this is prussia, the cradle of nazism, etc. 
at the same time there’s encouragement to take revenge. and it doesn’t 
matter that much of that population isn’t German. so, where’s stalin’s 
statement that the red army man marches on, beats the Germans and 
liberates us, and you’re taking pity on the women, you wouldn’t even let 
him have them.

as an aside, as they said, looting, looting as an instrument of war. 
how surprised we are at this terrible looting in ukraine. Tearing out toilets 
and so on. We experienced all that here in ’45. and Vilnius experienced it 
from alexei Mikhailovich.

So in 1655 it was the same as in 1945?
– They took stoves away because they didn’t know what that kind 

of european stove looked like, for example. They took away the sewage 
framework, because they took everything. remember that technologically… 
In Moscow at the time, it was actually technologically impossible to cover 
a roof with sheet metal. so they rolled and ripped off the roof sheathing. 
That was all there. and then the looting of cultural goods. starting from 
the start, there wouldn’t have been the first russian library, there would 
be no public library without the załuski library. 105

looting in enemy territory, trophies of war. all understandable. be-
sides which, saving cultural goods, as my russian colleagues explain. and 

104 Prussian Nights: autobiographical poem written in 1950 by aleksandr solzhenitsyn (1918–2008), telling of 
the occupation of prussia by the red army during the second World War. 

105 The załuski library: the first public library in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, opened in Warsaw 
in 1747. In 1780, its collection was moved to russia after the fall of the Kościuszko uprising, where it 
became the basis of the Imperial public library, opened in 1814 in saint petersburg. Many items were 
stolen on the way.
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then bang, we have a description of the bashkirs and Cossacks having the 
duty of loading the books into trunks, but they didn’t fit, so they cut them 
with sabres. Those disgusting frenchmen. That napoleon stole so much, 
you know? and they took it all off to paris. I wonder how the Italian medi-
eval city archives arrived in saint petersburg, for example, from Cremona, 
an ally. They plundered whatever they could.

And they still haven’t returned it. In that case, this is an excellent contribu-
tion to the discussion on the continuation of Russian methods of warfare.
– a continuation, not a straight line. because we have something like 

a sine wave. There are some periods when russia tries, for propaganda or 
ideological reasons, to resemble the rest of the world. sure, the seven years’ 
War: we went into Königsberg and behaved decently, admittedly because 
Königsberg was to be annexed, but we went into berlin. We behaved calm-
ly there too. The contributions just add up terribly. but then we have the 
excesses of the polish and Turkish wars of Catherine’s era. next come 
the napoleonic Wars. alexander took great care of his army’s good name, 
demonstrating a veritably roman clementia, accepting surrender and so on 
and so forth. That makes an impression. The Kingdom of poland is at stake, 
alexander is to be the future monarch, an idol. and word goes around that 
this is a civilized army now. and then bang! The Massacre of ashmyany. 
The pacification of lithuania. and the image of russians as barbarians.

This sine wave depends on two things: how the russians behave 
and to what extent the ruling milieus in the West are interested in pub-
licizing or hushing up what’s really happening there. after all, it’s not as 
if the world didn’t know what was happening in Germany under the rus-
sians. but, firstly, we know how the allies behaved in the rhineland, and 
they behaved badly. and especially we know, and every intelligent person 
in europe knew, how the allies behaved in Italy.

and the final topic everyone is very sensitive to: the murder of 
prisoners on the battlefield. If you went to the museum of the battle 
of friedland 106 in the Kaliningrad oblast, the favourite theme for showing 
the crimes of the West is that in the battle of friedland during the storm-
ing, french soldiers bayoneted a russian general who was being carried off 
the battlefield by his soldiers. That indeed happened. but when I was shown 
that I just asked how the indignation related to the killing of prisoners at 
Maciejowice. or to cutting off prisoners’ right hands after the Massacre 
of praga? Come on, gents, you can’t have it both ways.

106 a battle at friedland in east prussia on 14 June 1807 between french and russian forces; one of the most 
important battles of the napoleonic Wars, culminating in victory for france.
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It would even be humorous were it not tragic that in the russian 
narrative they try to whitewash and justify everything. In the same way, 
wars of aggression are traditionally presented as rescuing the object of 
the invasion. and I don’t even mean ukraine, but poland earlier. you know 
what was the most wonderful idea of putin’s propaganda, almost simulta-
neously with the annexation of Crimea?

What?
– Minister Medinsky came up with “pre-Katyn”, associated with 

the napoleonic era, a supposed crime of polish soldiers near Gzhatsk. 107 
a monument was built, a sign put up.

There’s also something that defies any attempts at logical analy-
sis: the famous trip to france of activists of the military history society 
and the french funding of memorials on the battlefields of napoleon and 
the coalition in 1814. remember that russian nomenclature even now talks 
about a war of liberation of europe from the napoleonic regime, and at 
best it’s called the “zapadnyj pochod russkoj armii” – they came up with 
the idea of putting monuments up for the poor french.

To the gratitude of the French nation.
– yes, yes! and the french were supposed to chip in for the monu-

ment in fère-Champenoise, where russian cavalrymen slaughtered three 
squares of the french national Guard. They thought to themselves that 
they’d put up monuments of gratitude for liberating france from napoleon. 
That’s genuine – russian Military historical society delegations travelled 
to france specifically for that purpose…

It only goes to show the Russian elites’ enormous problems with under-
standing Europe and knowledge of Western Europe.
– Today’s elite uses history and historical narrative as a flail, ham-

mer or piledriver and sees it as an operational game, a tactical manoeuvre, 
just like operational games of espionage. They don’t treat it as a process 
governed by rules stemming from certain norms.

And if the facts contradict that, then too bad for the facts.
– no, they’ve gone up a level. If the facts contradict it, they don’t ex-

ist. facts are annihilated.

107 The former russian culture minister Vladimir Medinski (born 1970), known for instrumentalization of 
history and accused of plagiarism, claims that, in 1812 near Gzhatsk, polish troops serving in napoleon’s 
Grande armée murdered russian prisoners. This information has not been confirmed, at least not yet, 
by academic research.
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I think that we could actually finish on that note.
– It’s a brutal punchline, unfortunately, but a true one.

Many, many thanks for a fascinating discussion!

Interview was conducted by ŁuKasz adaMsKI
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The events in question took place in the east of present-day belarus at the 
beginning of the 1654–1667 war, which was waged by Moscow against 
the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth. for the attack on the territo-
ries of the Grand duchy of lithuania (hereinafter referred to as Gdl), 
the government of Tsar aleksej Michajlovič assembled an army of about 
70,000 men, which was huge by the standards of that time. bohdan Khmel-
nytsky, who had sworn allegiance to the Tsar under the terms of pereiaslav 
agreement, sent 20,000 ukrainian Cossacks, headed by Ivan zolotaren-
ko. These forces were to be opposed by hetman Janusz radziwill with 
an army of less than 10,000 soldiers, the majority of which was made up 
by districts’ military units and the noble host [polish: pospolite ruszenie]. 1 
The overwhelming superiority of the Muscovite forces undoubtedly decid-
ed the outcome of the campaigns at the outset of the war and the fate of 
many towns, including Mscislaŭ. In what follows, we will first try to draw 
a picture of the events in the town, relying mainly on published sources 
and literature on the subject, without claiming to provide a comprehensive 
factual study of the events; we then trace their function in the memory of 
the population and in historiography, especially in the alternative visions 
of belarusian and russian historiographies.

* * *
When the southeastern grouping of the Tsarist army of Voivode prince 
aleksej Trubeckoj, which numbered 15,000 to 17,000 soldiers, moved from 
brjansk to the territory of present-day belarus at the beginning of summer 
1654, there were no forces to stop them. for the inhabitants of the east-
ern fringes of the Gdl, who had already had the bitter experience of 
war, the lack of defences meant that they could only save their lives by 
throwing themselves on the mercy of the Tsar. 2 not surprisingly, the bor-
der town of roslaŭ surrendered immediately. The next town to stand in 
the way of Trubeckoj’s army was Mscislaŭ, the centre of the voivodeship, 
which was fortified with a palisade, a fairly strong castle on the Vichra 
river, and earthen ramparts with wooden towers above them. 3 The pop-
ulation of the town, which was predominantly orthodox, could be esti-
mated at about 10,000 people. 4 however, by that time many people from 

1 for more details on the forces of both sides at the beginning of the war, see Konrad bobiatyński, 
Od Smoleńska do Wilna. Wojna Rzeczypospolitej z Moskwą 1654–1655 (zabrze: Wydawnictwo InforT 
edITIons, Witold Grzelak, 2004), pp. 35–38, 47–48; andrzej rachuba, ʻWysiłek mobilizacyjny Wielkiego 
Księstwa litewskiego w latach 1654–1667 ,̓ Studia i Materiały do Historii Wojskowości, XlIII (2007), 43–44.

2 for more on the initial phase of the war and the attitudes of the population towards the army, see 
bobiatyński, Od Smoleńska do Wilna, 42–51; id., ‘adnosiny žycharoŭ VKl da maskoŭskaha vojska ŭ 
1654–1655 h.’, Belarusian Historical Review, 14 (2007), pp. 54–80; piotr Kroll, ‘belaruskaja kampanija 1654 h. 
(da bitvy pad Šapjalevičami)’, Belarusian Historical Review, 6 (1999), pp. 7–31.

3 andrèj Mjacelʹski, Mscislaŭskae knjastva i vajavodstva ŭ XІІ–XVІІІ stst. (Minsk: belaruskaja navuka), 
pp. 295–97. Cf. Michail Tkačev, Zamki Belarusi (Minsk: polymja, 1987), p. 92.

4 Mjacelʹski, Mscislaŭskae knjastva, pp. 312–13.
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the surrounding villages and even other districts had already rushed 
to the town. having learned of the approach of Muscovian troops, they 
sought refuge in the shelter of the town walls. Those who fled took with 
them what they could of their movable property, as well as property doc-
uments and other valuables.

faced with the threat of an imminent clash with the enemy, the no-
bles of Mscislaŭ Voivodeship, together with the borough and land offices, 
held a joint assembly, the “rada and namova”. The assembly adopted a “fra-
ternal resolution” not to retreat but to defend the town together, “so that 
all brothers do not retreat from the fortress of the King’s grace”. 5

The Muscovian army reached Mscislaŭ on 18 July, whereupon it be-
sieged the town and began to storm it. The defence of the town was led 
by the Mscislaŭ town governor, Jan stankevič, who had the nobility and 
burghers under his command. apparently, the nobility gathered there in 
considerable numbers, but the sources do not give any precise information 
about this. from some reports it can be concluded that, shortly before 
the arrival of the enemy, five noble units left the town. 6 reinforcements 
in the form of part of the noble host did not arrive as they were defeated 
on the outskirts of Mscislaŭ. 7 Thus, the main defending force of the town 
seems to have been the burghers themselves. 

after the siege began, the unprotected settlement outside a walled-in 
fortress was quickly overrun and set on fire by the enemy, but the outer 
town and the castle stubbornly resisted. The defenders still hoped for help 
and refused the offers of surrender, for which they were promised “great 
gifts and liberties”. 8 In an attempt to help the besieged, hetman Janusz 
radziwill left his main force in a camp at orša and marched to Mscislaŭ 
with a 3000-man cavalry force, but he was too late. one of the participants 
in this advance wrote: “We could do nothing, because the enemy had al-
ready knocked down and burned [the town] while we were on our way with 
help. because of the poor river crossings, we could not attack the enemy 
as quickly as we wanted to”. 9

The situation of the defenders of Mscislaŭ, who were without sup-
port, was aggravated by the fact that the wooden walls of the castle and 
the buildings were burning, making them unable to withstand the artillery 
fire for long. as a result of the third attack, the castle was taken “by storm 

5 Istoriko-juridičeskie materialy izvlečennye iz aktovy gubernij gubernij Vitebskoj i Mogilevskoj (hereinafter: IJuM), 
vol. 25 (Vitebsk: Tipografija G. Malkina, 1894), pp. 469–70.

6 ambroży Grabowski, Ojczyste spominki w pismach do dziejów dawnej Polski, vol. 1 (Kraków: J. Cypcer, 1845), 
p. 112.

7 lavrentij abecedarskij, Belorussija i Rossija: Očerki russko-belorusskich svjazej vtoroj poloviny XVI–XVII v. 
(Minsk: Vyšèjšaja škola, 1978), p. 152.

8 Akty, izdavaemye Vilenskoj komissieju dlja razbora drevnich aktov (hereinafter: AVAK), vol. 34 (Vil'na, 1909), 
pp. 157–58.

9 bobiatyński, Od Smoleńska do Wilna, p. 51.

https://www.multitran.com/m.exe?s=unprotected+settlement+outside+a+walled-in+fortress&l1=1&l2=2
https://www.multitran.com/m.exe?s=unprotected+settlement+outside+a+walled-in+fortress&l1=1&l2=2
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with great strength and perseverance” on 22 July 1654. What followed is 
described in many sources as a veritable mass murder – a massacre of 
the conquered. one of the descriptions states that the victors “massacred 
various noblemen, burghers and Jews, as well as common people, and then 
found living corpses and brought them to Moscow as prisoners; and having 
collected everything of value, they burned down the castle and all the for-
tifications, razing it to the ground”. 10 hetman Janusz radziwill, who had 
not managed to reach the town in time, reported only briefly to Vilnius 
that Mscislaŭ had been “robbed, knocked down and burned” by the enemy. 11 

Much more about the events of that fateful day for the town is 
learned from the accounts of the surviving witnesses who had stayed in 
the besieged castle, and who later – after the expulsion of the Muscovian 
army from the eastern territories of belarus – applied to the court, com-
plaining that as a result of the capture of Mscislaŭ they had lost their estate 
documents as well as various movable assets they had brought into the cas-
tle. about a hundred such applications, filed by representatives of the petty 
nobility (land owners) to the Mscislaŭ borough and land courts mainly in 
1663 and 1664, were published in archaeographic editions in the Tsarist 
period. 12 These hundreds of published petitions allow us to clarify several 
circumstances that are important to understand what happened on that 
tragic day, when, as the local orthodox priest stepan Volčaski put it, “Ms-
cislaŭ Castle was seized by a tyrannical hand that flooded it with torrents 
of human blood of faithful sons of the fatherland”. 13

let us first clarify who was in the besieged city. from the testimonies 
of the victims, it is clear that the fortifications housed people of different 
social status: noblemen and “common people”, i.e., burghers and peasants 
(“Volost inhabitants”, “low people”), as well as Jews. 14 as already mentioned, 
these were not only inhabitants of Mscislaŭ and its surroundings, but also 
people who had fled the enemy invasion from neighbouring districts. There 
is no evidence regarding the number of civilians who took refuge behind 
the city walls, but they were many times more numerous than the units 
of the nobles who had gathered there.    

What happened to the besieged? as is evident from the accounts 
of numerous witnesses, their mass deaths took place after the capture of 
the fortified town and castle, not during the siege and bombardment. This 
is confirmed by a number of direct references to the murder of specific 
individuals in captured Mscislaŭ, as reported by their surviving relatives, 

10 AVAK , vol. p. 34, 349. 
11 Grabowski, Ojczyste spominki, p. 112.
12 Many of these statements are published in volumes 24 and 25 of IJuM and also in volume 34 of AVAK .
13 AVAK , vol. 34, p. 339.
14 Cf: IJuM, vol. 25, pp. 449, 450, 453, 453, 456, 457, 470, 473, 484, 488, 490, 495, 501; AVAK , vol. 34, pp. 281, 284, 

290, 302, 313, 317, 326, 349, etc. on the Jews see: aVaK, vol. 34, pp. 157–59; IJuM, vol. 25, p. 497.  
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who distinguish the deaths during the siege of the castle from the killings 
after the capture. The sources clearly speak of the “execution of people” 
in the already captured castle and town, i.e., after the successful attack: 
first “by storm”, then “by the sword”. 15 Contemporary witnesses repeated-
ly note the same cruelty of the Muscovite troops to women and children: 
they killed “without regard to small children and women”. 16 

how many people could have died in Mscislaŭ in July 1654? We 
will probably never know because the necessary sources are missing. one 
thing is clear, however: the number could be in the thousands. although 
in the papers of the nobleman denis Turgenev and the government offi-
cial yakov portomoin, both of whom were sent to hetman bohdan Khmel-
nytsky, the relevant records stated that the Tsar’s boyars and Voivodes 
“seized Mscislaŭ and wiped out everyone in Mscislaŭ”; 17 the word “every-
one” here was, of course, just a figure of speech. nevertheless, the mass 
killings of people is also confirmed by other documents of Moscow origin. 
Thus, while the register of military orders randomly states that the town 
was “stormed and wiped out”, 18 other official documents speak of “more 
than ten thousand” dead, and the report on the victory of the Tsarist army 
in the war against the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth estimates their 
number at 15,000: “The Voivode prince aleksej nikitič Trubeckoj and his 
companions captured the town of Mscislaŭ, burned it out, and killed more 
than fifteen thousand in it”. 19 

The sources of the opposite side contain even less concrete informa-
tion about the number of victims. one lament mentions “several tens” of 
thousands, 20 but this is more of a rhetorical figure, as is the word “every-
one”, which sometimes appears in the statements of the nobility. of course, 
the total extermination of those gathered in the castle is out of the question. 
first, some of them were simply lucky to escape from the conquered town. 21 
secondly, some of the people trapped in Mscislaŭ were taken prisoner by 
the victors and deported to the Tsardom of Moscow, as was repeatedly 
reported by those who later returned from captivity. 22 Third and finally, 
some of the inhabitants, mainly burghers, remained in the town after July 
1654 and swore allegiance to the new power.

More than three centuries later, archaeologists discovered terrible 
traces of these tragic events for Mscislaŭ: during excavations at the castle 

15 IJuM, vol. 25, pp. 446, 450, 453, 470,  476, 477, 487–89, 497; vol. 25, p. 445; AVAK, vol. 34, pp. 158, 284, 317, 318, 349. 
16 IJuM, vol. 24, pp. 421–22; AVAK , vol. 34, p. 158.
17 Akty, otnosjaščiesja k istorii Južnoj i Zapadnoj Rossii, vol. 14: Prisoedinenie Belorussii, 1654–1655 (sankt-peterburg, 

1889), pp. 87, 108.
18 Dvorcovye razrjady, vol. 3: S 1645 po 1676 g. (sankt-peterburg, 1852), p. 435.
19 Akty, sobrannye v bibliotekach i archivach Rossijskoj imperii, vol. 4: 1645–1700, (sankt-peterburg, 1836), p. 128.
20 IJuM, vol. 25, p. 488.
21 IJuM, vol. 25, pp. 438, 502.
22 see: IJuM, vol. 25, pp. 438, 446, 447, 450, 452, 456, 457, 467, 470, 473, 476, 477, 484, 488, 480, 497, 501, 502, etc.; 

AVAK , vol. 34, p. 277 ff.
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and in the town, they came across layers of major fires from the mid-sev-
enteenth century. 23 experts believe that the population of Mscislaŭ cat-
astrophically shrank as a result of losses from the Thirteen years’ War, 
during which the town changed hands several times: instead of the 10,000 
who lived there in the middle of the seventeenth century, by 1667 there 
were only 1500–1800 inhabitants. 24 after the devastation in the mid-sev-
enteenth century, life in the town seemed to stop; it seemed to cease to 
exist for a while and changed from an important centre into a retreat. 25   

let us try to place the massacre in Mscislaŭ in the larger context of 
the war. Was it a rare or even exceptional case of ruthless treatment of ci-
vilians by the Muscovian army, or can it rather be seen as the widespread 
treatment of town inhabitants during military conflicts of that era?

at the outbreak of the war in 1654–1667, there were other cases 
in which towns were destroyed and their inhabitants punished by force. 
In the process, the conquerors repeatedly violated the terms of surrender 
that formed the basis for the termination of resistance. In general, the Mus-
covian authorities dealt harshly with the populations of all the resistant 
towns in belarus. at the beginning of the war, for example, the small town 
of druja in northwestern belarus also suffered greatly after its capture. 
as the Voivode Vasilij Šeremetʹev reported to the Tsar, in druja, which he 
had captured in a battle, “soldiers and other people sitting in the town 
were beaten, and the town, churches and houses were burned without 
a trace”. and when, in autumn of 1654, after several months of desperate 
defence, the defenders of dubroŭna situated on the dnepr nevertheless 
agreed to surrender the town, aleksej Michajlovič ordered the best nobles 
to be sent to him, while the rest were to be taken to Tula: “townspeople 
and district people along with their families were to be given to the sol-
diers, and the town of dubroŭna was to be burned”. The same fate befell 
the small town of hory, which surrendered in september of the same year 
after stubborn defence: by order of the Tsar, the commoners and nobility 
were taken “with their wives and children” to the Moscow state. as histo-
rians who have studied the Thirteen years’ War explain, the conquerors 
hoped to teach other towns a lesson by this cruel punishment, so that they 
would not dare resist. 26 

23 leonid alekseev, Po Zapadnoj Dvine i Dnepr v Belorussii (Moskva: Iskusstvo, 1974), pp. 116–117.
24 Mjacelʹski, Mscislaŭskae knjastva, pp. 312–13. see also: Metryka Litewska. Rejestry podymnego Wielkiego Księstwa 

Litewskiego. Województwo mścisławskie 1667 r., ed. by andrzej rachuba (Warszawa: diG, 2008), p. 63.
25 alekseev, Po Zapadnoj Dvine, p. 119; id., ʻdetinec Mstislavlja v XIV–XVII vv.’, Rossijskaja archeologija, 2 (2000), 107.
26 Michasʹ Tkačoŭ, Zamki i ljudzi (Minsk: navuka i Tèchnika, 1991), p. 94. as early as in the soviet 

epoch, the russian researcher a. Mal’cev explained the removal of all burghers from dubroŭna and 
the destruction of its fortifications by the desire of the Moscow authorities to punish the population 
for their resistance, and as a punishment for other belarusian towns. see aleksandr Malʹcev, Rossija 
i Belorussija v seredine XVII veka (Moskva: MGu, 1974), p. 49. 
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It is noteworthy that, even in the following year of the war, there 
were numerous examples of unjustified brutal treatment of the popula-
tion by the Muscovian army in the still-unconquered territories of be-
larus that were sanctioned by the Tsar himself. The same Voivode prince 
aleksej Trubeckoj was ordered “by order of the ruler” to move from sluсk 
to slonim, “to burn, beat, enslave and destroy people without a trace” on 
both sides of the road. and, in order to increase the area of destruction, 
the Tsar ordered the troops to return via a new, “unconquered” road and 
do the same. 27 When alexey Michajlovič learned that his soldiers had con-
quered many towns, “and these towns and villages in the districts were 
burned, and the people beaten and completely devastated”, the happy Tsar 
encouraged his Voivode and “praised Trubeckoj kindly”. 28 In the context 
of the conquerors’ attitude towards the belarusian population in the first 
years of the war, it is not difficult to consider the events in Mscislaŭ as 
something completely unexpected on their part, even if all other cases 
cannot be compared with the slaughter in the town on the Viсhra river.

The bloody massacre of Mscislaŭ was not without reason dubbed 
the “Trubeckoj Massacre” after the Voivode who led the siege and storming 
of the town. so few of the surviving inhabitants of Mscislaŭ remained that 
the population of the district began to refer to them as “nedoseki” (“those 
who were not finished off”), 29 i.e., those who barely escaped annihilation. 
We do not know exactly when this definition came into use, but it most 
probably began after the war or soon after the events described. In any case, 
this word lived on for centuries in the language of the locals: the dictio-
nary of the language of eastern belarusians that was compiled in the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century recorded the lexeme “nedoseka” in exactly 
this meaning – as the nickname for a native of the town of Mscislaŭ. 30 
The collective memory of the events of 1654 was supported by two murals 
on the walls of the Church of st Mary, built in Mscislaŭ in the monastery 
of the Carmelite order. researchers assume that this church already ex-
isted in the town in the first decades of the seventeenth century but was 
initially made of wood and then burned down during the conquest of 
the town by the Muscovian army. The construction of the stone church in 
place of the wooden one started only in 1717–21, while its towers appeared 
even later as a result of reconstruction carried out by Vilnius architect 
Johann Christoph Glaubitz in 1756–68. 31 This final stage of the church 

27 Akty Moskovskogo gosudarstva (hereinafter: AMG), ed. by n.a. popova, vol. 2: Razrjadnyj prikaz: Moskovskij stol, 
1635–1659 (sankt-peterburg, 1894), pp. 437–39.

28 AMG, vol. 2, p. 439.
29 Cf. Michasʹ Tkačoŭ, aleh Trusaŭ, Staražytny Mscislaŭ (Minsk: polymja, 1992), p. 24.
30 Ivan nosovič, Slovarʹ belorusskogo narečija (sankt-peterburg, 1870), p. 330.
31 Tkačoŭ, Trusaŭ, Staražytny Mscislaŭ, p. 51; aljaksandr Jarašèvič, ‘Mscislaŭski kljaštar karmelitaŭ’, 

in Èncyklapedyja historyi Belarusi, vol. 5 (Minsk: belÈn, 1999), p. 228; 
 anatolʹ Kulahin, Katalickija chramy na Belarusi (Minsk: belaruskaja èncyklapedyja, 2001), p. 104. 
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construction is attributed by experts to the appearance of historical fres-
coes 32 referring to the events of 1654. about 20 murals were created, of 
which two are the most important: “The capture of Mscislaŭ Castle by 
the Muscovian army” and “Murder of priests”. The first depicts the siege 
of the castle by Trubeckoj’s army; the second the massacre of the Catholic 
population of the town after the capture. 

Memory of the events known as the “Trubeckoj Massacre” did not 
fade in the local population even under the rule of the russian empire, 
to which Mscislaŭ already belonged in 1772 as a result of the first parti-
tion of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth. In the nineteenth century, 
this fact was confirmed by the authors of several historical works who 
were familiar with the antiquities of Mscislaŭ. In particular, the russian 
history lover Michail bez-Kornilovič, who served as a military topogra-
pher in the western provinces of the empire in the 1830s to 1840s, wrote 
a work on the past of belarus in which he recalled the tragic days of Ms-
cislaŭ. his book states that prince Trubeckoj took the town by storm 
and “the inhabitants were beaten without distinction of sex or age”. for 
this, the historian continued, the Tsar’s Voivode was nicknamed “cruel”, 
the massacre itself was referred to in folk legends as the “Trubeckoj Mas-
sacre”, “and the descendants of the citizens who survived it are called 
‘nedoseki’ by the inhabitants”. 33 The author also recalled the historical 
paintings in the local church. another historian, Iosif Turčinovič, who 
came from a noble family from the Mahilëŭ region, also paid attention 
to the events of 1654. In his first summary overview of the history of be-
larus, he informed his readers that the citizens of Mscislaŭ at that time 
were “almost all exterminated by Trubeckoj’s troop soldiers”, which is 
why “the dwellers of Mscislaŭ are still called nedoseki”. 34 The mention 
of the Muscovite troops’ harsh treatment of the population of the sub-
jugated territories in Tsarist russia did not contradict the official im-
perial account at the time. In books on the reign of aleksej Michajlovič, 
published in saint petersburg and Moscow, among the glorifications of 
the triumphant successes of the Tsarist army in the territories of his-
toric lithuania, one could read, for example, that the Tsar had “ordered 
Viсebsk to be cut down” for its resistance, 35 etc. 

after the suppression of the January uprising of 1863–64, however, 
attitudes towards the history of the russian empire’s western provinces 

32 Maria Kałamajska-saeed, Rosyjskie pomiary klasztorów skasowanych w roku 1832, t. 2 (Warszawa: “polonika”, 
2021), p. 655. 

33 Michail o. bez-Kornilovič, Istoričeskie svedenija o primečatelʹnejšich mestach v Belorussii prisovokupleniem 
i drugich svedenij k nej že otnosjaščichsja (sankt-peterburg, 1855), p. 190.

34 Iosif Turčinovič, Obozrenie istorii Belorussii s drevnejšich vremeni (sankt-peterburg, 1857), p. 211.
35 see Vasilij berch, Carstvovanie carja Alekseja Michajloviča (sankt-peterburg, 1831), pp. 66–67; 

petr Medovikov, Istoričeskoe značenie carstvovanija Alekseja Michajloviča (Moskva, 1854), pp. 74–75.
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changed considerably. The leading positions in official historiography were 
taken by representatives of the so-called “Westrus’ian” school, which assert-
ed the thesis that “Western russia” (belarus, lithuania and ukraine) and 

“Great russia” were parts of russia The ideological leader of “Westrus’ian” 
historiography, Michail Kojalovič, who was very active in underpinning 
this idea, offered simplified pro-russian interpretations of events in his 
lectures on local history, which critics noted were informed by his “anti-  
-polish irritation”. speaking about russia’s war against the  polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth and the actions of Trubeckoj’s army, he explained that 
“in belarus, cities surrendered one by one”, because – in his interpreta-
tion – “the whole of Western russia was in the process of overthrowing 
the polish yoke and restoring its state unity with eastern russia”. 36 pom-
pei batjuškov’s publication, which was intended to underpin the “original 
russianness” of the western provinces of the empire, echoed this: the au-
thors claimed that the detachments of princes Trubeckoj and čerkass-
kij took many belarusian towns, including Mscislaŭ, with ease, as “one 
town after another surrendered”. 37 The interpretation of the war with 
the  polish-lithuanian Commonwealth as the “liberation of Western rus-
sia from the poles” became the defining discourse of russian historiog-
raphy, regardless of school. The authoritative russian historian sergej 
solovʹev, who held balanced views, also argued in his multi-volume work 
that the Muscovite army occupied towns in the lands of belarus “with 
the Tsar’s grace and salary”, which is why there “not only the common 
people, but also the nobility willingly swore an oath to the Tsar”. 38 When 
recounting the events of 1654, he mentioned the “surrender of Mscislaŭ” 
only in the context of congratulating the Tsar on the complete surrender 
of the towns of the Grand duchy of lithuania. 

however, in addition to government publications that expressed 
the official view of the region’s past, an alternative explanation of history 
remained available to the public in the western provinces of the empire. 
When dealing with the events of local history, unofficial publications often 
portrayed the actions of the russian authorities and troops in a very un-
flattering light. for example, despite censorship, the author of a multi-vol-
ume geographical dictionary published in Warsaw reported on the “terrible 
massacre” of the inhabitants of Mscislaŭ perpetrated by Trubeckoj’s army, 
also mentioning nedoseki as “the name of the descendants of the surviving 

36 Michail o. Kojalovič, Čtenija po istorii Zapadnoj Rossii, izd. 4 (sankt-peterburg, 1884), pp. 244, 250. 
37 Belorussija i Litva: istoričeskie sudʹby Severo-Zapadnogo kraja, ed. by p.n. batjuškovym (sankt-peterburg, 1890), 

pp. 254–55.
38 sergej M. solovʹev, Sočinenija: v 18 kn., kn. 5: Istorija Rossii s drevnejšich vremeni, vols 9–10 (Moskva: Mysl ,́ 

1990), p. 603.  
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burghers” of the border town. 39 he was also well aware of the existence of 
a mural painting in the local church that was connected with the events 
of the mid-seventeenth century. 

The longevity of the memory of the historical massacre of the popu-
lation of eastern belarus in the early twentieth century was convincingly 
illustrated by Vladimir Krasnjanskij in his historical essay on Mscislaŭ. 
a russian historian who came from novgorod province, he taught in 
various towns in the northwestern region. When he was the director of 
the men’s gymnasium in Mscislaŭ in 1906–11, he studied the local antiqui-
ties and devoted an essay to the history of the town, reporting on the tragic 
days of 1654. according to Krasnjanskij, prince Trubeckoj “dealt ruthlessly 
with the defenders of Mscislaŭ castle, leaving them to the sword and fire; 
of those taken prisoner, only a few were released”. 40 The historian also af-
firmed that those who survived the mass murder were called  nedoseki by 
the local population, and the slaughter in Mscislaŭ, he claimed, “is remem-
bered to this day as the Trubeckoj Massacre”. according to Krasnjanskij, 
the nobility in Mscislaŭ still retained the nickname ‘nedoseki’ even in his 
time, and pictures of scenes from those distant events remain on the in-
terior walls of the local church.

finally, in 1912, in his journal “litwa i ruś” (formerly “Kwartalnik 
litewski”), the first publication of photographs of the Mscislaŭ frescoes 
was issued by the polish historian Jan obst, 41 who had moved from st pe-
tersburg to Vilnius. There he met the belarusian historian dzmitry daŭhi-
alla, then a member of the Vilnius archaeographical Commission, who 
provided his polish colleague with his photographs of the frescoes. In his 
description of the frescoes, Jan obst suggested that they could have been 
painted as early as the seventeenth century, and only the rococo frame 
was added later during the renovation of the church under King augus-
tus III. The author suggested that the paintings might have been made by 
a foreign master, possibly from holland, and that they might be based on 
living oral tradition – the accounts of witnesses to the battle in the town. 42 
Jan obst described the events of 1654 as “the most tragic in the entire 
bloody history of Mscislaŭ” and noted that they were known to both rus-
sian and polish historians as the “Trubeckoj Massacre”. at the same time, 
he subtly remarked that the “fierceness” of the Muscovian warriors against 
the town’s population is difficult to explain, given the constant assertions 
that Msсislaŭ “is and was ‘eternally russian’”. 43 

39 Krz. J., ‘Mścisławl’, Słownik geograficzny Królestwa Polskiego i innych krajów słowiańskich, ed. bys f. sulimierski, 
b. Chlebowski, J. Krzywicki, and W. Walewski, vol. 6 (Warszawa: nakł. Władysława Walewskiego, 1885), p. 775.

40 Vladimir Krasnjanskij, Gorod Mstislavlʹ (Mogilevskoj gubernii) (Vilʹna, 1912), p. 80.
41 J. o. [Jan obst], ‘freski w kościele Mścisławskim’, Litwa i Ruś, 2:1 (1912), 28–33. 
42 Ibid., p. 32.
43 Ibid., p. 31.
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after the collapse of the russian empire, at the beginning of the so-
viet epoch, the old scheme of history, which presented the past of belar-
usians and ukrainians as branches of the ‘threefold people of Rus’’, was 
discarded by the Marxist historiography of Miсhail pokrovskij’s school. 
In the 1920s, it was time for Minsk to establish its own school of belaru-
sian historiography that would assert the historical and cultural autonomy 
of belarusians. naturally, at that time there was quite a lot of talk about 
the past wars with russia, but we did not manage to find any examples 
of the “Trubeckoj Massacre” in the belarusian publications of those years. 
In the 1930s, with the onset of political repression and the reorientation 
of soviet historiography to justify russia’s great power, any criticism of 
the policies of Muscovian rulers became politically risky. 

after the end of World War II, coverage of the history of the so-
viet republics was directly subordinated to a scheme designed to prove 
the historical justification of their incorporation into russia and the pro-
gressive role of the russian people in their destinies. The introduction of 
the concept of the “Old Rus’ nationality” as the single root of the russian, 
ukrainian and belarusian peoples in 1954 demanded that belarus’s cen-
turies-long past be viewed only through the prism of the belarusians’ as-
pirations for “reunification with russia”. any mention of Muscovy’s wars 
of aggression was excluded. In Minsk, one of the main representatives of 
the official position of soviet historiography was lavrentij abecedarski, 
who became a notorious “enemy of apoliticism”. he advocated the unity 
of the east slavic peoples and the belarusians’ longing to be russian; 44 
he also declared any example of enmity between them in the past to be 
falsification and hastened to refute every statement about the inhuman 
attitude of the Muscovite troops towards the belarusians.

In the conditions of the popularization of the heroes of russian 
history and the active russification of culture in the bssr, the historical 
frescoes commemorating the “Trubeckoj Massacre” irritated local soviet 
officials, who tried to get rid of the dilapidated church in Msсislaŭ. In 1959, 
they made such a proposal to Moscow and the party authorities of the Ma-
hilёŭ region, saying not only that the preserved murals were “not of his-
torical and artistic value to the belarusian people” but also that their 
content was “anti-patriotic and insulting”. according to their explanation, 
the battle of Trubeckoj was a struggle for the “liberation of Msсislaŭ from 
foreign invaders”, and polish historians had attributed “distorted, false and 

44 laŭrènci abècèdarski, Baracʹba ŭkrainskaha i belaruskaha narodaŭ za ŭz’jadnanne z Rasijaj u sjarèdzine XVII v., 
(Minsk: dzjaržaŭnae vydavectva bssr, 1954); id., Borʹba belorusskogo naroda za soedinenie s Rossiej (vtoraja 
polovina XVI–XVII v.) (Minsk, 1965).
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hostile” meaning to it. 45 When the first petition to the centre had no effect, 
the soviet and party apparatchiks from Msсislaŭ sent another petition to 
the higher authorities in 1961. It contained a request to remove the church 
building from the register of cultural monuments of the bssr and to stop 
its restoration because, they said, the “Trubeckoj Massacre” mural depict-
ed russian soldiers who had come “to liberate the belarusian people from 
the polish noble yoke” in a distorted manner as murderers and robbers and 
was “an insult to the russian and belarusian brotherly peoples”. 46 

The church miraculously survived. It was saved by the development 
of cooperation between ussr and the polish people’s republic, which be-
gan during nikita Khrushchev’s Thaw: the visits of the first secretary of 
the Central Committee of the polish Communist party, Władysław Gomuł-
ka’s visits to Minsk and Moscow in 1958 and 1959, and later the participa-
tion of the polish delegation in the XXII Congress of the ussr Communist 
party in 1961. The soviet government gave this delegation the opportuni-
ty to visit Msсislaŭ with its monuments of “polish” heritage, 47 thanks to 
which the church was saved. 

although the frescoes were preserved, people in soviet belarus could 
only talk about the “Trubeckoj Massacre” behind closed doors, because 
the fact of the bloody capture of the town by the russian army radically 
contradicted the notion of the belarusian people’s aspiration for “reunifica-
tion” with russia as the central thesis of the bssr’s official historiography. 
With the only aim of discrediting the slaughter of 1654 as “an invention of 
the bourgeois nationalists”, the party authorities in Minsk allowed only 
the aforementioned official historian lavrentij abecedarski to raise this 
uncomfortable topic publicly. In a monograph on belarus’s ties with rus-
sia, he explicitly criticized what he called “the legend of the annihilation of 
all the inhabitants of Msсislaŭ by Trubeckoj’s army”. 48 such an approach 
was flawed from the outset since no one in the literature on the subject 
insisted on the destruction of “all”. Then, this party historian resorted to 
an even more blatant manipulation. first, referring to one single docu-
ment – the testimony of the noblewoman raina Kurovič – he questioned 
the very fact of the storming of the castle, thus contradicting the testimo-
nies of a hundred other witnesses who had described the events. accord-
ing to abecedarski, this noblewoman was also in the besieged castle and 
she allegedly reported that “the noblemen themselves surrendered Msсis-
laŭ castle to Trubeckoj’s army”. 49 In reality, there is nothing of the sort 

45 Ihar puškin, ‘antyrèlihijnaja palityka i ‘polʹski faktar’ u histori Mscislaŭskaha kascëla karmelitaŭ (1950–
1960-ja hh.)’, in Mscislaŭ i Mscislaŭski kraj, ed. by Mjacelʹski (Minsk: belaruskaja navuka, 2019), pp. 355–57. 

46 Ibid., pp. 358–59.
47 Ibid., p. 360.
48 abecedarskij, Belorussija i Rossija, pp. 150–53.
49 Ibid., p. 152.
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in Kurovič’s statement. she said quite clearly that she was sent by her 
husband from Msсislaŭ to another “hospodar” castle, which she did not 
specify. The enemy approached this castle after [emphasis mine – h.s.]
the capture of Msсislaŭ by storm, and it was her castle, not Msсislaŭ’s, that 
was surrendered to the enemy because of a lack of provisions, gunpowder 
and men to defend it. 50 an analysis of the available material suggests that 
Kurovič’s report refers to the castle of neighbouring Kryčaŭ, a town in 
the same Voivodeship that surrendered in the autumn of 1654.  

further, to refute the assertion of the “total extermination” of 
the town’s inhabitants, abecedarski referred to the Tsar’s charter that 
had been issued to the remaining burghers of Mstislaŭ in May 1655 to 
protect them from insults by Muscovian warriors. his final argument was 
the well-known fact that captive noblemen from Msсislaŭ were brought 
to the Muscovian state. on the basis of these arguments, abecedarski 
concluded that all talk about the “Trubeckoj Massacre” was a lie because 
the commoners remained in Msсislaŭ after the attack, and the nobles 
lived, so all remained unharmed. according to his explanation, the Tsarist 
power in belarus allegedly treated the nobility “very mildly” and forbade 
killing the common people at all. using his own version of the “surrender” 
as proven fact, abecedarski concluded that the rumours about the “total” 
extermination of the inhabitants of Msсislaŭ were “invented” and spread by 
the nobles themselves, who thus “tried to justify the surrender of Msсislaŭ 
castle to the russian army before the authorities of the Commonwealth” 
and “to obtain confirmation documents for their former possessions”. 51 
The party historian of the bssr concluded his failed “debunking” by stat-
ing that only bourgeois nationalists spread this legend after the victory 
of soviet power. 

apart from this case, the authorities of the bssr did not allow any 
further recollections of the events of 1654 in official discourse until the end 
of the soviet era. even in popular publications about the history and cul-
ture of Msсislaŭ itself, the topic had to be carefully avoided. 52 The fate of 
a journalistic essay on Msсislaŭ written by the popular belarusian writer 
uladzimir Karatkevič in 1982 is indicative in this respect. In the original 
version, the author gently and without invective against the russians re-
counted the tragic days of 1654, mentioning both Voivode Trubeckoj and 
the “Trubeckoj Massacre”, as well as the word “nedoseka”, and referring to 
the work of nosovich for reassurance. but the censors carefully removed 
all of this: in the published version of the work, all that remained was 

50 AVAK , vol. 34, p. 290.
51 abecedarskij, Belorussija i Rossija, p. 153.
52 as an example, see: aleh Trusaŭ, rascislaŭ baravy, Pomniki staražytnaha Mscislava: da 850-hoddzja horada, 

(Minsk: belarus ,́ 1985).
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a mention of the war of 1654–67, in which Msсislaŭ was “as in the fur-
nace”. 53 The extracted fragments were only reinserted into Karatkevič’s 
popular work after the collapse of the soviet system. 

It is strange that the “Trubeckoj Massacre”, which was hushed up 
for decades, did not attract more attention on the part of belarusian his-
torians and history popularizers after the collapse of the soviet union. 
In any case, it was definitely not included in the catalogue of events used by 
belarusian historiography to awaken national patriotism, and it plays no 
role in the “place of memory” (lieu de mémoire) of belarus after 1991. a rare 
case of emotional treatment of this topic in the pages of a state journal 
was a publication dedicated to the historical fate of Msсislaŭ castle, 54 in 
which the author recounted that the conquerors killed thousands of in-
habitants there and took many captives, calling the massacre at the castle 
its “apocalypse”. on the other hand, in a modern monograph on the history 
of the Msсislaŭ region, the events of 1654 are mentioned only very briefly 
as an ordinary episode of the war. 55 according to the author, the unusual 
number of casualties in the capture of the town is explained by the large 
gathering of citizens from the entire Voivodeship who sought shelter in 
the castle. such reticence in the publications of the national academy of 
sciences of belarus could be related to the official politics of history un-
der lukašenka; however, even in popular literature, which does not look 
back at the position of the authorities, the events of 1654 were rarely and 
rather quietly discussed. In popular history books published by non-state 
publishers, for example, the capture of Msсislaŭ by the Muscovite army 
appeared only as an example of “the hardest fate” among belarusian towns 
during the war of 1654–67; 56 however, the term “Trubeckoj Massacre” was 
not used because these authors clearly tried to avoid politicizing their in-
terpretations of the events. 

a completely different interpretation of the events that interest us 
is offered by the russian historical narrative. It has already been men-
tioned that in the Tsarist era these events were included in the official leg-
end of the “liberation of Western russia from the poles”. In soviet times, 
the difference between Moscow’s and Minsk’s evaluations of the actions of 
the Muscovite rulers, together with the nationally oriented historians in 
belarus, were eliminated as a result of stalin’s policy. It is not surprising 
that the special works of russian-soviet authors, when they wrote some-
thing about the Tsarist wars in the territories of belarus, presented them 

53 uladzimir Karatkevič, Mscislaŭ: èsè pra historyju i ljudzej adnoj zjamli (Minsk: belarus ,́ 1985). 
54 raman abramčuk, ‘apakalipsis mjascovaha značènnja: žyccë i smercʹ Mscislaŭskaha zamka (1135–1660)’, 

Architektura i stroitelʹstvo, 1 (2013), 54–57.
55 Mjacelʹski, Mscislaŭskae knjastva, p. 241.
56 uladzimir arloŭ, zmicer herasimovič, Kraina Belarus :́ iljustravanaja historyja (london: angloproject 

Corporation, 2003), p. 184.
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in the context of Moscow’s struggle for east slavic unity. The prominent 
russian expert on the history of the war of 1654–67, aleksandr Malʹcev, 
hardly touched on the circumstances of the capture of Msсislaŭ; he only 
indicated that, right at the beginning of the campaign, the russian army 

“took the town by storm after a fierce battle” and continued to advance. 57 
This author interpreted the events strictly in line with soviet politics of 
history, arguing that the Muscovite army “liberated” the towns and vil-
lages of belarus from “polish rule” and that in belarus the overwhelming 
mass of the population suffered from brutal exploitation and national-re-
ligious oppression and therefore accommodated and supported the rus-
sian “liberators”. 58 

If the subordination of explanations of the past to official ideology 
was common practice in soviet times and not surprising, then the fidelity 
of russian historiography to one of the main theses of soviet politics of 
history after the collapse of the ussr cannot fail to impress. Indeed, in 
contemporary russian historiography, just as in the era of the Cpsu Con-
gresses, the Muscovite state’s wars with its western neighbours are present-
ed as a struggle to restore the broken “east slavic unity” – the proverbial 

“reunification”. In educational literature, the destructive war in the mid-sev-
enteenth century is presented as a just and liberating war for the peoples 
of belarus and ukraine, who “suffered under a triple oppression – serfdom, 
nationality and religion” in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth. 59 and 
with regard to events in belarus, some russian historians repeat like mag-
ic the thesis that “the belarusians opened the gates of their towns before 
the Tsarist regiments”; they even claim that their submission to the power 
of Tsar aleksej Michajlovič was “the realization of the dream of the or-
thodox russians” in the Grand duchy of lithuania. 60 The authors of such 
publications do not seem to realize that the orthodox citizens in belarus 
at that time constituted a minority, but even they – although the rights 
of the orthodox were really violated – were by no means eager to submit 
to the authority of the Tsar and become “russians”. This can be seen in 
a series of uprisings against Muscovite garrisons in the belarusian towns 
that had experienced the Tsarist regime, as well as in the development of 
guerrilla warfare by the local population against the “liberators” during 
the Thirteen years’ War. 

57 see: Ocʼerki istorii SSSR: Period feodalizma, XVII v., ed. by a.a. novoselʹski, V.n. ustjugova (Moskva: an sssr, 
1955), p. 45.

58 aleksandr n. Malʹcev, ‘Vojna za belorussiju i osvoboždenie smolenska v 1654 g.’, Istoričeskie zapiski, 37 
(1951), pp. 133; id., Rossija i Belorussija v seredine XVII veka, pp. 63–65, ff.

59 Istorija Rossii: učebnik , ed. by aleksandr s. orlov et al. (Moskva: MGu, 2015), p. 162.
60 andrej p. bogdanov, ʻzapadnaja rusʹ i stanovlenie velikorusskogo stichosloženija pri Moskovskom dvore’, 

in Rossijskaja realʹnostʹ konca XVI – pervoj poloviny XIX veka: èkonomika, obščestvennyj stroj, kulʹtura: sb. statej 
(Moskva: ran, 2007), p. 146.
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a certain adherence to the doctrine of ‘liberation’ is also readily 
apparent in the works of today’s russian scholars who deal specifical-
ly with the history of the wars of Tsarist russia. It is noteworthy that 
they usually do not address the issue of the Tsarist army’s treatment of 
the population of the occupied territories. for example, in his summa-
ry of the events of the 1654–67 war, aleksandr Malov presents them as 
a “victorious march of the russian army” in the belarusian territories, 
during which it “took” one town after another, without mentioning any 
cases of resistance. 61 a similar attitude can be observed in oleg Kurbatov, 
who deals with the military history of russia in the seventeenth century. 
In his summary monograph on the same war, he focuses only on the mil-
itary campaigns and successes of the “russians” against the “poles” and 

“lithuanians” in the territories of belarus and ukraine. In his account, 
the army of the Tsar’s voivodes in belarus takes one town after another 
as if there was no resistance anywhere. Msсislaŭ, as the book says, “was 
taken by storm without a long siege” by the Trubeckoj army; then, “the 
garrison of dubroŭna surrendered”, and then “the burghers of Viсebsk ca-
pitulated”. 62 In all the aforementioned towns, the inhabitants stubbornly 
resisted the Tsarist army, but they are put on a par with other settlements 
that quickly surrendered. In the consistent omission of the circumstanc-
es of the conquest of Msсislaŭ, dubroŭna, Viсebsk and some other towns, 
it is difficult not to see the intentionality. The fact that Kurbatov focuses 
only on the military campaigns does not explain everything, for when he 
describes the actions of the enemy, i.e., the polish-lithuanian Common-
wealth troops, he repeatedly speaks of their cruel treatment of the local 
population: thus, the campaign of Col. J. K. lisovski through belarus at 
the end of 1655 was accompanied by “pogroms against the peaceful pop-
ulation”, and stefan Czarnecki “exterminated all the inhabitants there” 
in 1665 after conquering the town of stavišče, 63 etc.

but by far the most striking example of this biased approach to ex-
plaining the events of the 1654–67 war in belarus is provided by aleksej 
lobin. In 2007, in response to my popular scientific book on the said war 64 
and to the journalism of belarusian history buffs, he devoted a special 
essay to defending the russian troops against the “belarusian nation-
alist school” 65 that reproached them for ruining the towns of the Gdl. 
let us leave aside the accuracy of the accusations against the opponents, 
who, according to lobin, only “juggle facts” and have no idea about 

61 aleksandr Malov, Russko-polʹskaja vojna 1654–1667 gg. (Moskva: Cejchgauz, 2006), pp. 16–20.
62 oleg Kurbatov, Russko-polʹskaja vojna 1654–1667 gg. (Moskva: runivers, 2019), pp. 21, 27.
63 Ibid., pp. 75, 297. 
64 henadzʹ sahanovič, Nevjadomaja vajna: 1654–1667 (Minsk: navuka i tèchnika, 1995).
65 aleksej lobin, Neizvestnaja vojna 1654–1667 gg., <https://scepsis.net/library/id_1104.html> [accessed 

6 January 2023].
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the “methodology of historical research”. The issue here is not the method 
of his polemics but the explanation of what happened in Mscilaŭ. after 
all, it completely contradicted lobin’s false claims regarding the Tsar’s 
humane policy towards the population, which supposedly forbade the mil-
itary to harm the inhabitants of towns and villages. his explanation for 
the Mscislaŭ case appeared to be very simple: the author justified the cru-
elty of Trubeckoj’s army with the “laws of war”. because the garrison 
and the inhabitants put up stubborn resistance, “the Voivode could not 
guarantee their welfare according to the Tsar’s order”. Therefore, when 
the town was taken by storm, “its inhabitants were killed or taken pris-
oner”, according to this russian author. In his interpretation, if a town 
stubbornly resisted, then “according to the rules of military science [em-
phasis mine – h.s.] of the time” the siege was followed by “brutal killing 
and massacre in the town”. This was how “without exception, all troops 
acted on enemy territory”, lobin summed up. 

Igor babulin’s book on the events of the first year of the war can be 
considered the most thorough and balanced work of russian historians 
on this subject to date; it contains a separate section devoted to a sen-
sitive topic – the capture of Mscislaŭ. 66 unlike others, he tried to find 
out what happened in this town in the summer of 1654. This author re-
lied on the testimonies of several nobles who described the storming of 
the town; 67 then, he offered his own analysis and evaluation of the events. 
unfortunately, using abecedarski’s far-fetched argument, babulin also 
tries to question the cited testimonies about the bloody capture of Ms-
cislaŭ. let me remind you that abecedaski referred to the testimony 
of just one noblewoman, as if he were speaking of a voluntary surrender of 
the castle. although, as we have shown above, this statement referred to 
another castle, babulin also called it the testimony of a person who was 
in besieged Mscislaŭ. 68 Just like abecedarski, he undertook to challenge 
the statement “about the total extermination of the defenders of the city”, 
which was just a figure of speech that was also used, by the way, in sourc-
es of russian origin. In the scientific publications of belarusian historians 
and writers, there was not even an attempt to claim something similar. 

although babulin eventually conceded that the reports of the no-
bility proved “the death of a considerable part of the civilian population”, 
he related this to the storming of the town and rejected all accusations 
of excessive cruelty on the part of the Tsarist troops, disagreeing with 
the definition of these events as “massacres”. he attributes the very subject 

66 Igorʹ babulin, Smolenskij pochod i bitva pri Šepelevičach 1654 goda (Moskva: russkie vitjazi, 2018), pp. 71–80.  
67 Ibid., pp. 74–76.
68 Ibid., p. 77. 
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of the “Trubeckoj Massacre” only to the “polish tradition”. In describing 
the paintings on the walls of the Carmelite Church, he again refers to 
l. abecedarski, who claims that the “Trubeckoj Massacre” is a legend 
created by nobles, who created the paintings on the church walls to sup-
port the legend. 69 The historian also insists on the need to distinguish 
between “unavoidable casualties during a brutal attack” on the one hand, 
and the “killing of defenceless people”, i.e., the “massacre” after the cap-
ture of the city. “There is no credible evidence that the russians orga-
nized the deliberate killing of prisoners after the capture of the city”, he 
asserts. In his opinion, “only the Catholic priests, who were not treated 
squeamishly at that time” could have been the victims of the “massacre”. 
It turns out that if there is no concrete information in the russian sources 
about the killing of civilians, the evidence of the other side does not count. 
This obvious tendency of babulin’s explanation of the events of 1654 in 
Mscislaŭ has been rightly pointed out by a polish historian of the same 
war, Konrad bobiatynski. 70 It is indicative that babulin’s conclusion shifts 
the entire responsibility for what happened to the inhabitants of Mscislaŭ 
themselves, who dared to offer armed resistance: they knew the rules of 
war and “were well aware of the consequences of their actions”. The noto-
rious “rules of war” appear again, as if they justified the mass slaughter 
in the capture of the city. did such generally accepted and understood 

“rules of war” really exist at that time? 
It is well known that military science and warfare practices under-

went remarkable changes during this period. The tendency to strengthen 
discipline and reduce the negative impact of the army on society was al-
ready evident in various parts of europe from the 16th century onwards. 
To this end, the so-called “articles of War” and other legal documents 
regulating the relationship between the army and the civilian population 
were introduced. In the articles introduced by King Gustav II adolf of 
sweden, for example, which served as the basis for similar codes in oth-
er countries, more than half of the rules provided for the death penalty 
for breaches of discipline, including violence against civilians and rob-
bery. 71 The same tendencies then gripped the polish-lithuanian Common-
wealth, where German and especially swedish models had a clear influ-
ence on the codification of military law. 72 The “articles of War” introduced 

69 Ibid., p. 80.
70 Konrad bobiatyński, review of ʻIgorʹ babulin, Smolenskij  pochod i bitva pri Šepelevičach 1654 goda, Moskva, 

2018’, Kwartalnik Historyczny, 126:2 ( 2019), 405.
71 leslie C. Green, ‘The law of War in historical perspective’, International Law Studies, 72 (1998), 49–50; 

frank Tallett, War and Society in Early Modern Europe, 1495–1715 (london and new york: routledge, 1997), 
pp. 122–124; cf. florin n. ardelean, ‘Military Justice, regulations and discipline in early Modern 
Transylvanian armies (XVI–XVII c.)’, Studia Universitatis Cibiniensis. Series Historica, 8 (2011), 183–89.

72 see the seminal work on military discipline in the polish Crown and the Gdl: Karol Łopatecki, “Disciplina 
militaris” w wojskach Rzeczypospolitej do połowy XVII wieku (białystok: Instytut badań nad dziedzictwem 
Kulturowym europy, 2012). 

https://www.ceeol.com/search/journal-detail?id=548
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by the hetmans during the campaigns, the special constitutions adopt-
ed by the sejm that referred to military discipline, as well as the norms of 
the statute of the Gdl (in the territories of today’s lithuania and belarus) 
affirmed, among other things, a more humane attitude of troops towards 
the  populations of both their own country and other countries. In this can 
be seen the impact of renaissance humanism on military affairs. a good 
example of its manifestation is duke albrecht of prussia’s Treatise on 
the rules of War (Kriegsordnung), completed in 1555, whose polish trans-
lation became known among the elites of the Gdl. What is important 
for us here is that this military manual contained an incantatory call to 
“have pity on those who do not defend themselves”, on children, women 
and the elderly, and “not to shed the blood of an innocent”. 73 a similar 
approach is found in hugo Grotius’ famous work “on the law of War and 
peace”. yes, it prescribes the soldier’s harsh right to kill and take spoils 
of war in the enemy’s lands in a just war, but it is further restricted by 
key clarifications. In particular, Grotius speaks of the need to avoid kill-
ing innocent people; he then separately calls for sparing children, wom-
en and the elderly, as well as church officials, peasants and merchants. 74 
In other words, to justify the massacre of civilians indiscriminately with 
a general rule of war is to oversimplify things. 

naturally, the practice of war differed greatly from the preached 
norms, and it is true that in europe at that time many inhabitants used 
to be killed when towns and castles were stormed. The victors were not 
obliged to distinguish the soldiers of the enemy garrison from the common 
people, so the latter were at high risk of violent death. nevertheless, their 
mass murder could not be described as the rule. Civilians were compar-
atively rarely the target of deliberate attack by soldiers during military 
conflicts. It is known from the literature on the subject that the delib-
erate killing of civilians after the capture of fortifications usually took 
place in search of loot, 75 and this did not lead to mass casualties. even if 
there was nothing to protect the civilian population from the invading 
army, women, children and clergy, as mentioned above, were included 
in the category to be spared under military law. 76 It was different with 
the rest. but for us it is important to note that in the history of early 
modern european wars one can find many examples of how the forcible 

73 Die Kriegsordnung des Markgrafen zu Brandenburg Ansbach und Herzogs zu Preußen Albrecht des Älteren – 
Königsberg 1555, ed. by h.-J. bömelburg, b. Chiari, and M. Thomae (braunschweig: archiv Verlag, 2006), 
pp. 51, 172.

74 hugo Grotius, On the Law of War and Peace, ed. by stephen C. neff (Cambridge: Cambridge university press, 
2012), pp. 390–91.

75 peter h. Wilson, ‘Was the Thirty years War a ‘Total War’?’, in Civilians and War in Europe, 1618–1815 , 
ed. by erica Charters, eva rosenhaft, and hannah smith,  (liverpool: liverpool university press, 2012), 
p. 32. 

76 Cf.: Green, ‘The law of War in historical perspective’, p. 52.
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capture of a castle after a siege did not result in many civilian victims. 77 
The capture of prague by the franco-bavarian army of Charles albrecht 
and the Corps of Count Moritz of saxony in 1741 did not result in any 
killings or looting at all. 78

In the most famous cases where many lives were lost in the storm-
ing of towns in early modern europe, experts note that factors such as 
the religious character of these conflicts or the desire to restore lawful 
order played an important role in the suppression of those who had re-
belled against the ruler. The bloody capture of Mechelen in 1572, for ex-
ample, was a spanish massacre of a rebellious belgian town. 79 In the Ger-
man lands of the Thirty years’ War, a particularly gruesome event 80 was 
the capture of Magdeburg by Catholic league troops in 1631, in which thou-
sands of the city’s inhabitants perished. The brutality there was strongly 
motivated by religious opposition: Magdeburg was considered a symbol 
of protestantism in Germany, which is why the Catholic warriors so mer-
cilessly stormed this town. The same motive fuelled hostility when oliver 
Cromwell’s troops stormed drogheda in Ireland in 1649 and massacred 
many inhabitants: the commander-in-chief himself explained the brutal-
ity of his soldiers with the rhetoric of religious opposition, calling those 
trapped in the town “barbarians”. 81 

In the history of our town, however, there could have been nothing of 
the sort. after all, the population was predominantly orthodox, and Tsar 
aleksej Michajlovič, in his letters to the inhabitants of the Gdl, described 
the aim of the war as the liberation of “oppressed orthodoxy”. he direct-
ed the same rhetoric to his army sent against the “poles” as “ravagers of 
the holy eastern Church of Greek law”. 82 does it look like the Tsar had 
a poor grasp of the real state of affairs beyond the western border of his 
Tsardoom? or did Trubeckoj’s warriors, in the frenzy of military success, 
not care about the creed of the town’s defenders and ordinary citizens? 
or could it be that the only thing that motivated them in conquered 
 Mscislaŭ was their lust for profit and the urge to kill? 

77 Tallett, War and Society, pp. 153, 163; samuel pufendorf, Siedem ksiąg o czynach Karola Gustawa króla Szwecji, 
ed. by WojciechKrawczuk (Warszawa: diG, 2013), p. 336.

78 sven peterson, Die belagerte Stadt. Alltag und Gewalt im Österreichischen Erbfolgekrieg (1740–1748) (new york: 
Campus Verlag, 2019), pp. 69–72.

79 Geoffrey parker, Empire, War and Faith in Early Modern Europe (london: The penguin press, 2002), pp. 156–57.
80 for more details, see hans Medick, ʻhistorische ereignis und zeitgenössische erfahrung: die eroberung 

und zerstörung Magdeburgs 1631’, in Zwischen Alltag und Katastrophe. Der Dreißigjährige Krieg aus der Nähe 
ed. by benigna von Krusenstjern, hans Medick (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & ruprecht, 1999), pp. 379–407; 
Michael Kaiser, ʻexcidium Magdeburgense. beobachtungen zur Wahrnemung und darstellung von Gewalt 
im dreißigjährigen Krieg’, in Ein Schauplatz herber Angst. Wahrnehmung und Darstellung von Gewalt im 17. 
Jahrhundert, ed. by Markus Meumnn and dirk niefanger (Göttingen: Wallstein Verlag, 1997), pp. 43–64.

81 parker, Empire, pp. 158–59.
82 solovʹev, Sočinenija kn. 5, vols 9–10, pp. 601–02.
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These and similar questions must be confronted by historians who 
try to understand the “Trubeckoj Massacre”. It seems that contemporary 
russian historiography lacks sufficient critical reflection and the desire 
to listen to the other side in order to at least distance itself from the not 
very valorous actions of the russian army in the past. some authors even 
deny inconvenient facts in order to justify the Tsar’s policy and the ac-
tions of his troops. We must admit that during the russian empire many 
historians explained the past of the annexed countries more objectively 
than some of our russian colleagues today. The interpretation of the tragic 
events in belarusian town of Mscislaŭ is a good example of this. 
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absTraCT

Throughout history, violence has been an indispensable part of the russian state tra-
dition. not only non-russian subjects but also ethnic russians have experienced their 
share of this tradition. In many cases, this tradition has turned into genocidal practices 
against non-russian subjects. due to the current political bottlenecks of the interna-
tional community, this article focuses on the difficulties experienced in the recognition 
of these crimes against humanity and examines the genocidal practices of the russian 
state in the north Caucasus, especially the Circassian Genocide in the nineteenth centu-
ry. for more than two centuries, russian state politics has been trying to erase the term 
“the Caucasus” as a geographical term in international public opinion and to make this 
region part of southern russia by cleansing or assimilating the indigenous north Cau-
casian nations. While the article focuses on the ‘velikorus’ (Great russian) practices in 
the Tsarist and soviet periods, it draws attention to the fact that there have been similar 
examples in the first thirty years of the so-called russian federal state.
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Genocide is a phenomenon that scientists, lawyers, politicians, commen-
tators, and activists use to refer to various socio-historical phenomena. 
The concept of genocide was part of human life centuries before raphael 
lemkin named it. 1 neither lemkin’s naming of this phenomenon in 1944, 
nor the year 1948, when the un Genocide Convention entered into force, 
are decisive factors in the criminalization of various genocide practices in 
history. Moreover, the legal dimension of this convention is limited to the ac-
tions of individuals and does not cover cases in which genocide is practiced 
as state terror. Therefore, rather than a legal term, it is more of a descriptive 
term, which makes the conscientious aspect of this phenomenon even more 
important. lemkin’s definition of genocide is briefly as follows:

a Killing members of a group;
b Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of a group;
C deliberately creating living conditions that are predicted to lead to 

the physical destruction of a group in whole or in part;
d Taking measures to prevent births within a group;
e forcibly transferring the children of one group to another.

If the definition of genocide means any acts committed with the in-
tent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial, or religious 
group (as lemkin defined it), this does not mean that such acts were nat-
ural norms before lemkin coined this definition.

as a matter of fact, the event that motivated lemkin to focus on this 
issue was related to war crimes alleged to have been committed a quar-
ter of a century previously. Moreover, lemkin’s definition of genocide 
has become insufficient in today’s norms. apart from the physical acts 
described by lemkin, today it is possible to destroy national, ethnic, ra-
cial, religious, and class groups with spiritual, cultural, and several other 
indirect methods. 

Today, many states accept the un Genocide Convention in order 
to avoid genocide they committed before 1948 being recognized as such. 
however, making united nations’ approval a prerequisite for recognizing 
as genocide the forced and en masse expulsion of a nation from their na-
tive lands, ethnic cleansing, and war crimes committed during this exile, 
puts the issue in a stalemate from the very beginning. 

1 raphaël lemkin (1900–1959), a polish lawyer who is best known for coining the term “genocide” and 
initiating the Genocide Convention; his interest was spurred after he learned about the armenian 
genocide and found that no international laws existed to prosecute the ottoman leaders. lemkin coined 
the term “genocide” in 1943 or 1944. It comes from the Greek word “genos”, meaning family, clan, tribe, 
race, stock, kinn, and the latin suffix “-cide”, meaning killing. see douglas Irvin-erickson, Raphaël Lemkin 
and the Concept of Genocide (pennsylvania: university of pennsylvania, 2017), pp. 27–28.
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Violence has always been one of the most important features and 
primary methods of the operations of the russian state regarding non-rus-
sian elements of the state. The rulers did not hesitate to commit ethnic 
and cultural genocide in the areas they conquered and governed during 
the reigns of The Tsardom of russia (1547–1721), the russian empire (1721–
1917), soviet russia (1917–91), and the russian federation (1991–). It can 
be observed that russian state terror has targeted certain religious or na-
tional groups, regardless of age and gender, in lands occupied by russian 
armies. Tens or hundreds of thousands of people were murdered in these 
massacres, such as the siege of Kazan (1552), the novgorod Massacre (1570), 
the Massacres in Kazan (1571–72), the razin revolt (1670–71), the bashkir 
rebellions (1705, 1735, 1755), the Khiva Massacre (1881), the polish operation 
of nKVd (1937–38), and the Katyn Massacre (1940). additionally, in events 
such as the World Wars, the russian Civil War (1917–20), and the stalin-
ist purges, when the state terror also included russian ethnicities, great 
massacres were carried out on some specific ethnic groups by taking ad-
vantage of the chaotic environment. 2 

during the last two centuries, the north Caucasus has also become 
one of the primary war arenas for russia. While mentioning all striking 
examples of genocidal performances committed by russia in the north 
Caucasus, the article will mainly focus on the Circassian 3 experience, as 
the national existence of the Circassians is currently under threat of ex-
tinction. despite all the credible proof, the international community is 
hesitant to recognize the experiences of the Circassians as genocide due to 
its political and economic ties with the russian federation. If one agrees 
that the Circassians’ experiences conform to lemkin’s definition of geno-
cide, then the following facts should not be ignored.  

The massacre and forced deportation of Circassians in the nine-
teenth century is some of the most barbaric violence that humanity has 
ever witnessed. looking at the crimes against humanity that were com-
mitted in the same period by other colonial powers in different parts of 
the world, especially in africa, the far east, and america, and claiming that 
russia’s crimes against the Circassians in the nineteenth century could 
be considered within the norms of the period is simply an effort to cover 
up this crime. It must be noted that even lemkin himself was inspired by 
events from the past when he coined the term “genocide”.

2 Micheal Clodfelter, Warfare and Armed Conflicts, A Statistical Encyclopedia of Casualty and Other Figures, 1492–
2015 , 4th edn (north Carolina: Mcfarland & Company, 2017), pp. 22, 57–58, 91, 215, 387–434, 452, 526–28; 
Karol Karski, ‘The Crime of Genocide Committed against the poles by the ussr before and during World 
War II: an International legal study’, Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law, 45 (2013), 703–60 
(here: 706–12).

3 The term “Circassian” in this article collectively represents adyge, ubykh, and abaza ethnonyms.
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This is an undisputable genocide, as proven by legitimate docu-
ments and proof. The length of this study does not permit us to examine 
all scientific publications on this genocide in detail; however, to make 
the reality more visible, some documents and publications prepared by 
official russian institutions and personalities will be shared with the read-
er as legitimate pieces of evidence. Tbilisi has hosted some these docu-
ments for the last two centuries as it used to be the administrative centre 
of the Caucasus Military district of the Tsar’s government. duplicates 
of these documents also exist in Moscow and st petersburg. howev-
er, the russian state does not allow researchers to access these docu-
ments. after the  russian-Georgian War in 2008, the Georgian president of 
the time made these documents accessible to researchers. The documents, 
which consist of thousands of pages preserved in funds number 2 and 
416 in the Georgian state archives, are irrefutable evidence of the crimes 
of the Tsarist era of russian statehood. as a matter of fact, long before 
this archival discovery, there was also very striking proof of genocide 
in the very well-known twelve-volume documents extracted from the ar-
chive of the Main directorate of the Viceroy of the Caucasus, compiled 
by The Caucasian archaeographic Commission in the years 1866–1904. 4

during the transition from tsardom to the empire, the existence of 
russian army generals was purely dependent on these endless wars, and 
they expended great efforts to keep russia in such a constant state of war. 
extensive russian invasions began with peter I and continued during 
the whole romanov dynasty. The wars in the Caucasus, which had ordi-
nary, religious, national, or feudal motives, underwent a serious change in 
1816 with the appointment of General alexey yermolov to the command 
post, and a period of great terror began. In a message to Tsar alexan-
der I, yermolov said, “I desire that the terror of my name shall guard our 
frontiers more potently than chains or fortresses”. 5 yermolov adopted 
terrorizing names for the fortresses that he built in the Caucasus, such 
as Groznaya (terrible) and Vnezapnaya (surprise). 6 With the terror that he 
spread among the Mountaineers 7, he forced innocent civilians to move 
from the plains to the mountains in search of shelter. he aimed to drive 

4 Akty, sobrannyye Kavkazskoy arkheograficheskoy komissiyey (hereinafter: Akty), ed. by dimitry Kobyakov, 12 vols 
(Tbilisi, 1866–1904), XII (1904), pp. 693–1025.

5 John f. baddeley, The Russian Conquest of the Caucasus (london: longmans, 1908), p. 97; lesley blanch, 
The Sabres of Paradise 5th rev. edn (london: bookblast epublishing, 2015), p. 24.

6 baddeley, The Russian Conquest, pp. 106–07.
7 The word “Mountaineers” is sometimes associated with the condescending attitude in some russian 

sources towards the native population of the north Caucasus. however, in this article the capitalized 
term “Mountaineers” is a proper noun in the form of the special noun or name used for a specific person, 
place, company, or other thing. proper nouns are always capitalized. so, the term “north Caucasian 
Mountaineers” becomes a proper noun defining a specific group of people which defines a national 
designation of the north Caucasians in association with their common state-building project. If this 
were not the case, north Caucasian politicians would not use this term for their political organizations 
and state entity. also, thousands of scientific monographs, articles, and approved academic dissertations 
which use the term “north Caucasian Mountaineers” should not be neglected.
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them from the arable lands in order to starve them to death. yermolov’s 
order to his officers was as follows: “let the standing corn be destroyed 
each autumn as it ripens, and in five years they will be starved into sub-
mission.” 8 after the construction of the second Caucasian fortification 
line was completed, the punitive attacks of yermolov – aiming to destroy 
all the Mountaineers, without distinction of men, women, and children – 
became an ordinary act. 9

Contrary to what many monographic cliches claim, the Caucasian 
highlanders were not an obstacle to russia’s imperial strategic plans to 
move to the warm seas and seize control of the Indian trade route. so, 
the war that they conducted in the north Caucasus was not in the vi-
tal interests of russia. as early as 1561, kinship had already been estab-
lished between the Circassian aristocracy and the russian Tsardom with 
the marriage of Ivan the Terrible to Goshenay, the daughter of Kabardian 
prince Temruk. 10 Muslim Goshenay was baptized, converted to Christi-
anity, and named Maria Temryukovna. This marriage paved the way for 
many Kabardian Circassians to enter the court of the romanov dynas-
ty, and this was projected by the russian Imperial Court as the volun-
tary annexation of Kabardia to the russian empire. 11 russia completed 
the construction of the Georgian Military road in 1769 and conquered 
Georgia in 1801. 12 The boundaries of imperial russia were extended to 
the Transcaucasus by going beyond the daryal pass and dividing the Cau-
casus down the middle with a demarcation line. so, the Caucasus was no 
longer an obstacle to russia’s absolute goal of new invasions in the south. 
likewise, shamkhalate of Tarki, Kazikumukh lands, and the lands on 
the Caspian sea’s coastline fall completely under russian control in 1793 
to 1823. 13 The following map of the Caucasus, printed by archibald fullar-
ton in england in 1872, based on the travel notes of the German ethnogra-
pher Karl Koch between 1836 and 1838, reveals this situation strikingly. 14 
The white zones marked with pink boundaries show the lands that were 
under the control of the free Mountaineers in the late 1830s; the territo-
ries marked with yellow boundaries define the russian suzerainty. so, it 
is evident that Caucasian Mountaineers did not represent a threat against 
russian imperial interests. 

8 baddeley, The Russian Conquest, pp. 121–22.
9 Ibid., pp. 130–32.
10 sergej nečaev, Ivan Groznyj. Ženy i naložnicy “Sinej Borody” (Moskva: Izdatelʹstvo asT, 2010), p. 74.
11 aytek namitok, ‘The Voluntary adherence of Kabarda to russia’, Caucasian Review, 2 (1956), 17–33.
12 Moshe Gammer, Muslim Resistance to the Tsar. Shamil and the Conquest of Chechnia and Daghestan (london: 

routledge, 1994), p. 4.
13 baddeley, The Russian Conquest, pp. 73–91, 135–52. 
14 Karl Koch, Reise durch Russland nach dem kaukasischen Isthmus in den Jahren 1836, 1837 und 1838, 2 vols 

(stuttgart and Tübingen: Cotta 1842).
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The Caucasus with the black & Caspian seas, according to prof. dr. Karl Koch, with additions from other sources by 
augustus petermann, f.r.G.s. engraved by G.h. swanston. a. fullarton & Co. london, edinburgh & dublin. (1872)
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salt was one of the most vital commodities of the era. Circassians, 
ubykhs, and abazas living by the black sea’s coastline obtained this ma-
terial from russia’s political and military rivals, especially from ottoman 
merchants. The German scientist Julius von Klaproth, who was assigned 
by the russian imperial administration to perform scientific research in 
the Caucasus, established salt trade centres in some places in the region 
to develop the Mountaineers’ commerce with the russians in peace and 
good neighbourly relations. 15 Klaproth’s initiative was also welcomed by 
the russian Government, and the barter regulation, issued on 6 July 
1810, was the first step toward the fulfilment of the plan. 16 Genoese mer-
chant rafael scassi was appointed as the head of the office established 
for this purpose in 1811. scassi made great efforts to improve relations 
with the Mountaineers and to change their feelings and thoughts about 
russia. 17 however, scassi’s efforts were subverted each time by General 
yermolov. In a message he sent to the foreign Minister, Count nesselrode, 
yermolov stated that such a strategy would weaken the ottoman influence 
over the Mountaineers and enlighten these semi-savage tribes. on the oth-
er hand, he added that such a strategy could not be applied among a peo-
ple who were opposed to enlightenment and under the influence of a for-
eign enemy led by an ignorant Muslim government. 18 In 1821, yermolov 
left the command of the army to Mikhail Vlasov, whose sole job was to 
burn villages and massacre civilians. his acts of intimidation and atrocity 
against the civilian population were reflected in official correspondence 
in 1827, as follows: “The innocent Circassians have been deprived of their 
property and have become animated by vengeance. […] The actions of our 
troops under the command of General Vlasov have incited hatred toward 
the russians among the mountaineers in various ways. […] but this ad-
mittedly rare devotion to us did not save the natukhays from a terrible 
disaster that befell them last year, at the beginning of 1826, when a large 
squadron of black sea Cossacks, led by General Vlasov, unexpectedly burst 
into their homes, and specifically into the auls of natukhay prince saghat-
Girey, and destroyed everything and stole whatever remained. This prince 
and his relatives have always been an example of continuous loyalty to 
russia, living for many years right along our border”. 19

With the Treaty of adrianople of 1829, the ottoman empire aban-
doned the black sea coasts of the Caucasus (where she never had any 

15 Julius von Klaproth, Reise in den Kaukasus und nach Georgien Unternommen in den Jahren 1807 und 1808, 2 vols 
(halle: Waisenhaus, 1812–1814), I (1812), pp. 480–83.

16 ali Kasumov, and hasan Kasumov, Çerkes Soykırımı (ankara: Kafkas derneği, 1995), pp. 98–99.
17 anatolij fadeev, Rossija i Kavkaz (Moskva: Izdatelʹstvo akademii nauk sssr, 1960), pp. 63–65.
18 adolf berzhe, Akty, 2 (1875), VI, pp. 451, 485.
19 Georgian state archive (hereinafter: Gsa),  fond 2, op. 1, doc. 2000, letter from Kodinets to Ivan 

pashkevich, 22 May (os) 1827, ll. 8–12.
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sovereignty) to russia, and the other great rival in this colonial hustle, 
the british empire, was also paralyzed. Thus, the Caucasus was besieged 
by russians from all sides. 20 General pozzo di borgo, who was the Tsar’s 
ambassador to france and britain at that time, summarized this situa-
tion by saying, “public opinion has already sacrificed to us the fortress-
es and the asiatic littoral of the black sea”. In a way, he was saying that 
the ottoman empire and the West had transferred their non-existing 
rights in Circassia to russia. entering into an endless war in Circassia 
would weaken russia. This was in the interest of both the ottomans 
and the british. 21 although it is a matter of controversy even today who 
motivated the russian generals who dragged the romanov dynasty into 
this war, it was an undoubted fact that what motivated them was that 
they would cement their position with these wars and boost their wealth. 
The Caucasus was chosen as the most suitable arena for such a scenar-
io of ‘The Wolf and the lamb’ game, the most ferocious actors of which 
were gathered there. The popularity of the names of General nikolai Ve-
lyaminov and General Grigori zass had begun to increase in the 1830s. 
The cruelty of these two russian officers had overshadowed yermolov’s 
fame as they were known as skull collectors. 22 These two generals not 
only claimed that the Circassians were barbaric and semi-savage, but they 
also did not even consider them worthy of being called humans. despite 
mentioning the burned villages, houses, and plantations in the military 
reports drawn up in the operation areas, the russian officers were very 
careful not to mention what they were doing with the Circassians inhab-
iting these villages. 23 

between 1853 and 1856, even the Crimean war, which aimed to bring 
russia to its knees, could not dissuade these generals from going to war 
in the Caucasus because the results of the Crimean War, which seemed 
like a victory for the allies, were actually nothing but an image of shame 
for them. In the war, which cost the allies more than 100,000 souls and 
200 million pounds, excluding the losses of the ottoman state, the rus-
sians did not use even a single warship. Whereas just two russian cruisers 
could be a nightmare for the Circassians, the allies did not push the rus-
sians to put their naval forces to use during this war. The ground forces 
of the russian army, which numbered 68,000 soldiers, had lost approx-
imately 20,000 of them in clashes on various fronts, which represented 
only 20% of the losses of the british, french, and sardinians. Moreover, 

20 david urquhart, ‘Correspondence’, The Portfolio, A Collection of State Papers, 5 vols (london: James ridgway 
and sons, 1836), VI, p. 524.

21 david urquhart, The Secret of Russia in the Caspian and Euxine, The Circassian War as affecting the Insurrection in 
Poland (london: robert hardwicke, 1863), p. 40.

22 Grigorij filipson, Vospominanija (Moskva: V universitetskoj tipografii, M. Katkov, 1885), pp. 126–27.
23 Gsa, fond 416, op. 2, doc. 24,  from Velyaminov, 31 october (os) 1836, pp. 112–26 (docs. 24, 17, 48, 117, 118).
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russia had voluntarily ended the war by promising to sign the Treaty of 
paris, declaring that they would accept defeat in exchange for the allies’ 
evacuation of Crimea from sevastopol. In the Treaty of paris, which was 
signed after the war with such embarrassing results, there was not even 
a single article about the Caucasian Mountaineers. In fact, as understood 
from the official correspondence of the british government, the Treaty 
of adrianople of 1829 was, in a sense, confirmed by the 30th article of 
the Treaty of paris. 24 

Thus, the Caucasian Mountaineers were left alone with an incompat-
ible power. The atrocious military force that russia brought down on these 
isolated peoples with the blockade of the 400-mile coastline on the east 
and west of the black sea had deprived them of all resources and vital 
commodities. russia placed a permanent force of 200,000 men to conduct 
military operations on the two demarcation lines in the south and north 
of the Caucasus chain, which stretches at least 1400 miles in the northwest 
and southeast directions. When necessary, russia increased the number 
by 50,000 to 100,000 men during these operations. although the war in 
the Caucasus was depleting all resources of the russian empire, the rus-
sian generals had no intention of giving up this war. 25  

however, the plans of the russian generals were all ruined by sham-
il’s ending of the war on 7 september 1859. When the Gazavat movement 
was wedged into a narrow area in the mountainous Chechen and avar 
lands, shamil understood that the civilians would suffer if he continued 
resisting. 26 although shamil’s surrender temporarily saved the peoples in 
the east from the fate of the Circassians in the west, Chechens and dagh-
estani peoples too would wait for a few years to get their share of russia’s 
‘subdue or destroy’ tradition. after shamil surrendered, he sent a letter to 
his regent Muhammed amin in Circassia. In this letter, which the naib 
received on 27 november 1859, shamil stated that he had no other choice 
but to surrender and that the naib could choose the same if he wanted. 27 
Muhammed amin announced that he had also stopped fighting after 
meeting with General philipson on 20 november 1859. Marshal bariatins-
ki continued his attacks against the Circassians, albeit with the death of 
another prominent Circassian leader, seferbiy zanuqo in January 1860. 
In March 1860, in his message to Tsar alexander II, bariatinski admitted, 

24 foreign affairs Committee, ‘The right of englishmen to Trade with Circassia (1876)’, in The British 
Government the enemy of Turkey during seventy years. To His Excellency Edhem Pasha, Grand Vizier of Turkey 
(london: diplomatic review office, 1877), p. 10.

25 urquhart, The Secret of Russia, pp. 8–9; Clodfelter, Warfare and Armed Conflicts, p. 181.
26 Gadži-ali čochskij, ‘skazanie očevidca o Šamile’, Sbornik svedenij o kavkazskich gorcach, 10 vols (Tbilisi, 

1868–1881), VII (1873), 1–76
27 Kobyakov, Akty, XII, p. 827.
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“My goal right now is to put the abadzekhs to sleep, but also to continue 
the operation against the shapsug with a ceaseless energy…” 28 

signs of the preparation for ethnic cleansing became clearly visible 
in the autumn of 1857. dmitry Milyutin’s proposal to deport the Moun-
taineers aroused great interest in the russian command. The Minister 
of War suggested that the conquest could be achieved by two methods. 
The first of these was to allow the Mountaineers to stay in the occupied 
lands; the second was to place the invaders in the Mountaineers’ lands 
by expelling them from their homeland. In the case of the Circassians, 
he said, the first option was not possible because the Circassians would 
always be an unreliable element. Therefore, by placing the Cossacks on 
these lands, maintaining russian control over the region would be pos-
sible. Milyutin answered questions about the possible problems during 
the practice phase; “The mountaineers’ deep affection for their homeland 
[…], it is not to be doubted that they would prefer death to settlement on 
the steppes […] and one can definitely say that not only whole tribes but 
also individual families would not choose to submit under these conditions 
and that this would lead not to submission but to their extermination.” 29 
Milyutin also admitted this in his memoirs by emphasizing that russia 
planned to complete their historical task in the Caucasus by an expulsion 
plan for the Kuban which was outlined in 1860. The plan was based on 
finally clearing the mountain strip of its original population and forcing 
the Mountaineers to choose one of the two options: either move to the in-
dicated places on the plain and completely submit to russian control, or 
completely leave their homeland and go to Turkey. 30

russian General Melentiy olshevsky admitted in his memoirs that 
General yevdokimov’s strategy in the Western Caucasus was “clean and 
hold”. 31 olshevsky also stated that, immediately after yevdokimov’s arrival, 
many new Cossack stanitsas were established on the left bank of the laba 
river, and 34,000 abaza and besleney people were forcibly expelled to 
the ottoman empire. In another operation carried out just after yevdoki-
mov’s arrival, a group of approximately 15,000 people, consisting of Circas-
sians from the Chemguy, yegerkuay, and Makhosh tribes, was forcibly sent 
to the ottoman empire. olshevsky’s memoirs were an explicit manifes-
tation that partial deportations in smaller groups had begun long before 

28 amirchan Magomeddadaev, Muchammad-Amin i narodno-osvoboditelʹnoe dviženie narodov Severo-Zapadnogo 
Kavkaza v 40-60-ch gg. XIX v. (Sbornik dokumentov i mate rialov) (Machačkala: In-t IaÈ dnC ran, 1998), p. 38

29 dimitrij Miljutin,‘zapiska voennago ministra, gen.-ad’jut. Miljutina, po proektu o zaselenii predgorij 
zapadnago Kavkaza russkimʺ èlementom ,̋ ot 3-go aprělja 1862 goda, № 360’, in Akty, XII (1904), pp. 981–87; 
Irma Kreiten, ‘a colonial experiment in cleansing: the russian conquest of Western Caucasus, 1856–65’, 
Journal of Genocide Research, 11 (2009), 213–41 (here: 217).

30 dmitrij Miljutin, Vospominanija. 1860–1862 (Moskva: rossijskij archiv, 1999), p. 118
31 Melentij olʹševskij, ‘zapiski M.Ja. olʹševskogo. Kavkaz s 1841 po 1866 g.’, Russkaja Starina, 83 (1895), 179–89.
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the mass expulsions had started. 32 a protocol was adopted in the autumn 
of 1861 for the return of Circassians who had gone to ottoman lands for 
hajj and other reasons. This protocol was another sign of ethnic cleans-
ing. Those who were determined to obtain ottoman citizenship, or whose 
passports had expired abroad, or who did not have a personal passport 
but were registered in a family passport would not be allowed to return to 
their homes. These people were to be sent immediately to the inner parts 
of russia or siberia. 33 

after the russians had occupied the south of Kuban with all their 
might in 1861, they moved further south and reached the territory of 
abadzekh at the beginning of 1862. Circassian resistance was squeezed into 
a very narrow area between the natukhay and ubykh lands under the com-
mand of Karzech shirikhuqo and Giranduqo berzedj in the mountainous 
parts of the coastal section of the black sea. Circassian representatives 
who visited england to seek support in the last quarter of 1862 realized 
how they had been tragically duped by their so-called allies. The state-
ments of david  urquhart, who greeted them on their arrival in england, 
demonstrated how hopeless the situation was for the Circassians: 

your arrival fills me with horror. you have come here either because 
you cannot stand of yourselves, or else, being able to stand, you have 
come here for help. If you cannot stand, all is over; if being able to 
stand, you seek aid from england, all is over. you will go back to car-
ry despair by the refusal. If you obtain any help, it will only afford 
the means of betraying you by bringing you into communication 
with individuals who, having their own selfish interests to serve, 
must fall into the  hands of russia. If help is to be given to you, 
it can only be by Turkey; but then you have to make Turkey perceive 
her duties. That is your work. Turkey is like an old man  supported 
by a stick which the rats are gnawing away. Circassia is the stick, 
the russians are the rats, and they have with them all europe. 34 

In the meantime, the chief of staff of the russian army, alexander 
Kartsov – as if renouncing the ordinary statements of russian historiog-
raphy, which claims that new settlements were offered to the Circassians 
in the Kuban plains – said that: 

32 Melentij olʹševskij, ‘zapiski M.Ja. olʹševskogo. Kavkaz s 1854 po 1866 gg. častʹ V. Gl. III–VII’, Russkaja 
Starina, 84 (1895), 105–17, 129–66 (here: 106, 131–32).

33 Gsa, fond 416, op. 3, doc. 140,  from Valuev to Mikhail nikolaevich, 20 february (os) 1863,  l. 1.
34 david urquhart, The Expedition of The Chesapeake to Circassia (london: free press office, 1861), p. 9.
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everything is very clear now… no matter the conditions, the moun-
tain people accept surrender; this surrender will only continue as 
long as they want it. The first bullet that can be fired in the black 
sea, even a  fake letter signed by the sultan or the  appearance of 
someone calling himself pasha, can start a war. even if we filled 
the mountains with a chain of fortifications and connected them 
with roads, we would always have to keep an enormous number 
of troops in the mountains, and there would be no peace even for 
a single moment. 35 

similarly, yevdokimov, in his message to Kartsov on 19 september 
1863, while advocating the limitless expulsion of Circassians to Turkey, also 
pointed out that russia could have placed the Circassians by force in any 
place in russia, but that they would not give up their old way of life there 
and would easily believe in the provocations of the ottomans. he therefore 
suggested that the Circassians should be exiled anyway, emphasizing that 
they would have to outlay great effort and money to keep the Circassians 
under control. 36 These statements were strong indications that the rus-
sian military administration did not want the Circassians in the Caucasus.

acting in line with General yevdokimov’s operation plan, General 
Geyman and General Grabbe moved from different directions, slaughtered 
everything on their way, and met in the Kbaada valley on 21 May 1864, at 
11 am. Today the russians celebrate this date as the accomplishment of 
the conquest of the Caucasus, whereas the Circassians commemorate it 
as a day of mourning this genocide. 37 The exile that had started with indi-
vidual and smaller groups in 1858 became massive in 1862 due to General 
yevdokimov’s project. The russians established a special commission on 
May 10 1862 to speed up the expulsion of the Circassians. negotiations 
with privately owned russian transport ships regarding the eviction of 
deportees were also conducted by the state. Three commissions were set 
up in anapa, Konstantinovsky, and Taman to manage the whole process. 38 
While the russian consulate in Trebizond refused to issue travel visas to 
ottoman citizens, they gave privileges to those who were going to take 
a role in the transportation of the exiles on their ships, who were granted 
visas quickly. 39

35 Gsa, fond 416, op. 3, doc. 140,  from Kartsov to novikov, 23 august (os) 1863, l. 1.
36 Ibid., from yevdokimov to Kartsov, 19 september (os) 1863, ll. 2–3.
37 semen Èsadze, Pokorenie Zapadnogo Kavkaza i okončanie Kavkazskoj vojny (Tbilisi: Tipografija Štaba 

Kavkazskogo voennogo okruga, 1914), pp. 152–89.
38 Tugan Kumukov, Vyselenie Adygov v Turciju-Posledstvie Kavkazskoj Vojny (nalchik: Ėlʹbrus, 1994), p. 12.
39 Kemal Karpat, ‘The status of the Muslim under european rule: the eviction and settlement of the Çerkes’, 

Journal of the Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs, 1:2 (1979), 7–27 (here: 17).
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even groups that were not in conflict with the russians experienced 
their share of genocide. for example, the groups affiliated with sultan 
Khan-Girey, who was well-known for being pro-russian, could not escape 
yevdokimov’s pursuit. These groups did not even have a chance to harvest 
their crops and tried to flee to the mountains. however, towards the end 
of the summer of 1863, yevdokimov’s troops uprooted them from there and 
dragged them to the coastline. It is not known exactly how many villages 
were burned and how many people were killed by yevdokimov’s troops. 
While yevdokimov carefully avoided giving exact numbers, using expres-
sions such as “quite a high number” in his field notes, he did not hesitate 
to give clues that the extermination operation was on a massive scale. 40

according to various statistics, the number of Mountaineers who 
were forced to leave their homeland, especially in the 1862–70 period, is 
estimated to be two million. a century of uninterrupted warfare before 
the start of the systematic genocide and deportations makes it difficult 
to pinpoint the exact number of Mountaineers. These people, who were 
exposed to continuous russian assault during the exile, started to suffer 
great losses even before they reached the shores of embarkation, most of 
which were natural coastal areas that did not have harbour features for 
ships. The refugees were transported by small boats to ships, which were 
waiting at some distance from the shore. Greedy merchants overloaded 
the small boats with passengers, and many Circassians perished before 
they could board the ships. no records were kept while passengers boarded 
the ships. due to the russian’s haste, the ship owners crammed the pas-
sengers into the ships. 

Therefore, estimates of the number of exiles could only be made 
on the basis of departure records from known places with port facilities. 
The deaths caused by disease and infirmity during the journey, not to men-
tion the unfavourable living conditions in the refugee shelters at the desti-
nation, must also be taken into consideration. after a while, the russians 
stopped the evacuation of the Circassians on these state-owned ships due 
to disease and transferred the job entirely to Turks, russian private ship 
owners, and even a few independent british steamers, but no records were 
kept of these transports either. Casualties at the shores of the destination 
were also not recorded; neither were the people who died during the voy-
age and were thrown into the sea. The bodies were immediately buried to 
prevent odour and disease. The registration of the refugees who managed 
to reach the resettlement points in the ottoman lands was also extremely 
unsystematic. Information was compiled by tracking the correspondence of 

40 Gsa, fond 416, op. 3, General yevdokimov’s field notes, June–december 1863, doc. 1177, ll. 100–199.
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the russian, british and french Consulates in Trebizond, the columns 
of newspapers such as The Times and Invalide Russe, and the available data 
in the ottoman archives. 41 In principle, these evacuations should have 
only been through the ports of novorossiysk, anapa, Taman, and sochi. 
however, during the spring and summer of 1864, the entire coastline was 
crowded with refugees. 42 The funds allocated by the Tsar’s government for 
the rapid execution of the expulsion leaked into the pockets of russian 
officers. When General yevdokimov was no longer able to submit satisfac-
tory reports about the expenditures, he found a solution by asking for help 
from the chief of staff, Kartsov. saying that he could not follow the correct 
distribution of the funds, yevdokimov begged for personnel support from 
the chief of staff. on that day, all allowances had already been stolen, so 
there was nothing left. 43 a significant increase was observed in correspon-
dence between the high-level russian command in that period. almost all 
of the correspondence was about the cost of the expulsion process. russian 

41 The national archives, Kew, richmond, london (hereinafter: na), foreign office (hereinafter: fo), 
881/1259, no. 1, from Consul stevens to earl russel, Trebizond, 17 february 1864, l. 1; ibid., no. 2, from 
Consul dickson to earl russell, sokhumkale, 22 february 1864, ll. 1–2; ibid., no. 3, from Consul Konsolos 
bulwer to earl russell, Istanbul, 12 april 1864, ll. 2–3; ibid., no. 4, from Consul dickson to earl russell, 
sokhumkale, 17 March 1864, l. 4; ibid., no. 5, from Consul dickson to earl russell, sokhumkale, 13 april 
1864, ll. 4–5; ibid., no. 6, from Consul General Murray to earl russell, odessa, 29 april 1864, l. 5; ibid., no. 
7, from Consul bulwer to earl russell, Istanbul, 3 May 1864, ll. 5–7; ibid., no. 8, from Consul bulwer to 
earl russell, Istanbul, 11 May 1864, l. 7; ibid., no. 9, from earl Cowley to earl russel, paris, 19 May 1864, 
l. 7; ibid., no. 10, from Consul lord napier to earl russell, st petersburg, 17 May 1864, ll. 7–8; ibid., no. 11, 
from earl russell to Consul bulwer, london, 25 May 1864, l. 8; ibid., no. 12, from Consul lord napier to 
earl russell, st. petersburg, 19 May 1864, ll. 9–11; The Times, 24 June 1864, p. 12.

42 Gsa, fond 416, op. 3, doc. 149, from Kartsov to black sea fleet Commander, 13 May (os) 1864, l. 5; 
ibid., report from Glazenap, 17 april (os) 1864, l. 1; ibid., doc. 145, report to evdokimov, 30 april (os) 
1864; ibid., doc. 148, from zabudsky to Cherkesov, 13 January (os) 1864; ibid., doc. 160, from Mikhail 
nikolaevich to novikov, 20 september (os) 1867, l. 2.  

43 Gsa, fond 416, op. 3, doc. 148, from yevdokimov to Kartsov, 8 april (os) 1864, l. 4.

Genocide evidence on the papers of the russian Commanders (Georgian state archive – Tbilisi)
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officers tried to put the responsibility for the transportation process on 
the shoulders of the ottomans to avoid the expenses. russian officers aimed 
to complete the whole exile process before the ottomans terminated it. 44 
When autumn came, the scene of piles of corpses on the beach was tragic. 

44 Gsa, fond 416, op. 3, doc. 149, from Commander of nikolaevskaya fortress, 17 april (os) 1864, ll. 1–2.

The lands populated by north-West Caucasian peoples before the forced deportation and genocide in the nine-
teenth century

The lands populated by the Genocide survivors
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a russian officer named smekalov commented on the death toll, saying, 
“I don’t have any data because it’s impossible to collect the bodies.” 45 

In his field reports, General yevdokimov frequently used the term 
“cleaning” as a means of “genocide”. 46 If public opinion does not perceive 
the term “cleaning” as “laundering”, then yevdokimov’s term “cleaning” 
should be understood as “genocide”. The complete expulsion process, which 
was planned to be completed by october, could not be finalized in time, 
despite yevdokimov’s efforts. The evacuation of the exiles continued into 
the winter in the face of adverse weather conditions. yevdokimov had 
asked for only two additional weeks; however, when the russians contin-
ued the exile even in late december, the sublime porte asked the russians 
to stop the process. 47 In light of all these data, it can be assumed that 
the number of refugees able to reach the ottoman lands is close to one 
million. While about 400 thousand refugees landed at coastal points in 
the balkans, nearly the same number arrived at the black sea ports of asia 
Minor. The number of refugees who followed the land route and entered 
asia Minor via the eastern border in scattered groups until the 1870s at 
different time intervals was around 200 thousand. 48 

The genocide that the russians inflicted on the Caucasian Moun-
taineers, especially the Circassians, did not end with the conquest of 
the Caucasus in 1864. The practices of the russian administrative body 
in the sukhum military region caused an uprising in lykhny in 1866. Tens 
of thousands of abkhazians were expelled to the ottoman lands in anoth-
er exile wave that started in lykhny in 1867. 49 

soon, the ottoman and russian empires were again in a battle arena. 
Circassians and other Caucasian Mountaineers once again became victims 
of genocidal practices in the russian-ottoman War of 1877–78. The Moun-
taineers who had been settled in the balkans during the expulsion of 
the 1860s became one of the most important trump cards of the ottoman 
empire in the balkan theatre of war. on the other hand, many Caucasian 
Mountaineers who had managed to survive the tragic genocide and were 
able to stay in their native lands were fighting on the russian side in this 
war. In a telegram sent by Gazi osman pasha, the commander of the ot-
toman armies, to the sublime porte during the war, there were dramatic 

45 Gsa, fond 416, op. 3, doc. 149, from smekalov, 18 november (os) 1864, l. 16.
46 Gsa, fond 416, op. 3, doc. 1177, General yevdokimov’s field reports, June–december 1863, l. 131.
47 Gsa, fond 416, op. 3, doc. 145, from Mikhail nikolaevich to Milyutin, l. 8.
48 nedim İpek, Rumeli’den Anadolu’ya Türk Göçleri (ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 1994), p. 4; Kumukov, 

Vyseleniye Adygov, pp. 15, 17; Karpat, ʻThe status of the Muslim’, p. 11; Mark pinson, ‘ottoman Colonization 
of the Circassians in rumeli after the Crimean War’, Etudes Balkaniques, 3 (1972), 71–85.

49 The Turkish republic presidential state archives, ottoman archives of prime Ministry (hereinafter: 
boa), application entitled ‘İrade Meclis-i Mahsus 1408’, hijri 24 zilkade 1283 (29 april 1867); stanislav 
lakoba, ‘Thirty years of “guilt” (1877–1907)’, abkhazworld.com, 14 March 2013 <http://abkhazworld.com/
aw/history/617-thirty-years-of-guilt-1877-1907-by-stanislav-lakoba> [accessed 7 July 2022]. 
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descriptions of conversations between rival Circassians while they were 
fighting in opposite trenches. (see the image of the telegram below) 

Caucasian Mountaineers were also the driving force of the ottoman 
armies in the eastern theatre of the war. Caucasian immigrants saw this 
war as an opportunity to liberate their homeland, therefore they voluntarily 
enlisted in the ottoman army. Musa Kundukhov, who was once a brigadier 
general in the russian army, and Gazi Muhammed pasha, the elder son of 
Imam shamil, formed the backbone of the eastern wing of the ottoman 
army in this war. 50 The participation of a considerable number of volun-
teers from abkhazia, Chechnya, and dagestan in sultan abdul-hamid’s 
call for Jihad caused another tragedy at the end of the war. 51 The Circas-
sians in the balkans had to pay the price for the ottoman empire’s loss 
of this war with another expulsion. by adding an article to the Treaty of 
st stefano (edirne) after the war, the russians ensured that all the Cir-
cassians in the balkans were expelled in a month and sent to palestine, 
the aegean, and the Mediterranean coasts of asia Minor, Cyprus, and libya. 
The exiles were quickly pushed onto the Greek shores and crammed onto 
the ships, just like in 1864. 52 While writers such as ravenstein, bianconi, 
and Kiepert stated that there were approximately 200 thousand Caucasian 
Mountaineers in the balkans in 1876–78, consisting mostly of Circassian, 
ubykh, and abaza peoples, Kemal Karpat claimed that this number was 

50 alihan Kantemir, ‘bir Kaç söz’, in General Musa Kundukhov’un Anıları, ed. by Murat yağan (Istanbul: Kafkas 
Kültür dernekleri yayını, 1978), pp. 5–13 (here: 12).

51 boa, Irade dahiliyye no. 61009, l. 3; boa, İ, dh, 748/61133-03, highest order written to dagestan 
population to promote Islamic community for a holy war  (hijri 09 c. 1294), 21 June 1877, l. 3.   

52 edward hertslet, The Map of Europe by Treaty, 4 vols (london: butterworths, 1875–1891), IV (1891), pp. 2672, 
2776, 2796.

Telegraph message stating that the Circassians fighting on the friendly side had encountered another Circas-
sian group at the front. a conversation with the second group made them understood that the second group 
was on the enemy side.
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at least 400 thousand. 53 Thousands of Circassians died of starvation and 
diseases in the holds of the ships during these voyages. one of the most 
striking examples of this was the tragic death of nearly 700 of the three 
thousand Circassians expelled through Kavala to latakia by the steam-
ship “sphinx”. The catastrophe started with forty exiles who fell overboard 
and drowned, but this was followed by a much worse disaster. due to fire 
breaking out on the ship, the captain ordered the hatches to be closed 
on 5 March 1878. This led to seven hundred refugees burning alive below 
decks near famagusta. 54 Thousands of Circassians who were brought to 
the ottoman lands via Thrace by road were kept in intermediate stations 
for a very long time until they were sent to their new settlement places. 
due to the terrible conditions of the relocation, many of the exiles were 
killed by hunger, disease, and cold. These people had no assets other than 
their clothes. They were given neither a tool with which to cultivate nor 
a seed to sow in the new lands designated for their habitation. 55 Tens of 
thousands of abkhazians, Chechens, and dagestanis in the eastern the-
atre of the war, who considered the war as an opportunity to liberate their 
homeland from russian occupation, were killed or exiled to ottoman 
lands and inner parts of russia and siberia. Most of the abkhaz had to 
give up Christianity to avoid expulsion. Comparison of the remaining 
population with the pre-war census reveals that 31,964 abkhaz were ex-
iled. 56 More than 600 villages were destroyed, and hundreds of thousands 
of people became refugees in Chechnya and dagestan. over a thousand 
families were deported to siberia, and over five hundred opinion leaders 
were executed. 57

The experiences of the nineteenth century were transferred to rus-
sian historiography exactly by the words in the correspondence of the rus-
sian generals. nikolai denilevsky, one of the pioneers of the pan-slavist 
movement, said that russians should give up all their human feelings 
towards foreigners and develop a feeling of “hatred against humanity” 
(odium generis humani), and the absolute goal of this movement was to 
establish a slavic federation with its capital in Istanbul (Constantinople). 
his statements on the issue of the Caucasus were as follows:

53 Kemal Karpat, Ottoman Population, 1830–1914: Demographic and Social Characteristics (Madison: university 
of Wisconsin press, 1985). p. 46; id., ʻThe status of the Muslim’, p.11.

54 na, fo, 424/69–59/3, from Consul Watkins to the earl of derby & report of Captain Ivanics on the loss 
of the austrian lloyd’s steamer “sphinx” under his command, larnaca, 19 March 1878, ll. 27–29.

55 na, fo, 424/106, no. 153, from lieutenant-Colonel Wilson to sir. h. layard, Istanbul, 12 april 1880, 
ll. 342–43.

56 bežan Chorava, Muchadžirstvo abchazov 1867 goda (Tbilisi: artanudži, 2013), pp. 76–79.
57 abdullah saydam, ‘Kuzey Kafkasya’da bağımsızlık hareketleri’, Avrasya Etüdleri Dergisi, 2 (1995), 88–125 

(here: 105).
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‘It is true that russian conquests of the Caucasian Mountaineers 
have not gone so well.  In this case, what perished were indepen-
dent tribes rather than independent states. […] since the partition 
of poland, no other action by russia has aroused such universal 
indignation and sympathy in europe as the war against Caucasian 
Mountaineers, especially just after the subordination of the Cauca-
sus. […] What is closer to us in the Caucasus we will civilize all by 
ourselves. That the Caucasus Mountaineers – by their fanatical reli-
gion, by their way of life, by their customs, and by the very country 
in which they settled – are natural robbers and plunderers who have 
not and cannot leave their neighbours in peace; this we do not take 
into account. They are fearless, blameless knights, paladins of free-
dom, and that is that! In the scottish hills, a little over a hundred 
years ago lived some tens or even hundreds of thousands of such 
knights of freedom, but they were Christian, a little more civilized, 
and more even-tempered; the english could not abide their Moun-
taineer ways, and at an opportune moment scattered them in all 
four directions. but russia, unless it wants to be labelled as a perse-
cutor and oppressor of freedom, should put up with many millions 
of such knights in the impassable overgrown crevices of the Cauca-
sus, hundreds of versts from any peaceful settlement. While waiting 
to win over these enemies [Circassians], whom in the meantime can 
be expected to attack at every turn, We [the russian army] should 
with no end in sight deploy an army of two hundred thousand to 
keep watch over all the paths and exits from these robbers’ caves. 
Thus, by this Caucasus Question we can judge the good intentions 
of europe towards russia.’ 58  

another well-known figure of russian chauvinism, Colonel pavel 
pestel, a famous German dekambrist, also puts the necessity of exile and 
genocide against the peoples of the Caucasus concretely down in his work 
The Russian Truth:

divide all these Caucasian peoples into two categories: peaceful and 
Violent. leave the former on their dwellings and give them russian 
rule and organization; resettle the latter by force into the interior of 
russia, smashing them into small quantities throughout all russian 
Volosts and stanitsas. To bring russian settlements into the Cauca-
sus and distribute the land to the russian settlers, take all the lands 

58 nikolai danilevskii, Russia and Europe: The Slavic Worlds Political And Cultural Relations With The Germanic-
Roman West (bloomington: slavica publishers 2013), pp. 29–30.
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from the violent inhabitants to erase all the signs of its former (that 
is, present) inhabitants, and turn this land into a calm and comfort-
able russian land.’ 59 In his five-volume work on the russian–Cauca-
sian Wars, Vasili potto described General yermolov with the follow-
ing words to justify the genocide committed by the russian army in 
the Caucasus: “he regarded all the tribes, ‘peaceable’ or not, inhab-
iting the mountains of the Caucasus, as de facto russian subjects, 
or destined to be so sooner or later, and in any case demanded 
from them unconditional submission. and, in his hands, the  for-
mer system of bribery and subsidies gave place to one of severe 
punishments, of harsh, even cruel, measures, but always combined 
with justice and generosity.” 60 russian General erckert commented 
on yermolov’s performance: “he was at least as cruel as the natives 
themselves.” 61 potto could find excuses to expose the activities of 
General Vlasov, who even attacked peaceful tribes, burned their vil-
lages, and killed innocent civilians. potto claimed that giving sto-
len goods from the Circassian villages that Vlasov had destroyed to 
the Cossacks was the right move as it provided care for the orphans 
of the Cossacks and improved the  conditions of the  houses they 
lived in. 62 rostislav fadeev joined this caravan of genocidal histori-
ans, saying that as long as the Circassians remained in their home-
land, those lands could never be united with russia, that the re-ed-
ucation of such a people was a centuries-long process, and that it 
would be ridiculous to hope to change the  feelings of barbarian 
people. 63 another genocide advocate “historian” was adolf berzhe, 
who always spoke highly of yevdokimov in his works. 64 

While russian historians of that period wrote under the pressure of 
the hypocrisy of russian state policies, westerners such as Teophile lap-
inski, Taitbout de Marigny, James stanislaus bell, John longworth, and 
laurence oliphant wrote works that give us a clear image of the events 
that happened in the Caucasus in those years. In addition to the literal 
works, the paintings of painters such as Gruzinsky, Gagarin, horschelt, 
roubaud, preziosi, simpson, and ottenfeld, who had witnessed the violence 
in the Caucasus, also reveal the truth in a very blatant way.

59 pavel pestel ,́ ‘russkaja pravda ili zapovednaja Gosudarstvennaja Gramota…’, in Russkaja socialʹno- 
-političeskaja mysl .́ Pervaja polovina XIX veka, ed. by aleksandr Širinjanc, and Igorʹ demin (Moskva, 2011), 
pp. 184–301 (p. 224).

60 Vasilij potto, Kavkazskaja vojna v otdelʹnych očerkach, èpizodach, legendach i biografijach, 5 vols (sankt-peterburg: 
Tip. e. evdokimova, 1887–1889), II (1887), p. 15.

61 baddeley, The Russian Conquest, p. 97.
62 potto, Kavkazskaja vojna, II, pp. 329–30.
63 rostislav fadeev, Kavkazskaja vojna (Moskva: Èksmo–algoritm, 2005), pp. 152–53.
64 adolʹf berže, Vyselenie Gorcev Kavkaza (nalʹčik: Izdatelʹstvo Marii i Viktora Kotljarovych, 2010), pp. 22, 27.
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although there are still many old-fashioned writers among contem-
porary russian historians, there are also several reputable historians who 
can tell the truth. for example, Tamara polovinkina, author of the book 
Cherkessia – Bol’ Moya (Circassia – My pain), is one of those who made 
the russian community confront this shameful page in their history. While 
describing the war crimes committed by the russian military, polovinkina 
satirically criticizes russian historians who insist on not using the term 

“genocide” and try to mitigate the harshness of the crime: “We admit that in 
this case the wish ʻnot to stir up history’ may appear as an argument against 
the facts of Circassian genocide, especially when it comes to the unseemly 
role of tsarist russia in the Caucasus in the nineteenth century, the facts of 
Circassian genocide.” 65 using cynical language, yakov Gordin, a prominent 
contemporary russian historian, also explains the crimes committed by 
the russian army in his works and comments on the cruelties: “yermolov 
himself could be extremely cruel. but he was cruel in the name of enlight-
enment and prosperity. he shot and hung – sometimes by the feet – in 
the name of the progress of this region and its population.” 66 even writers 
such as Vladimir Tolstoy, who was also an adviser to the russian presi-
dent Vladimir putin, reveal some striking facts about the personalities of 
the russian generals of the time, with remarkable expressions. for exam-
ple, when talking about the characteristics of General Grigori zass, Tolstoy 
says: “a Courlander 67 without a sign of education and vision, who had spe-
cial abilities for armed robberies on a grand scale, and was entrusted with 
a raid by Velyaminov in cases of need to punish the treachery of any native 
tribe… The rest of the time this glorious General Velyaminov held zass, as 
they say, on the chain…” 68 

even after the russian conquest was complete, no single chance 
was given to peace in the Caucasus. The russian nationalists, pursuing 
the velikorus ideals, occupied important positions in the bureaucracy and 
the army as the dominant group and came to an extraordinarily powerful 
position in politics. alexander III and nikolai II had engaged in a policy 
of russification, not only for the dominance of the velikorus groups but 
also for their own safety. besides the systematic russification processes, 
the forces that were driven to the first front in the most difficult wars were 
specially selected from the non-russian ethnicities. This was also the case 
in russia’s first military disaster of the twentieth century. The Caucasian 
Mountaineers were among the first to be called to the russian-Japanese 

65 Tamara polovinkina, Čerkesija - bolʹ moja. Istoričeskij očerk (drevnejšee vremja – načalo XX veka) (Majkop: 
adygeja, 2001), p. 212.

66 Jakov Gordin, Kavkaz: zemlja i krov .́ Rossija v Kavkazskoj vojne XIX veka (sankt-peterburg: zvezda, 2000), p. 115.
67 a person from Courland in latvia.
68 Vladimir Tolstoj, ‘Charakteristiki russkich generalov na Kavkaze’, Rossijskij Archiv, 8 (1996), 202–44.
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War. as soon as the Japanese attacked the russian ships on 26 January 
1904 (os) and 31 January (os), the Tsar issued an appeal for the Cauca-
sian Mountaineers to join the war. The following statements were includ-
ed in the call; “north Caucasians! The emperor, with his endless kindness 
and love for his loyal subjects, knowing your warrior nature, appreciating 
the courage of your ancestors in the Caucasian wars and the wars with 
Turkey, is showing you mercy and bestowing a great honour by inviting 
you to his service and forming the Caucasian Cavalry brigade.” 69 

The effects of defeat in the Japanese War were fatal. This defeat gave 
the revolutionary groups the opportunity they sought for an uprising. While 
all of russia was agitated, the Caucasian Mountaineers, who had not yet 
healed the wounds of the genocide of the nineteenth century, were complete-
ly left out of the process. The Mountaineers were mostly rural people and 
the urban population consisted of russian settlers. Mountaineers had never 
been integrated into russia’s legal and political sphere. for the Mountain-
eers, who had always been ruled under martial law, nothing had changed in 
the fifty years following the conquest. The bolshevik revolution, with the slo-
gan of freedom and brotherhood of the peoples, promised the Caucasian 

69 Chadži Murad donogo, Dagestancy na Russko-japonskoj vojne 1904-1905 godov (Machačkala: Èpocha, 2013), 
pp. i, 20.

pyotr nikolayevich Gruzinsky, The Mountaineers’ aban-
donment of an Aul as the Russian troops approached (1872)

franz roubaud (1856–1928), A Tribe in Exile

rudolf otto ritter von ottenfeld, Fleeing from 
the Burning Aul (1890)

amedeo preziosi (1816–1882), Circassian immigrants at 
the court of an Istanbul Mosque
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Mountaineers hope for self-determination. The following announcement 
made by lenin shortly after the revolution was not believed by some of 
the representatives of the peoples oppressed by the tsars for centuries: 

Muslims of russia, Tatars of the Volga and the Crimea, Kirgiz and 
sarts of siberia and Turkestan, Turks and Tatars of Transcaucasia, 
Chechens and Caucasian Mountaineers! all you, whose mosques and 
shrines have been destroyed, whose faith and customs have been 
violated by the Tsars and oppressors of russia! henceforward your 
beliefs and customs, your national and cultural institutions are de-
clared free and inviolable! build your national life freely and without 
hindrance. It  is your right. Know that your rights, like those of all 
the peoples of russia, will be protected by the might of the revolu-
tion, by the councils of Workers’, soldiers’, and peasants’ deputies!  70

Imam shamil, in an article in the Great soviet encyclopaedia, was 
praised as the leader who led the struggle of the Mountaineers of dages-
tan and Chechnya against tsarism and colonialism. While shamil was 
described as a leader who managed to unite the Mountaineers and sub-
due the feudal lords of dagestan, it was stated in the same article that by 
joining russia the Mountaineers had contributed to their economic, polit-
ical, and cultural development. 71 on the one hand, it was emphasized that 
shamil was a freedom fighter leader; on the other hand, the velikorus ide-
ology that russians were the apostles of civilization was also emphasized.

It was soon realized that there had been no change in the russian 
state tradition and that the Great soviet revolution was nothing but an-
other velikorus movement. azerbaijani writer haydar husseinov was award-
ed the stalin prize for literature and art in 1949 for his work entitled 

“The history of social and philosophical Thought in nineteenth-Century 
azerbaijan”. husseinov’s remarks in this study on Muridism and Imam 
shamil were reviewed again in May 1950, when it was pointed out that 
husseinov’s book contained the wrong political ideology and especially dis-
torted the nature of Muridism and shamil as it presented them as so-called 
progressive national liberation and democratic phenomena. The award 
was withdrawn. Moreover, accusing husseinov of defending the teachings 
of bourgeois historians, the committee claimed that the book fundamen-
tally distorted the true meaning of a movement that was anti-Marxist, 

70 sovet narodnych Komissarov rsfsr, ‘obraščenija soveta narodnych Komissarov ko vsem trudjaščimsja 
musulʹmanam rossii i Vostoka ot 24 nojabrja (7 dekabrja) 1917 g.’, in Meždunarodnaja politika novejšego 
vremeni v dogovorach, notach i deklaracijach, part 2: Ot imperialističeskoj vojny do snjatija blokady s Sovetskoj 
Rossii, ed. by Jurij Ključnikov (Moskva: litizdat nKId, 1926), p. 95.

71 Bolʹšaja Sovetskaja Ènciklopedija (Moskva: Izd. sovetskaja ènciklopedija 1926–1990), lXI (1934).
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reactionary, nationalist, and in the service of british capitalism and Tur-
key. 72 Circassians (whom Karl Marx and friedrich engels had presented 
as an example for all the peoples of the world in the fight for freedom ) 
and Imam shamil (whom they described as the “Great democrat”) were 
now referred to as “british and Turkish agents, reactionary and primitive 
nationalists” by the russian-dominated soviet administration. 73

When the republic of the union of the Mountaineers of the north 
Caucasus was crushed under the boots of the russian bolsheviks, tens 
of thousands of north Caucasians became refugees all around the world. 
The local bolsheviks who invited and facilitated the russian bolsheviks 
in the Caucasus were the first to be administratively liquidated and then 
physically destroyed. 74 

one of the most striking genocide practices of the stalin era was 
the mass exile of ethnic groups on charges of collaborating with nazi Ger-
many. all public records, monuments, and social memory of these peoples 
was destroyed during the expulsion process. The north Caucasians expe-
rienced one of the biggest shares of these practices. at the end of 1943 and 
the beginning of 1944, together with the Crimean Tatars, the Kalmyks and 
the Volga Germans, the Karachay, the balkar, the Chechen, and the Ingush 
were exiled to the Kazakh steppes and siberia. These deportations, which 
were named an “operation of intimidation”, were in fact a merciless geno-
cide because ethnic identity was the sole criterion. In this decision, no 
privilege was given to anyone belonging to these ethnicities. They were 
summoned not only from their native lands but also from other soviet 
republics. as the bloodiest battles on the european stage of World War II 
were going on at that time, most of the male population was fighting on 
different fronts. as soon as the war ended, these  ethnicities were first 
gathered in the Kostroma region of russia’s european territory and then 
relocated to the death camps of Central asia. 75 although we do not have 
statistical data on the extent of the massacre in terms of loss of life since 
no records were kept of deaths, it is understood that thousands of people 
lost their lives in the Khaibakh massacre and similar murders at the begin-
ning of the exile. 76 If stalin had fully achieved his goal, the experiences 
of these people at that time would not be known today. all structures 
representing the social memory of the exiled peoples, including ceme-
teries, were destroyed. Their names were completely erased from maps, 

72 ‘V komitete po stalinskim premijam. «o knige G. Gusejnova»’, Pravda, 14 May 1950.
73 ahmet nebi Magoma, ‘Komünistlerin İmam Şamil hakkında fikir değiştirmeleri ve onun sebepleri’, 

Dergi Mecmuası, 8 (1957), 26.
74 Cem Kumuk, Düvel-i Muazzama’nın Kıskacında Kafkasya Dağlıları (Istanbul: selenge, 2022), pp. 391–508.
75 robert Conquest, The Nation Killers (london: Macmillan, 1970), p. 103.
76 Moshe Gammer, The Lone Wolf and the Bear: Three Centuries of Chechen Defiance of Russian Rule (london: 

hurst and Company, 2006), p. 170.
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streets, documents, and public memory. even asking questions about their 
fate was forbidden. none of these peoples were mentioned in the ussr 
encyclo paedia published in october 1947. on the sixtieth page of this ency-
clopaedia, while the peoples that formed the union were listed according 
to their nationality, exiled nationalities were included in the population 
of 2,983,000 people in the category of “other” without mentioning their 
names. 77 between 1939 and 1959, despite the harsh conditions of the la-
bour camps, the population of the ussr increased from 170,467,000 to 
208,827,000 – an increase of 22.3%. however, the Mountaineers who were 
deported from the Caucasus did not have the chance to grow their popu-
lations at the same rate. 78

Population 1939 1959 increase %

Chechen 407.690 418.756 2,70%

Ingush 92.074 105.980 15%

Karachay 75.737 81.403 7,40%

balkar 42.666 42.408 -1%

Total 618.167 648.547 4,9%

also frequently part of russia’s genocidal tradition is cultural and 
demographic genocide, one of the most striking examples of which took 
place in the historical Circassian lands in 1967. In a significant part of 
the lands that were cleared of the autochthonous population in the rus-
sian-Caucasian Wars, the public memory was destroyed forever.  Krasno-
dar reservoir, which covered an area of 420 sq. km on the Kuban river to 
control the flow of the Kuban river and to produce rice in the region wiped 
22 historical Circassian villages off the map. among these villages were 
important places of memory such as Lakshukai, which had a rich history 
and was the centre of the great Circassian peasant uprising in 1855. There 
were 46 historical cemeteries and 5 mass graves on 35 thousand hectares 
of land. 16 thousand hectares of forest were completely cut down. Most of 
the Circassians, comprising approximately 13,000 souls who had to leave 
their homes, were resettled in adygeysk and Tlyustenkhable. 79 It is also 

77 Ibid., p. 71.
78 rossijskij gosudarstvennyj archiv èkonomiki (rGaÈ rf, formerly CGanCh sssr), fond 1562, op. 336, nos. 

966-1001, nacionalʹnyj sostav naselenija po sssr, respublikam, oblastjam, rajonam, fol. 15a, development 
table of the national composition of the population in the ussr, republics, regions, districts; 

79 Vitalij Štybin, ‘uterjannoe nasledie adygei. Kakoj cenoj postroili Krasnodarskoe vodochranilišče’, Juga.ru, 
13 July 2018, <https://www.yuga.ru/articles/society/8470.html> [accessed 7 July, 2022].
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remarkable that while the non-native population of the north Caucasus in-
habits approximately 85% of the 870 km Kuban river line, the entire 40-km-
long reservoir was planned to wipe out only the settlements of the Circas-
sian minority who had survived the genocide of the nineteenth century. 
preparations for this operation had started long before 1967; the Maikop 
region (rayon), whose total area was 3667 sq. km and only 2% of whose 
population was Circassian, was included in the adyge autonomous region 
(oblast) in 1962. The adyge autonomous region, which was established in 
1926, had a much smaller area of   3027 sq. km, but 46% of its population 
was predominantly ethnic Circassians, who were dispersed when 14% of 
the area was flooded by the reservoir. The total area of the oblast grad-
ually doubled between 1936 and 1962. The proportion of the Circassian 
population was reduced to 25% and the decisive role of the Circassians 
in the decision-making mechanisms was eliminated. according to the ar-
tificially and carefully drawn map, it was necessary to exit and re-enter 
the region many times while traveling from one point to another because 
this reservoir was placed in the bottleneck of the autonomous region. 
nevertheless, the great changes that this reservoir caused in the climate 

arthur Tsutsiev, Atlas of the Ethno-Political History of the Caucasus, london, 2014, p. 99
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of the region would cause many other problems for the people and the en-
vironment in the coming years.

Genocide practices in the region in the post-soviet period must be 
studied in depth. The collective punishments, violence, and many other 
human rights violations committed by russian forces against civilians 
during the conflicts in 1994–1996 and 1999–2009 in Chechnya are docu-
mented in Human Rights Watch Monitoring Reports. disappearances and mass 
executions became a natural part of daily life in Chechnya in that period. 80

Today, war crimes and genocide practices committed by states are 
only recognized as per the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of 
the Crime of Genocide. This Convention was accepted by the united nations 
(un) General assembly in december 1948 and entered into force in Jan-
uary 1951. however, the weakest point of this convention is that genocide 
allegations can only be valid for individuals, not for states, and they can 
be vetoed by the united nations security Council. since five major states, 
China, france, russia, the united Kingdom, and the united states, are 
permanent members of the security Council, many genocidal crimes they 
committed in the past can easily be covered up for political and ideolog-
ical reasons. although the member states’ demands to limit this vetoing 
right have been on the agenda of the un General assembly since 2013, no 
concrete decision has been taken yet. 81 Therefore, the fact that the un has 
not been able to take a concrete genocide resolution regarding russia’s 
actions in the north Caucasus – which started in the nineteenth century 
and continue until today – cannot be accepted as a criterion that russia’s 
actions are not genocide.

80 Russia: Three Months of War in Chechnya (new york: human rights Watch, 1995), pp. 1–20; Russia: Russia’s War 
in Chechnya: Victims Speak Out (new york: human rights Watch, 1995), pp. 2–6; The “Dirty War” In Chechnya: 
Forced Disappearances, Torture, And Summary Executions (new york: human rights Watch, 2001), pp. 1–41.

81 united nations, ‘office on Genocide prevention and the responsibility to protect, security 
Council’, United Nations, [n.d.], <https://www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/security-council.shtml> 
[accessed 10 June 2022].

borders of the adyge autonomous district (1926), 
and lands populated primarily by Circassians (green 
areas)

Map showing the lands (blue area) flooded by 
the Krasnodar reservoir
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Meanwhile, the international community remains silent on these 
crimes against humanity by accepting the subjective standards of the un, 
whose basis for existence has become questionable due to its attitudes 
and actions in the face of current events. These violations, which are pro-
hibited by international human rights treaties and humanitarian instru-
ments to which russia has been a party, are clearly defined in the second 
additional protocol of the 1949 Geneva Convention. article 4 mandates 
humane treatment of civilians and explicitly prohibits violence against 
the life, health, and physical or mental well-being of persons, in particular 
murder, torture, mutilation, or any form of corporal punishment. In ad-
dition, this protocol prohibits hostage-taking, collective punishments, in-
sults to personal dignity, looting, and other related threats. united na-
tions General assembly resolution 2444 (1968) obliges warring parties to 
distinguish between combatants and civilians and to protect civilians as 
much as possible. The un Convention against Torture and other forms 
of Cruel and degrading Treatment also prohibits beating, torture, and 
other ill-treatment in custody. 

all humanitarian and moral values, as well as the agreed internation-
al standards in this field prove that russia’s practices in the north Cauca-
sus for the last two centuries are overt genocide. demanding the united 
nation’s approval as a prerequisite for the recognition of the actual sit-
uation is purely an indication of the desperation of global public opin-
ion. The fait accompli tradition of russian state policies, which have not 
changed for centuries, continues recklessly even today, and world public 
opinion cannot go beyond weak objections.
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all, what was expressed in the press by the authorities, public figures, and correspon-
dents whose publications were addressed to the russian-speaking readership. among 
the most frequently discussed topics are the search for the main culprit, the reasons for 
the pogroms, and the actions of the authorities. The main sources used are periodicals 
expressing the views of different political forces of the russian empire. The author con-
cludes that the boundaries of ideological orientation were blurred in statements about 
the Kishinev tragedy. The conviction that the pogroms were organized and prepared in 
advance matured more and more among those who spoke publicly, but not all those who 
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The Kishinev pogrom in april 1903 shook the whole world community. This 
was reflected not only in the numerous rallies that took place in europe 
and the united states, but also in the stormy discussion of the tragedy in 
the press. The predominant attitude of the foreign press in the spring and 
summer of 1903 was condemnation of the local and central governments, 
which were seen as the main culprits. points of contact for foreign and 
russian (liberal) socio-political accounts were certain aspects of the heated 
discussion: the behaviour and reaction of the russian government, the di-
rect involvement in the tragedy of the Minister of Internal affairs, Vjačeslav 
von plehve, the spontaneity/premeditation of the pogrom, and the role of 
the press in inciting hatred amongst the local Christian population. 

In his study of the białystok pogrom and public reaction to it, mod-
ern polish historian artur Markowski noted that the idea that the state 
was responsible for the pogrom arose among russian Marxists and lib-
erals who opposed the tsarist regime. This idea was firmly entrenched in 
both public opinion and historiography and had become, as the scholar 
put it, a “scientific paradigm”. 1 It is likely that a similar pattern “works” 
in the context of the Kishinev pogrom. eventually, the same aspects of 
the tragedy became central to russian and foreign scholars throughout 
the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 

To date, there is a fairly extensive historiography of the phenomenon 
of anti-Jewish violence and aggression in europe in modern and contem-
porary times. In particular, these are the works of contemporary histori-
ans helmut Walser-smith, 2 Werner bergman and Christhard hofmann. 3 
In these works, the authors reflect on the role of rumours as a pretext for 
pogroms. There is also a certain tradition in the study of anti-Jewish po-
groms in the russian empire in general and the Kishinev pogrom in partic-
ular. This includes works by edward Judge and shlomo lambroza 4 that have 
already become classics in the world of academic Jewish studies. The goal 
of many researchers in studying the Kishinev pogrom has been to recon-
struct the events and the authorities’ policies by analysing the official doc-
umentation, police officials’ correspondence, and court materials. a recent 
monograph by steven zipperstein 5 in the centre of the narrative describes, on 
one hand, all possible causes and preconditions of the tragedy; on the other 
hand, it describes the role of the events in Kishinev in the spring of 1903 in 

1 artur Markowski,Przemoc antyżydowska i wyobrażenia społeczne. Pogrom białostocki 1906 roku (Warszawa: 
Wydawnictwo uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 2018).

2 helmut Walser smith, The Butcher’s Tale: Murder and Anti-Semitism in a German Town (new york: W.W. norton 
& Company, 2002).

3 Exclusionary Violence. Antisemitic Riots in Modern German History, ed. by Christhard hoffmann, Werner 
bergmann, and helmut Walser smith (ann arbor: university of Michigan press, 2002).

4 Šlomo lambroza, ‘pogromy 1903–1906 godov’, in Pogromy v rossijskoj istorii Novogo vremeni, ed. by džon d. 
Klier and Šlomo lambroza (Moskva: Knižniki, 2016), pp. 207–53; Èdvard džadž, Pascha v Kišineve. Anatomija 
pogroma (Kišinev: liga, 1998).

5 steven J. zipperstein, Pogrom: Kishinev and the Tilt of History (new york: liveright, 2018).
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the further development of the Jewish diaspora and its collective memory. 
according to the zipperstein, the geography of the pogrom played an im-
portant role in the further spread of news about it throughout the world: 
Kishinev was the place of residence of many influential zionists and was 
a well-known city in russia. Methodologically, the closest to our study is 
the work of the british historian sam Johnson, who examined the methods 
of presenting information about the Jewish pogroms from 1881 to 1919 in 
the english-language press. Compared to the first wave of pogroms, accord-
ing to her observations, the Kishinev pogrom received more rapid and de-
tailed press coverage with an emphasis on physical brutality. 6 since the us 
reaction to the Kishinev tragedy was quite severe, a study on the american 
public’s reaction to it was published a year later. 7

even in the extensive historiography on the pogroms, the reaction 
of russian society to the event was only of secondary importance. This 
has led to an incomplete understanding of the behaviour of both the au-
thorities and society. Meanwhile, the press had a fairly strong influence 
on its readership because, in the absence of legal public order and repre-
sentative institutions in russia before 1905, periodicals were considered 
the sole expression of the feelings of various social groups. a detailed study 
of the history of press coverage of various ideological currents will make 
it possible to draw a holistic picture of the contradictions in society and 
even trace how the authorities behaved towards russian society. as a result 
of this special study, we expect to come to a comprehensive and complex 
understanding of the russian socio-political narrative regarding the trag-
edy in Kishinev. by “narrative” in this study, we mean primarily what was 
expressed in print by the authorities, public figures, and correspondents 
whose publications were addressed to the russian-speaking readership. 

publications on the Kishinev tragedy can be divided into several 
types. firstly, there were articles containing detailed accounts of events by 
correspondents from Kishinev. depending on the author’s goals, these had 
different emphases: descriptions of people’s reactions, atrocities and so on. 
secondly, some articles gave an overview of the situation in the city after 
the pogrom: the nervousness of the population, the beginning of the inves-
tigation. Thirdly, there were analytical articles – statements by individual 
authors and attempts to make sense of the pogroms. often there were 
also reprints of reports from other publications in special columns. later, 
publications describing the judicial investigations also appeared. We pay 

6 sam Johnson, ‘uses and abuses: pogrom in the anglo-american Imagination 1881–1919’, in Jews in the East 
European Borderlands: Essays in Honor of John D. Klier, ed. by eugene M. avrutin and harriet Murav (boston: 
academic studies press, 2012), pp. 147–65.

7 Cyrus adler, The voice of America on Kishineff (philadelphia: The Jewish publication society of america, 
1904).
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attention to the placement of these articles in newspapers, the frequency 
of mentions of the pogrom in the press, the moments of activation of at-
tention to the event, the authors’ accents and reactions to the news, and 
the emotional colouring and rhetoric of these texts.

The reaction of russian society to the pogrom became part of russian 
and foreign studies. however, some of them only focused on the reactions 
of individuals, 8 while others relied on a rather limited list of periodicals. 9 
The press organs most frequently cited by historians were Novoe Vremja, 
Bessarabec, and Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, probably due to the fact that these 
were the most prominent representatives of the two opposing ideologies 
and, accordingly, they held diametrically opposed viewpoints. This study 
takes a closer look at the statements of individual public figures and cul-
tural figures and attempts to analyse the russian narrative of the Kishinev 
pogrom in a wide range of periodicals expressing the views of different so-
cial forces in the russian empire, including Pravitelʹstvennyj vestnik, Novosti 
i Birževaja gazeta, Kur ér, Russkie Vedomosti, Iskra, Osvoboždenie, Russkoe bogat-
stvo, Moskovskie Vedomosti, Pravo, Graždanin, and others. Chronologically, we 
limit ourselves to June 1903, when mention of the pogrom almost completely 
disappeared from the press. In other words, we are interested in the initial 
reaction of russia’s various social forces to the tragedy.

The pogrom in Kishinev took place on 6–7 april 1903. The first of-
ficial report on the event was published on 10 april in the Internal news 
section of Pravitelʹstvennyj vestnik. 10 The report was quite brief, was not high-
lighted by any distinctive headline, and was lost among the other news of 
the day. The events were described by the authorities as “riots” in which 
a crowd of workers attacked Jews. The report emphasized that the police 
had made efforts but were unable to stop the riots. In the following days, 
exactly this interpretation of the events was adopted in journals of different 
ideological orientations in the provincial news or correspondent sections: 
Sankt-Petersburgskiye Vedomosti, 11 Russkie Vedomosti, 12 Pravo, 13 Novoe Vremja, 14 
Graždanin, 15 and many others. In this way, the authorities tried to spread 
their view of the events as widely as possible. 

on the basis of the first publication expressing the official opinion, 
information spread abroad in the following days. The second article in 
Pravitelʹstvennyj vestnik, which indirectly referred to the events in Kishinev, 

8 Jumi nakagava, ‘publicističeskie proizvedenija russkich literatorov o kišinevskom pogrome’, Vestnik RGGU. 
Serija: Istorija. Filologija. Kulʹturologija. Vostokovedenie, 9 (2007), 223–35.

9 džadž, Pascha v Kišineve.
10 Pravitelʹstvennyj vestnik , 82 (1903). 
11 Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti, 96 (1903).
12 Russkie vedomosti, 100 (1903).
13 Pravo, 16 (1903).
14 Novoe vremja, 9722 (1903).
15 Graždanin, 28–30 (1903).
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appeared on 16 april. It announced the situation of increased guarding of 
Kishinev and the county, but already – as if taken out of context – without 
mentioning the reason. 16 only readers who had followed the news in other 
newspapers had an inkling of the motives behind the need for such protec-
tion. While other journals actively discussed the events in Kishinev over 
the next few months, Pravitel śtvennyj vestnik remained silent on the subject, 
citing only occasional small articles that were lost in the general mass of 
other reports. according to the contemporary american historian edward 
Judge, the government held back from interpreting the events for a long time 
because it had been surprised by them. It is possible, however, that the initial 
reluctance to publicize the pogrom indicates a desire not to involve the pub-
lic in the problem. news of the event would also have clashed with the gen-
eral orientation of Pravitel śtvennyj vestnik and its editor-in-chief at the time, 
platon Kulakovskij; therefore, a positive image of the authorities was main-
tained and ideas in the spirit of orthodoxy and autocracy were propagated.

of course, the most active newspaper in terms of frequency of publi-
cations on the pogrom was Bessarabec. This is due to the location of the event 
and the increased interest of its editor-in-chief, pavolakij Kruševan, in 
the Jewish question and his attempt to support and defend the official po-
sition as well as himself against the accusations of inciting hatred among 
the local population against the Jews that were directed at his newspa-
per. In articles containing the first information about the tragedy, Bessara-
bec made no mention of either incitement or police inaction, emphasizing 
the spontaneity of the events. Moreover, while there were discussions about 
what had happened, articles appeared in the mentioned publications that 
tried to draw public attention also to the Christian victims of the pogrom. 17 
In fact, the Jews themselves were declared the perpetrators of the tragedy. 
In the opinion of Bessarabec, popular anger that had long accumulated under 
the oppression of “exploiters” 18 had found an outlet in the pogrom. a similar 
position was taken by the pro-government Novoe Vremja of aleksej. suvorin, 
who had long been known for his openly anti-Jewish statements and whose 
publication was delivered to the emperor’s desk every morning. for these 
two publications, the pogrom served as an additional excuse to continue 
the traditional statements on the painful Jewish question. Novoe Vremja, for 
example, was outraged at the fact that as a result of the new law of 10 May, 
which restricted the ownership of land by Jews outside the settlement line, 
the landed property in these provinces was in Jewish hands. The rhetoric 

16 Pravitelʹstvennyj vestnik , 87 (1903).
17 Novoe vremja, 9730 (1903).
18 Bessarabec, 96 (1903).
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of the text – with the ingrained cliché that “circumventing laws has always 
been a special talent of the Jews” – is not surprising. 19

Within a week of the first report in Pravitelʹstvennyj vestnik, articles in 
other newspapers and magazines began to gain momentum. however, 
in most publications these articles also got lost in the general mass of in-
formation, both in their placement and in the absence of a striking, dis-
tinguished or eye-catching title. In mid-april, the attention of the russian 
public was riveted on several important events for the empire: the stay 
of the emperor and his family in Moscow, preparations for the celebra-
tion of the bicentenary of saint petersburg, the transfer of the body of 
the russian diplomat Grigorij Ščerbina to russia, and the emperor’s visit 
to the grave of Michail Katkov. Many publications even preferred to write 
about the state of the harvest or minor incidents, occasionally mentioning 
the situation in Kishinev in columns devoted to domestic news. 

related articles in the russian press peaked in the middle to sec-
ond half of april 1903, gradually subsiding by June. The very first ar-
ticles in the press were filled with detailed coverage of the chronology 
and topography of the riots, but these were not always accompanied by 
the personal opinions of the authors. The aim was to get the word out 
about the fact. They included eyewitness accounts as well as evidence of 
the pogrom that correspondents had managed to see in Kishinev. after 
the first information about the pogroms appeared in the press, the atten-
tion of articles shifted to the possible causes of the tragedy and the role of 
the local society in the disturbances. synchronously with other publica-
tions, Sankt Petersburgskie Vedomosti, which observed principles of religious 
tolerance at the time and generally regularly reported on issues related 
to foreigners and non-russian beliefs, tried to look into this issue. This 
newspaper accused the newspaper Bessarabec of systematic persecution 
of Jews, which led to pogroms like the one in Kishinev, without naming 20 
and later pointing at Kruševan. 21 on the other hand, Sankt Petersburgskie 
Vedomosti directed accusations of inaction at the authorities, police, and 
intellectuals, who only observed and walked around and “did not lift a fin-
ger to stop the riots”. 22 at the end of april, Sankt Petersburgskie Vedomosti 
published an analytical article about the causes of the pogrom that un-
ambiguously identified as the main culprit Kruševan and his newspaper 
Bessarabec, which promoted incitement of hatred among Christians, who 
had lived peacefully with the Jews for many years. however, the author tried 
to find the reason for this not just in Kruševan’s anti-semitism, but also 

19 Novoe vremja, 9763 (1903).
20 ‘zametki’, Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti, 100 (1903).
21 ‘V dopolnenie k užasajuščim vestjam iz bessarabii’, Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti, 109 (1903).
22 ‘Kišinev (ot našego korrespondenta)’, Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti, 100 (1903).
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in the economic situation: it was the nobility-landowners who benefited 
from cooperation with Bessarabec due to the economic crisis of the turn 
of the twentieth century and the strengthening of the trade and indus-
trial stratum, which consisted significantly of Jews. 23 Sankt Petersburgskie 
Vedomosti along with Russkie Vedomosti and Novosti were among the first to 
write about the atrocities and physical abuse of the victims during the po-
groms, giving a frightening description of how the victims were massacred 
with various implements, and an overview of the disfigured and mutilat-
ed bodies seen by reporters in the mortuary. 24 In this way, they tried to 
attract the attention of the readership by means of an emotional impact.

perhaps the most active in covering the events in Kishinev was the lib-
eral newspaper Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, which determinedly raised the most 
acute and topical problems of society. headlines such as “Kishinev pogrom”, 

“Kishinev tragedy”, “disaster in Kishinev” “shouted” about the event, attract-
ing the reader’s attention by being clearly distinguished from the whole text. 
for Novosti, this tragedy was an additional opportunity to discuss the most 
interesting issue for the editorial office: the Jewish issue. This newspaper 
already had quite a lot of experience in covering the Jewish problem and 
daring controversies with the anti-semitic press. In the days immediately 
after the pogrom, almost every issue of Novosti published several articles 
about the Kishinev tragedy under different headings. unlike other peri-
odicals, however, the editorial board’s main focus was public opinion, and 
articles in other publications, such as Kievljanin, Južnyj kraj, Sankt-Petersburg-
skie Vedomosti, Kur ér, and Russkie Vedomosti. Novoye Vremja and Bessarabec 
deserved the most attention from the Novosti editors, in whose opinion 
these two publications were the main perpetrators of anti-Jewish senti-
ment. The authors of articles in novosti boldly accused both newspapers of 
“applauding the shameful catastrophe”. 25 Thus, Bessarabec was reproached 
by Novosti for incorrect factual data about the pogroms and hypocritical 
and ostentatious compassion for the victims. 26 for its accusations against 
 Novoe Vreamja and Bessarabec, Novosti’s editorial board was even prepared to 
be punished and showed solidarity in its views on the pogrom with Kur ér, 
Sankt Petersburgskie Vedomosti, and Russkie Vedomosti. The second main cause 
of the pogroms, according to Novosti, was the ignorance of the population, 
which easily succumbed to fantastic rumours about Jews. 27

In april–June 1903, the figure of Kruševan became the most men-
tioned in liberal public opinion in the russian press in the light of 

23 ‘K Kišinevskomu pogromu’, Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti, 111 (1903).
24 ‘nam pišut iz Kišineva’, Sankt-Peterburgskie vedomosti, 103 (1903).
25 ‘K Kišinevskomu pogromu’, Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 119 (1903).
26 Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 100 (1903), p. 1.
27 Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 103 (1903); Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 106 (1903).
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the Kishinev tragedy. even if an article did not mention his name direct-
ly, it was Kruševan, editor-in-chief of Bessarabec, who was understood by 
the anti-semitic press to have fomented the Kishinev riots. Moreover, al-
most all witnesses during the investigation emphasized Kruševan’s role in 
inciting hatred against the Jews. 28 similarly, after the pogrom the atten-
tion of the Moscow democratic Kur ér was also drawn to the statements 
of the main culprit in its opinion, namely Kruševan. The newspaper Kur ér 
considered defending the oppressed and persecuted citizens as a possible 
solution to the problem for “truly cultural russian people”. 29

from Kruševan and his newspaper’s accusation, the moderate oppo-
sition Russkie Vedomosti leaned more and more towards analysis of the or-
igins of the pogroms. This newspaper saw the event as a clearly planned 
and systematically prepared action, blaming the police, who were unwilling 
to stop the riots. 30 The attention of the authors of several articles focused 
on descriptions of the crowd’s atrocities and crying over the disfigured 
bodies of relatives. according to this publication, if the press was to be 
seen as the main culprit, then it should have been opposed by the press 
that fostered the brightest feelings in man-humanity, legality and justice. 31

The liberal journal Vestnik Evropy, a sister publication to Russkie Ve-
domosti, refused to blame the Judeophobic press for the disaster. a histor-
ical excursion into the anti-Jewish pogroms in russia allowed the authors 
of Vestnik to identify a pattern: the pogroms, in their opinion, occurred 
during a period when restrictive political measures against the Jews be-
came more acute. Vestnik noted that the zealous emphasis on specific 
newspapers’ responsibility “overshadows other deeper causes of unfortu-
nate phenomena”. 32 a similar position was taken by the sister magazine 
of Vestnik, namely Russkaja mysl .́ 33

a periodical, Pravo, which expressed the collective opinion of the legal 
community and was a platform for the political self-organization of liberal 
lawyers who were interested in the Jewish question only from a legal point of 
view, often published various controversial cases concerning the legal status 
of Jews. In april 1903, however, this newspaper stood out with an article by 
the lawyer and politician Vladimir nabokov. his article “Kishinevskaja banja” 34 
appeared when many periodicals had already commented on the Kishinev 
tragedy and was probably another attempt to summarize the views of the rus-
sian liberal public. nabokov wrote about the enormity of the tragedy that 

28 Klara Žignja, ‘processy po delam o Kišinevskom pogrome 1903 god: vidnye rossijskie advokaty protiv 
sudebnoj vlasti’, Tiroš. Trudy po iudaike, slavistike, orientalistike, 5 (1998), 175–210 (here: 199).

29 Kurʹer, 60 (1903).
30 ‘Kišinevskij pogrom’, Russkie vedomosti, 106 (1903); Russkie vedomosti, 107 (1903).
31 Russkie vedomosti, 107 (1903).
32 Vestnik Evropy, 6 (1903), p. 826.
33 Russkaja mysl ,́ 5.9 (1903), p. 218.
34 Vladimir nabokov, ‘Kišinevskaja krovavaja banja’, Pravo, 18 (1903).
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took place in Kishinev. acknowledging the preparation of the pogroms in 
advance and the lack of an attempt to suppress the riots – and also blaming 
the anti-semitic press – he went further in his reasoning. The main blame 
lay, in his words, with the “regime of oppression and disenfranchisement” in 
which tense relations between the Christian and Jewish populations were 
maintained; in the idea that a Jew is to blame for being a Jew; and that idea 
of impunity for oppressing Jews was being promoted. 35 It was for the publi-
cation of this article that Pravo was first cautioned. 36 despite this censorship, 
part of this sensational article by Vladimir nabokov was quoted in the Russ-
kaja Pressa column of the newspaper Novosti i Birževaja gazeta. 37 subsequently, 
Pravo seldom published articles about the Kishinev pogrom. It generally dis-
played a standard set of government-approved messages about the tragedy, 
including an official denial of the existence of a widely discussed letter from 
Minister von plehve to the bessarabian governor. 38

In addition to nabokov’s publication, the speeches of some members 
of the russian intelligentsia became well-known in society. Three weeks af-
ter the pogrom, the writer lev Tolstoy wrote a letter to the dentist Èmanuil 
lineckij of yelizavetgrad, which was later published in berlin in a separate 
pamphlet that included statements regarding the tragedy by progressive 
representatives of russian society. 39 In the letter he described his attitude 
to Jews as being fraternal and based on his Christian outlook. Tolstoy de-
clared the authorities responsible for the tragedy and mentions the preaching 
of lies and violence by the russian government as the cause. In circles close 
to saint petersburg and Moscow Imperial universities, the idea emerged 
of sending a telegram to the mayor of Kishinev protesting against the po-
grom. The planned text of the telegram was as follows: “deeply shocked by 
the atrocity to which the Jews of Kishinev have fallen victim, we express our 
horror at what has happened; we feel searing shame for Christian society 
and immeasurable indignation against the vile instigators of the dark mass”. 40

Tolstoy edited this collective appeal, which was signed by many aca-
demic and cultural figures. among those who supported the appeal, the phi-
losopher and publicist sergej Trubetskoj is particularly worth mentioning 
because he expressed his true opinion about the pogrom in his memoirs, 
and it clearly differed from the main idea of the protest. 41 Trubetskoj ruled 
out the idea that there was one main culprit or cause behind the Kishinev 
tragedy and saw its main cause as the defects of the administrative and 

35 Ibid.
36 Pravo, 19 (1903).
37 Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 115 (1903).
38 Pravo, 21 (1903).
39 lev Tolstoj, Pisʹma po povodu Kišineva (berlin: Izdanie Gugo Štejnica, 1904), p. 13.
40 Cited from: nakagava, ‘publicističeskie proizvedenija russkich literatorov o kišinevskom pogrome’, p. 224.
41 sergej Trubeckoj, ‘na rubeže’, in Trubeckoj S.N. Sobranie sočinenij Kn. Sergeja Nikolaeviča Trubeckogo, 6 vols 

(Moskva: Tipografija G. lissnera i d. sopko, 1907), I, p. 480.
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governor’s office, which needed to be reformed. at the end of May, the rus-
sian press published a letter from Tolstoy to david shor, famous musician 
and teacher, in which Tolstoy expressed his astonishment at the beastli-
ness of the crowds, the false Christians, and a sense of disgust at the in-
stigators of the riot. 42

a little later, Tolstoy sent a telegram to american newspapers in 
which he pointed out that the fault of the government was above all its 
policy that made Jews a separate caste, as well as the indoctrination of 
the russian people into idolatry instead of Christianity. 43 on the whole, 
however, Tolstoy condemned the discriminatory laws against the Jews.

If Tolstoy was outraged with the government, the writer Maksim 
Gorky, also famous as a Judophile, blamed the pogrom on the entire cul-
tural society. by the time of the Kishinev pogrom, Gorky already had a long 
history of fighting against anti-semitism and the anti-semitic press. In his 
article “protest against society”, Gorky stressed that cultural society had not 
only failed to act during the pogrom but had also allowed an anti-Jewish 
narrative to be disseminated for many years. among the disseminators, he 
named famous publishers and newspaper employees aleksej suvorin, Vis-
sarion Komarov, pavolakij Kruševan, and sergej Šarapov. after the arrest 
of the perpetrators of the tragedy, Gorky pointed out that the mob that had 
smashed the Jews was “a hand” led by people of cultural society. 44

one of the most high-profile works about the Kishinev pogrom was 
an essay, ‘house no. 13’, by the writer and public figure Vladimir Koro-
lenko, who had long defended and had sympathy for the Jews. he wrote 
this essay a few days after having interviewed eyewitnesses himself, when 
the consequences of the catastrophe remained in the town and the atmo-
sphere remained tense. he wanted to share with the reader all the horror 
he had passed through when experiencing this atmosphere. The essay is 
written in the style of a reportage, with most of it devoted to a descrip-
tion of the pogrom. Korolenko reproduces in some detail the various in-
teractions between the people during the pogrom, but he shifts the focus 
periodically to the inhumanity of the pogromists. he identifies several 
categories of perpetrators, calling on them to confess guilt: murderers, 
instigators, connivers, false accusers against Jews, irresponsible people. 45 
unlike Gorky and Tolstoy, Korolenko does not directly address the insti-
gators; however, he does show the inaction of officials – the policeman and 
the priest. Korolenko is more interested in human psychology in general, 
both as a pogromist and as an observer.

42 Kurʹer, 88 (1903).
43 nakagava, ‘publicističeskie proizvedenija russkich literatorov o kišinevskom pogrome’, p. 225.
44 Tolstoj, Pisʹma po povodu Kišineva, p. 14.
45 Vladimir Korolenko, Dom № 13 (berlin, 1904), p. 49.
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despite some differences in views on the causes of the pogroms and 
the identification of the main culprit, the liberal publications and individ-
ual public figures shared several points of common ground. for example, 
Moskovskie vedomosti, Russkie vedomosti, Vestnik Evropy and other publica-
tions referred to the pogrom wave of the 1880s and were convinced that 
the Kishinev pogrom surpassed all previous ones. 46 What many commen-
tators had in common was the harsh, emotionally coloured and vivid rhet-
oric of their texts. The events in Kishinev were compared to the bloody 
events of the Middle ages and the destruction of armenians in the otto-
man empire at the end of the nineteenth century. 

The use of the word “pogrom” in the russian narrative of the 1903 
tragedy is ambiguous. The contemporary british historian Johnson noted 
that it was a special russian term which expressed the extraordinary na-
ture of the actions caused by the behaviour of the Tsarist regime against 
the Jews. 47 however, she stresses that the pogrom was otherwise similar 
to previous similar events. on the one hand, Johnson’s thoughts con-
firm the fact that the word “pogrom” was avoided by the authorities, both 
in public utterances and in official but internal documentation hidden 
from  public view. on the other hand, Novoe vremja, Moskovskie vedomosti, 
and other publications were not afraid to use the word “pogrom”. accord-
ingly, it was most likely not about the meaning of spontaneity, but about 
the threat to the individual. In their words, the authors conveyed the mean-
ing of pogroms primarily as a natural disaster – probably reflecting all 
their power and man’s physical powerlessness in the face of danger. rioters 
were described as “thugs”, “troublemakers”, “ignorant elements” and “sav-
age mobs of scum”. Comparing the rioters and their behaviour to animals 
also shines a light on the low cultural level of russian society.

In this context, among the intelligentsia and the liberal press, a sepa-
rate line in the russian narrative about the events in Kishinev is the prob-
lem of the ignorance of the masses and the cultural level of humanity, which 
was able to raise its hand against the same humanity again. Sankt-Peterburg-
skiye Vedomosti, Novosti i Birževaja gazeta and the largest provincial news-
paper in Kharkov, Južnyj kraj, noted with regret that this was still possible 
and that “vile instincts” had taken over. To prevent such a catastrophe in 
the future, it was proposed to work on raising the spiritual level of the pop-
ulation – to teach about love, mercy, tolerance – and in this the church 
should play a major role. 48

46 ‘posle Kišinevskogo pogroma’, Moskovskie vedomosti, 113 (1903); Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 101 (1903); Vestnik 
Evropy, 6 (1903), p. 827; Russkie vedomosti, 107 (1903).

47 Johnson, ‘uses and abuses’, p. 154.
48 Južnyj kraj, 6699 14 april 1903; Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 103 (1903).
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Many publications’ main emotional reaction to the tragedy was 
a sense of shame. even opposing publications such as Kur ér pointed to 
the sense of shame of all honest russian people. 49 Veselovskij, a writer 
for Novosti, described his feelings in the same way: “If I wanted to de-
fine my state of mind in one word, I would say that I am ashamed”. 50 
The far-from-Judophile newspaper Kievljanin also pointed to a sense of 
shame about the behaviour of Christians. 51

The last interpretation of the Kishinev tragedy from a conservative 
position was presented by prince Meščerskij in his newspaper Graždanin. 
he stated that blaming the government was a vile slander that had been 
launched in europe for political purposes and that the government could 
not be indifferent to the beating of anyone in the streets. as proof of this, he 
cites the fact that the director of the police department, lopukhin, had ar-
rived in Kishinev within two days. he calls the riots accidental, born out of 
popular passions. 52 The originality of his statements lies only in a comparison 
with the poltava-Kharkov agrarian peasant disturbances of 1902 and the an-
dizhan disturbances of 1898. In regards to the latter, the government circles 
in the capital tried to portray them as not an imperial problem but a local 
one. Meščerskij notes that the Kishinev tragedy in no way surpassed these 
events, and in this way he tried to downplay the scale of the tragedy. Given 
the general thrust of Graždanin, which expressed the interests of a conser-
vative section of russian society, his point of view is quite understandable. 
Moreover, in the early twentieth century, prince Meščerskij began to draw 
closer to the tsar, who resumed the government subsidies to this magazine 
in 1902. Meščerskij himself was awarded the rank of a real state Councilor. 53

The Kishinev pogrom provided yet more impetus for an open dis-
cussion of the traditional domestic problems of the russian empire, in 
particular those of power. Meščerskij also discussed the nature of russian 
gubernatorial power in Graždanin. he spoke about the dismissal of the gov-
ernor von raaben and notes the special responsibility and complexity of 
the post of the governor in the empire. he also argued for the strength-
ening of the governor’s power. It is noteworthy that in the discussion re-
garding the dismissal of the governor there was nothing about the context 
and reasons for von raaben’s dismissal. 54 What was probably implied was 
that the reader was well-informed and there was widespread verbal dis-
cussion of the event.

49 Kurʹer, 60 (1903).
50 Moisej sluckij, V skorbnye dni (Kišinev: Tipografija M. averbucha, 1930), p. 71.
51 Ibid.
52 ‘reči konservatora. pisʹmo k evreju’, Graždanin, 50 (1903), p. 2.
53 anna Kajl ,́ ‘“Graždanin” knjazja V.p. Meščerskogo’, Izvestija Saratovskogo universiteta. Novaja serija. Serija: 

Istorija. Meždunarodnye otnošenija, 11.1 (2011), 8–15.
54 ‘dnevniki’, Graždanin, 37 (1903).
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The monarchist Moskovskie vedomosti also touched on the problem 
of power. This newspaper shifted its focus from directly accusing the ad-
ministration of inaction to a more in-depth analysis of the reasons for 
this particular behaviour of local officials. according to the editors, there 
was no strong provincial authority in Kishinev at the time of the tragedy, 
and it was a mistake to hand it over to the military at the most decisive 
moment. The problem of national relations in Kishinev was compared to 
the situation in finland, where swedish propaganda had also penetrated, 
but which was handled by a strong governor, nikolay Ivanovich bobrikov, 
thus preventing an inter-ethnic conflict that had been brewing for a long 
time. 55 In several articles in Moskovskie vedomosti, the authors noted that 
the local peasants were so electrified by anti-Jewish rumours that only 
a strong government could have stopped this mob. 

The police background of plehve, who had defeated the terrorist or-
ganization Narodnaja Volja and established strict censorship, was one rea-
son for the irreconcilable attitude towards him in liberal and opposition 
circles. The Kishinev events were another opportunity for the revolution-
aries to speak out rather sharply against the government. for example, af-
ter the pogroms the Kishinev committee of the rsdlp distributed a leaflet 
around the city which condemned the government. of course, the basic idea 
of the leaflet was a call to fight against the autocracy, which had brought 
the population of the empire to a miserable and dire state and, most impor-
tantly, educated a huge mass of ignorant people capable of brutal murder. 56 
several issues of the illegal revolutionary newspaper Iskra were devoted to 
analysis and discussion of the Kishinev tragedy. The first and most elabo-
rate article, called “The last Map of Tsarism”, was by Georgij    plekhanov. 
It displayed all the intolerance for the intelligentsia, which plekhanov called 
“the scum of humanity”. both lenin and plekhanov had a particular ha-
tred for plekhanov, whom they had previously referred to as a “cunning 
police fox”. like the editors of liberation, plekhanov compared plehve to 
Ignatyev in his anti-Jewish policy. plekhanov pointed to plehve as the main 
culprit of the tragedy; he stressed that the government only pretended to 
be unable to deal with the pogromists. and, of course, his conclusion as 
a representative of the revolutionary movement was legitimate: the workers 
must oppose anti-semitism, which is specifically propagated “from above”. 57 
The following articles emphasize the involvement of the police in organizing 
the pogroms. eyewitness accounts are cited as evidence, and the atrocious 

55 ‘sila razumnoj vlasti’, Moskovskie vedomosti, 117 (1903).
56 ‘listovka Kišinevskogo komiteta rsdrp «Kto vinovnik kišinevskoj rezni?»’, in Rabočee dviženie v Moldavii. 

1895 – fevralʹ 1917, ed. by V. Žukov and Jurij Ivanov (Kišinev: Štiinca, 1985), p. 72.
57 ‘poslednjaja karta carizma’, Iskra, 39 (1903).
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physical abuse of the victims is emphasized. 58 anti-semitism was deliber-
ately and artificially cultivated in the police environment. but the deeper 
reason is the accumulated dissatisfaction of the masses with the situation 
in the country, which was only fuelled by the authorities and the police. 
In zhytomyr, the crowd rushed on the Chinese, thus it was only a distraction 
of the population from the real problems, and to the cries of “beat the Jews”, 
the crowd responded with “beat the police”. 59

perhaps the strongest anti-government stance could be expressed by 
the anti-monarchist magazine Osvoboždenie, published in stuttgart under the 
leadership of peter struve. This magazine served as one of the main sources 
from which the foreign press drew information about russia. having learned 
about the pogrom, struve was horrified: he perceived the incident as an at-
tempt by plehve to channel the social contradictions in the least dangerous 
direction for the authorities. 60 his reaction to the pogrom was the publica-
tion of a special anthology by osvoboždenie’s editors that contained eye-
witness accounts, official documents and statements by the russian public. 
The special feature of this special topical collection was that the informa-
tion was supported by photos of the victims of the pogroms. The authors 
repeated the already widespread idea that someone was in charge of orga-
nizing the pogroms: “someone’s sinister hands were felt”. 61 The Minister of 
Internal affairs was compared to Ignatyev in repeating the sad anti-Jewish 
policy: “The Minister-horse doctor resurrected in the person of plehve”. 62 
another article explicitly pointed out that the pogrom had definitely been 
organized in advance, suspecting that the perpetrators were people close to 
the government. 63 The very presentation of information in the government’s 
official report on the pogrom gave the impression to the Western press of 
an admission that the authorities and the police had failed in their tasks. 64

This collection differs from the rest of the pogrom coverage in per-
haps two ways: firstly, the explicit orientation in the articles towards 
the Western “civilized world” and its assessment of events in “uncivilized” 
russia; secondly, the idea that the government saw the Jews primarily 
as a revolutionary element. Thus, in the preface to the collection, struve 
singles out the government, which widely “developed anti-Jewish propa-
ganda and wanted to expose the participation of some of its elements in 
the revolutionary movement against the Jewry”. 65 for struve, the pogrom 

58 ‘Kišinevskie sobytija’, Iskra, 39 (1903).
59 ‘Vremena menjajutsja’, Iskra, 39 (1903).
60 ričard pajps, Struve: levyj liberal, 1870–1905, 2 vols (Moskva: Moskovskaja škola političeskih issledovanij,  
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62 Ibid., pp. 3–4.
63 ‘Cui prodest?’, in Kišinevskij pogrom, p. 17.
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was probably yet another reason to speak out against the government. he 
sharply condemned the policy of the government in the Jewish question 
and compared the situation of the Jews with that of beasts. however, not 
everything in these statements is obvious. he was a supporter of the assim-
ilation of Jews, and, in his opinion, their resurgent ideas about the nation 
were only the result of the long restrictive policy of the russian authorities.

The further behaviour of the government in public opinion, according 
to the logical conclusions of edward Judge, was rather sluggish in defending 
its interpretation of the pogroms. during the second half of april, newspa-
pers published news of the arrival in Kishinev of the director of the police 
department, aleksej lopukhin, to investigate what had happened. a few 
days later, newspapers published the news that Governor von raaben had 
assembled and addressed the city’s honorary citizens. This speech rather 
reflected his desire to justify himself: he blamed the disturbances on ma-
levolent persons who had spread rumours about there being permission 
to beat up Jews, which, he was sure, could not have been granted as all 
subjects enjoyed the same protection of the state, regardless of their reli-
gion. 66 even a small report on the governor’s speech was echoed in several 
publications. Thus, in Graždanin prince Meščerskij accused the governor of 
failing to address the public with calls for discipline during the pogroms 
in order to pacify them. 67 prince Meščerskij’s unexpectedly critical stance 
towards the local authorities can probably be explained by his close atten-
tion to the problem of the governorship and the local administration, which 
he had been most interested in for many years and in which he saw many 
shortcomings. This position was echoed by Russkaja mysl ,́ which did not 
adhere to any clear ideological line and allowed a wide variety of public 
figures to express themselves on its pages. 68

Interest in the behaviour of the local authorities was evident in 
the press in connection with the behaviour of Kishinev City Council. at 
an emergency meeting of the duma on 10 april, a proposal by the mayor of 
Kishinev to allocate funds from the city’s savings for the benefit of the Jew-
ish victims was not supported by the town councillors. Moreover, the may-
ors pointed out that there was a special “basket tax” for this purpose, and 
if Novoe vremja simply stated and retold this fact, then Novosti could not 
but express its opinion on this matter. Novoe vremja noted with indignation 
that the majority of the City Council’s members had “failed” to compensate 
the victims of the pogroms. one article especially singled out a member 
of the City Council called lato, who tried to assure the participants of 

66 Južnyj kraj, 7711 (1903); Volyn ,́ 92 (1903).
67 Graždanin, 36 (1903).
68 Russkaja mysl ,́ 5.9 (1903), p. 220.
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the duma session “that most of the Jewish victims would surely recover”. 69 
such behaviour was in line with the general thrust of the policy regarding 
the victims of the pogroms: it was forbidden to publish announcements 
in the press about collecting money for Jews. 70

despite the obstacles put in place by the authorities, newspaper and 
magazine editors took part in the creation of a relief fund for the victims of 
the pogroms. Considerable sums were collected by Russkoe bogatstvo, Novosti, 
Severnyj Kavkaz, and many other publications. 71 The news of the Kishinev 
tragedy spread in the provincial russian press as well.

on 28–29 april, a notice issued by the Minister of Internal affairs 
to governors, town governors, and police chiefs outlining the official ver-
sion of the events of 6–7 april in Kishinev was published in many peri-
odicals. It stated that the riots were caused by “the common people” and 
that the cause was “the strained relations between Christians and Jews 
in the bessarabian province”. 72 The direct cause was the false accusations 
that the Jews had committed ritual murders, which turned the popula-
tion against them. remarkably, the circular was silent on the authorship 
of the rumours. from the sequence of events explained in this circular, 
it appears that the main motive was the aggression of a Jew who struck 
a Christian woman in the street. The authorities thus censured the Jews. 
The explanation put forward by the authorities for the failure of the police 
in this circular is also legitimate: there was a lack of normal leadership, 
and the governor had transferred authority for policing to military chiefs. 
The emperor had ordered the prevention of violence to be taken under his 
personal responsibility; various methods of self-defence were prohibited, 
and the civilian authorities had handed over their duties for restoring 
order to the military. There was also an attempt at censorial oppression 
by the authorities: Pravo and the russian-Jewish Voschod newspapers were 
condemned for accusing the government of the tragedy. These censorship 
decisions alerted readers of many periodicals. 73

The next significant events regarding the Kishinev tragedy that divid-
ed public opinion into “pro” and “contra” were the speeches of the church 
fathers father Ioann of Kronstadt 74 and antonij (Chrapovickij). The main 
message of both preachers was to pacify the population (the traditional mes-
sage of this genre) and that the hatred in the Kishinev pogrom was a result 

69 Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 112 (1903).
70 ‘ukazanie direktora departamenta policii načalʹniku glavnogo upravlenija po delam pečati’, in Kišinevskij 

pogrom 1903 goda: Sbornik dokumentov i materialov, ed. by Klara Žignja and others (Kišinev: ruxanda, 2000), p. 85.
71 Jakov Kopanskij, ‘Vsemirnyj protest protiv Kišinevskogo pogroma 1903 goda (osnovnye aspekty)’, in 

Kišinevskij pogrom 1903 goda: vzgljad čerez stoletie. Materialy meždunarodnoj naučnoj konferencii, ed. by Jakov 
Kopanskij (Kišinev: pontos, 2004), pp. 13–26(p. 19).

72 Pravitelʹstvennyj vestnik , 98 28 april 1903.
73 Graždanin, 35 (1903); Moskovskie vedomosti, 7715 (1903).
74 Missionerskoe obozrenie, 8 (1903).
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of forgetting the teachings of Christ. a particularly heartfelt sermon was that 
of fr. antony, who urged Christians to learn from the Jews’ centuries-long 
commitment to observing their religious customs and traditions. To try to 
prevent such a tragedy in the future, the authorities decided to disseminate 
these sermons throughout russia, therefore they were published in a sepa-
rate booklet that the Jewish population helped to distribute. according to 
the contemporary russian historian Maksim Khizhyi, these sermons did not 
appear in the periodicals, which only mentioned them. 75 however, we were 
able to find several articles in not only central but also provincial publica-
tions. In particular, Moskovskie vedomosti, Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, Volyn and 
Južnyj kraj (southern region) fully or partially cited the sermons of fr. antony 
and father Ioann of Kronstadt. 76 Moreover, the newspaper  Novosti, which 
closely monitored the behaviour of the anti-semitic press, was even indig-
nant that Novoye Vremja and Bessarabec did not mention the sermons at all. 77 
antony’s appeal was published in the church press, in particular in the Mis-
sionary review. In general, according to Khizhyi’s conclusions, diocesan 
publications were overwhelmingly silent in their pages about the Kishinev 
tragedy. 78 This author mentions a sermon by a teacher at ryazan seminary 
for his pupils that emphasized the historical fate of the Jewish people. We 
also managed to find a statement from archimandrite nikolaj that was 
published in the Grodno diocesan gazette six months after the tragedy. In his 

“edification”, this archimandrite essentially repeated the rhetoric of previous 
authors and priests and speaks of the sense of shame that the pogromists 
should feel before non-Christians and non-believers, urging the population 
to “live as Christians”. It is noteworthy that he blamed not only ignorant 

“commoners” but also “educated people” for the negative image of the Jews 
among the Christian population. 79

after condemning the pogroms and blaming Christians, fr.  Ioann 
earned the hatred of conservative circles in russian society when he re-
ceived a letter containing the following words: “father Ioann, Judas. hitherto 
respected by the russian people, you are now the patron saint, servant and 
lackey of the Jews. you know only to drink the blood of Christians”. 80 such 
threats probably forced him to soften his initial unequivocal indignation 
and apologize to the Christians of Kishinev for “unilateralism”. a later text 
by Ioann of Kronshtadt was quoted in the church periodical Missionerskoe 

75 Maksim Chižij, ‘archiepiskop antonij (Chrapovickij) i evrei’, in Trudy po evrejskoj istorii i kulʹture. Materialy 
XXIII Meždunarodnoj ežegodnoj konferencii po iudaike, ed. by Viktorija Močalova (Moskva: Centr naučnych 
rabotnikov i prepodavatelej iudaiki v vuzach “sèfer”, 2017), pp. 321–26 (here: 323).

76 Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 112 (1903); Volyn ,́ 92 2 May 1903; Južnyj kraj, 7715 3 May 1903, Moskovskie vedomosti, 
119 (1903); Kurʹer, 64 (1903).

77 Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 123 (1903).
78 Chižij, ‘archiepiskop antonij (Chrapovickij) i evrei’, p. 321.
79 ‘poučenie po povodu evrejskich pogromov’, Grodnenskie eparchialʹnye vedomosti, 43 (1903), col. 429.
80 Cited from: nadežda Kicenko, Svjatoj našego vremeni. Otec Ioann Kronštadtskij i russkij narod (Moskva: nlo, 

2006), p. 231.
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Obozrenie and secular newspapers such as Vestnik Evropy. In this text, he 
stressed that the pogroms could not be only blamed on Christians as 
the Jews were also to blame. a few days later, Missionerskoe Obozrenie pub-
lished a text in defence of fr. Ioann in which the traditional anti-Jewish 
worldview was vividly expressed. It stated that the primary declaration 
that Christians were responsible for what had happened was erroneous, 
and the Jewish rabbis, “who held the dark mass in the age-old chains of 
the misanthropic Talmud”, were rebuked for using father Ioann ’s sermon 
and preaching to their own advantage. 81 at the same time, father Ioann of 
Kronstadt’s erratic behaviour was condemned by the magazine Russkoe bo-
gatstvo, which wrote that he had been easily persuaded by certain eyewit-
nesses that the Jews were guilty. 82 The newspaper Vestnik Evropy noted that 
there was not only a rapid change in Ioann of Kronstadt’s views but also 
a shift in the position of the Christians who considered themselves offend-
ed, emphasizing that the Jewish victims had already been compensated for 
their losses. The author resented the Christian view of money as equivalent 
to life and health. 83

as the russian-Jewish historian and social activist semen dubnov 
recalled, Kishinev became the battle cry of all social forces in both russia 
and abroad. 84 The West’s heightened interest in the events in Kishinev 
was also linked to their intense anticipation of the russian government’s 
reaction. This is due to the different perceptions of russian and Western 
statesmen. The american and english authorities assumed that a similar 
case could not leave the entire russian government in silence; there were 
mentions of the event in the russian government press, and the sluggish 
reaction of the imperial authorities only convinced the West of the rus-
sian government’s involvement in the tragedy. 

an important incident that gave a new boost to the international 
debate on the Kishinev tragedy was the appearance of another publication 
that indirectly indicated the authorities as the perpetrator of the tragedy. 
In mid-May, the Times of London quoted a secret circular from Minister of 
the Interior plehve to the governor of bessarabia, von raaben. from its con-
tents, it follows that the governor had been notified of riots being prepared 
against the Jews. The Jews were called exploiters of the local population and 
a recommendation was given not to resort to the use of weapons if distur-
bances occurred. 85 This news infiltrated foreign public opinion and was 
reprinted in american, english and other european periodicals. The idea 

81 Missionerskoe obozrenie, 3 (1903), p. 1396.
82 Russkoe bogatstvo, 6 (1903), p. 147.
83 Vestnik Evropy, 7 (1903), p. 447.
84 semen dubnov, Kniga žizni: Vospominanija i razmyšlenija. Materialy dlja istorii moego vremeni (sankt-peterburg: 

peterburgskoe vostokovedenie, 1998), p. 242.
85 Pravo, 21 (1903).
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that the russian authorities had been involved in the pogroms was becom-
ing more and more entrenched abroad. The same can be said of russian 
society: gradually the conviction of the government’s culpability spread. 86

In the russian press, the article in Pravitelʹstvennyj vestnik which re-
futed the existence of the authorities’ secret circular began to circulate 
quite widely. It was reprinted in both conservative and liberal publications: 
Russkoye Bogatstvo, Pravo, Moskovskie vedomosti, Novoye Vremja, and Kur ér. 
Novoye Vremja defended the government, calling the secret document an 
apocryphal story that had been concocted to incite the hostile attitude of 
english society towards the russian government. 87 The authenticity of this 
circular was strongly opposed by “Moskovskie Vedomosti”, but for Vladi-
mir Gringmut, the author of an article about the Moscow authorities who 
was known for his very conservative attitude, it rather became a good ad-
ditional reason for the ideological struggle with peter struve. he indicated 
struve as the main distributor of this “falsified” document, confidently em-
phasizing that russian liberals would not believe him. 88 only a week later, 
Gringmut expressed disappointment at the silence of the liberal publica-
tions, especially Novosti, which had also bowed down to struve. 89 Meščer-
skij’s reaction to the secret circular was similar to Gringmut’s. he noted 
that struve had ‘migrated to stuttgart to preach his liberal opposition’ but 
did not really understand russian life and people. 90 he called the english 
Times newspaper “the organ of the Jews”. 91 he generally accused the Jews 
of spreading slander about the circular in order to arouse the most malig-
nant feelings in the Jewish people towards the Minister of the Interior. 92 
Južnyj kraj picked up on this sentiment and added that the correspondent 
would also pay for the slander in his homeland. 93

support for this view came quite legitimately from ol’ga novikova, 
a writer close to conservative and government circles who vehemently crit-
icized the Times of london. she described it as an empty commercial en-
terprise, chasing only material gain. 94 The same spirit continued to appear 
in Moskovskie vedomosti: in the dissemination of the secret circular, the au-
thors saw intrigues against russia which were beneficial to its internal 
enemies and, among others, the Jews. however, at the same time, the quiet 
behaviour of the russian government was emphasized. accusing Jews of 
having also picked up the lies of the foreign press, the authors noted that 

86 sergej urusov, Zapiski gubernatora: Kišenev, 1903–1904 (Moskva: Izdanie V.M. sablina, 1907).
87 Novoe vremja, 21 May 1903.
88 Vladimir Gringmut, ‘podpolʹnoe zemstvo’, Moskovskie vedomosti, 142 (1903).
89 Vladimir Gringmut, ‘zagraničnye basni o rossii’, Moskovskie vedomosti, 148 (1903).
90 Vladimir Meščerskij, ‘dnevniki’, Graždanin, 44 (1903), p. 17.
91 Ibid.
92 Graždanin, 39 (1903).
93 Južnyj kraj, 7739 (1903).
94 olʹga novikova, ‘Korrespondent Timesa’, Moskovskie vedomosti, 159 (1903).
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“only russia’s worst enemies can sympathize with foreign interference in 
russia’s internal affairs”. 95 The new bessarabian governor, prince sergej 
urusov, emphasized that, in russia, Jewry in general was attributed great 
influence in the Western european press. 96

The newspaper Iskra supported the truth of the Minister of the Inte-
rior’s secret circular, having the opinion that it was only further evidence 
of the russian government’s culpability in the pogroms. 97

Thereafter, the government expelled the Times correspondent brehem 
from russia, which was also reported in the russian and foreign press. how-
ever, information spread in the foreign press about the rather rude treatment 
of brehem and the police’s threat to expel him. In relation to this, an official 
denial was published in several newspapers: it said that the correspondent 
was being expelled under formalities prescribed by law. 98 Novoye Vremja point-
ed out on this occasion that the russian government was too kind to foreign 
correspondents and that braham’s removal only showed the russian govern-
ment’s desire to maintain good relations. braham, according to this newspa-
per, was doing everything possible to spoil these relations. 99

after June 1903, when the May coup in serbia was all over the news-
papers, there was even less mention of the Kishinev tragedy in the press. 
The only exception was Novosti, which in the three months after the po-
grom wrote if not about the tragedy itself but about its moral and material 
consequences for the Jews and the local economy. Thus, at the beginning of 
May, this newspaper described a month of mourning during which the vic-
tims of the pogrom were again mourned, as well as about the situation of 
those who had fled from pogromists in other provinces. 100 all public atten-
tion now shifted to the official punishment and prosecution of the direct 
participants in the pogrom. Novoe vremja expressed dissatisfaction with 
the results of the investigation in mid-october and particularly lamented 
the fact that only Christians were in the dock. 101 Novoe vremja assured its 
readers that this mistake, which had transformed the local intelligentsia 
from defendants into witnesses, had been corrected and that the perpe-
trators would surely be punished. 102

The authorities, of course, closely followed articles in various publica-
tions. some of them were of particular concern. an issue of Novosti, as well 
as some other liberal publications, reported on the brutal physical slaughter 

95 ‘amerikanskij otzvuk kišinevskogo pogroma’, Moskovskie vedomosti, 169 (1903).
96 urusov, Zapiski gubernatora: Kišenev, 1903–1904.
97 ‘pravda li èto’, Iskra, 40 (1903).
98 Graždanin, 45 (1903), p. 9; Pravo, 23 (1903), p. 1643.
99 Novoe vremja, 21 May 1903.
100 ‘K Kišinevskomu pogromu’, Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 131 (1903); ‘Vinnica’, Novosti i Birževaja gazeta, 138 

(1903).
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of the victims by the mob. apparently, the appearance of this information 
greatly alarmed the government because a doctor was given the task of ex-
amining the mutilated corpses mentioned in Novosti. The town doctor, in 
an official report, denied this and attributed the death of a child that had 
been mentioned in some articles to accidental suffocation by the mother as 
a result of confusion. 103 referring to the article in Novosti, the same informa-
tion about cruelty was repeated in a message from the acting bessarabian 
governor ustrugov to the director of the department of police. 104

Thus, in articles in the russian press in the spring and early summer 
of 1903, the Kishinev pogrom was generally not a particularly notable event. 
This may be due to both strict government censorship and the government’s 
own reaction to the tragedy. The government’s behaviour towards russian 
society can instead be described as defensive: it responded rather rarely and 
weakly to accusations thrown by both russian liberals and the foreign press. 
The rarest mentions of the pogrom and anything related to it in the official 
newspaper Pravitel śtvennyj Vestnik show the reluctance of the authorities to 
draw public attention to the pogrom. The Kishinev pogrom was an additional 
reason for the russian socio-political forces in russia and abroad to reflect 
once again on the sore points of the empire. The more frequently, boldly and 
vividly the tragedy was covered in the press, the more oppositional opinion 
was to the government. This was particularly evident in the publications 
Osvoboždenie and Novosti i Birževaja gazeta. 

Most russian periodicals agreed that the pogrom surpassed all 
other such events in terms of their brutality and the number of victims. 
on the whole, much in the pogrom narrative became common to the various 
publications. In other words, the boundaries of ideological orientation were 
blurred in statements about the Kishinev tragedy. Thus, both liberals and 
some conservatives were united in their condemnation of the nature of pow-
er in russia. The emotional reaction of many activists was shame for certain 
strata of society: for some, it was the mad ignorant crowd, while for others 
it was the educated strata of society who had observed the tragedy or even 
encouraged the mob behind it. The conviction that the pogroms had been 
organized and prepared in advance grew more and more among those who 
spoke out publicly, but by no means everyone pointed to the authorities as 
the main organizer. The russian socio-political narrative of the Kishinev 
tragedy was complemented by the “Western” narrative: as a result, confi-
dence in government involvement in russian society increased.

103 ‘protokol zasedanija bessarabskogo gubernskogo pravlenija po vračebnomu otdeleniju. 2 ijunja 1903 g.’, 
in Kišinevskij pogrom 1903 goda: Sbornik dokumentov i materialov, p. 86.

104 ‘soobščenie i. d. bessarabskogo gubernatora direktoru departamenta policii. 1 ijulja 1903 g.’, in ibid., 
p. 116.
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The war unleashed by russia against ukraine in 2022 amplified the issue 
of russian-ukrainian relations manyfold. previously, these relations were 
presented as friendly and even fraternal. although one “sister” was older 
and one was younger, a positive assessment of relationships dominated for 
the most part, while negative elements were considered exceptions rather 
than the norm. not surprisingly, the current war has wiped out such views. 
behind congenial talk about friendship of peoples – the great russian his-
tory and culture and its exceptional influence on the history and culture of 
ukraine – lurk predatory russian nationalism, imperialism, and the com-
munism of soviet times, stained with the blood of peoples who, for various 
reasons, ended up in the orbit of the russian authorities. The kind of orbit 
from which, as if from a prison, it is incredibly difficult and dangerous to 
escape. ukrainians have attempted such escapes several times. In the ear-
ly modern times, hetmans Ivan Vyhovsˈkyi and Ivan Mazepa were eager 
to do just that, while in the twentieth century the call for independence 
became a symbol of the ukrainian revolution of 1917–21. The revolution-
ary impulse was so strong that russia had to wage several wars to reoc-
cupy ukraine. This article deals with the first of them – the shortest one 
– which nevertheless crystallized all the deceit of the russian bolshevik 
propaganda: the cynicism of political leaders, who publicly said one thing 
and did another; their attempts to present blatant aggression as internal 
struggle within ukrainian people, or as fraternal assistance to workers 
in their fight against nationalism; and finally, the incredible brutality of 
the military operations, mass terror against the civilian population, and 
complete lack of morality. Contemporary russia has inherited a big por-
tion of this legacy, which has become its ancestral feature and is being 
actively used today.

* * *
The seizure of power by the bolsheviks in petrograd in late october of 1917 
opened a new chapter in the history of the revolution. The conflict between 
the ukrainian Central Council (rada) and the provisional Government 
was immediately followed by overt armed struggle with the bolsheviks. 
The withdrawal of the bolsheviks from the Mala Rada, 1 as well as the Cen-
tral rada’s condemnation of the uprising in petrograd, confirmed that 
these forces followed different trajectories. on 5 november 1917, the organ 
of the ukrainian social-democratic Workers’ party, the Workers’ Newspaper, 

1 Mala Rada (Minor Council): a permanent part of the ukrainian Central Council (Velyka Rada, or General 
Council), which in its entirety met only periodically at General assemblies (sessions). The Mala Rada 
had the same powers as the Velyka Rada and was composed in proportion to the factions of the General 
Council.
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tried to list the differences between the bolsheviks and the ukrainian rev-
olutionary democracy,

[…] and when we seemed to be marching together against our com-
mon enemies, we never merged. We stood for the ukrainian demo-
cratic republic and federation (union) with other parts of russia. 
They [bolsheviks] were completely opposed to our demand… They 
are still, if not openly hostile, then completely indifferent to the vi-
tal national-cultural and political needs of our proletariat. our 
differences have always been significant. but now these political 
differences stand out powerfully. They are getting on the agenda of 
the political struggle in ukraine. 2 

The national liberation movements, including the ukrainian vari-
ant, were supported by the bolsheviks only as an accompanying force 
in the struggle against the provisional Government. after the bolshevik 
party came to power, these movements were regarded exclusively as bour-
geois-nationalist counter-revolution. despite Marxist-leninist rhetoric 
about the recognition of the right of nations to self-determination, it was 
obvious that the national liberation movement and the bolsheviks used 
different ideologies: the former aimed to create a sovereign nation-state 
and saw a nation subordinated to the unity of political will as the basis of 
its ideology; on the other hand, the latter recognized only class principles, 
considered the nation a historical anachronism, and juxtaposed the prin-
ciple of national sovereignty against the principle of international class 
unity and the universal proletarian revolution.

The bolsheviks came to power in petrograd in the wake of the grow-
ing radicalization of society. The weak democratic state institutions of 
post-romanov russia proved incapable of overcoming the giant tangle 
of unresolved social problems that resulted in the february revolution. 
delaying their solution, including of that of the national issue, led to 
the fall of the provisional Government. In 1917 in russia, socialist and an-
ti-bourgeois sentiments grew and strengthened, and bolsheviks skilfully 
combined them with the communist doctrine, anti-war propaganda, and 
criticism of the government; finally, they used them all when seizing power.

The populism of the first leninist decrees (on land, on peace, on 
Workers’ Control) is obvious. Manipulating the social instincts of soldiers, 
workers, and peasants contributed to the complete breakdown of the old 
social system. soldiers were exempt from the need to comply with military 

2 Mykola hordijenko, ‘naši i jichni zavdannja’, Robitnyča hazeta, 177 (1917).
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duty; workers, instead on focusing on productive labour, were offered 
a chance to settle the score with their employers; peasants were given 
the right to appropriate the property and land of others with impunity. 
after october 1917, the revolution took the form of an apocalypse when 
destructive forces took hold of constructive ones. russian philosopher 
 nikolai berdyaev made a note of this peculiarity of the russian revolution:

the greatest paradox in the  fate of russia and the russian revo-
lution is that liberal ideas, ideas of law, as well as ideas of social 
reformism, have proved utopian in russia. bolshevism turned out 
to be the least utopian, the most realistic, the most appropriate to 
the situation as it developed in russia in 1917, and the most faithful 
to certain primordial russian traditions […] and russian methods of 
governance and dominating violence. 3

after the seizure of power in petrograd, the bolshevik leadership 
considered it a primary task to extend its power to the territory of russia 
and ukraine; furthermore, it perceived the Central rada as one of the real 
opponents in the struggle for power. a series of political strikes were di-
rected against the rada. first of all, ideological war broke out, which aimed 
to discredit the rada and prove to the masses the counter-revolutionary 
and bourgeois nationalism of the ukrainian authorities. on 26 november, 
radnarKom the ukrainian Council of people's Commissars (Rada Narod-
nykh Komisariv, or Radnarkom) published an appeal to the population re-
porting on the counter-revolutionary uprising of generals aleksei Kaledin, 
alexander dutov, and lavr Kornilov, who were flooded with demagogic 
accusations in an attempt to disrupt the peace process, take away pow-
er from the soviets, take away land from the peasants, and force soldiers 
and sailors to shed blood for the profits of russian and allied capitalists. 
These “counter-revolutionaries” included the “bourgeois Central rada of 
the ukrainian republic”, which was accused of waging “a struggle against 
the ukrainian soviets, helping Kaledin to gather troops on the don, and 
preventing the soviet authorities from sending the necessary military forc-
es to the land of the fraternal ukrainian people to suppress the Kaledin 
rebellion”. 4 This was the first call, the first threat.

at first, the bolsheviks counted on the peaceful absorption of 
ukraine. Their plan was voiced by Joseph stalin. on 24 november, he gave 
an interview dedicated to ukraine to the petrograd newspaper  Izvestiia 

3 nikolaj berdjaev, Istoki i smysl russkogo kommunizma (Moskva: nauka, 1990), p. 104. 
4 Sobranie uzakonenij i rasporjaženij pravitelʹstva za 1917–1918 gg. Upravlenie delami RadNarKoma SSSR 

(Moskva, 1942), pp. 45–46.
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VTsIK in which he demanded to hold a referendum in ukraine on the issue 
of self-determination. as emphasized by the narKom (people’s Commissar) 
of the national affairs in russia, the RadNarKom would reckon only with 
a government established on the basis of a referendum. also, the narKom 
immediately announced that power in ukraine should belong to the Coun-
cils of Workers’, soldiers’ and peasants’ deputies. Together with the uTsr 
(ukrainian Central Council) – and without it if it refused – the councils 
should convene the all-ukrainian Congress of Councils to resolve the issue 
of power and relations with russia. according to stalin, this was the only 
way to communicate the will of the masses; without it, the RadNarKom re-
fused to recognize the power of uTsr as legitimate. This plan did not work 
out: the Central rada eventually agreed to hold a congress in Kyiv that 
– as we know – supported the uTsr. The local bolsheviks’ forces attempt 
to prepare an armed attack on Kyiv also failed because it was prevented 
by the actions of the ukrainian armed forces.

having accepted that they would achieve nothing in this manner, 
the bolshevik leaders placed a bet on overt military aggression and be-
gan issuing ultimatums to the ukrainian authorities. 5 lenin and Trotsky 
prepared a Manifesto to the ukrainian people Containing ultimatums to 
the Central rada, in which they basically repeated the accusations that 
had already been expressed in the proclamation from november 26th. 
The manifesto-ultimatum was sent to Kyiv on 3 december 1917. Its brutal 
and unacceptable language addressed to Central rada was obvious, and its 
rejection was exactly the reaction the RadNarKom was expecting. after all, 
the decision regarding the military intervention in the affairs of ukraine 
was approved days before the ultimatum. In his Notes on the Civil War, Volo-
dymyr antonov-ovsiienko wrote about this quite frankly: “The collision 
with the rada seemed absolutely inevitable, and in my presence and at 
the direction of smolny, comrade Krylenko sent to Kyiv …the ultimatum”. 6

5 In 1923, Mykola skrypnyk, a bolshevik leader, wrote and published The Historical Outline of the Proletarian 
Revolution in Ukraine. despite all the bolshevik orthodoxy that permeated this work, he admitted that “the 
Central rada and its General secretariat completely dominated in Kyiv”. It was a laboratory where new 
military units were formed, which were then sent by the Central rada to all regions of ukraine. There, 
the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie “sold” the workers and finished off the workers’ leaders with terror, 
as was done with leonid pyatakov and others. from Kyiv, the influence of ukrainian social patriotism 
and ukrainian Central rada spread to other cities in Kyiv region and podillia, Volynˈ, Kremenchuk, and 
Katerynoslav regions. In Katerynoslav, it was exactly then that the haidamakas seized power, letting only 
Cossacks pass through Katerynoslav on their way to the don. In odesa, the bolshevik’s Rumcherod (Central 
executive Committee of the soviets of the romanian front, black sea fleet, and odesa oblast) was in power; 
concurrently, there were also military units sympathetic to the ukrainian Central rada. In Mykolayiv, 
where the bolsheviks constituted an unstable majority, the Menshevik minority hindered the development 
of the soviet system and made the advance of ukrainian nationalists possible. on the southwestern front, 
the bolshevik units that constituted the predominant military force, and even the neutral units, were 
spontaneously discharged and then passed through Kyiv, where the Central rada disarmed them; and 
the more the rada did so, the more spontaneously they walked towards Kyiv, constantly getting into fights 
and even real battles with military units remaining under the influence of the Central rada. These were 
times of enormous confusion and decomposition in the ukrainian Central rada, even though almost all of 
ukraine, including both villages and cities, was under its actual power”. Mykola skrypnyk, ‘načerk istoriji 
proletarsňkoji revoljuciji na ukrajini’, Červonyj šljach, 2 (1923), 89–117 (here: 84).

6 Vladimir antonov-ovseenko, Zapiski o graždanskoj vojne, 4 vols (Moskva: Vysšij voennyj redakcionnyj sovet,  
1924–1933), I (1924), p. 48.
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The first echelons of bolshevik troops arrived in Kharkiv on 9 de-
cember under the command of nikolai Khovrin and rudolf sivers. They 
were supposed to transit to the don to fight general Kaledin’s troops – at 
least, that was the original explanation for their arrival in Kharkiv. The local 
revKom (revolutionary Committee), led by the bolshevik artem (fyodor 
sergeiev), instructed the soviet units not to engage with “any hostile action 
against the Kharkiv soviets”. according to Volodymyr antonov- ovsiienko, 

“the local bolsheviks united forces [with the Kharkiv soviets] in the revshtab 
(revolutionary staff) and did not find it possible to come into conflict 
with Central rada”. 7 Mykola Chebotariv, who led the ukrainian armed 
forces in Kharkiv in late 1917, also mentioned the ukrainians’ cooperation 
with the Kharkiv bolsheviks. he wrote that artem and Moisey rukhimov-
ich, “the leaders of Kharkiv bolshevism were willing to talk to us, ukraini-
ans, and we willingly settled more than one issue”. 8 however, this did not 
stop rudolf sivers, and by his order, in the early morning of 10 december, 
the ukrainianized armoured division was disarmed. Mykola Chebotariv 
mentioned that this was done in secret. after a rally organized by the rep-
resentatives of the city party organizations to protest against the pogrom 
behaviour of the bolshevik army, negotiations began regarding the presence 
of bolshevik troops, who upon arrival in Kharkiv initially declared that 
they would stay there for a short time. “The discussion between the bol-
shevik army and the ukrainians dragged on until late at night, about half 
past two”, writes Chebotariv. “suddenly, an assistant commander of the ar-
moured division entered the room where the meeting was taking place. 
he was white as a sheet… I just glanced at him and realized that a disaster 
had befallen the armoured division and the developments were not in our 
favour. he had barely managed to sit down when the sound of machine-gun 
fire came from the city, followed by cannon blasts. I turned to the repre-
sentatives of the antonov army with a question: ʻWhat is the meaning of 
this? have we not decided to wait with any action until 9:00 in the morn-
ing?’ and this representative folded his legs and, blowing cigarette smoke, 
said ʻWhat’s the point in saying anything now when the machine guns and 
cannons have spoken’. 9

on 11 december, the commander of the russian soviet troops, 
Volodymyr antonov-ovsiienko, arrived in Kharkiv. The city had become 
a springboard for the russian troops. They were tasked with overseeing 
strict order in the city. The headquarters of rudolf sivers’ platoon turned 
into a place for lynching. antonov-ovsiienko mentioned a member of 

7 Ibid., p. 54.
8 Vyzvolʹni zmahannja očyma kontrrozvidnyka: dokumentalʹna spadščyna Mykoly Čebotariva, ed. by Volodymyr 

sidak (Kyjiv: Tempora, 2003), pp. 22–23.
9 Ibid., p. 25.
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the revolutionary court, a certain sailor Trushin, who “thought that every 
softie deserved to be killed”. however, the commander himself wrote that 
the “fantasy of the philistines” led to the extreme exaggeration of the scope 
of shootings “that were taking place near the seventh kilometre outside 
the city of Kharkiv”. 10

Concurrently, a group of delegates who had left the Kyiv Congress 
of Councils arrived in Kharkiv. under the protection of the soviet troops 
in Kharkiv, an alternative all-ukrainian Congress of Councils was staged in 
a hurry on 11–13 december. eighty-nine councils and military revolution-
ary committees were represented by 200 delegates. although there were 
more than 200 soviet councils in ukraine at the time, the legitimacy of 
the Congress, unlike the Congress of Councils in Kyiv in Kyiv, did not raise 
doubts. The Congress was entirely in the hands of the bolsheviks. Therefore, 
it welcomed the uprising in petrograd and the policy of the radnarKom; it 
also proclaimed the soviet Councils’ establishment of power in the unr 
and elected the Central executive Committee (TsVK) of the soviet Coun-
cils of ukraine, which in turn created the people’s secretariat – the soviet 
Government of ukraine. some problems arose during the establishment 
of the government. one of its members, Vasylˈ shakhray, observed with 
irony that no surnames of the people’s secretaries were known in ukraine, 
although they were selected based on the principle of “if possible, [those] 
with ukrainian surnames”. 11

Volodymyr zatonsˈkyi mentioned that:

the people’s secretaries called themselves the government, but their 
attitude to it was a bit humorous. and really, what kind of a gov-
ernment was it without an army, practically without territory, since 
even the Kharkiv Council did not recognize us? There was no appa-
ratus, we needed to do everything from scratch. at the time there 
was a great simplicity of customs, and confusion with understand-
ing certain things was also evident. for example, we were not able 
to separate the functions of the people’s secretary of finance from 
the duties of a cashier. In general, everyone had a complete commis-
sariat – or a secretariat, as it was called back then – in their pock-
et. I arrived when the government had already been formed. It was 
decided not to elect the head of the Government. and so, we lived 
without the head. 12

10 Ibid., p. 55.
11 Vladyslav Verstjuk, Ukrajinsʹka Centralʹna Rada: Navčalʹnyj posibnyk (Kyjiv: zapovit, 1997), p. 228.
12 Volodymyr zatonsʹkyj, ‘uryvky z spohadiv pro ukrajinsʹku revoljuciju’, Litopys revoljuciji, 4 (1929), 139–72 

(here: 159).
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even the Kharkiv bolshevik Committee and the Kharkiv Council of 
Workers’ and soldiers’ deputies were unwilling to recognize the authority 
of the “government”. Interesting details about this fact were left by yevgenia 
bosch: “The lack of active support from Kharkiv’s leading comrades made 
the work of the soviet government in Kharkiv very difficult. had there been 
a different attitude from the top party administration in donetsˈk-Kryvyi rih 
oblast, there would have been no interruptions in the work of the TsVK, since 
it wouldn’t have been necessary to move to Kyiv immediately after the fall of 
the Central rada, and in the future it won’t be necessary for the TsVK and 
the people’s secretariat to roam around, moving from one city to another”. 13

other councils in ukraine were not in a hurry to recognize the TsVK 
and the people’s secretariat, while in petrograd they were welcomed as 
a formation of a “true people’s soviet power in ukraine” and a “genu-
ine Government of the people’s ukrainian republic” 14. The demands for 

13 evgenija boš, God borʹby (Moskva: Gosizdat, 1925), p. 166.
14 This seems to have been the first case of formation of a fictitious government by the bolsheviks; later 

on, however, they actively used similar practices. In late november of 1918 in their territory in Kursk, 
they created the provisional Workers’ and peasants’ Government of ukraine, which they used as a cover 
to launch a new attempt at seizing ukraine. somewhat later, in early december of 1918, following 
a decision approved by Moscow, the provisional Workers’ and peasants’ Government of lithuania was 
established as part of the red army convoy. on 16 december, this Government published a manifesto 
regarding the establishment of the lithuanian soviet republic. In late december, following the same 
scenario, the belorussian provisional Workers’ and peasants’ Government emerged. on 1 January 
1919, it proclaimed the formation of the soviet socialist republic of belorussia. The lithuanian 
and belorussian republics existed for only a brief period of time and were later “reformatted” by 
the bolsheviks into the united lithuanian-belorussian soviet republic, which, in turn, being an artificial 
entity, could not survive for long. In a confidential letter dated november 29th, 1918, addressed to 
the commander of the red army, Jukums Vācietis, lenin explained the actual purpose of forming such 
governments as follows: “With the advance of our troops to the West and toward ukraine, regional 
provisional soviet governments are being created; they are designed to strengthen the councils on 
the ground. The circumstances are good in the sense that they deprive the chauvinists in ukraine, 
lithuania, latvia, and estland of the ability to consider the movement of our units an occupation and 
create a favourable atmosphere for further advance of our troops. otherwise, our troops would find 
themselves in an impossible situation throughout the occupied regions, and the population would not 
meet them as liberators. In view of this, we ask you to instruct the officers of the relevant military units to 
ensure that our troops fully support the provisional soviet governments of latvia, estland, ukraine, and 
lithuania. of course, [this should apply to] only soviet governments” (Vladimir lenin, Voennaja perepiska. 
1917–1922 gg. [Moskva: ogiz Gospolitizdat, 1987], pp. 102–03). Clearly, within a narrow circle of close 
comrades, lenin called things by their proper names, that is, he recognized the fact of the occupation 
of ukraine by russian troops. for a while, the Government was located in the city of sudzha; it moved 
to Kharkiv only in January, when sudzha was occupied by the bolsheviks. The Kremlin-appointed head 
of the Government, Ch. rakovsky, did not hide the nature of the Government and the purpose of its 
establishment, or the purpose of the soviet army’s presence in ukraine. upon his arrival in Kharkiv, 
he prepared and distributed the following document for internal use: “1. The provisional Workers’ 
and peasants’ Government of ukraine was established by the resolution of the Central Committee of 
the russian Communist party (TsK rKp); the Government represents the rKp and unconditionally 
carries out its orders, as well as the orders of the TsK rKp. 2. The provisional Workers’ and peasants’ 
Government of ukraine does not constitute an independent entity; nor has it established or intends 
to establish its own independent command; it calls the revolutionary Military Council of the Kursk 
direction group the “revolutionary Military Council of the ukrainian soviet army” solely for the purpose 
of referring to the soviet army of ukraine, and not to the offensive of the russian troops, that is, to 
continue the policy which was initiated by the formation of the provisional Workers’ and peasants’ 
Government of ukraine. This renaming did not and does not entail any change in substance, especially 
since the personnel of said revolutionary Military Council is determined not by us but by the central 
institution of the rsfsr; tacitly, it is understood to be the same revolutionary Military Council of 
the group of troops on the Kursk line, only with a different slogan for ukraine” (Vladyslav Verstjuk, ‘novyj 
etap revoljucijno-vojennoho protyborstva v ukrajini’, in Revoljucija v Ukrajini: polityko-deržavni modeli ta 
realiji (1917–1920). Polityčna istorija Ukrajiny ХХ stolittja, ed. by Valerij soldatenko and Vladyslav Verstijuk, 
6 vols [Kyjiv: heneza, 2002–2003], II [2002], p. 328). In late 1919, when the bolsheviks invaded ukraine 
for the third time, they created VseUkrRevKom, which acted as the supreme authority. In the summer of 
1920, GalRevKom was created in Kyiv; this organization proclaimed the establishment of soviet power in 
the territories of eastern Galicia and appointed itself the supreme body of power. (Mykola lytvyn, ‘zunr 
i halycʹka srr u heostratehiji bilʹšovycʹkoji rosiji’, Ukrajina: kulʹturna spadščyna, nacionalʹna svidomist ,́ 
deržavnist ,́ 18 [2009], 101–18). In the same summer of 1920, during the soviet-polish War, the bolsheviks 
established the provisional revolutionary polish Committee in smolensk, at the rear of the frontline. 
The task of this Committee was to “to build the foundation for the polish soviet republic”.
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a referendum dissipated like smoke – they were simply forgotten. radnar-
Kom promised “the new government of the fraternal republic full support 
of all kinds in its struggle for peace, as well as in terms of the transfer of 
all lands, factories, plants, and banks to the working people of ukraine”. 15 
This help did not last long. The commander of the russian soviet troops, 
Volodymyr antonov-ovsiienko, established contact with and actively took 
care of the TsVK and the people’s secretariat. his troops helped to requi-
sition the premises of the newspaper yuzhny Krai, which housed the TsVK 
and the people’s secretariat.

There is no doubt that the TsVK and the people’s secretariat were 
puppet formations of red petrograd. Thanks to them, the radnarKom 
managed to formally distance itself from the events in ukraine, presenting 
them as an internal conflict between the Councils of Workers’ and soldiers’ 
deputies and the Central rada. on 17 december, the TsVK of the Councils 
of ukraine published a manifesto declaring the overthrow of the Central 
rada and General secretariat; the next day, it created a regional commit-
tee to combat the counter-revolution. The ukrainian-bolshevik conflict 
was rapidly shifting from the ideological and political spheres to the level 
of overt military actions.

In accordance with lenin’s ultimatum, soviet russia and the unr 
had been in a state of war since 6 december 1917. however, the ultima-
tum failed to provoke the kind of public support expected by its creators, 
 lenin and Trotsky; on the contrary, it raised a tidal wave of protests in both 
ukraine and russia. on 4 december 1917, the second all-russian Congress 
of the Councils of peasant deputies, which had taken place in petrograd 
in late november to early december 1917, split for political reasons into 
left and right factions. The right-wing section adopted a special resolution 
concerning the ultimatum, in which it was noted that “the declaration of 
war on the domestic russian front is criminal and shameful hypocrisy gen-
erated by the Council of people’s Commissars”. The Congress unanimously 
expressed its indignation to the radnarKom, demanded that an immedi-
ate end be put to the fraternal bloodshed, and urged the soldiers and sail-
ors to refuse to advance toward the self-determined borders of ukraine. 
The Congress also warned the radnarKom that by causing the massacre 
it [the radnarKom] would bear responsibility to the people and the Con-
stituent assembly. The Congress sent greetings to the “ukrainian Council 
and the ukrainian Congress of the Councils of peasants’, Workers’ and 
Military deputies, which defended the integrity of the rights of the free 

15 sovet narodnych Komissarov, ‘privetstvie raboče-krestʹjanskomu pravitelʹstvu ukrainy ot soveta 
narodnych Komissarov rsfsr. 16 dekabrja 1917 g.’, Izvestija CIK i Petrogradskogo Soveta rabočich i soldatskich 
deputatov, 254 (1917).
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ukrainian people”. 16 The left-wing section of the Congress was concerned 
about the situation in ukraine and formed a special group of delegates for 
negotiations with the ukrainian Central rada via telegraph, “for the pur-
pose of [gathering] preliminary information and immediate cessation of 
possible bloodshed”. on 8 december, Congress sent a special delegation 
headed by the left-wing representative of the socialist revolutionary party 
(esers), prosh proshyan, to Kyiv, in hope of reaching a mutual understand-
ing with the leaders of unr.

on 14 december, the all-ukrainian Central election Commission 
(VTsVK), whose leadership was already in the hands of the bolsheviks, ex-
amined the issue of relations with ukraine. Without discussion, it approved 
the measures proposed by the radnarKom by a majority vote; however, 
at the meeting the Menshevik, boris Moiseyev introduced the following 
resolution: “To declare illegal the actions of the people’s Commissars, who 
arbitrarily declared war on ukraine, bypassing the VTsVK, and did not 
report it to the VTsVK upon entering the state of war”.

at that time, when the country was looking forward to the open-
ing of the Constituent assembly, and the bolsheviks desperately need-
ed the support of the all-russian Congress of the Councils of peasants’ 
deputies to expand the social base of their power, they did not dare 
to cause immediate escalation of the conflict with ukraine. an inter-
view with stalin, who was the person responsible for the national affairs 
within the bolshevik leadership, appeared in petrograd newspapers. In it, 
stalin attempted to convince the public that there was no conflict be-
tween the ukrainians and the russians, and it was hard to find anything 
to challenge that; instead, in his opinion, there was a conflict between 
the Councils of Workers’, peasants’, and soldiers’ deputies on one hand, 
and the General secretariat on the other. In fact, stalin gave a new ulti-
matum, this time not to the Central rada but to the ukrainian people, 
who were asked to “call to order their General secretariat or re-elect it 
in the interest of finding a peaceful solution to a dangerous conflict”. sta-
lin did not hide [his intentions] and even threatened that if the changes 
desired by the bolsheviks did not take place and everything remained 
as it was, the blood of the fraternal peoples would be shed. 17 It is worth 
noting that in mid-november 1917, when speaking at the Congress of 
the finnish social-democratic Workers’ party, stalin advocated for full 
freedom in terms of self-determination by the finnish and other peoples 
of russia. “no guardianship, no supervision of the finnish people! such 

16 Ukrajinsʹka Centralʹna Rada. Dokumenty i materialy, ed. by Valerij smolij, and others, 2 vols (Kyiv: naukova 
dumka, 1996–1997), II (1997), p. 22. 

17 Iosif stalin, ‘otvet tovariščam ukraincam v tylu i na fronte’, Pravda, 213 (1917).
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are the guiding principles of the Council of people’s Commissars poli-
cy”, he assured. In the case of ukraine, however, custody and supervision 
were still needed. 

Thus, according to stalin, the problem was not the aggressiveness 
of the radnarKom but the counter-revolutionary nature of the ukrainian 
government. he developed the same thought in the article “What is 
the ukrainian Council”, published in pravda on 15 december. stalin ac-
cused the Central rada of all possible sins: alliance with aleksei Kale-
din and the french military mission, disruption of peace, betrayal of 
 socialism, and deception of the masses and bourgeoisie. While stalin 
was creating a propaganda smokescreen in the media, lenin, in his secret 
directives, explained the real reason behind the bolsheviks’ interest in 
ukraine. here is his telegram to Kharkiv, addressed to Volodymyr anton-
ov-ovsiienko and sergo ordzhonikidze: “for God’s sake, take the most 
energetic and revolutionary measures to send bread, bread, and bread!!! 
otherwise, petrograd might ‘kick the bucket’. special trains and squads. 
Collect and gather. you should convoy trains. notify on a daily basis. 
for God’s sake!” 18

upon the return of the delegation of the all-russian Congress of 
Councils from Kyiv, where the delegates held conversations with Mykhai-
lo hrushevsky, Volodymyr Vynnychenko, Mykola porsh and other politi-
cal figures, the Council of people’s Commissars was forced to recognize 
that it was “advisable to open business negotiations with the Council” in 
Vitebsk or smolensk.

The radnarKom’s proposal was examined by the General secretariat 
on 22 december. The review uncovered a certain divergence of opinions 
among the secretaries. Volodymyr yeshchenko believed that the proposal 
of the Council of the people’s Commissars was nothing more than a ma-
noeuvre to buy time for the organization of the Council’s troops. 19 Mykola 
porsh’s position was close to Volodymyr yeshchenko’s. oleksandr shulˈhyn, 
Mykhailo Tkachenko, and Mykola shapoval formulated requirements that, 
in porsh’s opinion, should be set as prerequisites for the negotiations. 
finally, it was decided to charge Volodymyr Vynnychenko with convey-
ing an official answer. on 24 december, the reply was sent to petrograd. 

18 lenin, Voennaja perepiska, pp. 32–33.
19 Volodymyr yeshchenko was absolutely right. The Council of the people’s Commissars made every effort 

to consolidate troops against the unr. Take, for instance, a telegram from lenin to nikolai Krylenko, 
dated december 11th, 1917, and published for the first time only in 1970: “… convey the order to the most 
energetic people so that they organize, as soon as possible, a big number of completely reliable troops 
in Kharkiv, and so that there is forward movement without any obstacles or other considerations. 
We are extremely concerned about the not sufficiently energetic movement of troops from the front to 
Kharkiv. Take all measures, including the most revolutionary, for the most vigorous movement of troops, 
and a large number of them, to Kharkiv” (ibid., p. 25).
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The General secretariat agreed to send its representatives to Vitebsk, pro-
vided that the russian side fulfilled the following requirements:

•	 Immediate cessation of the military operations and withdrawal 
of soviet troops from the territory of the unr;

•	 official recognition of the Council of the people’s Commissars of 
the unr and a statement of non-interference in its internal affairs;

•	 establishment of a federal connection between ukraine and Great 
russia through the mutual understanding of self-determined 
republics;

•	 the struggle against the counter-revolution in one of the republics, 
which threatens the rest of the republics, must be conducted with 
the consent of the states concerned;

•	 the inadmissibility for any republic to interpret the counter- 
-revolutionary tendencies of the other. 20 

on december 30th, 1917, without publishing the response of the Gen-
eral secretariat, pravda informed its readers that the radnarKom “deems 
the rada’s response vague” and “assigns all responsibility for the contin-
uation of the civil war to the rada”. It was hardly possible, even if one 
so desired, to characterize the position of the ukrainian Central rada 
as vague, but radnarKom could get away with it, since it had – at last – 
 finalized its own position. on 13 January 1918, it was stalin again who an-
nounced this position in pravda: “1. The Council of people’s Commissars 
has not been negotiating with the Kyiv rada and is not going to  negotiate; 
2. The Kyiv rada has got itself mixed up with general Kaledin and is nego-
tiating treacherously with the austro-German imperialists behind the back 
of the peoples of russia. The Council of people’s Commissars considers it 
permissible to carry on a merciless fight with this rada until the complete 
victory of the soviet Councils of ukraine”. 

It would not be fair to say that the ukrainian government did noth-
ing to stop the aggression. Within historian circles, it is widely believed 
that one of the prominent mistakes of the Central rada was its unwilling-
ness to create its own army because Mykhailo hrushevsky and Volodymyr 
Vynnychenko presumably did not understand the importance of having an 
army. This point of view is not entirely correct. It would be more accurate 
to say that hrushevsky and Vynnychenko did not foresee that an army 
would have to be used on the internal front, especially against the ideolog-
ically related left-wing political forces to which the bolsheviks belonged. 

20 Ukrajins ‘ka Central ‘na Rada, p. 67.
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This turn of events really caught them by surprise. under these condi-
tions, the Central rada approved the law of the “free Cossacks”. as early 
as 22 november, symon petliura signed an order to form multiple hay-
damatsˈki kureni, or three battalion-size units in the cities of yelisavethrad, 
oleksandrivsˈk, Kherson, birzula, Kryvyi rih, and Tiraspol, on the basis 
of the disbanded regiments of the old russian army. 

on 15 december, the General secretariat formed a special defence 
Committee of ukraine (Mykola porsh, symon petliura, Volodymyr yesh-
chenko). on 18 december, it appointed Colonel yuriy Kapkan as the Com-
mander of the entire ukrainian army to fight the bolsheviks. on 26 decem-
ber, the General secretariat approved a resolution establishing the unr 
army on the basis of voluntary and paid service. ukrainian troops carried 
out a number of preventive measures to disarm especially dangerous bol-
shevik-minded units, starting with the second Guards Corps. In addition, 
the all-ukrainian revolutionary Committee on the south-Western and 
romanian fronts was liquidated. no matter how much the bolsheviks 
sought to undermine the Central rada, these fronts did not pose a direct 
threat toward the end of 1917; at the same time, they did not provide sub-
stantial support either.

Thus, some efforts to master the military apparatus had taken 
place, but they clearly turned out to be insufficient. Without liquidating 
the Kharkiv “Government”, without banning the bolshevik party that act-
ed quite legally and played the role of a fifth column, the ukrainian Cen-
tral rada put itself and the ukrainian people’s republic in an extremely 
precarious position.

by the end of december, up to 20,000 sailors, soldiers, and red 
Guards had been sent from russia to ukraine, mainly to Kharkiv. These 
were the squads of nikolai Khovrin, rudolf sivers, aleksandr yegorov, 
anatolii zheleznyakov, reinholds bērziņš, and yurii sablin; all of them 
were under the command of Volodymyr antonov-ovsiienko. on 13 de-
cember, bolshevik troops seized the station of lozova; on the 18th they 
seized pavlohrad, and synelˈnykovo on the 21st. for some time until 
the end of december, the russian bolshevik troops were wary of carry-
ing out active offensives. Their commander explained this by the absence 
of “any ukrainian troops at the disposal of the soviet ukrainian author-
ities”. 21 Vasylˈ shakhray, who headed the military soviet secretariat, was 

21 Vladyslav hrynevyč, and ljudmyla hrynevyč, Slidča sprava M.A. Muravjova: dokumentovana istorija (Kyjiv: 
Instytut istoriji ukrajiny, 2001), p. 216.
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of a similar opinion. 22 Therefore, the idea of creating red Cossacks units 
to counter the free Cossacks (the former ones headed by the bolshevik 
Vitaliy prymakov) was hastily implemented. In early January 1918, the red 
Cossacks counted only 700 fighters and could not carry out any inde-
pendent operations; however, the existence of these units gave the peo-
ple’s secretariat the grounds to present them as an army supported by 
the secretariat. 

on 25 december, Volodymyr antonov-ovsiienko ordered a gener-
al offensive by the bolshevik troops against the unr, with the aim of 
capturing Kyiv. The plan was to simultaneously attack from different di-
rections: from bryansk and Kursk to Vorozhba-Konotop; from Gomel to 
bakhmach, and from novozybkov to novhorod-siversˈkyi. The main at-
tack was supposed to come from Kharkiv, first toward Katerynoslav, and 
then through poltava toward romodan. at first, the bolshevik forces did 
not have a substantial advantage, but the majority of the ukrainianized 
units within the old army turned out to be demoralized and not ready 
for combat. as the bolshevik units approached, the ukrainianized units 
declared their neutrality. That is why, having realized that the old but 
ukrainianized army was not capable of active combat, the ukrainian au-
thorities tried to find an alternative by creating a new army comprised of 
volunteers and free Cossacks. 

after Kharkiv, the first city to fall to the bolsheviks was Kateryno-
slav. ahead of the battle, the city prepared an uprising of workers and units 
that supported the bolsheviks, which were joined by the ukrainianized 
pylyp orlyk regiment. only the 134th Theodosian regiment (1000 sol-
diers), which remained loyal to the Central rada, and ukrainian volun-
teer formations (the Katerynoslav haydamatsʹkyi kurinʹ and Kateryno-
slav kurinˈ of the free Cossacks) were able to oppose the rebels. 23 Toward 
the evening of 26 december, they managed to get the situation in the city 
under control; however, the next day the bolshevik units led by pavel ye-
gorov entered Katerynoslav. The ukrainians were forced to leave the city. 
The Katerynoslav kurinʹ of the free Cossacks, headed by havrylo horo-
bec ,́ left for Kyiv, where its members joined the local free Cossacks, who 
were destined to resist the armed offensive initiated by the bolsheviks in 
mid-January. Katerynoslav was followed by oleksandrivsʹk (on 2 January) 
and poltava (on 6 January). 

22 “What kind of ‘ukrainian Minister of War’ am I when I have to disarm all the ukrainianized units in 
Kharkiv because they do not want to join me in defence of the soviet authorities? The only military 
prop in our fight is the army that antonov brought to ukraine from russia, and that army considers 
everything ukrainian to be hostile and counter-revolutionary”. This is how heorhiy lapchynsˈkyi related 
shakhray’s words in his memoirs. see heorhij lapčynsʹkyj, ‘peršyj period radjanskoji vlady na ukrajini’, 
Litopys revoljuciji, 1 (1928), 159–75 (here: 171).

23 Isaak Mazepa, Centralʹna Rada-Hetʹmanščyna-Dyrektorija. Ukrajina v ohni j buri revoljuciji, 1917–1921, 2 vols 
(praha: probojem, 1942), I, p. 39.
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on 13 January, an armed bolshevik uprising broke out in odesa. 
squads of bolshevik-sympathizing soldiers, sailors, and red Guards cap-
tured the district headquarters, railway station, telephone station, post 
office, telegraph, and treasury. on the same day, however, the haydamaks, 
under the command of Viktor poplavko, recaptured the headquarters 
of the district from the bolsheviks. In response, following the orders of 
the bolshevik revolutionary Committee, the cruisers symon and rostyslav 
and the mine carrier almaz opened cannon fire on the city. rumcherod 24 
proclaimed itself the supreme authority on the romanian front and in 
the odesa region. In the early morning of 16 January, the bolshevik forces 
began a new offensive. from the romanian front, a battalion of the 657th 
Infantry regiment arrived to help the rebels. because of the fierce battles 
and heavy losses on the part of ukrainian forces, the haydamaks were 
forced to send a delegation to the City Council with a request for medi-
ation in negotiations with the bolsheviks. as a result of the agreements 
reached, 200 first sergeants and junkers were captured by the bolsheviks. 
The ukrainian formations were disarmed and the power in the city passed 
into the hands of the bolshevik revolutionary Committee. In such a man-
ner, soviet power was established in odesa. 25

The ukrainians courageously fought in uneven rear-guard battles, 
defending the railroad tracks along which the russians advanced, as 
long as they [ukrainians] had enough forces. on 14 January 1918, after 
several days of fighting between the units of the petro doroshenko reg-
iment and the smertˈ (death) kurinˈ on one hand, and bolshevik units 
led by reinholds bērziņš and Mikhail Muravyov on the other, ukrainian 
forces suffered significant losses and were forced to leave bakhmach sta-
tion. The commander of the petro doroshenko regiment and the head 
of the defence of the bakhmach railway hub, Kostˈ Khmilevsˈkyi, was 
killed in this battle. The rest of the ukrainian units left the city and re-
treated to the station of Kruty, where a symbolic battle of ukrainians 
sacrificing their lives in a struggle for their own state would take place 
a few days later. 26

by the end of January, the left-bank and the south of ukraine had 
fallen into russian hands. Then odesa, followed by Kherson, Mykolaiv, 
poltava, bakhmach, and Chernihiv. Gradually, Kyiv found itself under 
direct threat. While still in bakhmach, Mikhail Muravyov gave an order 
to attack Kyiv, urging his troops to “ruthlessly eliminate all officers and 

24 Rumcherod was the Central executive Committee of the soviets of the romanian front, the black sea fleet 
and the odesa region (Kherson and Taurida provinces).

25 Viktor holubko, Armija Ukrajinsʹkoji Narodnoji Respubliky 1917–1918. Utvorennja ta borotʹba za deržavu (lʹviv: 
Kalʹvarija, 1997), p. 164.

26 Jaroslav Tynčenko, Ukrajinsʹki zbrojni syly berezenʹ 1917 – lystopad 1918 rr. – orhanizacija, čyselʹnist ,́ bojovi diji 
(Kyjiv: Tempora, 2009), p. 77.
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students of the military academies, haydamaks, monarchists, and all en-
emies of the revolution in Kyiv”. 27

on 29 december in his report presented at a meeting of the General 
secretariat on martial law in ukraine, Mykola porsh noted that the Kyiv 
garrison, some of which supported the bolsheviks, some of which assumed 
a neutral position, and some of which remained loyal to the ukrainian 
Central rada, was in a miserable state and was “very tired and, at the mo-
ment, ill-suited to active work”. 28 The report suggested that the most re-
liable and capable was the workers’ regiment of the free Cossacks under 
the leadership of Mykhailo Kovenko. 29 naturally, the hopes of the General 
secretariat were pinned on the free Cossacks. Concerned about the likely 
threat of the bolshevik uprising in Kyiv, the Government instructed Koven-
ko to disarm the red Guards and ‘unload’ the city of ‘elements’ that were 
hostile to the authorities. In the early morning of 5 January 1918, units of 
free Cossacks and military units loyal to the Central rada raided several 
dozen enterprises, seizing a large number of weapons and arresting about 
200 people. 30 The next day, in his comments on the operation at the meet-
ing of the Mala rada, Mykola porsh noted that “the regular army in our 
country, as well as in russia, is now in a state of complete decay, therefore 
all hopes are now pinned on the revolutionary organizations – the parti-
san units. These units are ready to march out to the defence of ukraine”. 31 
he then further reported that, with the help of the free Cossacks from 
the arsenal, “20 cannons, thousands of guns, and millions of rounds had 
been seized”. 32 on 15 January, Mykhailo Kovenko was appointed comman-
dant of Kyiv, and on the same evening he and a group of free Cossacks 
arrested seven left-wing ukrainian socialist-revolutionaries who were 
suspected of colluding with the representatives of the Kharkiv people’s 
secretariat and planning to seize power. 

The preventive measures carried out by Mykhailo Kovenko did not 
stop the bolsheviks; on the morning of 16 January, they staged a rebellion 
in Kyiv that was opposed by military units loyal to the Central rada, in-
cluding the free Cossacks. Meanwhile, these brigades of workers were not 
particularly familiar with military affairs and had never taken part in 
military action; according to Volodymyr Kedrovsˈkyi’s account, they were 
people of “different ages, from children to the old, wearing different attire, 

27 Mark fon hagen, ‘skladnyj zachidnyj front ta formuvannja ukrajinskoji deržavy: zabutyj myr, zabuta 
vijna ta narodžennja naciji’, Ukrajina dyplomatyčna, 19 (2018), 45–59 (p. 46).

28 The forces of the Central Council in Kyiv and its environs, according to the calculations of the historian 
yaroslav Tinchenko, counted at the end of 1917 about 27 thousand bayonets and sabres, but their fighting 
capacity was low // Jaroslav Tynčenko, Perša ukrajinsʹko-bilʹšovycʹka vijna (hrudenʹ 1917- berezenʹ 1918 r.), pp. 40–1.

29 Ukrajins ‘ka Central ‘na Rada, p. 76.
30 Valerij soldatenko, Ukrajinsʹka revoljucija. Istoryčnyj narys (Kyjiv: lybid ,́ 1999), p. 407.
31 Ukrajinsʹka Centralʹna Rada, p. 67.
32 Ukrajins ‘ka Central ‘na Rada, p. 94.
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armed in different ways”. 33 In their subsequent memoirs, the ukrainian 
military figures were rather critical of Kovenko’s performance as the orga-
nizer of Kyiv’s defence. he was a civilian engineer by profession, therefore 
military affairs were not his forte; he had neither a concept nor a defence 
plan, and his Cossacks had no experience of combat. That is why it took 
a week to suppress the uprising. only on 22 January, when the units of 
the haydamatsˈkyi kish 34 of sloboda ukraine under the command of sy-
mon petliura entered Kyiv, was the rebellion suppressed. however, the ini-
tiative had already passed to the bolsheviks. 

for the most part, soviet military units that were formed in russia 
behaved as conquerors in ukraine in accordance with the revolutionary 
legal consciousness, which replaced law and regulations, while their rifles 
and machine guns opened wide opportunities for looting, massacres, and 
shootings. Their own commanders set an example. In Kharkiv, Volodymyr 
antonov-ovsiienko forced several manufacturers – under threat of repri-
sals – to pay a million roubles of contribution, which even led to a protest 
by the local bolsheviks; at the same time, lenin admired this approach 
and hastened to support the commander in his letter dated 29 december, 
saying, “I particularly approve and welcome the arrest of millionaire-sab-
oteurs… I advise you to send them to the mines for forced labour, for 
six months”. 35 Mikhail Muravyov, a left-wing social- revolutionary and 
 antonov-ovsiienko’s subordinate, also kept up with his superior. during 
the capture of poltava, he reported to the commander, “…I’d rather ruin 
the whole town, to the very last building, than retreat. Give orders to merci-
lessly massacre all defenders of the local bourgeoisie”. 36 Muravyov’s conflict 
with the poltava Council of Workers’ and soldiers’ deputies also turned out 
to be curious. When the Council’s representatives asked Muravyov, togeth-
er with the army, to leave the city, referring to the neutrality of the poltava 
Council in the conflict between the bolsheviks and the ukrainian Central 
rada as the reason, Muravyov replied that he and his army “came here to 
restore the trampled soviet power in ukraine, particularly in poltava”, and 
added that he would not leave there until the “genuine people’s Kharkiv 
Council” is recognized.

It is worth noting that antonov’s headquarters paid so little atten-
tion to the “Kharkiv rada” (the TsVK and the people’s secretariat) that 
lenin had to mentor his subordinate, convincing him, “… for God’s sake, 
make every effort to eliminate all friction with the TsVK (Kharkiv). This 

33 archiv Vilʹnoji ukrajinsʹkoji akademiji nauk u nʹju-Jorku (hereinafter: uvan), fond V. Kedrovsʹkoho, 
Verstka spomyniv.

34 original name – hajdamacʹkyj kiš slobidsʹkoji ukrajiny.
35 lenin, Voennaja perepiska, p. 26.
36 antonov-ovseenko, Zapiski o graždanskoj vojne, p. 135.
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is extremely important in terms of our state. for God’s sake, make peace 
with them and recognize their sovereignty on all levels. I kindly request 
you to remove the commissioners you have appointed”. 37

If the commanders found it possible to behave this way, it is only 
natural that their subordinates allowed all kinds of liberties. Volodymyr 
antonov-ovsiienko repeatedly admitted instances of looting, drinking, 
and non-compliance with orders, which went hand in hand with the ac-
tions of revolutionary troops: “In Kharkiv itself, with the help of Mura-
vyov, I managed to stop unauthorized requisitions, searches, and arrests. 
The requisitions were carried out through the local Military revolutionary 
Committees, and only through them were searches and arrests carried out 
(these committees were well aware of this). The units that arrived, as well 
as the local ones, largely turned out to be undisciplined, refused to go to 
the front, drank and looted”. 38

ukrainian Central rada responded to the offensive of the russian 
troops by way of political measures, declaring the unr an independent, 
sovereign state. This decision was formalized as the fourth universal of 
the ukrainian Central rada. Its historical significance is obvious. It com-
pleted the complex, controversial development of the ukrainian national 
liberation movement, which finally broke away from the ideas of autonomy 
and federalism. however, this apex in the history of the state formation 
of ukraine did not coincide with the period of the highest exaltation of 
the ukrainian national movement. Moreover, it took place at the time 
of the greatest aggravation of the socio-economic crisis.

While describing the state of ukrainian society at that time,  Mykhailo 
hrushevsˈkyi had to acknowledge the following,

bolshevik campaigning had its effect. In the army and in the rear 
alike, they looted and plundered property, threw the rest to death, 
and spontaneously dispersed, at times also looting and dismantling 
what was scattered along the  road. In  the  villages, one could see 
more and more anarchist cells, which attracted the weaker parts of 
the peasantry and terrorized even those that were the most resis-
tant. looting and destruction of noblemen’s estates, factories and 
plants became more widespread. The wealth of the land was lost – 
its productive forces were cut down. 39

37 Ibid., p. 35.
38 hrynevyč, and hrynevyč, Slidča sprava M.A. Muravjova, p. 215.
39 Mychajlo hruševsʹkyj, Iljustrovana istorija Ukrajiny (nʹju-Jork: Vidavnictvo čartorijsʹkih, 1967), p. 543.
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The virus of demoralization penetrated ukraine and dominated its 
society, which had been undergoing some strange and rapid metamorpho-
ses. It is as if there had been no large-scale demonstrations and congress-
es just a few months ago, no political passions boiling and pouring into 
the numerous declarations and resolutions. all of this seemed half-for-
gotten, like a poorly remembered lesson. as Mykola halahan recalled, 

until recently, ukrainian soldiers declared and manifested 
their willingness to ‘lay down soul and body for our freedom’, 
but when the time came to prove it in deed, it turned out that 
there were very few descendants of the  ‘Cossack kin’ who were 
at the disposal of Central rada. Maybe someday researchers of 
the ukrainian liberation movement will highlight the real reasons 
behind what happened: whether the general fatigue of the soldiers, 
caused by the World War, was to blame, or the lack of national 
consciousness, or perhaps it was the  fault of the Central rada 
and its failed policy. 40

In this context, the courage of several hundred university and gym-
nasium students from Kyiv who were part of the newly created voluntary 
ukrainian formations is worth being honoured and remembered by future 
generations. on 16 January, they entered an unequal battle with the pre-
dominant forces of the enemy near the station of Kruty. The majority of 
them were killed. about thirty were captured and then slaughtered in 
beastly fashion with bayonets. The heroism of the students who defended 
Kruty and sacrificed their lives to delay the advance of the enemy, thereby 
providing an opportunity for the ukrainian military forces near Kyiv to 
regroup, has become one of the most important components of ukrainian 
modern historical memory.

In fact, the victory of the bolsheviks in the battle of Kruty opened 
a route for them to close on Kyiv. on 21 January, the bolshevik units from 
the left bank [of the dnieper] approached darnytsia and seized an artil-
lery battery in slobidka, from where they began the barbaric shelling of 
the city centre, firing some 15 thousand artillery shells. from the right 
bank, Kyiv was shelled by an armoured train. as a result, the city was en-
gulfed by fires and suffered immense damage. among the shelled properties 
was the house of Mykhailo hrushevsˈkyi on pankivsˈka street. his large li-
brary and archive perished in the ruins of the house; hrushevsˈkyi’s mother 
was seriously injured and died shortly after. on 26 January, in order not to 

40 Mykola halahan, Z mojich spomyniv (1880-ti-1920 r.) (Kyjiv: Tempora, 2005), p. 326.
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subject the capital to even greater destruction, the ukrainian authorities 
and the army decided to leave Kyiv.

a few days earlier, when the assault on Kyiv had just begun, Mikhail 
Muravyov had telegraphed petrograd to inform the authorities that 
the city had been taken. The bolsheviks perceived this as an outstanding 
triumph, and the Moscow Izvestia ran a piece on this subject which was 
signed by lenin under the title “To all, To all, To all”. according to this 
piece, the soviet army entered Kyiv on 22 January (in fact, it happened 
on 26 January); the Kyiv City Council headed by Volodymyr Vynnychen-
ko was toppled, and the TsVK of ukraine with its people’s secretariat in 
Kharkiv was recognized (by whom?) as the highest authority in ukraine. 
The federal connection with russia was renewed, as well as complete 
unity – in terms of domestic and foreign policy – with the Council of 
people’s Commissars. hence the conclusion: ukraine was once again in 
russian, albeit communist, hands. but lenin, who from time to time 
recognized the right of ukrainians to self-determination, was very re-
luctant to speak about the occupation directly; therefore, from the very 
beginning he emphasized that the soviet army was not led by Volodymyr 
 antonov-ovsiienko or Mikhail Muravyov, but by yuriy Kotsiubynsˈkyi, 
the son of Mykhailo Kotsiubynsˈkyi.

Mykola skrypnyk hastened to inform leon Trotsky. In a telegram 
sent to brest, where peace talks with representatives of the Quadruple 
alliance were taking place, he reported,

our artillery bombed the central quarters, where counter-revolu-
tionaries were holding on in the midst of fires. The City Council 
attempted to act as an intermediary, but our representatives de-
manded the unconditional surrender of weapons and extradition 
of the leaders of the counter-revolutionary rebellion. step by step, 
our forces drove out the  supporters of the  rada with artillery 
and bayonets, and at last Kyiv was taken… the  entire city is in 
the  hands of the  soviet army, the  capital of ukraine, Kyiv, be-
comes red Kyiv. 41 

obviously, when writing about “red Kyiv”, skrypnyk resorted to 
a metaphor, but within three days the city was flooded with rivers of 
blood. In his next order, Mikhail Muravyov gave permission for three 
days of terror and looting. people were grabbed right on the streets and 
led to execution; it was enough to have in one’s possession documents 

41 Tynčenko, Perša ukrajinsʹko-bilʹšovycʹka vijna, p. 52.
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written in ukrainian, an officer’s rank, or a priestly cassock. The murder 
of Metropolitan Volodymyr of Kyiv caused a great resonance in the city. 
his cell was robbed and he was taken outside the walls of the lavra and 
shot. Muravyov tried to give excuses, insisting that it was the work of 
provocateurs, who he promised to find and severely punish. of course, no 
one found these murderers, or the murderers of generals Viktor Gavrilov, 
b. bilchynsˈkyi, Illia Volkovytsˈkyi, Vladimir dankvart, a. rydzevsˈkyi, 
Kostjantyn Krakovetskyi, fedir dems’kyi, a number of officers, including 
prince Mychajlo Golitsyn, prince petro Kochubey, baron Korf, and Geor-
giy rodzianko, the son of the former head of the state duma,  Michail 
rodzianko.

In the garden of the Mariinsky palace, where the headquarters of 
the red army were located, bolshevik sergij Mojsjejev, who witnessed 
the events, recalled

a lot of people were shot for no reason. The  shootings were left 
to the discretion of the red Guards themselves; soldiers who left 
the hospital and did not have identification documents were also 
shot… all the corpses were undressed, and all belongings were im-
mediately distributed among those who were shooting, right in 
front of the crowd. When [Mikhail] Muravyov came to the location 
of the shootings and realized that he was surrounded by a crowd 
of savage red Guards holding on to looted property, he did not say 
anything regarding the lootings; on the contrary, he urged them to 
continue with the shootings, saying that first and foremost one had 
to be merciless. 42

another place of mass shootings was the City opera house, where 
former officers were summoned for document verification and registration, 
but it was actually a cynical massacre. 43

While in odesa, Muravyov himself related, very eloquently, his Kyiv 
“escapades”:

We come with fire and sword, we established soviet power […] I took 
the city, I attacked palaces and churches, priests, monks, I showed 
no mercy! on  January 28th, the  oboroncheskaia duma asked for 
a  truce. In  response, I ordered to attack with asphyxiating chemi-
cal gases. hundreds, maybe even thousands of generals were killed 

42 Memorial Vseukrajinsʹka pravozachysna orhanizacija Memorial imeni Vasylja stusa, ‘8 ljutoho 1918 - 
zachopyvšy Kyjiv…’ (facebook post, 8 february 2021), <https://www.facebook.com/memorial.ukraine/
posts/3875441999172691> [accessed 11 september 2022].

43 sergej Melʹgunov, Krasnyj terror v Rossii 1918–1922 (berlin: Vataga, 1924), p. 75.
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mercilessly. That is how we took revenge. We would have been able 
to contain the explosion of revenge, but there was no need for that 
because our slogan was to be merciless. 44 

according to conservative estimates, 2576 officers were killed on 
the streets. dmytro doroshenko claims that some 3000 people were killed 
on the first day of the occupation, while the total number of victims and 
prisoners amounted to more than 10,000. 45 The figures provided are pos-
sibly substantially inflated (historians struggle to determine the number 
of victims in Kyiv) 46; however, that does not call into question the fact of 
the tragedy caused by the bolshevik troops in the city. 

There is not much documentary evidence regarding the Kyiv massa-
cre that has survived until now; therefore, I want to use serhiy yefremov’s 
literary journalism works to the fullest. The newspaper nova rada, which he 
edited, was closed down by the bolsheviks but resumed its work on 4 feb-
ruary 1918. on the same day, yefremov published in this newspaper four 
articles describing his eyewitness account of the bolshevik siege and oc-
cupation of the city. yefremov was certain that Kyiv had not suffered such 
a massacre since the times of the Mongol invasion. The shelling of this city 
of one million people had catastrophic consequences: the centre suffered 
huge damage, and a significant number of civilians was affected. The re-
treat of the unr units did not deter the attackers, “on 26 January, all of 
Kyiv was already in the hands of the bolsheviks; the arriving army, the red 
Guard, and the new soviet power took over”, testifies serhiy yefremov as 
a journalist and eyewitness. 47 “The cannonade subsided, but occasional 
shots were still heard for a couple of days, especially near the former royal 
palace and in Mariinsˈky park: the conquerors triumphed and turned to 
mob law and  execution of random victims… and those last days claimed 
even more victims than the previous days of the ardent battle”. 48 resi-
dents of Kyiv became the first victims of massive red terror. The shootings 
and the bacchanalia experienced by Kyiv led yefremov to publicly appeal, 
through the newspaper, to a bolshevik high-ranking official, the people’s 
secretary of Military affairs yuriy Kotsiubynsˈkyi. The article, The letter 
Missing an envelope, had a humanistic outlook, deep morality, and spiritual 
courage – all the characteristics that do not allow one to remain silent even 
in the face of deadly danger. even though yefremov addressed the letter to 

44 Ibid., p. 150.
45 hagen, ‘skladnyj zachidnyj front’, p. 46.
46 andrij zdorov, ‘červonyj teror u kyjevi na počatku 1918 r.: mify ta realiji’, Historians.in.ua, 25 december 2015, 

<https://www.historians.in.ua/index.php/en/dyskusiya/1729-andrii-zdorov-chervonyi-teror-u-kyievi-na-
pochatku-1918-r-mify-ta-realii> [accessed 11 september 2022]; olena betlij, ‘bilšovycʹkyj teror u Kyjevi 
u sični-ljutomu 1918 r.: žertvy i pam ‘jatʹ’, Krajeznavstvo, 3 (2018), 178–95.

47 ‘podiji v Kyjevi (23–26)’, Nova rada, 14 (1918).
48 Ibid.
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a particular person, he also accused bolshevism as a political movement, 
“There is an abyss between us, an unsurmountable chasm that distances 
a bolshevik from an old socialist, who has repeatedly experienced the tsar’s 
prison and the gendarmes-scorpions. and yet, I do not envy your power, 
nor will I trade it for my lack of such”. 49

serhiy yefremov was conscious of the fact that ephemeral future 
socialist happiness is by no means an excuse for the destruction of a city 
and its population. he rejects as hypocritical the statement claiming that 
the executed people were counter-revolutionary and bourgeois:

you would say, “This blood belongs to the bourgeois”. how do you 
know that, I’ll ask. during those ten cursed days, was not even more 
proletarian blood shed? actually, it does not matter to me because 
bourgeois blood is as red as proletarian blood, and it is just as 
much fun for it to flow through the veins than drip on the sand 
in Mariinsˈky park, and just as much it intoxicates the people who 
can swim in it. and naked, robbed, undressed corpses, which were 
driven through the streets in sheaves – they are a mute testimony to 
the fact that people, drunk on vodka and blood, do not set limits to 
their predatory instincts. 50

The ukrainian theme plays an equally important role in The letter Miss-
ing an envelope since it is addressed to the eldest son of a prominent 
ukrainian writer and public figure, the late Mykhailo Kotsiubynsˈkyi, who 
devoted his entire life to the national cause and up until his death had 
faith that ukraine would have a bright future. at the time when this fu-
ture started to be actualized, when “freedom has already started shining 
under the ukrainian sky […], the degenerate son of the famous father” ar-
rived as the leader of those who “again put this freedom in the coffin and 
nail down the heavy lid with weights”. Knowing the tragic fate of yuriy 
Kotsiubynsˈky, who was purged by the stalinist regime in the mid-1930s, 
I would like to pay attention to the prophetic nature of the letter. yefre-
mov did not believe in the power of good imposed by force, so he conclud-
ed with a warning:

 you too should know that the seeds that you sowed in your native 
land will not bring forth what you expected. not equality and frater-
nity, but only knives on both sides, hatred, and blood… Clean work 
requires clean hands, whereas dirty hands soil, stain, and contam-

49 serhij Jefremov, ‘lyst bez konverta’, Nova rada, 15 (1918).
50 Ibid.
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inate the cleanest work. even if you wash them in ten buckets of 
water, you won’t wash away the shame and disgrace wherewith you 
have covered yourselves and your work. 51

We should note that the brutal behaviour of the bolshevik troops, 
including the shootings, plundering, drinking, and debauchery (known 
from the materials provided by Mikhail Muravyov’s legal case), was an 
everyday phenomenon that accompanied the bolshevik units through-
out their entire stay in ukraine. These were the first manifestations of 
the “red terror”, not yet declared as an official policy of the bolsheviks. 
These atrocities made a significant impact on the attitude of the popula-
tion, which initially, under the influence of propaganda, was sympathetic 
to the bolsheviks’ cause but was later struck by this turn of affairs and 
started to resist. This opinion has been expressed by the historian liud-
myla Garcheva, whose investigation focused specifically on the causes and 
course of the first bolshevik-ukrainian War. she believes that the popu-
lation’s anti- bolshevik protests were due to the brutality of the bolshevik 
regime, which fully manifested itself in the first few weeks of the war and 
occupation. 52

numerous testimonies to the participation of the free Cossack 
units in the struggle against the bolshevik aggression in the winter of 
1917–1918, throughout entire ukraine (bakhmach, Vinnytsia, zolotonosha, 
Katerynoslav, Konotop, Kremenchuk, odesa, rivne), have been preserved 
within memoirs and archival sources. for the most part, the resistance 
took the form of local partisan movements. for instance, the free Cossacks 
of the novomoskovsk county in Katerynoslav province, led by a member of 
the unr, fedir storubel, waged a rail war by dismantling the railway tracks 
in order to slow down the movement of the bolshevik units. In general, 
the power of the bolsheviks did not extend beyond provincial and county 
towns, which were encircled by garrisons. Villages located within the nar-
row strips near railways suffered from raids for provisions, but the free 
Cossacks successfully repelled these raids. 

In february 1918, the free Cossacks of zvenyhorodka county and 
those around it carried out successful large-scale actions. In early feb-
ruary, yuriy Tiutiunnyk was elected the kish otaman (of the zvenyhorod-
ka Cossack kish). a little later, Mykola shynkar arrived in zvenyhorodka. 
an eyewitness, Volodymyr Kedrovsˈkyi, recalled,

51 Jefremov, ‘lyst bez konverta’.
52 ljudmyla harčeva, ‘zbrojni syly Centralʹnoji rady u ljutomu – kvitni 1918 roku’, Vijsʹko Ukrajiny, 8 (1993), 

p. 107.
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only a  few other officers who made up the  initial personnel of 
the so-called regular free Cossack units in zvenyhorodka came here 
with them. Thanks to this, zvenyhorodka was tightly surrounded 
by ukrainian forces, and for quite some time, until the arrival of 
the Germans and the return of the Central rada to Kyiv, it remained 
(together with most of the county) a stronghold of national dedica-
tion among the waves of the bolshevik “sea” overflowing ukraine. 
had we had similar folks in other counties of ukraine, the bolshe-
viks would have seen ukraine as well as their own ears”. 53 

The partisan Cossack resistance to the bolshevik offensive was 
a glorious page of ukrainian military history, but it failed to determine 
the main course of this military campaign. The situation became such 
that only external military assistance could save the unr from final de-
feat by the bolsheviks. by signing the peace treaty with the countries of 
the Quadruple alliance on february 9th (January 26th), 1918, the unr 
received powerful military assistance in the struggle against the bol-
sheviks. on february 14th, under the pressure of ukrainian formations 
and German troops, the soviet people’s secretariat left Kyiv for poltava.  
as serhiy yefremov wrote, they “fled. shamefully, secretly, in the middle of 
the night – truly, ʻlike a thief in the night’, one by one. Kharkiv’s ʻpeople’s 
secretaries’ disappeared. [They did so] having plundered the city, having 
bred anarchy, having led it to hunger and extreme decline”. 54

The war with the bolsheviks lasted several years, with brief inter-
ruptions, and is reminiscent of what we today call hybrid war. on paper, 
the bolsheviks recognized the right of nations to self-determination, but 
in reality they were not particularly concerned about this. at the cen-
tre of their policy was the principle of dictatorship of the proletariat.  
To spread this dictatorship, they created their own pocket “soviet govern-
ments of ukraine”, which were assisted by the armed forces; in the under-
ground, they organized armed rebellions and conducted subversive work 
among ukrainian politicians with the help of leftist elements and their 
secret services. a brutal occupation regime was established in the seized 
ukrainian territories. This regime was based on the “red terror” and en-
tailed dictatorship of the proletariat, a one-party political system, severe 
restrictions of human rights and freedoms, and the economic exploita-
tion of ukraine.

53 ukrajinsʹka Vilʹna akademija nauk, fond V.Kedrovsʹkoho, Verstka spomyniv.
54 serhij Jefremov, Publicystyka revoljucijnoji doby, 1917–1920 rr., 2 vols (Kyjiv: duch i litera, 2013), I, p. 482.
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The course of the revolution, which was closely connected to 
the ukrainian-bolshevik war, provides certain paradigmatic clues that 
bring light to the nature of the bolshevik regime. forcefully imposing com-
munist ideas, the regime used ideology to occupy ukraine. It was this occu-
pation, as well as liberation from it, that became an important component 
of the history of ukraine in the twentieth century. In fact, while constant-
ly identifying itself with the idea of internationalism,  bolshevism turned 
out to be a kind of russian messianism, centralism, and  nationalism – all 
three being extremely aggressive and everlasting. These ideas did not 
disappear in twentieth century revolutionary russia; instead, they were 
successfully sublimated into the ideas of dictatorship of the proletariat, 
struggle against bourgeois nationalism, assimilation of minor ethnicities, 
and rebuffing of Western civilization. 

In recent decades, this terrible ideological mishmash has become 
the state ideology of russia, and today it attempts to prove the viability of 
this ideology with its blatant aggression against ukraine, as well as threats 
to the world. only the absolute unity of the democratic world, our belief in 
inevitable victory, as well as the courage with which we fight for our native 
land can bury these efforts. In conclusion, let us recall the words of serhiy 
yefremov, which were written at the time of the bolshevik occupation of 
Kyiv in february 1918 and are filled with deep faith, 

We sail through a sea of darkness. as in the past, it is not hope that 
shines ahead but an unshakeable certainty that we will get to our 
shores and enter our promised land. Travel adventures, however 
terrible and bloody they might have been, are just episodes, and we 
should not allow these fleeting episodes to knock us off the path in 
front of us. In front of us, not behind us… 55 

These wise words, filled with faith and invincible optimism in the his-
torical fate of ukraine, provide not only evidence of past hardships but 
also a roadmap to overcoming them today.

55 Ibid., 476. 
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In bolshevik propaganda, it would be a truism to say that war – and, more 
broadly, the ideological preparation of soviet society for the inexorable 
clash with “all sorts of enemies” surrounding a country ruled by “workers 
and peasants” – was an essential feature of the indoctrination system. by 
creating an atmosphere of constant threat, the soviet propaganda ma-
chine not only succeeded in stoking patriotic feelings; it also contributed 
to the development of an array of devices, phrases and propaganda slogans 
that took hold in the lexicon of propaganda concepts that have experi-
enced a renaissance in the twenty-first century. a separate phenomenon 
was attaching new political significance and meaning to concepts and 
their derivatives that had hitherto been used in a neutral sense.

It is, in fact, an impossible task to make even a cursory analysis of 
selected aspects of the workings of soviet propaganda using the examples 
of press, radio, cinema, and art in one article, yet both russian and foreign 
scholars have attempted it. even a list of just the essential subject literature 
would not fit into one footnote and would require a separate supplement. 
Those who have researched the soviet propaganda apparatus and its mecha-
nisms include Western sovietologists such as peter Kenez, stephen f. Cohen, 
david brandenberger, ewa M. Thompson and serhii plokhy. yet the most im-
portant works on the events preceding the outbreak of the second World War 
and during the war itself are those by the russian scholar Vladimir nevezhin, 
who stood out as a consummate researcher and expert on the mechanisms 
of the soviet propaganda machine. 1 as well as examining the nature and 
content of the propaganda, nevezhin also critically analysed the activity of 
the “machine and cogs”, 2 meaning the institutions and the role of individual 
decision makers in launching and conducting propaganda campaigns, in-
cluding the “march of liberation of the red army” in september 1939.

scholars agree that preparations for the “liberation of the ukrainian 
and belarusian half-brothers” began with Germany’s aggression against 
poland and were pursued simultaneously in the military, economic and 
propaganda-political fields. In the last of these domains, they have analysed 
press materials published in publications and documentation produced 
by government institutions, military organizations, and, to a lesser extent, 
memoir literature. 3 We will therefore not revisit well-known issues and 
conclusions that have long operated in the historiographical circulation.

1  Vladimir nevežin, Sindrom nastupatelʹnoj vojny. Sovetskaja propaganda v preddverii “svjaščennych boev”, 1939–1941 
gg. (Moskva: aIro-XX, 1997); id., “Esli zavtra v pochod…”: podgotovka k voyne i ideologicheskaya propaganda v 
30-h-40-h godach (Moskva: Èksmo, 2007); id., Tajne plany Stalina: propaganda sowiecka w przededniu wojny z Trzecią 
Rzeszą 1939–1941, trans. by Jan J. bruski, (Kraków: arcana, 2001).

2 The above paraphrase refers to the work of the russian historian and dissident Mikhail heller; 
see the first russian edition published in london: Michail Geller, Mašina i vintiki. Istorija formirovanija 
sovetskogo čeloveka (london: overseas publications Interchange ltd, 1985).

3 nevezhin is among those who analyse these preparations in detail. see: niewieżyn, Tajne plany Stalina, 
pp. 79–94. see also: natalija lebedeva, ʻsentjabrʹ 1939 g: polʹša meždu Germaniej i sssr’, Vestnik MGIMO-
Universiteta, 4 (2009), 231–50.
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What seems to be a less researched aspect is the activity of academ-
ic institutions and the role of individual scholars deliberately involved or 
forced, for various reasons, to participate in developing the academic justifi-
cation for the territorial conquests and changes to the borders of the ussr. 
I will attempt to determine which factors affected the academic and ideo-
logical positions of scholars caught up in the gears of great politics. I will 
be particularly interested in the role of individual scholars and the expert 
assistance they provided to various propaganda institutions in their cam-
paigns designed to construct specific ideas and public moods. The knowl-
edge and authority of “old-school” scholars, often hailing from the pre-rev-
olutionary tradition, were essential for developing the historical narrative, 
legitimizing the policy turn, and reinforcing the propaganda message.

InsTITuTIons of The “IdeoloGICal fronT”

The late 1930s marked a clear watershed that finalized the process of build-
ing the propaganda and ideological apparatus in the soviet union. Central-
ized and extensive propaganda and organizational structures were built 
that encompassed all echelons: top-level (the all-union Communist party 
(bolsheviks) (auCp(b) propaganda and agitation administration, the red 
army political administration, the Central literature and publications 
bureau, 4 and political bureaus in people’s commissariats (ministries); me-
dium-level (auCp(b) propaganda and agitation administrations at soviet 
republic level, political administrations at military district level, various 
political education departments (politprosveshcheniye) 5; and lower-level (pro-
paganda divisions of auCp(b) district and regional committees, political 
schools for auCp(b) and Komsomol members, etc.

prior to the outbreak of the second World War, the unquestioned 
authority in the formation of historical ideology in the ussr was the then 
general secretary of the Communist party of the soviet union, Joseph sta-
lin. stalin’s ideological opponents vanished from the political scene while 
he directly participated in the writing of the canonical version of the his-
tory of the auCp(b), which was also an interpretation of russia’s general 
history since the end of the nineteenth century. The “leader of the work-
ing masses of the world”, along with his retinue in the form of andrei 
 zhdanov, lev Mekhlis and other party dignitaries, personally inspired and 
set the guidelines for propaganda and oversaw its implementation. other, 

4 purKKa – političeskoe upravlenie raboče-Krestʹjanskoj Krasnoj armii; Glavlit – Glavnoe upravlenie po 
delam literatury i izdatelʹstv.

5 politprosveščenie – political education system encompassing knowledge on the foundations of Marxism- 
-leninism, the history of the auCp(b) and current politics.
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lower-status “cogs” played the role of the transmission belt that relayed 
the leader’s orders. of course, the soviet dictator had to make use of an-
alytical material supplied by various agencies. he did so using an exten-
sively developed state and party apparatus and institutions of the ideo-
logical front, largely pursuing propaganda activities and expert support 
from scholars, journalists and academic institutions.

In matters of information policy and international propaganda, in 
particular regarding polish issues, apart from the nKId 6 (e.g., the Informa-
tion and press department), an important role was also played by numerous 
Komintern structures, 7 and in the early 1930s by the auCp(b) Central Com-
mittee’s bureau of International Information. a particular role was played by 
soviet intelligence agencies: the IV (Intelligence) administration of the red 
army headquarters, and after organizational changes the Information/sta-
tistics and Intelligence administration, as well as the foreign department 
of the oGpu 8 and then the Main directorate of state security of the nKVd.

The auCp(b) CC’s bureau of International Information, established 
on stalin’s initiative in spring 1932 with Karl radek at the helm, in addition 
to supplying objective analytical information without ideological adjust-
ment, was to concentrate its efforts on realizing political and strategic mil-
itary tasks in the Moscow–Warsaw–berlin triangle. 9 The bureau collected 
information and canvassed moods using the services of agents operating 
in the West in the guise of diplomats and journalists. one example was ste-
fan Jan nejman (rajewski), who served as adviser to the ussr embassy in 
berlin; he was also a representative of the Tass press agency in paris and 
head of the government newspaper Izvestia’s foreign department.

following this brief outline of the propaganda structures and insti-
tutions of the ideological front, let us turn to the fundamental research 
problem of this study, which is the role of individual scholars and aca-
demic institutions in creating and reinforcing the historical propaganda 
message, with a particular focus on polish issues.

6 nKId – narodnyj komissariat inostrannych del (people’s Commisariat for foreign affairs).
7 for more on this subject see: Grant adibekov, Èleonora Šachnazarova, and Kirill Širinja, Organizacionnaja struk-

tura Kominterna, 1919–1943 (Moskva: rosspÈn, 1997); piotr Gontarczyk, Polska Partia Robotnicza. Droga do władzy 
1941–1944 (Warszawa: fronda pl, 2003), pp. 33–38; natalia lebiediewa, “Komintern i polska w latach 1919–1943”, 
in W drodze do władzy. Struktury komunistyczne realizujące politykę Rosji sowieckiej i ZSRS wobec Polski (1917–1945), 
ed. by elżbieta Kowalczyk, and Konrad rokicki (Warszawa: Ipn, 2019), pp. 163–210. Komintern’s effective activity 
in the soviet-polish propaganda war is also discussed by the polish scholar aleksandra J. leinwand, “z dziejów 
eksportu propagandy: Komintern w wojnie z polska w 1920 roku”, Kwartalnik Historyczny, 111:4 (2004), 83–107.

8 Ino oGpu – Inostrannyj otdel obʺedinennogo Gosudarstvennogo političeskogo upravlenija – foreign 
department of the Joint state political directorate.

9 oleg Ken, “Karl radek i bjuro meždunarodnoj informacii CK VKp(b), 1932–1934 gg.”, Cahiers du Monde russe, 44 
(2003), 135–77. The russian scholar, an expert on the history of polish-soviet bilateral relations in the interwar pe-
riod, suggests that radek exploited his status as stalin’s special envoy and then head of the foreign department of 
the influential newspaper Izvestia, seeking to weaken the influences of the anti-polish party in the top political lev-
el of the Kremlin. Cited in Ken, “Karl radek”, p. 173. In notes to stalin, radek argued that there were no imperial 
plans regarding the soviets in poland and favoured improving Warsaw-Moscow relations by softening anti-polish 
themes in soviet propaganda, establishing a polish-soviet cultural cooperation society or joint publication of 
documents on polish uprisings. see: “nr 6. 1933 grudzień 3, Moskwa – załącznik do informacji Karola radka 
skierowanej do stalina dotyczącej nowego etapu w stosunkach polsko-sowieckich”, in Geneza paktu Hitler-Stalin. 
Fakty i propaganda, ed. by bogdan Musiał and Jan szumski (Warszawa: Ipn, 2012), pp. 125–30 (here: 128).
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baCK To The pasT, or The IMperIal paradIGM of hIsTory

It is worth emphasizing that the history of poland was studied in the so-
viet union before 1939 primarily from the perspective of research on 
the history of the workers’ movement, seen as an equivalent of the com-
munist movement, at ideological academic institutions such as the polish 
Institute of proletariat Culture in Kyiv and its sister Institute in Minsk. 10 
only in the second half of the 1940s were specialist institutions set up 
within the soviet academy of sciences, at which, in agreement and close 
cooperation with the auCp(b) CC, evaluations and expert reports were 
produced and concepts of polish history and positions regarding import-
ant historical periods and problems were prepared. In interwar poland, 
meanwhile, there were several research centres devoted to soviet 11 and 
communist 12 studies.

In the second half of the 1930s, the stalinist variant of the Marxist-le-
ninist historiographical concept as a way of understanding the process of 
history was finally established in soviet historical research. following a de-
cision of party and state authorities from 1934–35 concerning the teaching 
of history, organizational changes were introduced that finalized the pro-
cess of building a centralized system. In 1936–37, the Institute of history 
of the soviet union and the Institute of history of Material Culture were 
established at the soviet academy of sciences. The same solutions were 
implemented in the individual soviet republics, but local issues were tak-
en in to account. In soviet ukraine, where the status of national history 
was greater than it was in the byelorussian soviet republic, a separate  
Institute of the history of ukraine was set up in 1936 as part of the history 

10 an aspect that has scarcely been researched is the activity of party research institutions, which, despite 
their often-dubious academic merit, held an important place in the research on polish history that 
took place in the 1920s and 1930s in the soviet union. We can mention here the polish party history 
Commission at the Marx-engels-lenin Institute (IMel) in Moscow, which in 1926–34 published 
documents and articles on the polish workers’ movement in the journal Z pola walki (from the battlefield).

11 The history and soviet studies output of the eastern europe research Institute (InbeW) were examined 
in a monograph by Marek Kornat: Polska szkoła sowietologiczna 1930–1939 (Kraków: arcana, 2003). henryka 
Ilgiewicz’s book, in addition to the history of the InbeW, also discusses the organizational and personnel 
situation of the school of political sciences (snp). see: henryka Ilgiewicz, Instytut Naukowo-Badawczy 
Europy Wschodniej oraz Szkoła Nauk Politycznych w Wilnie (1930–1939) (Warszawa: scholar, 2019). paweł 
libera’s article, meanwhile, focuses on the political aspect of the IbeW and snp’s operation as well as 
the influence the Ministry of foreign affairs and second department of polish General staff exerted on 
the institutions. see: paweł libera, ʻpolityczne aspekty funkcjonowania Instytutu naukowo-badawczego 
europy Wschodniej i szkoły nauk politycznych w Wilnie (1930–1939)’, Dzieje Najnowsze, 53:4 (2021), 67–84. 
see also: Polsko-radzieckie stosunki kulturalne 1918–1939. Dokumenty i materiały, ed. by Wiesław balcerak 
(Warszawa: ‘Książka i Wiedza’, 1977), pp. 699–712. on the beginnings of sovietology: Instytut Naukowo-
Badawczy Europy Wschodniej w Wilnie (1930–1939). Idee – ludzie – dziedzictwo, ed. by Jan Malicki and andrzej 
pukszto (Warszawa: WuW, 2020).

12 among the works discussing polish social communist studies institutions which examined the ideological 
and political foundations, and the methods and tools of spreading propaganda by various bodies 
which were in fact soviet intelligence agencies (such as International red aid (Mopr), we can cite 
Karol sacewicz’s monograph, and in particular the chapter on the Institute of scientific research on 
Communism (InbK). Karol sacewicz, Komunizm i antykomunizm w II Rzeczypospolitej: państwo–społeczeństwo – 
partie (olsztyn: Instytut historii i stosunków Międzynarodowych uniwersytetu Warmińsko-Mazurskiego, 
2016), pp. 28–41. on the InbK see also: Jacek puchalski, ʻInstytut naukowego badania Komunizmu 
w Warszawie (1930–1939). program, organizacja, zbiory prace księgoznawcze’, in Bibliologia polityczna. 
Praca zbiorowa, ed. by dariusz Kuźmina (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo sbp, 2011), pp. 214–243.
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and philology department of the ukrainian soviet academy of scienc-
es. This Kyiv-based institute also included a section focusing on Western 
ukraine. no separate institute of the history of belarus was set up in Minsk, 
but the Institute of history of the belarusian academy of sciences (sub-
sequently the Institute of history of the bsrs academy of sciences) oper-
ated from 1929, with a separate section for research on Western belarus. 13

Changes at the political centre brought fundamental transformations 
in the field of historical research, and the imperial paradigm of history 
that had been developed by nineteenth-century russian historiography 
gradually came back into favour. The school of Mikhail pokrovsky – an 
outstanding bolshevik historian who introduced an entirely new approach 
to the entirety of russian history from the perspective of economic mate-
rialism based on the idea of class struggle – was denounced, with the at-
mosphere of a witch hunt forming around the deceased scholar and his 
students. among other things, pokrovsky emphasized the imperialist na-
ture of the policy of Moscow rulers, criticizing the well-established theory 
in russian historiography regarding “gathering the lands of rus’” around 
the Grand duchy of Moscow.

In addition to establishing dogmas on historical formations and 
the interlocking discussions about the origins of feudalism, one of the main 
problems was justifying the multinational character of the soviet union. 
The concept of one big, happy family of “ussr nations” required academ-
ic rationalization of the bonds between the community of nations, espe-
cially slavic ones.

recognizing Kievan rus’ as the cradle of common statehood was 
the basis for acknowledging russians, ukrainians and belarusians as inte-
gral parts of the same nation. research on the origin of the “old ruthenian 
nation” (rus: drevnerusskaya narodnost’), 14 instigated following a series 
of decisions by state and party authorities, took place in the context of 
a multi-volume history of the ussr, chiefly at the Institute of history (Ih) 
of the soviet academy of sciences. In 1939, a special research group was 
set up at the n. Marr Institute of the history of Material Culture (IIMK) 
to investigate the east slavic ethnogenesis in conjunction with work on 
the first volume of the publication History of the USSR. Work taking place 
in Moscow and leningrad on developing the concept of a common origin 
of east slavs, identified and used interchangeably with the “ruthenian 

13 rajnèr lindnèr, Historyki i ŭlada. Nacyjatvorčy pracès i histaryčnaja palityka ŭ Belarusi XIX–XX st. (sankt-
pecjarburh: neŭski prascjah, 2005), pp. 201, 216.

14 Terminological issues could form the basis of separate studies, as alongside such concepts as 
“drevnerusskiy narod”, alluding to the paradigm of the “triyediniy narod” developed in Tsarist russia, work 
on the concept in the 1930s and ‘40s also produced additional terms such as “drevnerusskaya narodnost’” 
and “obshherusskaya narodnost’”. 
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nation”, provided a solid foundation for the notion of one nation in the po-
litical sense. 15

by 1939, an academic framework that conceptualized the common 
origin of the three brotherly nations – russians, ukrainians and belaru-
sians – all traced back to Kievan rus’ had not only been put in place but 
had also been consolidated in soviet historical research and education with 
the publication of a series of textbooks. as the ukrainian scholar natalia 
yusova notes, 1939 was known in academic circles at the time as “the year 
of history textbooks” 16 as it was then that textbooks and teaching materials 
for higher education institutions were published. particularly significant 
was the publication of the first volume of History of the USSR, where the or-
igin and territorial expansion of the russian empire was integrated into 
the paradigm of the history of nations of the soviet union, connected by 
strong ties and joined by shared historical fortunes. 17 The Tsarist policy 
of “gathering lands” was also rehabilitated, along with ideas of “voluntary 
annexation” and “unification of lands separated by force” with russia.

To develop new perspectives corresponding to the main premises of 
the stalinist variant of Marxist-leninist theory and tying in with select-
ed elements of imperial russian historiography, it was essential to find 
scholars with a high level of knowledge and authority who were capable 
of developing a historical narrative to legitimize the policy turn. The older 
generation of scholars born in the mid-nineteenth century and specialists 
in the history of the former rus’ (sergei platonov) and historical lithu-
ania (Matvei lyubavsky) were sentenced under trumped-up charges as 
part of the so-called academic Trial, resulting in them being stripped of 
their titles and degrees and exiled to distant corners of the ussr. Their 
fate was shared by their younger colleagues sergey bakhrushin and Vlad-
imir picheta, who had obtained their education and academic degrees 
in the late period of the russian empire. platonov and lyubavsky died in 
exile, while bakhrushin and picheta were permitted to resume academic 
work after a few years of exile. others, such as boris Grekov, the historian 
of Kievan rus’, despite being included as a plotter in the investigation into 
the academic Trial, were ultimately freed after questioning and a month’s 
detention. 18

15 an important role in forming the basis of this concept was played by the leading russian historians boris 
Grekov, nikolai derzhavin and Vladimir Mavrodin, as well as the ukrainians Kost Guslistyj and fedir 
yastrebov.

16 natalija Jusova, Henezys koncepciji davnʹorusʹkoji narodnosti v istoryčnij nauci SRSR (1930-ti – perša polovyna 
1940-ch rr.) (Vinnycja: ToV Konsol ,́ 2005), p. 163.

17 Istorija SSSR. S drevnejšich vremen do konca XVIII v.: učebnik dlja istoričeskich fakulʹtetov gosudarstvennych 
universitetov i pedagogičeskich institutov, ed. by Vladimir lebedev, boris Grekov, and sergej bachrušin, 2 vols 
(Moskva: socèkgiz, 1939), I.

18 according to russian researchers, the question of the scholar’s unexpected release from detention is 
yet to be satisfactorily explained and leaves many questions unanswered. see: Jurij Krivošeev, ʻboris 
dmitrievič Grekov i ‘akademičeskoe delo’’, Vestnik Sankt-Peterburgskogo universiteta. Istorija, 4 (2016), 237–58.
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“sTICK and CarroT” polICy

using a “stick and carrot” policy, by stalin’s grace a few historians hailing 
from the pre-revolutionary school were reinstated from exile to academic 
work with the task of building the academic foundations of soviet neoim-
perialism and legitimizing its expansion. 19 The life of the aforementioned 
historian Vladimir picheta seems to be an excellent example of harnessing 
a scholar with a pre-revolutionary background and accepting the Marxist 
conception of history into the cogs of great politics. born in poltava in 
1878, picheta came from a mixed serbian-ukrainian family. he received 
his historical education at the faculty of history and philology of Moscow 
university, where he later taught as a private lecturer (rus: privat dotcent). 
picheta’s academic interests focused on the history of the Grand duchy 
of lithuania. having steered clear of politics in the tempestuous period of 
sociopolitical transformation in russia, he decided to remain in the so-
viet union after the bolshevik revolution and collaborate with the new 
authorities. This decision had a crucial impact on the rapid development 
of his professional and academic career. 20

In 1921, picheta was appointed rector of the newly opened belarusian 
state university in Minsk in soviet belarus; he was strongly committed to 
the popularization of the idea of belarusianness based on academic foun-
dations. for the next eight years, both in the ussr and abroad, he actively 
promoted research on the history of the lithuanian and ruthenian lands, 
participating in academic events and congresses in Germany, norway, po-
land, Czechoslovakia and other countries. he was regarded as the doyen of 
belarusian soviet historical research. at the time he was also keenly inter-
ested in the history of lithuania, ukraine, poland and other slavic states. 
as a representative of the new progressive soviet “workers of science”, he 
took part in anti-polish propaganda campaigns that defended the rights 
of the belarusian “working masses” in the second polish republic. 21

In the late 1920s and early 1930s, picheta’s promising career suddenly 
collapsed. amid the strict political course and battle against “nationalist 
deviations”, the scholar was dismissed from all his positions, stripped of 

19 apart from picheta and bakhrushin, one of the best-known examples of forced involvement in academic 
and service activity is the russian historian Jevgeny Tarle. arrested as part of the academic Trial and 
sentenced to exile in Kazakhstan, after a few years he was pardoned and reinstated. In addition to his 
fundamental work on napoleon, on stalin’s commission he planned to write a three-volume book entitled 
The Russian nation’s fight with aggressors in the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. before the soviet 
dictator’s death, he succeeded in completing the first volume, on the Great northern War and swedish 
invasion.

20 Jan szumski, ʻWładimir piczeta i Żanna Kormanowa: przyczynek do polsko-radzieckich relacji naukowych’, 
Rozprawy z Dziejów Oświaty, 47 (2010), 129–58 (here: 131).

21 see Apel komitetu pisarzy i robotników nauki Białorusi radzieckiej dla obrony Białoruskiej Robotniczo-
Włościańskiej Hromady do mas pracujących i inteligencji ZSRR i całego świata protestujący przeciwko represjom 
władz polskich wobec ludności białoruskiej, 24 february 1929. Cited in Dokumenty i materiały do historii 
stosunków polsko-radzieckich. Maj 1926 – grudzień 1932, ed. by natalia Gąsiorowska-Grabowska and Iwan 
Chrienow, 12 vols (Warszawa: ‘Książka i Wiedza’, 1963–1986), V (1966), pp. 406–08.
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his titles and degrees, arrested by the oGpu as part of a sham investiga-
tion, and sentenced to five years’ exile in Vyatka. In 1934, after being moved 
to Voronezh, he was allowed to teach at the local pedagogical Institute. 
a year later he received permission to work in Moscow, where for the next 
few years he lectured at various Moscow higher education institutions, 
and in 1937 he became an employee of the Institute of history of the so-
viet academy of sciences. according to some data, picheta’s acquaintance 
with the Czechoslovak politician edvard beneš played a not insignificant 
role in his pardoning. 22 he gradually had his former titles and degrees 
restored, and in 1939 he was elected as a corresponding member of the so-
viet academy of sciences.

The fateful year 1939 brought the next stage in this historian’s ca-
reer, signalling a return to favour. In spring of that year, Izvestiya, the press 
organ of the Central executive Committee and the supreme soviet of 
the ussr, published an article by picheta in which he argued for the need 
to research, on the basis of Marxist methodology, the history of slavic 
nations in combination with the history of russia. Knowing how soviet 
academia operated at the time and the practice of publishing articles in 
the central press organs, we can assume with a high degree of certainty 
that the decision to include this article was made by the so-called “de-
cision-making elements”, while this scholar was to use his authority to 
back this initiative.

a slavic studies section was established at the Institute of history of 
the soviet academy of sciences. as the unit’s director, while presenting its 
plans for the next two years to the academic Council, picheta mentioned 
preparing a synthesis of polish history. 23 It may be a simple coincidence, 
but it was also at this time that an intensive exchange of correspondence 
was taking place between berlin and Moscow regarding the possibility of 
expanding economic contacts and diplomatic rapprochement. 24

after the German-soviet alliance following the pact of 23 august 1939, 
new orders from Moscow in september that year dictated that the defini-
tion of the war in progress should be changed to “imperialist and unjust 

22 The american researcher elizabeth K. Valkenier argues that picheta’s return to Moscow was made 
possible by beneš’s patronage. apparently the then Czechoslovak foreign minister asked about the scholar 
during an official visit to the ussr. see elizabeth K. Valkenier, ʻstalinizing polish historiography: What 
soviet archives disclose’, East European Politics and Societies, 7 (1992), 109–34 (here: 111).

23 Jan szumski, Polityka a historia: ZSRR wobec nauki historycznej w Polsce w latach 1945–1964 (Warszawa: aspra-Jr, 
2016), p. 105.

24 bogdan Musiał, “Trudne początki zbliżenia niemiecko-sowieckiego”, in Geneza paktu, pp. 72–74 (here: 73). 
of course, the strategic plan for war in poland had been prepared and authorized in berlin as early as 
april that year, and published soviet intelligence documents show that Moscow was well informed about 
the German preparations and the Third reich’s efforts to ensure soviet neutrality. see: ʻpodgotovka 
germanskogo napadenija na polʹšu: iz sbornika perevodov agenturnych donesenij po voenno-političeskim 
voprosam 5 upravlenija rKKa, 4 ijunja 1939’, in Voennaja razvedka informiruet. Dokumenty Razvedupravlenija 
Krasnoj Armii. Janvarʹ 1939-ijunʹ 1941 g., ed. by Viktor Gavrilov (Moskva: Meždunarodnyj fond “demokratija”, 
2008), pp. 104–05.
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from both sides”. 25 This definition was binding more or less through-
out the entire soviet period, where in encyclopaedias one could read that 

“the second World War, the consequence of the mutual battle of capitalist 
states, began as imperialist from both sides – Germany and Japan as well 
as england and france”. 26

at this point it is worth making a slight digression on the use of 
the concept of “war” for propaganda purposes in the context of polish-  
-soviet relations. The Kremlin’s lingering belief in the permanent threat 
from poland – reinforced in a period of major events in domestic politics 
and worsening conflicts in international relations – was often associated 
with ukrainian and belarusian issues. In summer 1926, oGpu chairman 
felix dzerzhinsky wrote in a letter to his successor Genrikh yagoda that: 
“pilsudski’s coup, it seems obvious to me at the moment, is a manifestation 
of nationalist forces in poland directed against ‘russia’, that is us, entirely 
supported by england […] The object of the polish conquest will be belar-
us and ukraine, and respectively Minsk and Kiev as their capitals”. a few 
years later, at the time of the so-called “war alarm” in March 1930, 27 there 
were quite serious concerns in the Kremlin that the anti-kolkhoz speech-
es of peasants in the border regions of belarus and ukraine could lead to 
military intervention from Warsaw.

The threat of the supposed aggression of “polish fascism” was used 
primarily for intra-party sparring and to create a “siege mentality” to mo-
bilize society. The propaganda and ideological construction of the “prole-
tariat and internationalist war”, with its ultimate objective being global 
revolution and dictatorship of the proletariat, was replaced in the mid-1920s 
by the slogan of “self-determination of nations until detachment”, targeted 
at national minorities. It is interesting that, in poland’s case, this slogan 
was only invoked for upper silesia and the lithuanian minority, before 
being expanded to include pomerania. The right to “self-determination” 
was therefore not due to belarusians and ukrainians, whose aspirations 
were defined from above by the Third Congress of the Communist Work-
ers’ party of poland (Kprp) in January–february 1925. It was at this time 

25 although anti-polish slogans had always been an integral part of bolshevik propaganda, changes in 
the propaganda line were often so surprising that they caused consternation with the abrupt turn 
in the situation both within the ussr and in the foreign communist movement. often cited with regard 
to poland is a statement by stalin from 7 september 1939, recorded in the diary of Georgi dimitrov, 
general secretary of the executive Committee of Comintern: “historically the polish state was a nation 
state. That is why the revolutionaries defended it from partitions and enslavement. Today it is a fascist 
state which oppresses ukrainians and belarusians. Therefore, the destruction of poland means that 
there will be one bourgeois fascist state less”. This was a real shock for many communist parties, which 
called in the first days of the war to fight “German fascism” and defend poland’s independence. for more, 
see: bernhard h. bayerlein, “Der Verräter, Stalin, bist Du!”: Vom Ende der linken Solidarität. Komintern und 
kommunistische Parteien im Zweiten Weltkrieg 1939–1941 (berlin: aufbau, 2008).

26 Istorija vtoroj mirovoj vojny 1939–1945. Zaroždenie vojny. Borʹba progressivnych sil za sochranenie mira, 
ed. by Grigorij deborin et al., 12 vols (Moskva: Voenizdat, 1973–1982), I (1973), p. 11.

27 see: oleg Ken, ‘“alarm wojenny” wiosną 1930 roku a stosunki sowiecko-polskie’, Studia z Dziejów Rosji 
i Europy Środkowo-Wschodniej, 35 (2000), 41–74. 
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that the slogan of annexing “Western ukraine” and “Western belarus” to 
the ussr was first put forward. 28

This slogan was connected to the anti-polish propaganda which, 
depending on the current circumstances and the international situation, 
the soviet propaganda machine pursued with varying intensity through-
out the interwar period. The culmination of the anti-polish propaganda 
campaign came in september 1939 with the emergence of an array of new 
rhetorical devices and ideological and propaganda phrases. first and fore-
most, we should mention the categories of the “liberation march” conduct-
ed as part of a “just offensive war”.

anti-polish propaganda, apart from the well-known slogans about 
the threat of the supposed aggression of “polish fascism”, the criminal na-
ture of the polish state and the moral decline of polish elites, increasingly 
emphasized themes of the national and class oppression of ukrainians and 
belarusian, which around mid-september turned into anti-polish hysteria. 
poland was portrayed as the “oppressor” of enslaved nations and a “war-
monger”. ewa Thompson, based on analysis of the leading soviet periodi-
cals (Pravda, Komsomol’skaia pravda, and Literaturnaia gazeta), 29 confirms that 
the anti-polish campaign was accompanied and supported by two smaller 
pro-belarusian and pro-ukrainian ones. These were shorter and were more 
meant to heighten anti-polish moods in the newly annexed lands than to 
be an expression of actual support for ukrainians and belarusians. 30

Troubadours of The eMpIre 31

The aggression against poland was presented in propaganda materials as 
a “just war” with the objective of liberating the honourable blood brethren – 
the ukrainians and belarusians – from the yoke of oppression. It was here 
that Vladimir picheta came along with academic succour for the agitators 
and propagandists. at party headquarters, he was regarded as a specialist 
in ukraine and belarusian history, especially the western territories. 32 lit-
erally a few days after the soviet aggression against poland of 17 septem-
ber 1939, the aforementioned Izvestiya published an article by picheta with 

28 Gontarczyk, Polska Partia Robotnicza, pp. 28–29.
29 ewa M. Thompson, ʻnationalist propaganda in the soviet russian press, 1939–1941’, Slavic Review, 50 (1991), 

385–99.
30 Ibid., p. 393.
31 This term is a reference to the polish title of ewa M. Thompson’s book published in english as Imperial 

Knowledge. Russian Literature and Colonialism (Westport: Greenwood press, 2000). ewa M. Thompson, 
Trubadurzy imperium. Literatura rosyjska i kolonializm, trans. by anna sierszulska (Kraków: universitas, 2000).

32 In addition to academic publications made before the revolution and in the 1920s (cf. Vladimir pičeta, 
ʻIstoričeskie sudʹby zapadnoj belorussii’, in Zapadnaja Belorussija. Sbornik statej: kniga 1 [Minsk: bGI, 1927], 
pp. 44–90), after arriving in Moscow picheta also prepared a special subject programme on the history of 
belarus and ukraine for higher education institutions. see Vladimir pičeta, Programma specialʹnogo kursa 
po istorii Belorussii i Ukrainy (Moskva: MGu, 1938).
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the telling title “ukrainian brothers and belarusian brothers”. In addition 
to articles in the central press and that of the ukrainian and belarusian 
soviet republics and academic journals, 33 this historian incessantly spoke 
at rallies and meetings and on the radio. In summer 1940, 10,000 copies 
of a pamphlet were published in which he presented his main arguments, 
which were borrowed from his previous propaganda works. 34

he begins with an introduction: “Western ukraine […] and West-
ern belarus […] are eternal lands of rus’, once part of the ‘rurikid empire’. 
In an ethnic sense, this population used to form one whole with other 
east slavic tribes”. historical propaganda articles on Western ukrainian 
themes published at this time opened similarly. 35 This kind of narrative 
was also reproduced in texts published in autumn 1939 by other author-
ities of soviet historical research, including boris Grekov, who indicated 
the need for in-depth research on the history of the Cherven Cities, treat-
ed as a synonym for the concept of the Kingdom of halych-Volhynia or 
the Kingdom of ruthenia. 36

In the model outlined by picheta, the history of the Western 
ukrainian and Western belarusian lands began with the rurikid dynasty, 
detailing the history of the Kingdom of halych-Volhynia, then consider-
ing them in the context of the history of the polish Crown and the Grand 
duchy of lithuania, and from the sixteenth century onwards exclusive-
ly in the paradigm of the class and national struggle with lordly poland. 
even the partitions of the former polish-lithuanian Commonwealth did 
not change this – it was still the “polish” lords who were the main oppres-
sors. The final chord of these centuries-long struggles was the liberation 
of these “blood brothers” from centuries of oppression. and if the presen-
tation of events from the previous periods could be roughly classified as 
the historian’s personal version, picheta’s narrative regarding the outbreak 
of war on 1 september 1939 repeated the main arguments of the Krem-
lin’s propaganda message as follows: “amid conditions of the collapse of 

33 Vladimir pičeta, ʻbratʹja-ukraincy i bratʹja-belorusy: (iz istorii narodov ukrainy i belorussii)’, Izvestija, 
21 september 1939; id., ʻzapadnaja belorussija: istoričeskaja spravka’, Moskovskij bolʹševik, 30 september 
1939; id., ʻIstoričeskij putʹ zapadnoj belorussii i zapadnoj ukrainy’, Molodoj bolʹševik , 18 (1939), 45–50; 
id., ʻIstoričeskij putʹ narodov zapadnoj ukrainy i zapadnoj belorussii’, Oktjabr ,́ 10/11 (1939), 3–11; id., 
ʻosnovnye momenty v istoričeskich sudʹbach narodov zapadnoj ukrainy i zapadnoj belorussii’, Istorik-
marksist, 5/6 (1939), 67–98; id., Istoričeskij putʹ Zapadnoj Ukrainy i Zapadnoj Belorussii, Mikrofonnye materialy 
Vsesojuznogo radiokomiteta № 114 (Moskva, 1939).

34 Vladimir pičeta, Osnovnye momenty istoričeskogo razvitija Zapadnoj Ukrainy i Zapadnoj Belorussii (Moskva: 
sotcegiz, 1940), p. 3.

35 Traditionally, the introduction would begin with a statement such as “Western ukraine – the halych land 
and Volhynia – were eternal ruthenian lands inhabited for time immemorial by ukrainians and russians. 
from the ninth to the eleventh centuries, they were part of the Kievan state. as we know, it was at this 
time that the Great ruthenian, ukrainian and belarusian nations were formed and the might of the great 
russian nation was forged”. Cited in dmitrij Min, Zapadnaja Ukraina (Moskva: Gospolitizdat, 1939), p. 4.

36 boris Grekov, ʻdrevnejšie sudʹby zapadnoj ukrainy’, Novyj mir, 10–11 (1939), 248–56 (here: 250). see also 
Marcin Wołoszyn, ʻzaraz po wojnie: z historii badań nad pograniczem polsko-ruskim w latach 1945–1956 
(ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem grodów czerwieńskich)’, Przegląd Archeologiczny, 65 (2017), 199–224 
(here: 202).
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the economy, hunger and oppression of the masses as well as widespread 
dissatisfaction, the circles ruling poland began war with Germany [sic]”. 37

picheta’s expert knowledge was also used when it came to marking 
out the administrative border between the ukrainian and belarusian sovi-
et republics, taking into account the territories newly annexed by the soviet 
union. In mid-september 1939, picheta prepared the extensive study “arti-
cle on the [history of] the southern border of the bssr”, with a copy being 
sent to auCp(b) CC secretary Georgy Malenkov. In a note, the historian 
rejected the ethnographic criterion for defining borders used in the works 
of “bourgeois linguists [alexei] shakhmatov, [yefim] Karsky, [Timofey] flo-
rinskiy, [aleksei] sobolevski, [Mykhaily] hrushevsky”, and he described hru-
shevsky’s views as “nationalist-chauvinistic”. 38 In picheta’s view, the borders 
between the belarusian and ukrainian soviet republics should run in line 
with the “old” administrative boundaries. These “old” boundaries approxi-
mately coincided with the line dividing the polish Crown from the Grand 
duchy of lithuania and, after the partitions, the Grodno and Minsk gover-
norates on one side and the Volhynian and Kiev ones on the other.

as well as picheta, who represented the soviet academy of sciences, 
a study was also prepared by a team of experts from the belarusian sovi-
et republic’s own academy, comprising Iosif lochmel (historian), Moisei 
Grinblat (ethnographer), and Timofei lomtev (linguist). The contents of this 
report and, most importantly, the conclusion were identical to the findings 
from picheta’s expert statement. The report compiled by the belarusian 
experts noted that the border between the belarusian and ukrainian re-
publics “should run along the southern boundary of the former Grodno 
and Minsk governorates, or – which essentially amounts to the same thing 
– with the southern boundary of the polesia voivodeship of the former pol-
ish state, excluding the Koszyrski district, which was previously part of 
the Volhynia voivodeship” (emphasis mine – J.sz.). 39

according to the memoirs of the first secretary of the Central Com-
mittee of the belarusian Communist party (bolsheviks) (Cp(b)b), pantelei-
mon ponomarenko, during his visit with nikita Khrushchev (then first 
secretary of the ukrainian Communist party) and stalin on 22 november 
1939, discussed the question of the administrative borders between the two 

37 pičeta, Osnovnye momenty, p. 126.
38 ʻ№ 54, dokladnaja zapiska V.I. pičety v rukovodjaščie partijnye organy po voprosu razgraničenija 

territorij belorussii i ukrainy’, in Gosudarstvennye granicy Belarusi: sbornik dokumentov i materialov (nojabrʹ 
1926 – dekabrʹ 2010), ed. by Vladimir snapkovskij, aleksandr Tichomirov, and aleksandr Šarapo, 2 vols 
(Minsk: bGu, 2012–2013), II (2013), pp. 83–90.

39 Tlumachalaya zapiska ‘da pytannja ab ustalavannja mjažy pamiž bssr i ussr na tèrytoryi zachodnej 
belarusi i zachodnej ukrainy’ padryhtavanaia supracounikami an bssr, ne paz’nei nizh 20 XI 1939, 
in Vyzvalenne i zanjavolenne. Polʹska-belaruskae pamežža 1939–1941 hh. u dakumentach belaruskich archivaŭ, 
ed. by aljaksandr smaljančuk (Minsk: zmicer Kolas, 2021), pp. 96–100 (here: 100). The authors of the note 
incorrectly include the Koszyrski district in the Volhynia voivodeship, whereas in fact it belonged to 
the polesia voivodeship of the second polish republic.
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republics. records of entrances and exits from stalin’s office, however, show 
that Khrushchev and ponomarenko visited the leader the following day, 
23 november, entering together at 20.55 and leaving at 21.50. 40

The initial plans entailed inclusion of brest, pinsk, Kobryn and most 
of the białowieża forest in the ussr. ponomarenko claimed that stalin 
deemed this division to be an “inappropriate nationality policy” during 
the audience, claiming that “public opinion will not understand it”. as a re-
sult, the soviet dictator drew a border on the map himself that was almost 
entirely consistent with ponomarenko’s proposals, based on the report by 
picheta and the belarusian academy of sciences experts, leaving the Koszyr-
ski district with Kamień Koszyrski on the ukraine side and a “small incision 
in the north” in a green part of the map. The reason for this was, apparently, 
to satisfy at least part of the ukrainian soviet republic’s demand for wood. 41

picheta’s expert work encompassed a broader range of assignments. 
on the request of the soviet nKId, he was tasked with evaluating whether 
it was appropriate to return to the lithuanian republic archive materials 
and book collections taken to Minsk and Moscow from Vilnius in october 
1939 (March 1940). as part of a commission appointed by the Central archi-
val administration of the soviet nKVd, he also verified around 20 tonnes 
of archives taken in december 1939 to the Central state special archive 
(June–July 1940) and issued opinions on the worthlessness of the division 
of exhibits from the historical Museum in Grodno (october 1940). 42

despite this strong engagement in current political affairs as an 
expert, picheta’s position was still uncertain. In december 1939, the be-
larusian nKVd people’s commissar lavrentiy Tsanava submitted several 
reports on the historian to the first secretary of the republic’s party central 
committee, ponomarenko. he informed about the scholar’s critical evalua-
tions of the red army and sympathies for poland. In his diary in february 
1945, picheta confirms that in autumn 1939 he was accused of polonophilia, 
which in those times was practically synonymous with anti-sovietism. 43

In the agent’s materials, picheta’s comments, as recorded by nKVd 
informers, are as follows: “I do not agree with the policy of the soviet au-
thorities and will not agree, I can’t stand them. everywhere there are boors 
and nobody else. The ussr is a fascist torture chamber, not a socialist 

40 Na prieme u Stalina: tetradi, žurnaly zapisej lic, prinjatych I. V. Stalinym 1924–1953 gg., ed. by anatolij černobaev 
(Moskva: novyj chronograf, 2008), p. 281.

41 Georgij Kumanev, Rjadom so Stalinym. Otkrovennye svidetelʹstva: vstreči, besedy, intervʹju, dokumenty (Moskva: 
bylina, 1999), pp. 298–300. Cited in ʻ№ 55, Iz vospominanij byvšego pervogo sekretarja CK Kompartii 
belorussii p. K. ponomarenko ob ustanovlenii gosudarstvennych granic meždu bssr i ussr’, in 
Gosudarstvennye granicy Belarusi, pp. 91–94.

42 Michail Šumejko, ʻnaučno-pedagogičeskaja i obščestvennaja dejatelʹnostʹ V.I. pičety nakanune i v gody 
Velikoj otečestvennoj vojny’, in Pičetovskie čtenija – 2020: vojny v istorii čelovečestva. K 75-letiju Pobedy nad 
fašizmom: materialy meždunarodnoj naučno-prakičeskoj konferencii, Minsk, 21 okt. 2020 g., ed. by aleksandr 
Kochanovskij, Michail Šumejko, and oleg Janovskij (Minsk: bGu, 2020), pp. 33–45 (here: 37, 39).

43 szumski, ʻWładimir piczeta i Żanna Kormanowa’, p. 154.
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country. everything they write in newspapers is idolatry and idiocy”. asked 
why he gave the authorities his support, picheta answered: “I only do it 
to stay alive”. 44

picheta’s final entries in his diary soon before his death confirm just 
what a distorted world the “troubadours of the empire” of the time inhab-
ited: “I worked for the good of the nation in the past, and again I’m work-
ing for a future ‘socialist paradise’ that will never come. This is demagogic 
delusion of the masses. We are great monks (rus: molchalniki) who vow 
silence. We are allowed to sing ‘hallelujah’ and ‘hosanna’, but God forbid 
we tell the truth and say what is said in private, when you are certain that 
no one will inform on you”. 45

In late september and early october 1939, academic sessions 
were held in Moscow, Kyiv and Minsk at the headquarters of the soviet, 
ukrainian and belarusian academies of sciences, with the papers being 
published soon afterwards in academic journals and joint publications. 46 
The tone of the campaign was set by the Moscow scholars. apart from 
picheta and Grekov, a soviet lawyer and full member of the soviet acad-
emy of sciences, Ilya Trainin, contributed a major article, arguing after 
lengthy deliberations on the legality of the incorporation of the eastern 
lands of the second polish republic that “the nations liberated by the red 
army joined the common family of soviet nations, and there is no power 
today that could break this great voluntary alliance”. 47

The main thrust of the texts produced by soviet historians from 
the ukrainian and belarusian soviet republics was undisguised distaste 
towards the polish state in its various incarnations, from ancient times to 
the poland reborn in 1918. They repeated almost word for word the pro-
paganda message about the “bankruptcy of the polish state”, the “mon-
strous bastard of the Versailles Treaty that existed at the cost of oppressed 
non-polish nationalities”, and about the war into which “imprudent rulers 
drove” the polish people, and so on. They highlighted the artificial and 
even criminal nature of the former republic, stressing the class and na-
tional oppression of the enslaved nations – the ukrainians and belaru-
sians – chaos and anarchy, and lack of capacity for independent existence. 
The main idea of these works was clearly anti-polish and anti-Western, with 
the historians’ role reduced to legitimizing the official version of events. 48

44 Šumejko, ʻnaučno-pedagogičeskaja’, p. 35.
45 szumski, ʻWładimir piczeta i Żanna Kormanowa’, p. 158.
46 see: Grekov, ʻdrevnejšie sudʹby zapadnoj ukrainy’, pp. 248–56; Zachodnjaja Belarusʹ pad panskm hnëtam 

i jae vyzvalenne, ed. by nikolaj nikolʹski, and Іosif ločmelʹ (Minsk, 1940); Zachidna Ukrajina, ed. by serhij 
bjelousov and oleksandr ohloblyn (Kyjiv: an ussr, 1940).

47 Ilʹja Trajnin, ʻnacionalʹnoe i socialʹnoe osvoboždenie zapadnoj ukrainy i zapadnoj belorussii’, Vestnik 
Akademii nauk SSSR , 8–9 (1939), 1–24 (here: 24).

48 nikolaj Mezga, ʻVossoedinenie zapadnoj belarusi s bssr i zapadnoj ukrainy s ussr v otraženii sovetskoj 
istoriografii 1939–1941 gg.’, Časopis Belaruskaha dzjaržaŭnaha ŭniversytèta. Historyja, 3 (2017), 55–60 (here: 59).
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ConClusIon

The practice of the operation of the apparatus of power in soviet russia 
and the ussr showed that without the help of “bourgeois specialists” or 

“poputchiks” the forced modernization of the economy and society could not 
be achieved. The same was true in research of history. despite the emer-
gence in the historical field of graduates of the Institute of red professors 
and the sverdlov Communist university and other institutions with party 
ties that toed the party line, the new generation of regime historians (rus. 
vydvizhenetc) were unable to ensure lasting academic foundations in ac-
counting for the turn in perception of russia’s imperial heritage and its 
territorial expansion policy.

The experiences of exile and the awareness of constant threat had 
a major impact on the attitudes of the products of the old russian histo-
rian school who survived the flames of revolution. The adoption of Marx-
ist methodological tools formally completed the “ideological rebuilding” 
of the pre-revolutionary scholars, some of whom, incidentally, arrived at 
Marxism from the positivist and neo-positivist trends.

The paradigm of history that was built alluded in the civilization-
al dimension to the tradition of “slavic community” with its roots in 
the period of Kievan rus’, emphasized the processes of polonization and 
conversion to Catholicism, and underlined ukrainians’ and belarusians’ 
constant aspiration to join with the Great russian. The Grand duchy 
of lithuania then was a state founded by lithuanian liege lords as a re-
sult of conquest, and the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth was a state 
of polish nobility and magnates where exploitation and oppression of 
enslaved nations were rife. The ukrainians’ and belarusians’ centuries 
of shared history as part of the former Commonwealth were seen as es-
sentially wasted time, viewed solely in terms of national oppression and 
class struggle with the polish magnatery. In this paradigm, the partitions 
of the Commonwealth were entirely justified, and inclusion of ukrainian 
and belarusian lands in the empire of the house of romanov was a “his-
torically progressive act”. 49 similar arguments were used to justify the so-
viet aggression against poland in september 1939.

49 In the case of the history of the ukrainian lands, the pereiaslav agreement of 1654 and Khmelnytsky’s 
decision to join Tsarist russia were treated as symbols of unity and a precursor of the ultimate 
unification of all eastern slavic lands under Moscow’s control. The task of ukrainian historians 
and ideologues was to present the alliance with Moscow as the culmination of ukrainian history 
and reconcile the historical mythology of his nation with the imperial narrative of the centre. serhij 
Jekelʹčyk, Іmperija pam’jati. Rosijsʹko-ukrajinsʹki stosunky v radjansʹkij istoryčnij ujavi (Kyjiv: Krytyka, 2008), 
pp. 69–70.
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as one of the scholars dealing with the subject of east slavic nations, 
Vladimir picheta played a prominent role in expanding and elaborating 
the concept of the single (rus. yedinyi) ruthenian nation as a common 
progenitor for russians, ukrainians and belarusians. The political impor-
tance of this construction increased markedly in september 1939, when 
the soviet aggression against poland was treated no longer in terms of 
export of revolution and bringing help to the global proletariat but as an 
act of historical justice – combining the missing parts (Western ukrainian 
and Western belarusian) with ukrainians, belarusians and russians into 
one whole.

In the new paradigm of history, the centuries-long common struggle 
of brethren nations with invaders ended with the unification of all lands 
within a uniform state organism. despite continual curbs in the form of 
being part of the Grand duchy of lithuania or Commonwealth, the entire 
course of history led to the three nations ultimately coming together into 
one whole. Kievan rus’, as the genesis of the soviet union, was reborn in 
the strengthened and expanded format of the “nations of the ussr” with 
a leading role for the russian nation. history thus came full circle.
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“IMpudenT proVoCaTIon by 
fInnIsh WarMonGers” 
The shellInG of MaInIla (1939) 
In The ConTeXT of soVIeT/russIan 
propaGanda and InforMaTIon 
Warfare

absTraCT

The shelling of Mainila in november 1939 was used as a pretext by the soviet union to 
start a war against finland and is often presented in military history as a classic case 
of a false-flag operation. This article examines this incident in the context of soviet pro-
paganda, post-soviet history politics, and contemporary russian war propaganda and 
rhetoric. It argues that the same strategies – blaming others for provocation, “accusation 
in a mirror”, and systematically emphasizing one’s innocence –applied by soviet news-
papers to their reportage of this “provocation” are applied by russian propagandists in 
the contemporary domestic and international media environment. 
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InTroduCTIon

on 26 november 1939, according to the established view, the red army 
shelled the small border village of Mainila. This false flag operation was 
the starting point for a war between the soviet union and finland and 
was also the endpoint in the longer process of the former putting pres-
sure on the latter, which was trying to retain its neutrality and integrity 
in the face of growing international tensions. before the incident, basing 
its claims on its need to protect leningrad, the soviet union had tried 
to persuade finland to move the border westward, away from leningrad, 
as well as to cede certain islands to the soviet union and lease hanko 
peninsula to be used as a soviet naval base. some land in eastern Kare-
lia was offered in exchange. These requests were part of demands that 
were presented to finland from 1938 onwards and were intended to en-
sure that this country would not become a bridgehead for hostile acts by 
Germany, britain or france towards the soviet union. finland refused 
the deal. soon, the soviet union declared that a finnish military prov-
ocation had taken place in Mainila, claiming the lives of four men and 
wounding nine. 1 

based on this claim, on the same day the foreign minister of the so-
viet union, Viachestlav Molotov, sent a note to finland’s envoy in Moscow, 
aarno yrjö-Koskinen. In this note it was announced that basing troops 
near leningrad was a hostile act which had now led to an attack and that 
the finnish troops should immediately be withdrawn farther from the bor-
der. on 27 november, yrjö-Koskinen conveyed the finnish government’s 
reply, which noted that explosions had indeed been reported by the finn-
ish border guard but that all the finnish artillery was placed too far from 
the border for any shots to reach the soviet union. also, it was suggested 
that the case should be investigated in cooperation between soviet and 
finnish border officials and that all troops, both finnish and soviet, should 
be transferred to an equal distance from the border. 2

Molotov answered that the reply reflected “the deep hostility of finn-
ish government towards the soviet union” and would inevitably lead to 
extreme escalation of the tensions between these two countries. further, 
the note announced that

1 see, for instance, Dokumenty vnešnej politiki SSSR, 1939. Sentjabrʹ-dekabr ,́ 2 vols (Moskva: Meždunarodnye 
otnošenija, 1992), ІІ; Carl van dyke, The Soviet Invasion of Finland 1939–40 (london: routledge, 1997), pp. 14–24; 
robert edwards, The Winter War: Russia’s Invasion of Finland, 1939–1940 (new york: pegasus books, 2008), 
pp. 76–106; ohto Manninen, The Soviet Plans for the North Western Theatre of Operations in 1939–1944 (helsinki: 
national defence College, 2004), pp. 7–11.

2 Van dyke, The Soviet Invasion of Finland 1939–40, p. 24. see also Väinö Tanner, Olin ulkoministerinä talvisodan 
aikana (helsinki: Tammi, 1979), pp. 122–24.
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The fact that the finnish government denies that finnish troops 
fired on soviet troops with artillery fire, causing victims, can only 
be explained as a means for misleading public opinion and mocking 
the victims of the attack. only a lack of a sense of responsibility and 
a contemptuous attitude towards public opinion can have dictated 
this attempt to explain this hideous incident as a soviet artillery 
drill on the border that was visible to the finnish troops. 3

also, the note concluded that the goal of the finnish government 
was to keep leningrad under threat and that the suggestion of a mutual 
retreat of troops from the border was unrealistic due to the close proximity 
of this city. 4 on 29 november, the soviet union announced its withdrawal 
from the nonaggression pact that had been signed in 1932; the next day, 
russia invaded finland and bombed helsinki without an explicit decla-
ration of war (ultimately, this act led to the expelling of the soviet union 
from the league of nations). on 1 december, the soviet union also an-
nounced the foundation of “the people’s revolutionary Government of 
finland” as the official socialist government it was having diplomatic re-
lations with. This puppet government was formed of soviet citizens and 
leftist “red” finns who had escaped to the soviet union after the finnish 
Civil War in 1918. 5

The war between the soviet union and finland is known as 
the Winter War and it ended with the Moscow peace Treaty in March 
1940, after a soviet breakthrough at the Karelian Isthmus. finland suf-
fered heavy territorial losses that exceeded the soviet union’s pre-war 
demands. nevertheless, finland’s resistance had surprised the red army, 
which also suffered heavy losses. 6 In 1941–44, the hostilities between 
the soviet union and finland were renewed, with finland being sup-
ported by Germany. 

The official soviet view that finland had been the aggressor that 
caused the Winter War did not waver. however, in May 1994, presi-
dent boris yeltsin held a press conference in Moscow together with 
the president of finland, Martti ahtisaari, during which he admitted that 

3 see, for instance, Tanner, Olin ulkoministerinä talvisodan aikana, p. 124. see also ‘Telegramma vremennogo 
poverennogo v delach sssr v finljandii M.G. Judanova v narodnyj komissariat inostrannych del sssr, 
27 nojabrja 1939’, in Dokumenty vnešnej politiki SSSR, 1939, II, pp. 342–43.

4 Tanner, Olin ulkoministerinä talvisodan aikana, p. 125.
5 ‘soobščenie ob ustanovlenii diplomatičeskich otnošenij meždu sssr i finljandskoj demokratičeskoj 

respublikoj’, 2 dekabrja 1939’, in Dokumenty vnešnej politiki SSSR, 1939, II, p. 355; edwards, The Winter War, 
pp. 107, 114–16.

6 edwards, The Winter War, pp. 272–82; pasi Tuunainen, Finnish Military Effectiveness in the Winter War 1939–1940 
(london: palgrave Macmillan, 2016), passim. 
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the Winter War was a result of stalin’s aggressive politics. 7 The opening 
of russian archives during the 1990s had also revealed that detailed 
plans to attack finland had been ready by the end of november 1939, 
and andrei  zhdanov, according to his notes, had been active in prepar-
ing this (also, in 1985, the russian historian Igor bunich had interviewed 
a retired general who said that his group had been testing a new secret 
projectile in Mainila and had received precise orders regarding where 
and how to do this; however, as the general had died in 1986, it was not 
possible to get more detailed information about this after the dissolu-
tion of the soviet union). 8 since then, there has been a kind of silent 
consensus on the matter.

however, quite recently, the issue of the shelling of Mainila has occa-
sionally been brought forward once again, partly due to the 80th anniver-
sary of the beginning of the Winter War in 2019. The innocence of finland 
in starting the war was questioned in several russian articles and blogs in 
the latter half of the 2010s. These texts were authored by individuals, but 
in some cases they were connected to state authorities. 

In this article, I will first examine the reportage of this incident in 
the contemporary soviet media and the means used to justify it when 
describing the “provocation” and the “response” to it amongst the people. 
I will leave aside the treatment of the incident in the media outside the so-
viet union, as the focus is on how the soviet audience was persuaded to 
accept mobilization using the alleged shelling as a casus belli. 

however, it should be pointed out that the soviet diplomats kept 
a watchful eye on how the escalation of the “finnish question” was repre-
sented abroad, with the intention of influencing the issue and reporting 
the situation to the commissary of foreign affairs. for instance, in this cor-
respondence, the british and american media were reprehended for their 
“anti-soviet” treatment of the event before and especially after the soviet 
invasion of finland as they considered the soviet government’s desire to 
seize finnish territory to be the root cause of the events. 9 also, as part of 
this contemporary information warfare, Molotov, in his letter to the secre-
tary-general of the league of nations, Joseph avenol, on 4 december 1939, 

7 despite my efforts, I did not manage to find a report of the press conference. for a secondary reference, 
see, for instance, pekka nevalainen, ‘Many Karelias’, Virtual Finland, november 2001, <https://web.archive.
org/web/20060814015731/http://newsroom.finland.fi/netcomm/news/showarticle.asp?intnWsaId=25907> 
[accessed 29 august 2022].

8 see, for instance, ohto Manninen, Stalinin kiusa – Himmlerin täi. Sota-ajan pieni Suomi maailman silmissä ja 
arkistojen kätköissä (helsinki: edita, 2002), pp. 29–33.

9 see, for instance, ‘Telegramma polnomočnogo predstavitelja sssr v Velikobritanii I.M. Majskogo 
narodnomu komissaru inostrannych del sssr V. M. Molotovu, 27 nojabrja 1939’, in Dokumenty vnešnej 
politiki SSSR, 1939, II, pp. 340–42; ‘Telegramma polnomočnogo predstavitelja sssr v sŠa K.a. umanskogo 
v narodnyj komissariat inostrannych del sssr, 30 nojabrja 1939’, Dokumenty vnešnej politiki SSSR, 1939, 
II, pp. 353–54; ‘Telegramma polnomočnogo predstavitelja sssr v sŠa K. a. umanskogo v narodnyj 
komissariat inostrannych del sssr, 2 dekabrja 1939’, in Dokumenty vnešnej politiki SSSR, 1939, II, pp. 359–60. 
see also van dyke, The Soviet Invasion of Finland 1939–40, pp. 26–27.
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emphasized that “the soviet union is not in a state of war with finland 
and does not threaten the finnish people with war” (basing his claim on 
the diplomatic relations with “the people’s revolutionary Government of 
finland”); therefore, according to him, the finnish diplomat rudolf  holsti’s 
attempt to hold the soviet union accountable for the attack on finland 
was groundless. 10

furthermore, I will look into more recent interpretations of this 
issue in russian media in the context of attempts to control representa-
tions of history concerning the decisions and activities of the soviet union 
and the red army during the second World War. finally, I will briefly con-
sider the case of the Mainila shelling in the context of russian military 
doctrine, propaganda, and information warfare.

preparInG The Ground for War 

The early soviet regime relied on getting its message through to the com-
mon consciousness. at first, activities aimed at consolidating soviet ide-
ology amongst the people and mobilizing them to work for it were called 
agitation. however, this later developed into propaganda which was dis-
tributed openly in diverse forms. during the 1930s, soviet propaganda 
took a new turn: stories of contemporary heroes on one hand and sheer 
patriotism on the other became the basis of the new mass culture. 11 This 
setting was a fine foundation for war propaganda, even though, in early 
autumn 1939, the soviet newspapers reported something else: a military 
nonaggression pact with hitler’s Germany. however, tensions were simul-
taneously growing between the soviet union and finland, and the image 
of finland as a vicious and reactionary nation was being reinforced in 
soviet media. 12

apparently, as Väinö Tanner, the foreign minister of finland in 1939–40, 
admits in hindsight in his memoirs, the finnish politicians had not quite 
grasped the political significance of soviet propaganda, thus underestimat-
ing and misreading the increasing and intensifying denigration of finland 
and its government in soviet media preceding the Mainila incident. Instead 
of understanding that the message was primarily aimed at the soviet audi-
ence in order to justify the upcoming war, finnish politicians considered 
it as a means to pressure finland to agree with the demands of the soviet 

10 ‘Telegramma narodnogo komissara inostrannych del sssr V.M. Molotova generalʹnomu sekretarju ligi 
nacij Ž. avenolju, 4 dekabrja 1939’, in Dokumenty vnešnej politiki SSSR, 1939, II, pp. 364–65.

11 Karel C. berkhoff, Motherland in Danger: Soviet Propaganda During World War II (Cambridge: harvard 
university press, 2012), pp. 2–4, 7–9. 

12 see, for instance, edwards, The Winter War, pp. 98–99.
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union. 13 The coverage given to the “provocation” between 27 and 30 no-
vember in the newspapers Pravda and Izvestiia indeed indicates the impor-
tance of the issue to soviet propagandists; it was presented as an acute 
matter concerning the whole soviet nation, and the first and second pages 
of these issues were dedicated to it (in general, from the 1930s onwards, 
soviet newspapers concentrated on providing building blocks for soviet 
identity, and any news of what was going on in other parts of the world 
was printed on the fifth page). 14

on 27 november, the day following the alleged incident, both Pra-
vda and Izvestiia were already reporting it at full blast. Pravda published 
the headline “Impudent provocation by finnish warmongers”, while 
 Izvestiia’s main headline concerning the issue was “The soviet people are 
angered by the impudent provocation by finnish warmongers”. both news-
papers published a short description of how seven artillery shots had been 
unexpectedly fired from the finnish side on a soviet unit near the village 
of Mainila. four had died, according to the newspaper, and nine wounded. 
Colonel Tikhomirov had been called upon to carry out an investigation 
at the site. The provocation had caused deep anger amongst the locals, 
the newspaper concluded. 15 

In both Pravda and Izvestiia, the whole text of Molotov’s first note 
to the finnish government was published, which is a clear indication of 
the dual purpose of the notes related to the incident: in addition to inter-
national communication, they were aimed at preparing public opinion for 
actual military operations and mobilization. 16 In the case of the Mainila 
shelling, the “provocation” was indeed immediately used to stir up an an-
gry response amongst the people. What is interesting is that on 27 no-
vember, only a day after the alleged incident, the newspapers were already 
full of reports of workers’ meetings and interviews on the issue all over 
the country, which indeed suggests that a propaganda plan utilizing a “prov-
ocation” had already existed well before 26 november, perhaps created 
by  zhdanov (how the readers interpreted this almost real-time reportage 
remains unknown). 17

numerous alleged announcements by diverse collectives and inter-
views with soviet workers from various factories were published in sovi-
et newspapers. all of these texts were quite homogenic and rhetorically 
very similar, so summarizing them systematically one by one is not prac-
tical for our purpose; instead, some examples will give an adequate idea 

13 Tanner, Olin ulkoministerinä talvisodan aikana, pp. 114, 122.
14 berkhoff, Motherland in Danger, p. 9.
15 Pravda, 27 november 1939, p. 2; Izvestija, 27 november 1939, p. 2.
16 Ibid. 
17 Manninen, Stalinin kiusa – Himmlerin täi, p. 30.
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of the rhetoric and style. for instance, in Pravda, Comrade egorov from 
a car factory in Moscow was reported as saying: “our answer is simple 
and clear: if the overreactive ‘knaves’ [voiaki, a word often used to refer to 
finnish soldiers in these articles] do not stop, our red army will deliver 
them a true counterpunch. We will not forgive them shedding the blood of 
our beloved soldiers and commanders”. 18 an announcement from workers 
of the same factory reflected the mood the soviet government wanted to 
spread: “down with the warmongers! We all, as one, will defend the so-
cialist fatherland”. 19 

Izvestiia was flooded with similar announcements. for instance, in 
a text titled “finnish warmongers are playing a dangerous game”, Com-
rade nefesov from another factory in Moscow was reported to have said 
that “the peaceful politics of the soviet administration are known all over 
the world”, but any border violations would have consequences: 

We accept the demand of the soviet administration that finnish 
troops have to be removed from the border. If needed, by the call 
of the party and the administration, we are ready at any minute to 
protect our beloved native country. 20 

besides this message, which was repeated in all the announcements 
by the workers, it was pointed out, for instance, that the finnish govern-
ment was incompetent, “had lost its mind”, and that the ministers were 
mere marionets who had been paid to arrange the provocation, while 
the finnish peasants and workers did not want a war. 21 

similar articles, interviews and announcements were published on 
28 november. In both newspapers, two crammed pages were dedicated 
to the “provocation”. The main headline on the first page of Pravda an-
nounced that “The note by the soviet administration is widely supported 
by the whole nation”, while the second page declared “The provocation of 
finnish warmongers aroused the anger and indignation of the whole so-
viet people”. 22 Izvestiia’s main headlines were, respectively, “The anger of 
soviet people grows” and “The workers single-mindedly demand a compre-
hensive reply to presumptuous finnish warmongers”. 23 The other headlines 
in the newspapers declared, for instance, “The terrible anger of soviet peo-
ple”, “let the adventurers blame themselves”, “There is a limit to patience”, 
“look out, marionets”, “restrain the arrogant provocateurs”, “starters of 

18 Pravda, 27 november 1939, p. 2.
19 Ibid.
20 Izvestija, 27 november 1939, p.2.
21 Pravda, 27 november 1939, p. 2; see also Izvestija, 27 november 1939, p. 2.
22 Pravda, 28 november 1939, pp. 1–2.
23 Izvestija, 28 november 1939, pp. 1–2.
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war end up badly” and “stop the rampage of the bandits!” 24 some articles 
already referred to actual military activities as a response to the alleged 
provocation, informing, for instance, that “The baltic fleet of the red army 
is ready to crush the enemy”. 25 In Izvestiia, Comrade petrushenko, a soldier 
working at the border, was reported to have said that “We accept compre-
hensive action by the soviet administration and assure our readiness to 
once again show the power of soviet weapons”. 26

The collective hubris and aggression was reported to be getting 
stronger: “The pitiful leaders of finland forgot that the soviet border is 
sacred and inviolable. The ridiculous fools of the finnish administration 
did not learn any lessons from the sad experiences of polish landlords”, 
Comrade sorokin from the “elektrosila” factory was reported to have said. 27 
Workers of another factory announced: 

We do not want war, but we are ready for war. The peaceable work 
of the great soviet nation is protected by our mighty, invincible red 
army, which is by any minute ready to wipe the warmongers from 
the face of the earth. 28 

The other interviewees reminded readers that the “finnish knaves” 
had forgotten that the soviet people can “destroy them, crush them like 
bugs”. 29 finnish leaders were repeatedly called warmongers and accused 
of imperialism, playing with fire, and humouring their “Western euro-
pean masters”; they were reminded that the finnish people do not sup-
port them. 30 

on 29 november, both newspapers published the reply to the first 
soviet note from the finnish government – in which the involvement of 
the finnish troops was denied and negotiations called for – as well as Mo-
lotov’s reply, dated 28 november, which was mentioned in the “Introduction” 
of this article. 31 It is interesting that the finnish government’s polite and 
somewhat level-headed reply was published together with Molotov’s reac-
tion that blamed it for reflecting deep hatred towards the soviet union; 
so, apparently, the publishers had confidence in their readers’ ability to 
interpret the finnish representation of the matter in the “proper” light 
after exposure to long-term propaganda concerning the finnish govern-
ment and its relations with the soviet union. 

24 Pravda, 28 november 1939, pp. 1–2; Izvestija, 28 november 1939, pp. 1–2.
25 Pravda, 28 november 1939, p. 1. 
26 Izvestija, 28 november 1939, p. 1.
27 Pravda, 28 november 1939, pp. 1–2.
28 Ibid., p. 2.
29 Ibid., p. 1
30 Ibid., pp. 1–2.
31 Pravda, 29 november 1939, p. 1; Izvestija, 29 november 1939, p. 1.
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Two pages in both newspapers were dedicated once again to an-
nouncements by diverse collectives, the main headline in Pravda announc-
ing: “solid demand of the soviet people: give a crushing and destructive 
blow to the finnish warmongers!” 32 In Izvestiia it was announced that “The 
false and ruthless note from the finnish administration aroused an ex-
plosion of anger and fury in the soviet people”. 33 now the tone was even 
more aggressive than in the articles published in the previous days, em-
phasizing imagery of the enemy with headlines such as “The red army 
will destroy the overreaching bandits”, “Wipe the finnish adventurers off 
the earth”, “rabid dogs will be destroyed”, “destroy the disgusting gang” 
and “Woe to those who arouse the rage of the soviet people!” 34 

finns were threatened by the wrath of the soviet people in numerous 
ways and also ridiculed: “Clowns dressed in uniforms of knaves are larking 
at our borders. The pitiful dwarves, they suggest that the great socialist 
country would withdraw the troops of the glorious red army and expose 
the route to lenin’s city”. 35 once again, the “West” in the background was 
brought out; for instance, Comrade Kazantsev, a worker from a factory in 
Moscow, was reported as saying: 

We were too lenient with finland. how many times has the soviet 
union patiently and persistently suggested to the headstrong finn-
ish leaders: “let us live in peace and harmony”. The finnish political 
gamblers, encouraged by the West, shouted like cockfighters: “no, we 
do not want to!” 36

also, there was a piece of fresh news entitled “new provocations by 
finnish warmongers”, describing how a russian patrol had been fired on 
near the border on 28 november by a group of finnish soldiers, three of 
whom ended up captives when more russians arrived for assistance. shots 
were reported to have been fired from the finnish side towards russia 
on two separate occasions, the second being followed by an attempt by 
finnish soldiers to cross the border to the russian side. 37

32 Pravda, 29 november 1939, p. 2.
33 Izvestija, 29 november 1939, p. 2.
34 Pravda, 29 november 1939, p. 2; Izvestija, 29 november 1939, p. 2.
35 Izvestija, 29 november 1939, p. 1.
36 Pravda, 29 november 1939, p. 2.
37 Ibid., p. 1, see also Izvestija, 29 november 1939, p. 1.
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JusTIfICaTIon for The War

on 30 november, the newspapers published Molotov’s radio address from 
the previous day. In the address he blamed the finnish government for 

“indulging in revolting provocations” and having “an uncompromising and 
hostile attitude” that was backed by “foreign imperialists who stir up ha-
tred against the soviet union”. according to Molotov, the finnish govern-
ment had shown its inability to “maintain normal relations” and, despite 
the suspicions expressed in the hostile foreign press, the soviet union had 
never cherished any intentions to annex finnish territory, claiming any-
thing else was “malicious slander”. as nothing was expected from the finn-
ish government but “fresh insolent provocation”, the soviet Government 
considered itself released from the Treaty of non-aggression, which had 
been “irresponsibly violated by the finnish government”. also, soviet dip-
lomats residing in finland were recalled. 38

however – as there was no official declaration of war – the other 
texts continued with the same style as in the issues of the preceding days; 
however, there were less of them now. apparently, it was considered that 
the reportage on Mainila incident had served its propagandistic purpose 
for preparing the people for the upcoming military conflict. The rheto-
ric, once again, emphasized that the soviet administration represented 
the “voice of the whole nation”, that the fury expressed by the people was 
righteous and even “sacred” (as were the borders of the soviet union), 
and that the army was in full readiness to protect the nation. 39 likewise, 
the newspapers kept on emphasizing the essential “otherness” of the ene-
my; for instance, in Pravda there was a title “finnish pigs must not push 
their snouts into the soviet garden”. 40

Pravda also published a short article describing the atmosphere in 
helsinki, describing the increased military activity in the city and the 
“ anti-soviet” tone of the newspapers. “In the spirit of the note from 
the finnish government, [they] distort all the facts”. also, there was a note 
on how German newspapers had reported on the “provocation by finnish 
warmongers”. It was noted that the German press considered the inter-
ests of the soviet union completely natural and stated that finland had 
refused to cooperate with the soviet union due to its policy of neutrality. 
“but here the deceitfulness of the government of finland could already 
be seen, as the agreement on cooperation would not have required aban-
doning the policy of neutrality if that policy had not been used against 

38 Pravda, 30 november 1939, p. 1; Izvestija, 30 november 1939, p. 1.
39 Pravda, 30 november 1939, pp. 1–2; Izvestija, 30 november 1939, pp. 1–2.
40 Pravda, 30 november 1939, p. 2.
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the soviet union”. 41 These statements were aligned with the contempo-
rary political situation between Germany and the soviet union, which 
was sealed for the time being with the Molotov–ribbentrop pact. even 
though the actual threat to the soviet union was Germany, this was not 
explicitly mentioned; also, in Pravda’s articles the faceless operator of 
“marionets” – that is, the finnish leaders – was generalized as the capi-
talist and imperialist “West”. 

To sum everything up, several purposes for the dire representation 
of the “provocation” and the alleged response in the profoundly propagan-
distic soviet newspapers can be detected: 

1. The widespread  publication of news articles regarding 
the staged incident together with the preceding propaganda 
concerning finland provided a proper excuse to start a war 
because, according to the orthodox socialist world view, ag-
gressive and imperialistic war-waging was out of the question. 
presenting the incident as an unquestionable threat aimed 
at the soviet people and nation – and especially leningrad – 
was the casus belli that was needed for action.

2. emphasizing the workers’ response underlined and boost-
ed the collective nature of the upcoming military efforts: 
essentially, it was the soviet people as a whole which was 
threatened by finland, and the same people as a collec-
tive was represented as willing to defend itself and its na-
tive country. This attempted mobilization of the people is 
in line with the war propaganda in soviet newspapers from 
1941 onwards. 42 In light of soviet protocol, it was crucial that 
the people was represented as giving its full approval to any 
action the soviet administration considered necessary, includ-
ing military interventions. bringing forth the alleged unity 
of the soviet administration and people also created a con-
trast to how finland was represented: its reckless leaders 
waging war and ignoring the people’s interests, and foreign 
states meddling in the issues of the country in the background. 
This juxtaposition of order against chaos, unity against dis-
unity, was an effective propagandistic and rhetorical tool.  
 

41 Ibid., p. 5. 
42 berkhoff, Motherland in Danger, pp. 9–12.
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3. The newspapers were effectively spreading enemy imagery 
against finns or, more precisely, against the finnish gov-
ernment and army, as the soviet union wanted to present 
itself as an ally for the finnish working people. The dualistic 
representation of “us” – in this case, the soviet people, ad-
ministration and army – in an exclusively positive light and 
the labelling of “them” with pejorative names and attributes, 
even denying their humanity, is a typical tool for persuading 
masses to agree to and participate in a conflict that is per-
ceived, ultimately, as one between good and evil. In the case 
of reporting the alleged provocation, finns were called, for 
instance, warmongers, bandits, criminals, knaves, marionets, 
clowns, dogs and pigs. 43 

The imagery was also consolidated in pictorial form. In Pravda, fin-
land was represented in political caricatures on the fifth page. a cartoon 
on 27 november was called “dangerous game” and depicted the finnish 
prime minister as a jester with pictures of russian emperors hanging 
on his neck, juggling with bombs and torches and balancing on an ex-
hausted figure labelled “finances”. 44 on 28 november, a cartoon depict-
ed a dog barking at a tank which had a “ussr” label on it, encouraged 
by headless figures labelled as “provocateurs of war”. The text above 
reminded the reader that the fate of finnish leaders would be as mis-
erable as that of polish ones. 45 on 29 november, there was a picture of 
a dumb-looking soldier jumping on artillery and waving weapons, while 
in the front of him there was a fellow in tails and a top hat – apparently 
representing the finnish government – waving a note announcing that 
there was no artillery near the border. 46 In the cartoon published on 
30 november, a nasty-looking figure bursts through a document entitled 
“non-aggression pact between ussr and finland” and tries to grab len-
ingrad. a pair of hands with a rifle prepares to prevent it: “We will slap 
[them] on the hands!” 47

In the context of the reportage of the “provocation”, it was predictable 
that on 1 december the soviet union’s attack against finland in the Kare-
lian isthmus was also represented as the red army’s defence operation 
against hostilities by finnish soldiers (when it comes to how the events 

43 see, for instance, Marja Vuorinen, Enemy Images in War Propaganda (newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge 
scholars, 2012), pp. 3–5; Vilho harle, ‘on the Concepts of the “other” and the “enemy”’, History of European 
Ideas, 19 (1994), 27–34.

44 Pravda, 27 november 1939, p. 5. 
45 Pravda, 28 november 1939, p. 5.
46 Pravda, 29 november 1939, p. 5.
47 Pravda, 30 november 1939, p. 5.
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were presented to the soviet soldiers who had been sent to crush the finn-
ish army, it was mentioned that their task was to “liberate” the finnish 
people from their government, landowners and capitalists). 48 It was noted 
that the airfields in Viborg and helsinki had been bombed by the soviet 
air force and that the president of finland had announced that finland 
was at war with the soviet union. 49

The MaInIla Case under re-sCruTIny

all nations tend to cherish their national narratives, but russian history 
has been valued exceptionally highly in the twenty-first century. The con-
temporary regime has embraced not only the idea of the significance of 
a national historical narrative in attempts to create and maintain cohesion, 
but also the importance of controlling representations of the past. espe-
cially the second World War – or the Great patriotic War, as it is called 
in russia, referring to 1941–44 and omitting the collusion between Ger-
many and the soviet union in 1939–41 – has been fully utilized in order 
to create idealized imagery of russia heroically defending all of europe 
against fascism, and the soldiers of the red army sacrificing themselves 
for the common good. This development towards a fully state-controlled 
past has fiercely resisted any counternarratives, for instance, by eastern 
european countries which suffered the invasion, occupation, and other 
activities of the red army and the soviet union. These counternarratives, 
and basically any attempt to present the red army in anything but a pos-
itive light, have been proclaimed “falsification” of history by the russian 
administration. also, there has been a project to unify school textbooks 
to ensure that pupils are taught the “right” version of historical events. 50 
simultaneously, the disturbing features of the stalinist period that do 
not match the cohesive national narrative have been whitewashed by, for 

48 Pravda, 1 december 1939; p. 1. van dyke, The Soviet Invasion of Finland 1939–40, p. 27.
49 Pravda, 1 december 1939, p. 1.
50 see, for instance, Veera laine, ‘new Generation of Victors: narrating the nation in russian presidential 

discourse, 2012–2019’, Demokratizatsiya, 28:4 (2020), 517–40; Keir Giles, Moscow Rules – What Drives Russia 
to Confront the West (Washington: Chatham house, 2019), pp. 105, 119–24; Gregory Carleton, Russia – 
The Story of War (Cambridge: belknap press of harvard university press, 2017), pp. 80–113; Kati parppei, 
‘“a thousand years of history”: references to the past in the addresses to the federal assembly by 
the president of russia, 2000–19’, in Medievalism in Finland and Russia, ed. by reima Välimäki (london: 
bloomsbury, 2022), pp. 39–56; naTo strategic Communications Centre of excellence, falsification of 
history as a Tool of Influence, ed. by amanda rivkin, anne Geisow, and Marius Varna (riga: naTo 
strategic Communications Centre of excellence, 2020), <https://stratcomcoe.org/cuploads/pfiles/abuse_of_
history_report_27-01-2020_reduced_file_size.pdf>  [accessed 26 august 2022].
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instance, directing the attention of russians to external enemies rather 
than the internal terror. 51 

This revisionism is also the context in which the shelling of Mainila 
was re-scrutinized in the russian media scene. The idea of the soviet union 
staging a provocation in order to justify an attack on a neighbouring coun-
try apparently did not fit in the martyrdom-toned, profoundly dualistic 
popular imagery of the Great patriotic War which was being formed and 
maintained. also, by bringing forth the hypothesis that the soviet union 
had indeed been a victim of hostile scheming in 1939, it was possible to 
downplay the awkward and disturbing fact that the soviet union had ac-
tually made an agreement with nazi Germany. 

In January 2018, the foreign Minister of russia, sergei lavrov, sug-
gested founding a finnish-russian historical committee to investigate 
certain “controversial” historical issues, one of which, according to him, 
was the beginning of the Winter War. This suggestion was in response to 
a question asked by a russian journalist at a press conference regarding 
whether the shelling of Mainila had been perpetrated by finland or the so-
viet union (the journalist pointed out that views with which finnish his-
torians disagreed had recently been presented on the issue). lavrov also 
said that historians should resolve such matters. In response to lavrov’s 
suggestion concerning the founding of a joint committee, the president of 
finland, sauli niinistö, briefly replied that the question of the shelling 
of Mainila had already been adequately examined by both finnish and 
russian historians. 52   

by the time of lavrov’s suggestion, the generally accepted view of 
the shelling as a false-flag operation by the soviet union had indeed been 
questioned or challenged by several writers on internet platforms, some of 
which had connections to the administration. some of them simply pre-
sented the issue of Mainila as an open question. for instance, in the “offi-
cial” history portal in russia, maintained by the state-supported russian 
Military historical society, an article “the soviet-finnish War” was pub-
lished on 15 december 2015. The authors, I.s. rat’kovskii and M.V. Kho-
diakov, presented the shelling as an unsolved question: 

51 one example of this whitewashing is the case of the sandarmokh mass graves in russian Karelia. 
In 1937–1938, over 9000 victims of stalinist terror, of more than 58 nationalities, were buried in the area. 
from 1996 onwards, the Memorial society worked on identifying the victims. In 2016, a russian historian, 
supported by the russian Military historical society, began to promote a new “theory” of soviet prisoners 
of war, killed by finns, having been buried in sandarmokh (see, for instance, anna yarovaya, ‘rewriting 
sandarmokh,’ The Russian Reader, 29 december 2017, <https://therussianreader.com/2017/12/29/anna-
yarovaya-rewriting-sandarmokh/> [accessed 28 august 2022]; see also Kati parppei, ‘Case study: finland’, 
in Falsification of History as a Tool of Influence, pp. 34–41).

52 ‘prezident niinistë: vystrely v Majnila uže izučeny’, YLE News in Russian, 15 January 2018,  
<https://yle.fi/uutiset/osasto/novosti/prezident_niiniste_vystrely_v_mainila_uzhe_izucheny/10024386> 
[accessed 28 august 2019].
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disputes regarding whose side the  shots were fired from contin-
ue. In  1939, the  finns tried to prove that the  shelling could not 
have been carried out from their territory, and the whole story of 
the “Mainila incident” was nothing more than a provocation from 
Moscow. 53

however, some writers took their hypotheses further than that. 
another article on the same site by Ivan zatsarin, published on 26 no-
vember 2016, was entitled “how to stubbornly stir up trouble. for the an-
niversary of the Mainila incident”. It had a suggestive tone, aiming to 
draw parallels to contemporary political conflicts. The article began 
with quotes from british scholars, describing the tense position of east-
ern european countries in relation to russia, and the author continued 
by explaining how these countries actually brought the misfortune on 
themselves by considering russia a hostile neighbour: “we should dis-
cuss the fact that if you continue crying ‘wolf’ for a long time, the wolf 
will come. but it is not his fault”. he continues by explaining that two 
versions exist of what happened in Mainila and reminds the reader that 
finland gained independence because of russia, which had granted it 
lots of privileges in the nineteenth century (the author points out that 
the situation was similar in “Malorossiia”), thus creating an optimal 
foundation for independence, formalized by the bolsheviks on 4 Janu-
ary 1918. 54 

after that, according to the author, finland took poland’s route: in-
vading Karelia, raiding other territories, and making a general military nui-
sance of itself to russia. “In other words, finland, which in november 1939 
suddenly shelled the territory of the soviet union, was nothing extraor-
dinary. shellings with small arms had taken place several times”. further, 
the author explains, the reason for this courage was simple: the patronage 
of other countries, first britain, then Japan, and finally Germany. 55 In 1939, 
finland refused to move the border in the area of Vyborg (interestingly, 
the author chooses to call it “Crimea”) and, according to the author, either 
side could have performed the shelling. More important for him is, however, 
that the soviet-finnish war can be compared to the russo-Georgian war 
of 2008 or “the return of Crimea to russia” in the sense that “both of these 
events are today used as evidence of russia’s incredible aggressiveness” 

53 Ilʹja ratʹkovskij and Michail Chodjakov, ‘sovetsko-finskaja vojna’, Istorija.rf, 15 december 2015,  
<https://histrf.ru/read/articles/sovietsko-finskaia-voina-event> [accessed 18 august 2022].

54 Ivan zacarin, ‘Kak uprjamo buditʹ licho. K godovščine Majnilʹskogo incidenta’, Istorija.rf, 26 november 2016, 
<https://histrf.ru/read/articles/kak-upriamo-budit-likho-k-77-lietiiu-mainilskogho-intsidienta> [accessed 
18 august 2022].

55 Ibid.
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and an excuse to hunt down Moscow’s agents and ask naTo for weapons 
and reinforcements. 56

The author concluded by pointing out that as poland and finland 
from the 1920s onwards had aimed to “curse, threaten, intimidate and 
hunt down ‘agents of Moscow’”, these “current victims and candidates for 
victims” are erroneously doing the same. he sarcastically pointed out that 
they aim to unite to create “a sanitary frontier by the border of barbaric 
russia” and those countries “that do not participate in such projects have 
no problems with the inviolability of their borders”. 57

an article by leonid Maslovskii that was published in July 2017 on 
the Zvezda-channel website – run by the russian Ministry of defence – 
concentrated on historical issues, presenting yet another theory concern-
ing the Mainila incident. The article, entitled “The shame of dunkirk: 
how europe eagerly bowed to hitler”, claimed that finland had started 
the war, aiming to test the red army on behalf of the German forces after 
finland had rejected the soviet union’s proposition to move its border in 
exchange for an area of land twice as large: “finland refused and reacted 
with a military provocation that had strong support from Germany and 
fellow warmongers”. 58 

Thus, the shelling of Mainila, according to Maslovskii, was linked 
to the alleged general resentment and opportunistic attitude of the “West” 
towards the soviet union, the whole war having been a test of the soviet 
union’s Western forces:

after the finns encircled and defeated our 44th Infantry division, 
W. Churchill stated in a radio appearance on 20 January 1944 that 
finland “revealed to the world the weakness of the red army”. This 
statement was made in order to accelerate Germany’s attack on 
the soviet union. The whole policy of the West was aimed at achiev-
ing one goal: an attack by Germany on the soviet union. 59

56 Ibid.
57 Ibid.
58 leonid Maslovskij, ‘pozor djunkerka: kak evropa s gotovnostʹju preklonilasʹ pered Gitlerom’, Zvezda, 

31 July 2017, <https://tvzvezda.ru/news/qhistory/content/201707310904-1vri.htm> [accessed 17 august 2022].
59 Ibid.
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It was also announced by the author that any suggestion that the so-
viet forces would anyhow have been defeated by the finnish in the Winter 
War was a falsification of history. 60 

finland is linked to the military aspirations of the “West” in some 
other writings, too. for instance, in december 2017, a site called Politics 
and War 61 published an article called “Mainila, what really happened”, by 
b. rozhin. The author refers to documents (not properly cited) and claims 
that they contain evidence that finland was to blame for this event. 

according to rozhin, other sabotage attempts by finnish soldiers 
dressed as border guards took place in the soviet union at around the time 
of the shelling. he says that the reason for this was to provoke the soviet 
union to start a war in which the “West” would provide support to fin-
land; he asks why the finnish government would behave “to put it mild-
ly: unwisely” and comments that “the answer is self-evident: it is because 
they were promised serious support from the West in the case of war with 
the soviet union!” 62 he continues by explaining that it was necessary to 
present the soviet union as a warmonger to justify the intervention: “and 
so we come to understand that finland was suddenly very interested in 
an event that would push the soviet union to take action”. 63

The author also mentioned that Tsar alexander I had made a mistake 
by joining the province of Vyborg with finland in 1812, and that the na-
tionalistic zeal of the finns had been high prior to the war. he concludes 
his text as follows:

The lesson was learned by finnish society and a high price was paid 
for the realization of its real place in the world. only in getting rid 
of the ulcer of nationalism did finland manage to build amicable 
relations with its great neighbour. 64

60 Ibid. Maslovskii’s article in Zvezda was noted by finnish journalist arja paananen, specialised in russia, 
who wrote an article about it in the finnish tabloid Ilta-Sanomat on 1 august 2017: ‘russian TV channel 
distorts history: “finland executed the shelling of Mainila and, through military provocation, started 
the Winter War as an ally with Germany”’. In her article, paananen also recalls her recent conversation 
with a russian navy officer, who was worried about the resurrection of fascism and nazism in europe 
and emphasised that russia had never been the aggressor in military conflicts. paananen contextualised 
both of the issues in russian information warfare, which aims to emphasise the threat posed by europe 
(arja paananen, ‘Venäläinen tv-kanava vääristelee historiaa: ‘suomi ampui Mainilan laukaukset ja 
provosoi talvisodan saksan apurina’, Ilta-Sanomat, 1 august 2017, <https://www.is.fi/ulkomaat/art-
2000005309849.html> [accessed 26 august 2022]).

61 The site seems to be run by several individuals, who proclaim their goals to be, for instance, to “advance 
a reasonable civil society” in russia, and to “preserve and strengthen the independence and sovereignty, 
as well as the territorial integrity of the russian federation, as well as the spiritual and material 
development of the country’s population”. The authors emphasise that “the main priority for us is to 
counter the processes of colour revolutions in russia initiated by external intervention, as well as 
the processes of new restructuring (‘perestroika-2’), related to the struggle between the Kremlin clans” 
(‘Manifest’, Politwar.ru, <http://politwar.ru/manifest> [accessed 26 august 2022]).

62 boris rozhin, ‘Majnila, kak èto bylo na samom dele’. This text used to be available on the site of Politika 
& Vojna (december 2017), but it has been removed; however, it can be found in rozhin’s personal blog, 
LiveJournal, 3 december 2017, <https://colonelcassad.livejournal.com/3849481.html> [accessed 28 april 
2023].

63 Ibid. 
64 Ibid. 
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In both cases, the authors explicitly emphasize the role of finland as 
a pawn in a game played by the “West”, thus repeating the claims of sovi-
et propaganda in 1939. In rozhin’s article, this role is explicitly linked to 
the unrealistic nationalistic aspirations of finns. 

only on some occasions was the shelling of Mainila mentioned in 
the state media. for instance, on 26 november 2019 – on the anniversary 
of the event – the news site Gazeta.ru published an article “shots in Main-
ila: who started the war between the ussr and finland?”. This article was 
written by dmitrii okunev and it represented this issue as controversial. 
It presented finnish nationalism and hostile attitudes towards the soviet 
union, together with the restlessness of the border area, as the primary 
reason for the soviet leadership wanting to move the border; the fear of 
an attack by Germany was mentioned only as a secondary reason. as for 
which side was responsible of the incident, the author mentions that many 
researchers now agree that it was a well-planned provocation of the soviet 
command with the intention of justifying the subsequent invasion of fin-
land by the red army; he also says that the “pro-Western” version, which 
represented the shelling as the work of nKVd, was based on secondary 
sources. The author also cites journalist arja paananen (see note 58) in de-
scribing the significance of the event to finns. he concluded the article by 
noting that the war, which lasted far longer than expected, had dispelled 
the myth of the power of the red army, the losses of the soviet union ex-
ceeding those of finland. 65

aMbIGuITy, MIrrorInG and “The doCTrIne of InnoCenCe”

What is the “legacy” of the shelling of Mainila and how does it relate to 
the military activities and propagandistic strategies of contemporary rus-
sia? of course, one always has to be cautious in drawing parallels between 
historical and contemporary events, approaches, and ideas. however, in 
this case prudent comparison can be said to be justified because post-so-
viet russia “inherited” certain propaganda strategies – also, we could say, 
the whole notion of the importance of propaganda and the idea of active 
involvement in information warfare – from the soviet union and has 

65 dmitrij okunev, ‘Vystrely v Majnile: kto načal vojnu sssr s finljandiej’, Gazeta.ru, 26 november 2019, 
<https://www.gazeta.ru/science/2019/11/26_a_12831998.shtml?updated> [accessed 26 august 2022]. 
some dispute arose on social media due to the anniversary; on 30 november 2019, a state-run “Museum 
of Victory” tweeted that the Winter War broke out due to finns firing at soviet stations. The finnish 
reservists’ association made a statement on the issue. The museum replied by apologizing and saying 
the tweet had been misinterpreted (‘finnish reservists’ association slams false russian interpretation 
of Winter War’, YLE News, 7 december 2019, <https://yle.fi/news/3-11107504> [accessed 26 august 2022]).
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applied them in the modern media environment in domestic communi-
cation as well as in international circles. 66

The Mainila incident has become a classic example in the me-
dia of a false-flag operation, together with another 1939 case, namely 
the  so-called Gliwice (Gleiwitz) incident on 1 september 1939, when Ger-
man forces invaded poland using a staged “polish provocation” in this 
silesian border town as an excuse. 67 The Mainila shelling has been brought 
up especially in the context of russia’s invasions of and interventions 
in its neighbouring countries (which is undoubtedly one of the reasons 
why the counternarratives described in the previous section have been 
produced). 68 It has been referred to, for instance, by ukrainian repre-
sentatives in the united nations security Council. at the meeting on 
26 november 2018, the representative of ukraine to the united nations, 
Volodymyr yelchenko, compared the Kerch strait incident to the event 
that started the Winter War in 1939 and which ultimately led to the ex-
pelling of the soviet union from the league of nations. 69 on 31 January 
2022, less than a month before russia’s invasion of ukraine, the united 
nations security Council held a meeting on the question of russia con-
centrating troops near the border. The representative of ukraine, sergiy 
Kyslytsya, pointed out that “we are well aware of russia’s history of ploys 
and provocations, and we will do everything possible to prevent another 
Mainila-type provocation by russia”. 70

on the doctrinal level, historical as well as contemporary false-flag 
operations can be said to represent or perhaps overlap with the strategy 
of ambiguity or deception (maskirovka) that is practiced by russia, and by 
the soviet union preceding it. 71 a prominent example is the war in Geor-
gia in 2008 and russia’s preparations for it. by constantly provoking and 
pressuring Georgia, russia aimed to tempt it to react militarily in order 
to convince the international community that its operation was justi-

66 sinikukka saari, ‘russia’s post-orange revolution strategies to Increase its Influence in former soviet 
republics: public diplomacy po russkii’, Europe-Asia Studies, 66 (2014), 50–66; peter pomerantsev and 
Michael Weiss, The Menace of Unreality: How the Kremlin Weaponizes Information, Culture and Money (new york: 
Institute of Modern russia, 2014), pp. 8–9; Katri pynnöniemi, ‘Introduction’, in Fog of Falsehood – Russian 
Strategy of Deception and the Conflict in Ukraine, ed. by Katri pynnöniemi and andrás rácz (helsinki: finnish 
Institute of International affairs, 2016), pp. 13–15.

67 see, for instance, richard C. hall, ‘renewed War’, in Consumed by War: European Conflict in the 20th Century 
(lexington: university press of Kentucky, 2010), pp. 119–36 (here: 119).

68 see, for instance, ‘false flags: What are they and when have they been used?’, BBC News, 18 february 2022, 
<https://www.bbc.com/news/world-60434579> [accessed 26 august 2022].

69 The Kerch strait incident refers to events on 25 november 2018, when three ukrainian naval vessels 
attempting to transit from the black sea to the azov sea were fired on by the russian coastguard. see 
bjorn ottosson, UN Security Council Emergency Meeting on Russia Ukraine Tensions, Nov 26 2018, online video 
recording, youTube, 27 november 2018, <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2pf_aTpoM3a/> [accessed 
28 august 2022].

70 Meetings coverage ‘situation along russian federation-ukraine border Can only be resolved through 
diplomacy, political affairs Chief Tells security Council’, United Nations Security Council, 31 January 2022, 
<https://press.un.org/en/2022/sc14783.doc.htm> [accessed 24 august 2022].

71 see, for instance, Charles J. dick, ‘Catching naTo unawares: soviet army surprise and deception 
Techniques’, in The Art and Science of Military Deception, ed. by hy rothstein and barton Whaley (norwood: 
artech house, 2013), pp. 181–92; douglas Mastriano, ‘putin – the masked nemesis of the strategy of 
ambiguity’, Defence & Security Analysis, 33:1 (2017), pp. 68–76.
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fied as a peacekeeping mission in the context of its alleged “responsibil-
ity to protect”. 72 The annexation of Crimea and the war in east ukraine 
were carried out utilizing strategies of deception and misinformation; in 
the case of the escalation of the war in february 2022, when russia staged 
a full-scale invasion, the official russian propaganda followed familiar 
lines by emphasizing the nature of this “special operation” as a reactive 
one that was a consequence of the alleged distress of the russian-speaking 
population in east ukraine (the ideas of “denazification” were intended 
to resonate primarily with the domestic audience in russia). 73 

The military doctrine of deception is seamlessly intertwined with 
that of disinformation and the constant and multifaceted information 
war waged by russia internally as well as abroad. 74 obviously, the media 
of the 1930s and the twenty-first century cannot be compared as such, but 
certain common features can be found in russian propaganda concern-
ing the shelling of Mainila and, say, the ongoing war in ukraine, despite 
the completely different media platforms that now exist. blaming the ad-
versary of “provocation” or a threat of some other sort when justifying in-
tervention or invasion is the most prominent of these features. provocation 
as a term derives from soviet political language, originally referring to 
any critical voices, but it was later established to underline russia’s role 
as a victim instead of an aggressor in conflicts. 75

blaming others for provocations is a prime example of accusation 
in a mirror, “a rhetorical practice in which one falsely accuses one’s ene-
mies of conducting, plotting, or desiring to commit precisely the same 
transgressions that one plans to commit against them”. 76 When the soviet 
union was secretly preparing for a war against finland in november 1939, 
it consistently blamed the finnish government for “warmongering” and 
plotting against its socialist neighbour. similarly, contemporary russia 
systematically denies any atrocities and transgressions in ukraine  – from 
war crimes to bombing civilians and risking a nuclear disaster – consis-
tently blaming ukraine for the same acts instead. 77

72 see, for instance, roy allison, ‘russia resurgent? Moscow’s campaign to “coerce Georgia to peace”’, 
International Affairs, 84:6 (2008), 1145–71; Juris pupchenok and eric James seltzer, ‘russian strategic 
narratives on r2p in the “near abroad”’, Nationalities Papers, 49:4 (2021), 757–75.  see also Matti nupponen, 
‘harhauttaminen Venäjän sotilasoperaatioissa’ (unpublished master’s thesis, national defence university 
of finland, 2017), pp. 28–49.

73 pupchenok and seltzer, ‘russian strategic narratives on r2p in the “near abroad”’, pp. 757–75.
74 for an overview, see, for instance, peter pomerantsev, ‘The Kremlin’s Information War’, Journal of 

Democracy, 26:4 (2015), 40–50. see also Fog of Falsehood, ed. by pynnöniemi and rácz, passim. 
75 Katri pynnöniemi, ‘The Metanarratives of russian strategic deception’, in Fog of Falsehood, pp. 71–119 

(p. 75).
76 Kenneth l. Marcus, ‘accusation in a Mirror’, Loyola University Chicago Law Journal, 43:2 (2012), 357–93.
77 for recent examples of these tactics, see, for instance, the Twitter account of the foreign Ministry of 

russia, <https://twitter.com/mfa_russia> [accessed 29 august 2022]. see also andrej sementkovskij, 
‘Istorija fejkov I poddelok: kto stal krestnym otcom gazetnych utok iz buči’, Istorija.rf, 5 april 2022,  
<https://histrf.ru/read/articles/istoriya-feykov-i-poddelok-kto-stal-krestnym-otcom-gazetnyh-utok-iz-
buchi> [accessed 29 august 2022]. 
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accusation in a mirror in russian propaganda and rhetoric and 
russia’s systematic refusal to take any responsibility for its actions can 
actually be seen as a strategic application of a (profoundly imperialist) 
outlook I call “a doctrine of innocence”. The perception of russia as a vic-
tim of treacherous and self-interested Western europe was being for-
mulated in the nineteenth century, following the rise of nationalist and 
slavist ideas, russia’s disappointment with the West following events 
such as napoleon’s invasion in 1812, and the Crimean war in 1853–56. 
russia, for its part, was represented as a mere defender of its righteous 
interests in its geopolitical surroundings (and, for instance, in the case 
of russo-Turkish War of 1877–78, when russia also represented itself as 
a defender of its oppressed slavic brothers; here, we can actually see an 
early case of applying the ideas behind the “responsibility to protect” 
doctrine, which was still forming at that time). 78 further, as noted above, 
the soviet union presented itself as a socialist workers’ realm devoted to 
peace, in contrast to capitalist and imperialist nations that were prone 
to conflicts and “anti-soviet” representations of contemporary events. 
The rhetoric around the “provocation” in Mainila was a combination of 
“anti-soviet” propaganda and the soviet union presenting itself as an in-
nocent victim of warmongering on one hand, and threatening finland 
with the invincible might of the red army on the other. The telegram 
to the league of nations, emphasizing that the soviet union was not at 
war with finland while it was bombing finnish cities and localities (see 
above), is also quite a telling example, as is the idea of soviet soldiers as 

“liberators” instead of invaders that was repeated frequently in the con-
text of the red army in the second World War. 

following the same doctrine, the idea of russia never having at-
tacked anyone, just being surrounded by “russophobic” hostile forces 
and only reacting to provocations – for instance, by naTo – has recently 
been explicitly expressed by diverse actors in the context of the invasion 
of ukraine in 2022 (also, the concept of russian soldiers as “liberators” 
has been used). 79 of course, in principle this outlook is universal: in all 
military conflicts, both sides consider their cause a righteous one, but 

78 parppei, ‘a thousand years of history’, pp. 51–53. see also Kati parppei, ‘enemy Images in the russian 
national narrative’, in Nexus of Patriotism and Militarism in Russia – A Quest for Internal Cohesion, 
ed. by Katri pynnöniemi (helsinki: helsinki university press, 2021), pp. 23–47.

79 see, for instance, louis Jacobson, ‘russian spokesman’s statement ignores centuries of russian attacks’, 
PolitiFact, 21 february 2022, <https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2022/feb/21/dmitry-peskov/
russian-spokesmans-statement-ignores-centuries-rus/> [accessed 27 august 2022]; ‘Kirill’s provocative 
statement: russia has never attacked anyone’, Orthodox Times, 4 May 2022, <https://orthodoxtimes.com/
kirills-provocative-statement-russia-has-never-attacked-anyone/> [accessed 27 august 2022]; see also 
prezident rossii, ‘poslanie prezidenta federalʹnomu sobraniju’, 1 december 2016, <http://kremlin.ru/
events/president/transcripts/53379> [accessed 27 august 2022]. for the use of the concept “liberator” 
in the context of ukraine, see, for instance, andrej sementkovskij, ‘zabveniju ne podležit. Istoki nasilija 
neonacistov nad voennoplennymi’, Istorija.rf, 31 March 2022, <https://histrf.ru/read/articles/zabveniyu-ne-
podlezhit-istoki-nasiliya-neonacistov-nad-voennoplennymi> [accessed 6 november 2022].
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the contemporary regime in russia has brought it out openly and con-
sistently as a basis for its demands from the international community, 
simultaneously blaming others for not taking into account its legitimate 
interests, for acting in a provocatory way, or for military destabilization. 
This rhetoric has sometimes been combined with russia showing off its 
new armaments, reflecting a sense of russian exceptionalism in the mil-
itary context. 80

The doctrine of innocence applied to contemporary purposes is in-
tertwined with the recent and ongoing attempts to control representations 
of history, especially the second World War, and to whitewash the deci-
sions of the soviet administration and the activities of the red army. ac-
cusing other countries of falsifying history while presenting the “official” 
and state-controlled russian historical narrative as the only acceptable 
one is also a form of accusation in a mirror. The “truth” as such can – per-
haps paradoxically – be seen secondary in this game of rewriting histo-
ry. as one of russia’s tactics in distributing misinformation is to create 
general confusion and mistrust, it might well be enough to bring forth 
optional hypotheses – as in the case of Mainila incident – with the hope 
that they will adequately resonate in the minds of the attempted audience, 
thus challenging the established perceptions and images for the benefit of 
russia and its regime. 81 Thus, we can say that the echoes of the shelling of 
Mainila, with all their implications and layers of meanings, are still rele-
vant today in several ways.

80 see, for instance, prezident rossii, ‘poslanie prezidenta federalʹnomu sobraniju’, 1 March 2018, 
<http://kremlin.ru/events/president/transcripts/messages/56957> [accessed 29 august 2022]. 
Carleton, Russia – the Story of War, passim. 

81 pomerantsev, ‘The Kremlin’s Information War’, pp. 40–50.
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Who are The basIlIans?

absTraCT

The main topic of the article is the history of the basilian order in the polish-lithuanian Com-
monwealth in the seventeenth–eighteenth centuries, including the foundation and daily life of 
the order, its most important personalities, its internal laws, and relations between the clergy 
and laity. particular attention is paid to the cultural role of the basilians in social life, their 
struggle to survive under the russian authorities, as well as the basilian movement ’s crucial 
role in the development of ukrainian and belarusian culture of the Modern era. The article 
also describes the basilian order’s most revered shrines, the activities of its main donors from 
the polish-lithuanian nobility, and the masterpieces of church architecture of that era that were 
created in basilian monasteries. 1

KeyWords:

basilians, basilian order, polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, monasticism, Metropolitanate of 
Kyiv, pope

1 This abstract was written by areI’s editorial team.

Ihor sKoChylIas (1967–2020) 

ukrainian historian working at the ukrainian Catholic university in lviv. he was the world’s 
leading specialist on the history of the eastern Churches in the ruthenian lands of the pol-
ish-lithuanian Commonwealth. he died of Covid-19 while working on the book on the history 
of the brest union.
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after the declaration of the union of brest in 1596, it was precisely the ba-
silian monastic order and its monks that initiated the ‘creative tension’ 
within the ukrainian-belarusian cultural sphere of the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth. They determined both the strategy and tactics of creating 
the ‘ruthenian reality’, while helping the spiritual leadership play a cru-
cial role in formulating the ‘strategy of absorption’ of the contemporaneo-
us cultural codes offered by the baroque and Catholic enlightenment. 
Thanks to the parochial soul shepherding and the activities of the fra-
ternities (book printing and organized schooling), the basilian monastic 
order gradually entered the socio-cultural realm of the polish-lithuanian 
Kingdom as an integral and simultaneously autonomous component that 
represented the unique confessional subculture Slavia Unita. having at its 
disposal powerful spiritual, intellectual, and human potential, as well as 
sufficient material resources, the basilian fathers gained publicity. This 
level of socialization is attested to by the presence of union-adhering 
monks in the ceremonies that were observed in cities, towns, and villages, 
where the monks participated in numerous processions and celebrations 
and sorganized public ceremonies.

When describing the internal structure of the monastic community 
within the cloisters’ walls, one has to understand that the life of the ba-
silian monastic order as an institution was based on prayer and a sys-
tem of worship that was externally represented through monastic char-
ters. In other words, a monastery is, first and foremost, a community of 
praying monks. 2 as father dr. porfyrii pidruchnyi from rome accurately 
observed, monastic rules represent a “living tradition of the monastic life 
that is founded on the teachings of the holy fathers”, and they rely on both 
an “order of worship that remains the same in all monasteries’, as well as 
‘the living word of the prior”. 3

The initial form of the monastic organization in Kyiv Metropolitan 
archdiocese was anachoresis, which is seclusion and eremitism combined 
with strict ascetic practices, such as elimination of meat from one’s diet, 
strict fasting, etc. pastoral and educational activities were not characte-
ristic of eastern monasticism, which is why the impact of monks on so-
cial life was limited to teaching by the example of spiritual deeds, as well 
as spiritual tutelage over those who came to the monastery. The newly 
founded basilian order, on the contrary, was focused on missionary and 

2 porfyrij pidručnyj and bohdan pʼjetnočko, Vasylijansʹki heneralʹni kapituly vid 1617 po 1636 rik. Bazyliańskie 
kapituły generalne od 1617 do 1636 roku. Capitula generalia basilianorum ab anno 1617 ad annum 1636 (rym–lʹviv, 
2017), pp. 391–497.

3 porfyrij pidručnyj, ‘počatky Vasylijansʹkoho čynu i berestejsʹka unija’, in Berestejsʹka unija ta vnutrišnje žyttja 
Cerkvy u XVII stolitti: Materialy Četvertych „Berestejsʹkych čytanʹ (Lʹviv, Lucʹk, Kyjiv, 2–6 žovtnja 1995 r.), ed. by borys 
Gudzjak and oleh Turij (lʹviv: Іnstytut Іstoriji Cerkvy lʹvivsʹkoji bohoslovsʹkoji akademiji, 1997), pp. 79–
124 (here: 113–14).
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pastoral activities within society. 4 yosyf’s (Veliamyn rutsʹkyi) reform of 
1617 introduced the union Church to the communal form of monastic life, 
or koinonia. Implicitly, this particular model of basilian piety emphasized 
the communal life of monks, and it combined the ascetic spirituality of 
eastern monasticism with openness to the Commonwealth and its society. 
one had to be ready for active soul shepherding and for cultural, educa-
tional, and missionary work grounded on ideals borrowed from Western 
latin forms of monastic life, such as those propagated by Jesuits and, in 
part, discalced Carmelites.

With the founding of the basilian order, some ground-breaking chan-
ges took place in the self-organization of eastern monasticism in the lands 
of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth and, in part, the polish Kingdom. 
Initially, monasteries functioned autonomously, while the local bishop, or 
metropolitan, would be considered their real or formal ruler. 5 This means 
that the monasteries observed diocese laws. however, after the reform of 
1617, the monastic communities that were united with the roman aposto-
lic throne became centralized. 6 The union-adhering monks came together 
during the first council of the priors who led the five monasteries, which 
took place in nahorodowicze during 20–26 July 1617. yosyf (Veliamyn 
 rutsʹkyi), Kyivan Metropolitan, became the leader of the monastic council. 
at his proposal, the Wilno Congregation of the holy Trinity, which wo-
uld soon become known as the order of st basil the Great, was founded. 7 
 having confirmed the status of the new monastic community through 
breve Exponi nobis (‘exposed to us’), signed by pope urban VIII, and dated 
20 august 1631, rutsʹkyi set out to revitalize eastern monasticism in Kyiv 
Metropolitan archdiocese. 8 he determined that the main prior for all ba-
silians would be the protoarchimandrite and initially appointed this po-
sition for life, while spiritual and institutional leadership was reserved for 
the head of the union Church, the Metropolitan, who also had the right to 
give his blessing for the choice of protoarchimandrite. by and large, the re-
form of 1617 provided for the assimilation of the experience of post-Trent 
Catholicism whilst preserving the main foundations of Kyivan Christia-
nity, such as the legacy of worship, ascetic and penitential practices, etc.

4 Іsydor patrylo, ‘narys istoriji vasylijan vid 1743 do 1839 roku’, in Narys Іstoriji Vasylijansʹkoho Čynu Svjatoho 
Josafata (rym: Vydavnyctvo oo. Vasylijan, 1992), pp. 183–278 (here: 233).

5 Mychajlo Vavryk, Narys rozvytku i stanu Vasylijansʹkoho Čyna XVII–XX st.: topohrafično-statystyčna rozvidka 
(rym, 1979); serhej Klimov, Baziliane (Mogilev, 2011).

6  see: Meletius M. Wojnar, De Protoarchimandrita Basilianorum (1617–1804) (romae: sumptibus pp. basilianorum, 
1958).

7 porfyrij pidručnyj, ‘Vasylijansʹkyj čyn vid berestejsʹkoho z’jednannja (1596) do 1743 roku’, in Narys istoriji 
Vasylijansʹkoho Čynu Svjatoho Josafata, pp. 96–182 (here: 117–18).

8 porfyrij pidručnyj, Іstoryčnyj narys zakonodavstva Vasylijansʹkoho Čynu sv. Josafata (1617–2018) (rym–lʹviv, 
2018), pp. 57–58. 
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one far-reaching consequence of these innovations was the gradual 
and steady unification of the monastic practices; another was the initiation 
of the basilian order’s active public life in the polish-lithuanian Com-
monwealth. In the seventeenth–eighteenth centuries, the order’s activities 
simultaneously unfolded in three areas:

1. Internal life of the monastic community within the cloisters’ walls.
2. Communicative practices of interaction within the union Church 

and the Catholic world.
3. socio-cultural engagement with the contemporaneous public space 

of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth.

let us mention the following institutionalized forms of the commu-
nal integration of the basilians:
•	 monasteries as places where monks prayed for the salvation of 

souls;
•	 monastic temples as centres of Christian worship and burial 

grounds for members of society;
•	 ecclesiastical missions;
•	 seminaries, collegia, dormitories, and other forms of education 

and upbringing;
•	 publishing houses and libraries;
•	 basilian general capitula (assemblies of monks);
•	 festive religious processions.

as of 1631 and shortly before the death of its founder, yosyf (rutsʹkyi), 
the basilian order consisted of 160 monks and 36 monasteries and boasted 
a well-organized community of novices in bytenʹ monastery. In the decades 
that followed, the order suffered a spiritual and institutional crisis that was 
caused, first and foremost, by the turbulent mid-seventeenth-century wars. 
among the other causes, one should mention the monks’ tendencies toward 
latinization, their reduced interest in the monastic vocation, and poorly 
regulated relations with the bishops of the union Church. right before 
the Khmelnytsky uprising and the russo-swedish deluge, the sviatotroit-
sʹk province of the basilian monastic order consisted of 90–100 monks in 
some 30 monasteries, half of which had the status of archimandrite chap-
ters and covered the territories of the Great duchy of lithuania, Volhynia 
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Kholmshchyna and, in part, przemyśl diocese. 9 however, in the last three 
decades of the seventeenth century, the basilians managed to overcome 
these internal struggles, strengthened their organization, and created a fo-
undation for the rebirth of the union Church. during the nahorodowicze 
assembly of 1686, an agreement (Nexus) was made between Kyivan Metro-
politan and the basilian order, while the apostolic nunciature in Warsaw 
served as an intermediary. This document stipulated the limits of jurisdic-
tion between the two sides.

Concurrently, codification, rectification, and modernization 
of the order’s legislation took place, including the ‘rules’ of rutsʹkyi and 
the constitution of the assembly. 10

shortly before the synod of zamość in 1720, the basilian monastic 
order consisted of 55 monasteries, 21 of which were active in the metropo-
litan diocese within the Grand duchy of lithuania; 14 – within the King-
dom of poland; 10 – in the brest part of the Volodymyr diocese, as well as 
pinsk diocese; and another 10 – in polotsk diocese. 11 In the early eighteenth 
century, the chain of basilian monasteries started to spread to the north 
of Wilno, covering Inflanty Voivodeship, or polish livonia, which is a ter-
ritory of present-day latvia. Two missions or residences of the basilian 
fathers were active in this region – in Ilūkste and Jakobstadt. They serviced 
the soul- shepherding requirements of the Catholics of eastern rite, using, 
among other languages, latvian and German. 12 among all of the union 
monasteries, only the one in supraśl, together with its branches in Warsaw 
and Kuźnica, did not join the basilian order. This decision was dictated 
by the opinions of the donors, who were from the noble family of Chod-
kiewicz, as well as by the monastery’s status of ‘lavra’. The legislative sta-
tus of supraśl monastery as an autonomous community within the union 
Church was defined in Concordia (1632), which placed the archimandrite 

9 Litterae basilianorum, ed. by athanasius G. Welykyj, 2 vols (romae: pp. basiliani, 1979), I, pp. 59–61 (№ 29); 
Vavryk, Narys rozvytku i stanu Vasylijansʹkoho Čyna XVII–XX st., pp. 9–10; andžej Gil ,́ ‘unijni monastyri 
Cholmsʹko-belzʹkoji jeparchiji (1596–1720)’, in Kovžeh. Naukovyj zbirnyk iz cerkovnoji istoriji. Čyslo 5 (lʹviv: 
Vydavnyctvo otciv Vasylijan ‘Misioner’, 2007), pp. 285–300 (here: 286–89); serhij horin, Monastyri 
Zachidnoji Volyni (druha polovyna XV – perša polovyna XVII stolit ʹ (lʹviv: Vydavnyctvo otciv Vasylijan 
‘Misioner’), pp. 20–25, 291–92; serhij horin, Monastyri Lucʹko-Ostrozʹkoji jeparchiji kincja XV – seredyny 
XVII stolittja: funkcionuvannja i misce u volynsʹkomu sociumi (Kyjiv: Vydavnyčnyj dim ‘Kyjevo-Mohyljansʹka 
akademija’, 2012), pp. 407–09; Valery Mickevič, Katalickija kljaštary ChIV–XVIII stst. u mežach sučasnaj 
Belarusi (Minsk: rymska- katalickaja parafija sv. symona i sv. aleny, 2013), pp. 27–56; Jacek Krochmal, 
‘rola bazylianów we wprowadzaniu unii kościelnej w eparchii przemysko-samborskiej w latach 1610–
1693’, in Zakon bazyliański na tle mozaiki wyznaniowej i kulturowej Rzeczypospolitej i krajów ościennych, ed. by 
stanisław nabywaniec, słavomir zabraniak, and beata lorens (rzeszów: Wydawnictwo uniwersytetu 
rzeszowskiego, 2018), pp. 45–66; Wojciech Walczak, The Structure of the Uniate Turaŭ-Pinsk Eparchy in the 17th 
and 18th Centuries (białystok: Instytut badań nad dziedzictwem Kulturowym europy, 2013), pp. 71–94.

10 pidručnyj, ‘Vasylijansʹkyj čyn vid berestejsʹkoho z’jednannja’, pp. 138–66; pidručnyj, Іstoryčnyj narys 
zakonodavstva Vasylijansʹkoho Čynu, pp. 161–68.

11 scientific and historical archive of saint-petersburg Institute of history (hereinafter: spbIh ras), col. 52, 
op. 1, ed. chr. 350, l. 3 ob.

12 andrzej Gil, Kościoły wschodnie w Inflantach i ich zaplecze w okresie od XIII do początku XIX wieku (lublin: 
Wydawnictwo Kul, 2019), pp. 173–83.
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chapter in immediate subordination to the Kyivan Metropolitan and ma-
intained its old monastic order. 13

The synod of zamość resolved to consolidate all the union-adhe-
ring monks of the Kyiv Metropolitan archdiocese into a single basilian 
province. 14 after lengthy discussions, the monasteries from the territories 
of the newly converted dioceses, including lutsʹk, lviv, przemyśl, and Kyiv 
in right-bank ukraine, agreed to adhere to this new format of monastic 
life. The local monastic traditions to the piety of the basilian order were 
partly adjusted, first by the diocesan synod of przemyśl of 1693, which 
introduced a superintendent’s position that was equal to that of a prior 
for all monasteries of the dominion, 15 and then by the union Monastic 
synod of 1711, 16 the rulings of which were never approved by the roman 
curia. In 1739, those monasteries that entered a ‘new union’ in the late se-
venteenth and early eighteenth centuries created a crown (ruthenian) pro-
vince, known under the name of the Intercession of the Virgin. This new 
Crown province was led by a separate archimandrite, 17 which consisted of 
130 monasteries and 700 monks, half of which were located in the lviv and 
przemyśl dioceses. 18 at the demand of the papal cathedra, crown ( polish) 
basilians united with their lithuanian brethren during the dubno Gene-
ral Capitol of 1743. The order became known as the ruthenian order of 
st basil the Great (Ordo Sancti Basilii Magni Ruthenorum) and comprised 
some 200 monasteries and 1150 monks. This act of unification was confir-
med the following year by the decree of pope benedictus XIV, Inter  plures. 
In 1772, the united basilian order had 158 monasteries populated by 11,268 
brethren, with 72 monasteries in the lithuanian province that were inha-
bited by some 600 monks. 19

after the first partition of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, 
the belarusian province, situated in the eastern part of the Common-
wealth, was separated from lithuania in 1780, while halych province 
was singled out from pokrov province (the latter one united the monastic 

13 radosław dobrowolski, ‘status i rola monasteru supraskiego w dziejach Cerkwi unickiej XVII–XIX w’, 
in Zakon bazyliański na tle mozaiki wyznaniowej, pp. 71–78.

14 Synodus provincialis Ruthenorum habita in Civitate Zamosciae anno MDCCXX, ed. by leo Metropolitanus totius 
russiae (romae, 1724), pp. 107–8.

15 Ustawy rządu duchownego i inne pisma biskupa Innocentego Winnickiego, ed. by Włodzimierz pilipowicz 
(przemyśl: południowo-Wschodni Instytut naukowy w przemyślu, 1998), pp. 44–46.

16 Acta Capituli s. d. Unioviensis Basilianorum, in Litterae episcoporum historiam Ucrainae illustrantes (1600–1900), 
1711–1740, ed. by athanasius G. Welykyj and porphyrius b. pidrutchnyj, 5 vols (romae: pp. basiliani, 1972–
1981), V (1981), pp. 80–93. see also: Acta S. C. de Propaganda Fide Ecclesiam Catholicam Ucrainae et Bielarusjae 
spectantia, 1710–1740, ed. by athanasius G. Welykyj 5 vols (romae, 1954), III, pp. 48, 52–53, 58, 70–73, 82–83 
(№ 880, 886, 893, 908, 910, 916).

17 beata lorens, Bazylianie prowincji koronnej w latach 1743–1780 (rzeszów: Wydawnictwo uniwersytetu 
rzeszowskiego, 2014), pp. 32–37.

18 Jurij stecyk, Vasyliansʹki monastyri Peremyšlʹsʹkoji jeparchiji (kinecʹ XVII–XVIII st.) (drohobyč: Misioner, 2014), 
pp. 48–53.

19 ludomir bieńkowski, ‘organizacja Kościoła wschodniego w polsce’, in Kościół w Polsce. Studia nad historią 
Kościoła katolickiego w Polsce. Tom 2: Wieki XVI–XVIII, ed. by Jerzy Kłoczowski, 2 vols (Kraków, 1969) II, 
pp. 781–1049 (here: 1017); porfyrij pidruchnyj, ‘Il “diario” del Capitolo basiliano di dubno (1743) scritto da 
mons. Giorgio lascaris (sullʼunione dei basiliani in unʼordine)’, Analecta OSBM, 14 (1992), 171–226.
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communities of lviv and przemyśl Greek-Catholic dioceses under the rule 
of the habsburg monarchy). In Galicia, basilian monasteries fell victim to 
the politics of enlightened absolutism, which led to the closure of the ma-
jority of the union monasteries, in line with the policies of Josephinism: 
austrian functionaries considered the monasteries not socially beneficial 
as they did not provide schools or hospitals (at the beginning of Josephi-
nism, halych province of the basilian order comprised 36 monasteries; in 
1800, however, just over 20 remained). 20 While some basilian monasteries 
within the austrian monarchy at the end of the eighteenth century suffe-
red under the policies of european enlightenment, in the russian empire, 
which after 1795 hosted the remaining union monasteries, the basilians 
were persecuted on confessional grounds. all monastic centres of the ba-
silian order, as well as other structures of the Greek union Church, were 
officially liquidated during the pseudo-synod in polotsk in 1839. 21

Thanks to the participation of priors in monastic capitula (congre-
gations, monastic synods), which took place every four years, the unity of 
the basilian order received foundational support. The capitula also re-
viewed internal issues of the Kyivan union Metropolitan and, according 
to father porfyrii pidruchnyi’s accurate observation, they were ‘similar to 
the semi-synods of the unified Church and helped it to survive’. 22 during 
these gatherings of the ruthenian monastic communities, the necessary 
decisions (rules, or constitutions) 23 that had a major impact on the unifi-
cation of the internal life of the basilian order were approved. The other 
effective communication practice was visitation, or revision, which was 
carried out by archimandrites, protohegumens, or proto-consultors. These 
evaluation practices helped with the consolidation of the monastic com-
munities and nurtured basilian piety. Judging by the limited data we 
have, in the eighteenth century at least 20 full-scale visitations of mona-
steries located in the sviatotroitsʹk province took place. 24 one of the first 

20 see: Władysław Chotkowski, Redukcje monasterów Bazyljańskich w Galicji (Kraków: polska akademia 
umiejętności, 1922); Kasaty klasztorów na obszarze dawnej Rzeczypospolitej Obojga Narodów i na Śląsku na tle 
procesów sekularyzacyjnych w Europie, vol. 1: Geneza. Kasaty na ziemiach zaborów austriackiego i rosyjskiego, ed. 
by Marek derwich, 4 vols (Wrocław: Wrocławskie Towarzystwo Miłośników historii, 2014); beata lorens, 
‘bazylianie w Galicji wobec działań kasacyjnych w latach 1772–1792’, in Kasaty klasztorów, pp. 215–32.

21 Valentyna los ,́ Uniatsʹka Cerkva na Pravoberežnij Ukrajini naprykinci XVIII – peršij polovyni XIX st.: orhanizacijna 
struktura ta kulʹturno-relihijnyj aspekt (Kyjiv: nbuV, 2013); Marian radwan, ‘bazylianie w zaborze 
rosyjskim w latach 1795–1839’, Nasza Przeszłość, 93 (2000), 153–225; Marian radwan, Carat wobec Kościoła 
greckokatolickiego w zaborze rosyjskim 1796–1839 (lublin: Instytut europy Środkowo-Wschodniej, 2004). see 
also: Viktorija bilyk and oksana Karlina, Žyva spilʹnota v impersʹkomu sviti: Lucʹka hreko-unijna jeparchija 
kincja XVIII – peršoji tretyny XIX stolit ʹ (lʹviv: ukrajinsʹkyj Katolycʹkyj universytet, 2018).

22 pidručnyj, ‘počatky Vasylijansʹkoho čynu’, pp. 91–92.
23 Archeografičeskij sbornik dokumentov, otnosjaščichsja k istorii Severo-Zapadnoj Rusi, izdavaemyj pri upravlenii 

Vilenskogo učebnogo okruga (hereinafter: asd), ed. by pëtr Gilʹtebrandt, et al., 14 vols (Vilʹna, 1867–1904), XII 
(1900); pidručnyj and pʼjetnočko, Capitula Generalia Basilianorum, pp. 27–367; Meletius Wojnar, De Capitulis 
Basilianorum (romae: pp. basiliani, 1954).

24 spbIh ras, col. 52, op. 1, ed. chr. 328; Vienna, austrian national library (hereinafter: Önb), cod. sn-2798; 
cod. sn-2799; cod. sn-3838; cod. sn-3847; cod. sn-3849. review of these materials in: dzjanis lisejčykaŭ, 
‘Matèryjaly heneralʹnych vizitacyj manastyroŭ litoŭskaj pravincyi bazylʹjanskaha ordèna XVIII st. 
u fondach aŭstryjskaj nacyjanalʹnaj biblijatèki’, in Belaruskija archivy na mjažy tysjačahoddzjaŭ: zdabytki 
i straty. Matèryjaly navukova - praktyčnaj kanferèncyi, prysvečanaj 80-hoddzju Nacyjanalʹnaha histaryčnaha archiva 
Belarusi (Minsk, 28 čèrvenja 2018 h.) (Minsk, 2019), pp. 197–215.
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successful revisions that spread to the vast majority of the monasteries 
was carried out by lev (Kyshka) in 1704–1705, during the Great northern 
War. 25 The same dynamics can be observed within pokrov (crown) province, 
which in 1740–80 saw at least five visitations by protohegumens, covering 
practically all the basilian communities of the region. 26

following the directive of the apostolic capital, in 1686 the basilian 
order put its legislation in order for the first time; this legal system was 
recognized until the dubno General Capitol of 1743. later on, protoar-
chimadrite lev (Kyshka) produced a new collection of constitutions that 
covered 26 capitula from 1617–1719. 27 In the early 1730s, the well-known 
basilian chronicler Ignacy Kulczyński used a handwritten codex from 
the Church of saints Vergius and bacchus in rome as the basis of a full 
compendium of the general capitula that he was preparing. 28

Thus, the rules were codified between the end of the seventeenth cen-
tury and first three decades of the eighteenth century; they had a substan-
tial influence on the development of the particular canon law of the union 
Church and the adjustment of the entire ethos of the Kyivan Christianity 
to the contemporaneous discourse of Catholic universalism. 29

The monastic community of every basilian monastery was usually 
led by a hegumen (prior, superior) or, in some cases, an archimandrite (ab-
bot, or prior). The hegumen would be elected for a duration of four years, 
for a maximum of two terms. other brethren in the community served in 
the roles of vicar (prior of the basilian diocese), consultor (adviser), sexton 
(sacristan), preacher, confessor, sacellarius (provisor), pocillator (piwni-
czy), prefect, pharmacist, professor (docent), etc. 30 since medieval times, 
some of the most influential and wealthy monasteries had the status of 
archdioceses, therefore the leading monastic centres were headed by an 
archimandrite. This lifetime-long position was held by a prior of noble 
background; he was recommended (‘presented’) by a monarch or ktitor 
(benefactor), with the blessings of the Kyivan Metropolitan but withouta-
greement from the basilian order, not to mention the monks’ brethren. 31

That is why the archimandrites, high-ranking clergy of the union 
Church, were quite independent in their actions, and their activities did 
not always agree with the interests of the order or monasteries they he-
aded. The dioceses’ connections to the ktitors (benefactors) complicated their 

25 spbIh ras, col. 52, op. 1, ed. chr. 328.
26 some of them have already been published: Vizytaciji vasyliansʹkych monastyriv Peremyšlʹsʹkoji jeparchiji 

1747–1767 rokiv, ed. by Jurij stecyk (lʹviv: Misioner, 2016).
27 spbIh ras, col. 52, op. 1, ed. chr. 207, l. 9.
28 pidručnyj, Іstoryčnyj narys zakonodavstva Vasylijansʹkoho Čynu; Wojnar, De Capitulis Basilianorum.
29 pidručnyj, ‘Vasylijansʹkyj čyn vid berestejsʹkoho z’jednannja (1596) do 1743 r.’, in Analecta Ordinis S. Basilii 

agni occasione sacri millennii Rus’–Ukraine 988–1988, fasc. 1–4, XIII (romae: pp. basiliani, 1988), pp. 144, 147.
30 pidručnyj and pʼjetnočko, Capitula Generalia Basilianorum, pp. 433–9, 445–62. see also: Klimov, Baziliane, 

pp. 74–75.
31 patrylo, ‘narys istoriji vasylijan’, p. 201.
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standing even further, leading to many misunderstandings and arguments 
within the basilian order. This was caused by the fact that the nature of 
the relationships between the monasteries and their numerous benefactors 
was in many ways determined by the ‘right of patronage’ (ius patronatus). 32 
legally established supreme rights of secular patrons to property that had 
been donated to the Church, as well as the right to dispose of and govern 
such property, presented the magnates with a wide range of opportunities to 
interfere with the internal affairs of basilian monasteries. at the same time, 
this state of affairs limited the contact between the Church and society.

as an attempt to avoid further misuse, during the capitula in Wil-
no (1667) and Żyrowicze (1675), the liquidation of all archdioceses within 
the basilian order was announced, and the basilians even attained some 
success by enforcing this decision (in particular, the status of archdioce-
se was removed from Wilno monastery). 33 however, because of opposition 
from part of the union episcopate, as well as basilian elites and magnates, 
this decision was not fully put into action. further instances of nominating 
inappropriate candidates for the archimandrite administration destabilized 
the steady rhythm of the monasteries’ devotional modus vivendi. despite de-
cisions taken at the basilian capitulum that followed afterwards, specifically 
the one at nahorodowicze in 1703, until the end of the eighteenth century 
the royal court in Warsaw produced nomination charters for the archi-
mandrite administrations. 34 The secular authorities were disinterested in 
the liquidation of administrations as this would make them lose influence 
in the process of appointing high-ranking basilians. The other opponents 
of liquidation were among the multiple candidates for the position of archi-
mandrite from within the circles of the Catholic gentry of both latin and 
eastern rites. These candidates were seduced by a prestigious church career 
and the abundant benefits. despite the resolutions of the 1719 nahorodo-
wicze capitulum, which renewed the fourth basilian sacrament not to seek 
any appointments within the church, the candidates in question, who were 
hungry for their slice of ‘spiritual bread’, were performing outright simony. 35

according to the basilian rules, each monastic community included 
two groups of novices: brethren-priests (hieromonks) and brethren-helpers 

32 Jean Gaudemet, Storia del diritto canonico. Ecclesia et Civitas (san paolo, 1998), pp. 710–20; bogumił szady, 
Prawo patronatu w Rzeczypospolitej w czasach nowożytnych. Podstawy i struktura (lublin: Wydawnictwo 
drukarnia lIber, 2003), pp. 5–7; boris florja, Issledovanija po istorii Cerkvi. Drevnerusskoe i slavjanskoe 
srednevekovʹe: Sbornik (Moskva, 2007), p. 33.

33 ASD, XII, pp.  95, 110; Kultūrų kryžkelė: Vilniaus Švč. Trejybės šventovė ir vienuolynas, ed. by alfredas 
bumblauskas, salvijus Kulevičius, and Ihoris skočiliasas (Vilnius: Vilniaus universiteto leidykla, 2017), 
pp. 110–11.

34 lithuanian state history archive (hereinafter: lVIa), f. 1178, ap. 1, b. 374, l. 22; Akty, izdavaemye Vilenskoj 
Archeografičeskoj komissiej (hereinafter: aVaK), 39 vols (Vilʹna, 1865–1915), IX (1878), pp. 437–50; ASD, X 
(1874), p. 317 (№ 43).

35 Litterae basilianorum, I, pp. 265–6 (№ 163); porfyrij pidručnyj, Іstoryčnyj narys zakonodavstva Vasylijansʹkoho 
Čynu Svjatoho Josafata (1617–2018) (lʹviv: Misioner, 2018), pp. 187–9; Wojnar, De capitulis basilianorum, p. 22. 
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(lay persons). The order accepted Catholics of latin and slavic-byzantine 
rites, regardless of their ethnic, geographical, or social background. This 
approach made it possible for the representatives of various ethnic gro-
ups and confessions to be included the basilian milieu. at the same time, 
the orthodox monks (schemamonks) we re not accepted ‘unless somebody 
showed great promise of being beneficial for the [basilian] order’. 36

one was allowed to profess perpetual vows (złożyć profesję) at the age 
of sixteen (the upper age limit was mostly not fixed), corresponding with 
the practice of the post-Trident Catholic Church. according to the data 
provided by the belarusian researcher serhiy Klimov, in the second half 
of the eighteenth century the median age of those accepted into basilian 
monasteries was 23–26 years, with a distinct tendency toward younger no-
vices. 37 Candidates for priesthood were expected to know how to read and 
write; once they had matured spiritually, the young novices took the per-
petual vows of obedience, chastity, and poverty. rotation between mona-
steries was a necessary requirement: every four years the monks had to 
change cloister, and this rule was usually strictly observed. 38

because the basilian order was open to the idea of serving the Church 
and society in the broad sense of this word, from the 1620s hieromonks were 
predominant within its midst (according to the nahorodowicze capitulum 
of 1675, they vowed not to seek any high ranks within the union Chur-
ch), 39 while lay persons (who were mostly engaged in household tasks and 
were allowed reduced participation in the worship and liturgy) constituted 
a small part of the brethren -monks; in line with the lauryshava capitulum 
of 1621, they were required to never seek priesthood. as of 1773, the lithu-
anian province of the basilian order consisted of 2.8% of lay persons but 
almost 72% of monks. 40 a similar situation was observed in pokrov pro-
vince, particularly in przemyśl diocese, where, in the six monasteries and 
four residences, hieromonks constituted two thirds of all monks, who were 
recruited from the milieu of small gentry and middle-class families, with 
a noticeably increasing number of representatives of peasantry. 41

during the seventeenth century and (to some extent) the eighteenth 
century, the institutional and spiritual centre of not only the basilian or-
der but also the union Church in its entirety was the monastery complex 

36 pidručnyj and pʼjetnočko, Capitula Generalia Basilianorum, pp. 126, 142, 164, 181.
37 Klimov, Baziliane, pp. 61–64.
38 Ibid., p. 74.
39 ASD, XII, pp. 109–10.
40 bieńkowski, ‘organizacja Kościoła wschodniego w polsce’, pp. 1006–7.
41 relevant calculations can be found in stecyk, Vasyliansʹki monastyri Peremyšlʹsʹkoji jeparchiji; Jurij 

stecyk, Černectvo Svjatopokrovsʹkoji provinciji ČSVV (1739–1783 rr.): prosopohrafične doslidžennja (drohobyč: 
redakcijno-Vydavnyčyj Viddil drohobycʹkoho deržavnoho pedahohičnoho universytetu Imeni Ivana 
franka, 2018).
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on sviatotroitsʹk mount in Wilno. 42 here, the codification of the eastern 
rite Catholics’ experience of unity with rome took place. The new ideal 
of monastic piety – with its distinctive spirituality that included both 
eastern ascetic practices and latin institutionalized monasticism – had 
formed here as well. having joined the elite ecclesiastical circles of Kyiv 
Metropolitan archdiocese, the Wilno basilians for a long time determined 
the union Church’s strategy and tactics for the reception of contempora-
neous cultural codes. The arrival at sviatotroitsʹk monastery of the ener-
getic yosyf (Veliamyn rutsʹky), a former Calvinist brilliantly educated in 
the West, as well as charismatic yosafat (Kuntsevych), who laid the fo-
undations for the spiritual renewal of the union Church monastic com-
munity, enabled the ruthenian monks to unite the basilian order. from 
that moment until the mid-eighteenth century, sviatotroitsʹk monastery 
functioned as a ‘seminary’ for the entire Kyiv Metropolitan archdiocese. 
almost half of Wilno archimandrites and hegumens later became bishops 
and metropolitans, and most of them occupied leading positions within 
the order. It was in Wilno that the ethno-confessional identity Slavia Uni-
ta started taking shape, and it was from here that, thanks to the efforts of 
the local basilians, the ritual and socio-cultural practices of the union- 
-adhering ruthenians spread to all territories of the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth.

Concurrently, in the mid-eighteenth century the influence of the ba-
silian order on the internal life of the union Church started to decrease. 
as a result of the administrative reform that transformed the institutional- 
-representative model of diocese governing (via appointing the basilians 
to key positions) into a personal-elective one (via creating competitive re-
cruitment for the best representatives of secular clergy), the majority of 
hieromonks were removed from the high-ranking church governance and 
the wealthy benefice. These changes were especially full of strife in lviv and 
przemyśl dioceses, where in 1740–80 a number of legal disputes took place 
between the metropolitans and secular clergy on one hand, and the basi-
lians on the other. The disputed matters included the right of ownership to 
the monasteries and cathedrals, privileges, leading positions in the diocese 

42 The history of this monastery can be traced in more detail in the collective monograph: Na perechresti 
kulʹtur: Monastyr i chram Presvjatoji Trijci u Vilʹnjusi, ed. by alʹfredas bumblauskas, salʹvijus Kuljavičjus, 
and Іhor skočyljas (Vilʹnjus, 2017) (lithuanian version: Kultūrų kryžkelė: Vilniaus Švč. Trejybės šventovė ir 
vienuolynas, ed. by alfredas bumblauskas, salvijus Kulevičius, and Ihoris skočiliasas (Vilnius, 2017). 
see also additional sources of reprints of this work: Na perechresti kulʹtur: Monastyr i chram Presvjatoji Trijci 
u Vilʹnjusi: Kolektyvna monohrafija, ed. by alʹfredas bumblauskas, salʹvijus Kuljavičjus, and Іhor skočyljas, 
2nd edn (lʹviv: ukrajinsʹkyj Katolycʹkyj universytet, 2019). see also: Tomasz Kempa, ‘unicki ośrodek 
zakonny w Wilnie i jego rola w reformie bazylianów przeprowadzonej przez metropolitę Józefa Welamina 
rutskiego’, in Zakon bazyliański na tle mozaiki wyznaniowej, pp. 13–29.
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kliroi-capitula and other institutions of the metropolitan courts, as well as 
soul- shepherding within the cloisters that had the status of parishes. 43

foundInG faThers of The basIlIan order: 
yosyf (VelIaMyn ruTsʹKy) and yosafaT (KunTseVyCh)

Two figures played a special role in the history of the basilian order and 
without doubt can be considered the founding fathers of this union. We 
are talking here about the talented, energetic, and well-educated yosyf (his 
secular name was Ivan) Veliamyn rutsʹky (1574–1637), 44 as well as yosafat 
(known as Ivan in the secular world) Kuntsevych, a man deeply devoted to 
prayer, monastic asceticism and imitatio Christi. They were drawn together 
by friendship, ideals, dedication to the union, the shared experiences of 
the monastic calling, the overcoming of hardships, and decisive courage 
when advocating for the dignitas of ruthenian Catholicism. even though 
their social background and experiences differed, their personalities com-
plemented one another due to their special charisma and personal resolve 
to sacrifice their own careers in the name of the common good. rutsʹky 
and Kuntsevych became the founding fathers of the b asilian order and, 
to some extent, of the entire ruthenian–belarusian union Church; they 
also educated its first ecclesiastic elite.

yosyf (rutsʹky) originated from the Veliamyns, a noble family of Tatar 
background that had been known in the polish-lithuanian Commonwe-
alth since the late fifteenth century. 45 his parents were Calvinists; yosyf, 
however, having been baptized by an orthodox priest under the influence 
of Jesuits, converted at a young age to Catholicism. during his studies at 
the pontifical Greek College of st athanasius in rome, rutsʹky discovered 
his calling for the monastic life and even considered joining the society 
of Jesus. nevertheless, at the insistence of the holy father he decided to 
accept the eastern rite. The Hagiography of Yosyf Veliamyn Rutsʹky (Vita Jo-
sephi Velamini Rutski [Rutscii]), compiled by one of yosyf’s students, rafail 

43 Іhor skočyljas, Halycʹka (Lʹvivsʹka) jeparchija XII–XVIII stolit :́ orhanizacijna struktura ta pravovyj status (lʹviv: 
ukrajinsʹkyj Katolycʹkyj universytet, 2010), pp. 641–44.

44 for more about him, see: sofija senyk, ‘dva mytropolyty – potij i rutsʹkyj’, in Іstoryčnyj kontekst, ukladennja 
Berestejsʹkoji uniji ta perše pounijne pokolinnja: Materialy Peršych ‘Berestejsʹkych čytanʹ’ (Lʹviv, Іvano-Frankivsʹk, 
Kyjiv, 1–6 žovtnja 1994 r.), ed. by borys Gudzjak, and oleh Turij (lʹviv, 1995), pp. 137–48, 149–72; sophia 
senyk, ‘rutskyj’s reform and ortodox Monasticism: a Comparison. eastern rite Monasticism in 
the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth in the seventeeth Century’, Orientalia Christiana Periodica, 48:2 
(1982), 406–30; Mirosław szegda, Działalność prawno-organizacyjna metropolity Józefa IV Welamina Rutskiego 
(1613–1637) (Warszawa: akademia Teologii Katolickiej, 1967).

45 denis lisejčikov, ‘zaveščanie mitropolita Iosifa Velʹjamina rutskogo’, in Zaveščanija uniatskich ierarchov 
Kievskoj mitropolii XVII i XVIII vv. kak primer religioznoj kulʹtury obščestva Reči Pospolitoj, ed. andžej Gilʹ 
(ljublin, 2016), pp. 47–73 (here: 49–51, 56–57); dzjanis lisejčykaŭ, ‘“pjacʹ haloŭnych šturmaŭ…”: duchoŭny 
tastament mitrapalita Kieŭskaha, halickaha i usëj rusi Іosifa Velʹjamina-ruckaha 1627 hoda’, Belaruski 
histarčn časopis, 3 (2020), 13–20.
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(Korsak) in 1640, reveals the extremely rich spiritual life and organizatio-
nal activity of the future Kyivan Metropolitan. 46

rutsʹky’s missionary trip to Moscow in 1605–06 as part of the pon-
tific mission of discalced Carmelites was an important phase of his evo-
lution, as were his conversations with pope paul V and roman cardinals 
in the summer of 1606 regarding the conversion of the eastern slavic 
lands. upon his return to Kyiv Metropolitan archdiocese in september 
1607, Ivan rutsʹky entered the novitiate of the holy Trinity monastery in 
Wilno, accepted the monk’s cassock and the name of yosyf, and not long 
after completed his perpetual vows and bestowed his family estate ruta 
upon the monastery. In 1608, rutsʹky became a hieromonk, and the follo-
wing year he was appointed as the archimandrite and headed the mona-
stic community in Wilno.

as a young prior, rutsʹky stood out not only with his organizational 
talent but also his personal virtues, which attracted middle-class ruthe-
nians, eastern rite clergy, and generous benefactors. It was he who used 
prayers, personal asceticism, and humility to lay down the foundations of 
the basilian virtues; moreover, following st basil’s rules, he brought up 
the first generation of young union-adhering monks in the holy Trinity 
monastery, as well as in the neighbouring cloisters in byten ,́ Żyrowicze, 
Minsʹk, and nahorodowicze (there was an unsuccessful attempt to repli-
cate this experience in Kyiv, specifically in Vydubychi monastery). 47

rutsʹky initiated a strict monastic charter in all these cloisters, thus 
attracting the most-devoted young men who wanted to dedicate their li-
ves to God:

at the  monastery, rutsʹky introduced daily contemplations and 
scrutiny of conscience. he dutifully observed the canon rules ac-
cording to the eastern rite, partook in modest communal meals, and 
took part in recreational activities. archimandrite yosyf lectured on 
the history of Church, taught latin, Greek, and old Church slavonic 
languages, and taught the monks perfection in religious matters in 
accordance with st basil’s admonitions. The liturgy of the hours 
was held daily at the monastery so that the novices could take com-
munion. The holy Trinity Church was open to those faithful who 
wished to partake in the holy sacraments. young monks continued 

46 Mirosław szegda, ‘“Vita rutscii”: prima biographia Josephi Velamin rutskyj, Metr opolitae Kioviensis 
(1613–1637)’, Analecta OSBM: Miscellanea in honorem Cardinalis Isidori (1463–1963), 4:1–2 (1963), 135–82 
(here: 135–43).

47 Іhor skočyljas, ‘Jeparchijalʹnyj sobor unijnoji Cerkvy v Kyjevi 1610 roku: mytropolyčyj namisnyk antonij 
(hrekovyč) suproty pravoslavnoho duchovenstva, miščan i kozakiv’, in V orbiti chrystyjansʹkoji kulʹtury. 
(Materialy naukovoji konferenciji do 1030-riččja chreščennja Rusi; Kyjiv, 25–26 žovtnja 2018 roku), ed. by Іhor 
skočyljas and Maksym Jaremenko, Kyjivsʹke chrystyjanstvo, 21 (lʹviv: ukrajinsʹkyj Katolycʹkyj universytet, 
2020), pp. 129–40 (here: 131–32).
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their spiritual and theological training at the Metropolitan semi-
nary, while the most gifted ones studied at Wilno Jesuit academy or 
went to study abroad, mainly to pontifical colleges. 48

In his two treatises, Account by a Certain Ruthenian Regarding Refor-
mation of the Eastern Rite (Discursus, 1606) and Union Programme (Programma 
Unionis, 1606), 49 yosyf rutsʹky offered his own programme for the renewal 
of the ‘ruthenian faith’ by means of reforming eastern monasticism. ha-
ving diagnosed as weary the contemporaneous state of the union Church 
(‘our unhappiness stems from two reasons: a lack of education for our le-
aders, and a lack of perfection and holiness’ 50), rutsʹky proposed reorga-
nizing the monastic community in Kyiv Metropolitan archdiocese to fol-
low the format of Western monastic orders. as a result of such a reform, 
well-educated and saintly monks would emerge – ‘confessors and good 
preachers’; new educational institutions would ‘produce good priests and 
worthy statesmen’. all in all, the most important ecclesiastical governing 
bodies would be headed by well -trained monks with solid theological 
education. rutsʹky had high hopes for Jesuits and discalced Carmelites – 
well-trained monks who were ready to accept the eastern rite and the local 
monastic practices – and appealed to have them sent to Kyiv Metropolitan 
archdiocese. The future prospects included the initiation of the missionary 
work in the east, in Muscovy state, by the reinvigorated union-adhering 
monastic communities.

yosyf (rutsʹky) narrated the spiritual and organizational principals 
of the basilian monasticism in his General Rules, Specific Rules, and Capitu-
lar Charters, 51 as well as Rules for the Bishops (1636). 52 These texts followed 
the format of the monastic charters of st basil the Great, as well as the la-
tin legal system, foremost the society of Jesus’ Rules. rutsʹky’s monastic 
teachings were approved by rome in 1624 and until this day remain the fo-
undation for the order of st basil’s activities in ukraine and the world. 53 
as Kyivan Metropolitan in 1613–37, yosyf (rutsʹky) introduced three more 
capitula in ruty (1623), lauryshava (1626), and Wilno (1636), 54 thus setting an 
example to follow and creating the foundation for the basilian legislation.

48 Quoted after: pavlo Krečiunas and Vasilis parasiukas, ‘Švč. Trejybės unitų vienuolynas ir bazilijonų 
ordino steigimas’, in Kultūrų kryžkelė, pp. 80–91 (here: 86–87).

49 pidručnyj and pʼjetnočko, Capitula Generalia Basilianorum, pp. 371–80; porfyrij pidručnyj, ‘dva prohramovi 
pysannja rutsʹkoho: discursus i programma unionis’, Analecta OSBM, 15 (1974), 24–47; id., Іstoryčnyj narys 
zakonodavstva Vasylijansʹkoho Čynu, pp. 28–35.

50 pidručnyj and pʼjetnočko, Capitula Generalia Basilianorum, p. 372.
51 Ibid., pp. 391–497.
52 Epistolae metropolitarum kioviensium catholicorum: Josephi Velamin Rutskyj Metropolitae Kioviensis catholici (1613 

– 1637), ed. by Theodosius T. haluščynskyj, and athanasius G. Welykyj (romae, 1956), pp. 369–80 (№ 188).
53 one of the many compendiums of these rules was published in the mid-eighteenth century by the printery 

of the pochaiv Monastery: Summariusz regul świętego oyca naszego Bazylego Wielkiego, z Reguł obszernieyszych y 
Krotszych, z Konstytucyi Mniskich, y Nauk Iego Zakonnych, w kretce zebrany (poczajów, 1751).

54 pidručnyj and pʼjetnočko, Capitula Generalia Basilianorum, pp. 27–367.
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The model for the basilian monasticism that was formulated by rut-
sʹky entailed a union of the eastern byzantine and Western latin piety: 
the ascetic contemplative life of the orthodox priests and active cultural, 
religious, and social engagement with contemporaneous society, which was 
characteristic of the Catholic orders and congregations (Jesuits in parti-
cular). The reform of yosyf (rutsʹky) caused an actual upheaval in the ac-
tivities of the union-adhering monks that, in a manner of saying, made 
them face the world. It seems that only the ‘reverend ladies’ or the basilian 
sisters continued to observe the traditional setup of monastic life, serving 
God according to the basilian rules compiled by rutsʹky. 55 however, sin-
ce many of them came from elite backgrounds, even the nuns maintained 
sufficiently intense socio-economic and cultural-educational relationships 
with the secular world.

The other founding father of the basilian order, st yosafat (Kunt-
sevych), 56 was a man of ‘many worlds’ of the early modern polish-lithu-
anian Commonwealth. he was probably born in the ukrainian town of 
Volodymyr in Volhynia, spending his youth and the formative years of his 
monastic life in lithuanian Wilno; his archimandrite service took place in 
belarusian polotsk; his relics remained in biała podlaska, poland for quite 
some time and are now kept at st peter’s basilica in the Vatican, rome. 
Kuntsevych was rooted in the contemporaneous ruthenian culture; he 
did not know any latin, and as a rule he used polish in public discourse; 
neither did he receive proper education, theological or otherwise. despite 
that, he was well versed in the holy bible, the foundations of faith, and 
the teachings of the Church fathers. first and foremost, Ivan (yosafat) 
was a man of prayer who was deeply engaged with spiritual asceticism. 
as the beatification processes of 1628 and 1637 testify, he imparted incre-
dible influence on latin, union, and orthodox monks alike. 57

In 1604, the young Kuntsevych joined the Wilno holy Trinity mo-
nastery and became a living icon, serving as a model for the righteous 
life of the eastern monk-anchorite within the union Church. he spent 

55 oleh duch, Prevelebni panny: Žinoči černeči spilʹnoty Lʹvivsʹkoji ta Peremyšlʹsʹkoji jeparchij u rannʹomodernyj period 
(lʹviv: ukrajinsʹkyj Katolycʹkyj universytet, 2017); sophia senyk, Women’s Monasteries in Ukrainae and 
Belorussia to the Period of Suppressions (roma: pont. Institutum studiorum orientalium, 1983).

56 see the section on his beatification and canonization published by basylians in rome: S. Josaphat 
Hieromartyr. Documenta Romana Beatificationis et Canonisationis, ed. athanasius G. Welykyj, 3 vols (romae, 
1952–1967) (their translation into ukrainian: Svjatyj Josafat Kuncevyč. Dokumenty ščodo beatyfikaciji: 
Dokumenty ščodo beatyfikaciji (1623–1628 rr.). Katechyzm, ukladenyj Josafatom Kuncevyčem. Pravyla i konstytuciji, 
napysani svjatym Josafatom dlja svojich svjaščenykiv, ed., trans., by Josafat romanyk [Žovkva: Misioner, 2010]). 
a special edition of the collection, published for the 100th anniversary of Kuntsevich’s canonization, is 
also noteworthy: Analecta OSBM. Miscellanea in honorem S. Josaphat, 6:1–4 (1967). There are the following 
works in belarusian historiography: Èpistaljacyja Sʹvjatoha Jazafata: Zbor dakumèntaŭ, ed. by Michasʹ 
baŭtovič (polacak: hrèka-katalickaja parafija sʹvjatapakutnika Jazafata, 2006); Vaclaŭ panucèvič, Sʹvjaty 
Jazafat, archijapiskap polacki (polacak: safija, 2000), in polish: alphonse Guépin, Żywot ś. Jozafata Kuncewicza 
męczenika, arcybiskupa Połockiego rit. gr. opowiedziany na tle historyi kościoła ruskiego według dzieła O. Alfonsa 
Guépin, z przedmową H. Kalinki CR (lwów, 1885); Jan urban, Św. Józafat Kuncewicz: biskup i męczennik (Kraków, 
1921). basilian perspective on the activities of this ascetic of the union is represented in the book: pavlo 
Krečun, Cvjatyj Josafat Kuncevyč (1580–1623) jak svidok viry v eposi relihijnoji kontroversiji (lʹviv: Misioner, 2013).

57 S. Josaphat Hieromartyr, I, pp. 11 (№ 3), 147 (№ 71), 176 (№ 71), 177 (№ 71), 181 (№ 71); II, pp. 223, 289 (№ 137).
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most of his time in vigils, wore a sackcloth at all times, engaged in self 
– flagellation, limited his food and drink, and showed a distinct affinity 
with Christian ascetism. he was provided with spiritual nourishment by 
hagiographies and the legacy of Church fathers, s well as Kyivan-ruthe-
nian literature such as pechersʹky paterikon, Sermon on Law and Grace by 
Metropolitan hilarion, chronicles, and other texts. 58 his contempora-
ries attributed Kuntsevych’s charismatic influence on Wilno monks and 
the entire ruthenian ethno- confessional community to his virtuous life 
as a monk and priest. Together with yosyf (rutsʹky), he initiated a hermitic 
and communal form of monastic life, known as koinonia, in Kyiv union 
Metropolitan archdiocese:

The servant of God was used to rising before the  others…upon 
entering the church, he always served [Midnight office] and sang 
[prime]. The voice that God grace d him with was angelic; he had an 
utmost admiration for singing… having finished [prime], he would 
immediately leave the monastery, and the same would happen af-
ter dinner; he visited the houses of schismatics, strengthened their 
faith, and encouraged them to go to holy Confession. otherwise, 
he would stop by the hospital at the holy Trinity monastery and 
serve the sick in various manners: kiss their feet, give them a bath, 
move them from one place to another, adjust their beds, and feed 
them. If he could not be found at the monastery or the church, he 
would be there [at the hospital]. at times, they said that a church or 
a hospital served as his cell. 59

Thanks to the personal testimony of Kuntsevych and his brethren, 
whom he brought up in the novitiate, a renewal of the spiritual (in part, 
devotional), liturgical, and monastic life took place in Wilno, which was 
the heart of the young union Church at the time. Gradually, these new 
religious practices spread to the other ruthenian union centres of Kyiv 
Metropolitan archdiocese (parishes, monasteries, and fraternities), thus 
providing an example to follow and facilitating the forming of Slavia Unita 
and the appearance of the basilian order.

Concurrently, as hegumen and archimandrite of Wilno monaste-
ry, and later as archbishop of polotsk (1618–1623), yosafat (Kuntsevych) 
displayed determination and pertinacity with the questions of doctrine, 
advocating for the union of brest and the conversion of the orthodox 

58 sophia senyk, ‘The sources of the spirituality of st. Josaphat Kuncevyč’, Orientalia Christiana Periodica, 
51 (1985), 425–36 (its translation into ukrainian: sofija senyk, Duchovnyj profilʹ sv. Josafata Kuncevyča [lʹviv: 
svičado, 1994], pp. 10–11).

59 Svjatyj Josafat Kuncevyč. Dokumenty ščodo beatyfikaciji, p. 148.
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monks, who called him a ‘soul snatcher’, to ruthenian Catholicism. The me-
thods used by Kuntsevych to subordinate the ruthenians to his ecclesia-
stical jurisdiction in Vitebsk and polotsk voivodeships provoked not only 
resistance within the orthodox milieu but also rejection by Catholics 
dedicated to the union, such as the Grand Chancellor of lithuania lew 
sapieha (1557–1633). 60

after the murder of yosafat (Kuntsevych) by a crowd of middle-class 
city dwellers in Wilno on 12 november 1623, his cult formed; it was sup-
ported and promoted mostly in the basilian milieu. The veneration of this 
martyr fit ideally with the new Catholic identity of the union ruthenia, 
personifying its rootedness in the eastern Christian (Kyivan) tradition, 
shaping its own historical-ecclesiastical memory, demonstrating the po-
litical loyalty of the union-adhering population to the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth, and testifying to the elite status of the basilian monks in 
the public sphere of the contemporaneous society. not long after the mar-
tyrdom of the polotsk archbishop and at the initiative of Kyivan Metro-
politan yosyf (rutsʹky), the rome curia started the beatification process 
(the sessions of the special commission took place in 1628 and 1637 61), which 
led to yosafat (Kuntsevych) being endowed with the status of ‘blessed one’ 
by pope urban VIII in 1642. In 1867, he was also pronounced a saint of 
the Catholic Church. 62

King and Grand duke Władysław IV Vasa (1632–48) 63 took part 
in the festive reception of the papal bull which proclaimed Kuntsevych 
the ‘blessed one’; the ceremony took place in Wilno, which at that time was 
the capital of the Metropolitan archdiocese of Kyiv and all rus’. In the de-
scription of the festivities put together in 1642 by the Jesuit stanislaw ro-
stowski (Decretum excepit insignis Vilnae celebritas, praesente Rege Vladislao), 
the nationwide character of this celebration was emphasized:

after festive fireworks and a military parade in the suburbs, finely 
dressed warriors and other participants set off from the Cathedral, walking 
in three columns. In one column marched those who represented the tro-
ops of Jehoshaphat, the king of Judah from the Old Testament; the second 
column apparently portrayed the army of the Indian prince Josaphat; 64 
the third column consisted of academy members and was followed by 
a triumphal carriage decorated with the icon of the holy martyr, as well as 

60 see his letter to Kuntsevych dated 12 March 1622 published in: Tadeusz Żychiewicz, Jozafat Kuncewicz 
(Kalwaria zebrzydowska: Calvarianum, 1986), pp. 159–71.

61 S. Josaphat Hieromartyr, I, pp. 1–2.
62 Kerstin s. Jobst, ‘Transnational and Trans-denominational aspects of the Veneration of Josaphat 

Kuntsevych’, Journal of Ukrainian Studies, 37 (2012), 9–15.
63 stanislao rostowski, Lituanicarum Societatis Jesu historiarum provincialium pars prima (Vilnae, 1768), p. 357.
64 according to the legend, an Indian king persecuted the Christian Church in his realm after astrologers 

predicted that his own son would become a Christian. The king imprisoned the young prince Josaphat, 
who nevertheless met the hermit saint barlaam and converted to Christianity.
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musical accompaniment (there was a children’s choir here, some singing, 
recitation, trumpets, etc.). When the procession reached the triumphal 
gates near the holy Trinity Church, the entire group of basilian monks 
walked toward it with ‘Greek’ prayer melodies rising from their lips (Gra-
ecanicis cantibus excipiens). by the altar displaying the image of Kuntsevych, 
the rector of the academy served the divine liturgy, during which the mar-
tyr was venerated in polish by father honchel. father albert Ceciszewski 
preached during the evening sermon, while one more sermon was delive-
red in latin. 65

In the papal breve, the commemoration of Kuntsevych was scheduled 
for 12 november (2 november by the Julian calendar, the day of his mar-
tyrdom); in the Metropolitan archdiocese of Kyiv, however, in the last qu-
arter of the seventeenth century, the september honouring of the blessed 
one gained in popularity. This is why, in 1670, in response to the request 
of Metropolitan Cyprian (Żochowski), the sacred Congregation of rites 
authorized the celebration date to be moved from 12 november to 26 sep-
tember. This decision was partially practical in that it allowed the pilgrims 
to travel to the sepulchre of yosafat at st sophia’s archcathedral in po-
lotsk. later on, Żochowski added this festival as an obligatory liturgical 
celebration to the Missal that he had printed in 1692, thereby spreading 
its canonical legitimacy to the entire ruthenian Church. as 26 septem-
ber (16 september by the Julian calendar) would often fall on a weekday, 
the basilian capitulum of 1703 in nahorodowicze agreed to hold the cele-
bration on the nearest sunday. 66 The Volodymyr diocese union of 1715, 
summoned by bishop lev (Kyshka), adjusted the martyr’s cult to local tra-
ditions, ordering “to celebrate the festive occasion of st yosafat on the first 
sunday after 27 september according to the new calendar”. The devotional 
practice of celebrating it on other days was also maintained “according 
to the custom”. 67

even though the cult of the polotsk holy martyr did not essen-
tially influence the territorial spread of the union in the Metropoli-
tan archdiocese of Kyiv, it nevertheless become a basic constituent of 

65 Mintautas čiurinskas, ‘Vaizdai XVII a. raštijoje’, in Kultūrų kryžkelė, pp. 157–76 (here: 160–61).
66 borys balyk, ‘z istoriji kulʹtu sv. Josafata v peremysʹkij jeparchiji (XVII/XVIII st.) ’, Analecta OSBM, 8:1–4 

(1973), 43–62 (pp. 44–45, 48); stefan rohdewald, ‘Medium unierter konfessioneller Identität oder polnisch-
ruthenischer einigung? zur Verehrung Josafat Kuncevycs im 17. Jahrhundert ’, in Kommunikation durch 
symbolische Akte. Religiose Heterogenität und politische Herrschaft in Polen-Litauen, ed. by yvonne Kleinmann 
(stuttgart: franz steiner, 2010), pp. 271–90.

67 spbIh ras, col. 52, op. 1, ed. chr. 50, l. 42; Іhor skočyljas, Relihija ta kulʹtura Zachidnoji Volyni (lʹviv: 
ukrajinsʹkyj Katolycʹkyj universytet, 2008), pp. 30–31.
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the new ruthenian-Catholic identity among laymen, clergy, and nobles 
in the first quarter of the seventeenth century, including those adhering to 
the latin rite. 68

This process was largely facilitated by the contemporaneous hagio-
graphy and eulogic literature which started to appear en masse within 
the Catholic intellectual milieu of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth 
and of rome. The first such work was Relatio, a hagiography of Kuntsevych, 
published in 1624 by Illia (Morokhovsky) and yosyf (rutsʹky). The following 
year saw the funeral sermon delivered by lev (Krevza) after the martyr’s 
death. 69 The popularization of Kuntsevych’s spiritual personality was fur-
ther supported by Jesuit albert Wijuk Kojałowicz’s lengthy Miscellanea re-
garding the State of the Church in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (1650), 70 as well 
as a 1675 treatise by andrzej Młodzianowski, Symbolic Images of Life and 
 Death of the Blessed Yosafat the Martyr (Icones symbolice vitae et mortis B. Josaphat 
martyris); the latter is a baroque masterpiece of contemporaneous litera-
ture. 71 Within the union church, sacralization of the polotsk holy martyr 
was confirmed with the 1665 publication in rome of a fundamental work 
by Che łmno bishop and protoarchimandrite of the basilian order, Jakub 
(susza), The Flow of Life and the Martyrdom of the Blessed Yosafat Kuntsevych 
(Cursus vitae, et certamen martyrii, B. Iosaphat Kuncevicii), as well as the emer-
gence of iconography surrounding the saint.

after the deluge in the middle of the seventeenth century, the first pu-
blic veneration of yosafat (Kuntsevych) took place in the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth in the fall of 1667. 72 Well-attended ceremonies were orga-
nized that entailed the transportation of st yosafat’s relics from  Żyrowicze 
monastery to Wilno and farther on to polotsk. The main celebratory 
events took place on 25 september in the capital of the polish- lithuanian 

68 andrzej Gil, ‘Kult Jozafata Kuncewicza i jego pierwsze przedstawienia ikonowe w rzeczypospolitej 
(do połowy XVII wieku). zarys problematyki’, in Kościoły wschodnie w Rzeczypospolitej XVI–XVIII wieku. 
Zbiór studiów (lublin: Instytut europy Środkowo-Wschodniej, 2005), pp. 65–72; Tomasz Kempa, ‘Czy 
męczeńska śmierć arcybiskupa Jozafata Kuncewicza przyczyniła się do rozwoju unii brzeskiej na obsarze 
archidiecezji połockiej?’, in ibid., pp. 93–105; Tomasz Kempa, ‘recepcja unii brzeskiej na obsarze Wielkiego 
Księstwa litewskiego i ziem ruskich Korony do połowy XVII wieku’, Rocznik Instytutu Europy Środkowo-
Wschodniej, 3 (2005), 141–70 (here: 170); Tomasz Kempa, ‘unia i prawosławie w Witebsku w czasie rządów 
biskupich Jozafata Kuncewicza i po jego męczeńskiej śmierci (do połowy XVII wieku)’, in Między Zachodem 
a Wschodem. Etniczne, kulturowe i religijne pogranicza Rzeczypospolitej w XVI–XVIII wieku, vol. 3: ed. by Krzysztof 
Mikulski and agnieszla zielińska-nowicka (Toruń: Mado, 2005), pp. 135–54.

69 [leon Kreuza], Kazanie o świątobliwym zywoćie y chwalebney śmierći Przewielebnego w Bodze oyca Iosaphata 
Kuncewicza Arcybiskupá Połockiego, Witebskiego y Msćisławskiego w cerkwi Cathedralney Połockiey przy depozyciey 
ciała iego odprawowane od oyca Leona Kreuży Nominata na Episkopstwo Smolenskie. Za wolą y ukazaniem starszych 
z Ruskiego języka na polski przełożone y w druk podane, ([Wilno], 1625), p. [b3 v.].

70 Miscellanea rerum ad statum ecclesiasticum in Magno Lituaniae Ducatu pertinentium, collecta ab Alberto Wiiuk 
Koiałowicz Societ. Iesu, S. Theol. Doct. Almae Uniuersitatis Vilnensis Procancellario, et Ordinario S. Theol. Professore 
vulgata Superiorum permissu, (Vilnae, 1650). publication with the traslation into luthainian: albertas 
Vijūkas-Kojalavičius, ‘Įvairenybės apie bažnyčios būklę lietuvos didžiojoje Kunigaikštijoje’, in Lietuvos 
istorijos įvairenybės, 2 vols (Vilnius: lietuvių literatūros ir tautosakos institutas, 2003–2004), II, pp. 8–275.

71 Mintautas čiurinskas, ‘biografiniai šaltiniai ir barokinės literatūros tradicija’, in Palaimintojo kankinio 
Juozapato, Polocko arkivyskupo, gyvenimo ir mirties simboliniai atvaizdai: šaltinis, vertimas ir studija, ed. by 
andriejus Mlodzianovskis (Vilnius: Vilniaus dailės akademija, 2015), pp. 401–43 (here: 435–41).

72 liepa Griciūtė-Šverebienė, XVII–XVIII a. bažnytinės procesijos Lietuvos Didžiojoje Kunigaikštystėje (Vilnius: 
Vilniaus dailės akademijos, 2011), pp. 26–32, 195–202; Tomasz Kempa, Konflikty wyznaniowe w Wilnie 
od początku reformacji do końca XVII wieku (Toruń: uniwersytet Mikołaja Kopernika, 2016), pp. 476–77; 
čiurinskas, ‘Vaizdai XVII a. raštijoje’, pp. 168–71.
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 Commonwealth, at the Cathedral of the Intercession of the Virgin, with 
the participation of Metropolitan havryil (Kolenda), the Wilno roman-
Catholic bishop aleksander-Kazimierz sapieha (1667–1671), members of 
the Wilno latin capitulum, numerous lithuanian senators, and a large num-
ber of adherents of the latin rite and the union. from the Metropolitan 
archdiocese cathedral, the festive procession, consisting of soldiers, musi-
cians, middle-class dwellers, nobles, and students, set off for the holy Tri-
nity basilian church, which for a long time hosted a side altar dedicated 
to Kuntsevych, and a celebratory liturgy was held here. 73

according to a basilian protohegumen (provincial prior), during 
the veneration of Kuntsevych’s relics “numerous schismatics kept arriving, 
unable to hold back their tears, particularly during the sermon by the basi-
lian monk, father [yosyf] Grodzinski, polotsk archimandrite, who delivered 
a sermon on the third day. next, liturgies were held for the entire week in 
Wilno as a testimony to Catholic piety, and many schismatics started con-
templating conversion”. 74 as observed by one of the participants of the festi-
vities, the Vitebsk voivode Jan-antoni Chrapowitzki, the body of st yosafat 
remained unharmed and imperishable while in the open casket-hearse, and 
this alone could be seen as a confirmation of the superiority of the holy 
union over orthodox Christianity. 75

although, from the eighteenth century onward, for various re-
asons the memory of the holy martyr did not evolve into a powerful cult 
within the union and within its successor, the Greek-Catholic Church, 
the personality of Kuntsevych became one of the foundations of Kyivan 
basilian identity. since 1931, the community has officially held his name: 
the Basilian Order of St Yosafat.

perseCuTIons of The CaTholIC faITh

The events of the Khmelnytsky uprising and the russo-swedish deluge of 
1648–67 turned out to be a major test for the basilian order and the entire 
union Church. as we know, the Cossack uprising chose religious slogans 
to be the key ones in their program me, which invariably included points 
demanding the liquidation of the union (starting with the Treaty of zboriv 
in 1649) and provided privileges for the Kyivan orthodox Metropolitan 

73 Cyprian Żochowski, Relacyja czternastoletnego wygnania z katedry Połockiej b. męczennika Ioaphata przy, 
szczęsliwym powrocie onego do teyze kathedry czyniona (Wilno, 1667); id., Valete imieniem b. męczennika Iozaphata 
Kuncewicza arcybiskupa Połockiego, Witepskiego, […] do kathedry Połockiej ruszájącego śię dane stolecznemu 
Wilnowi, y W. X. L. magnatom na ten czas zebranym, w cerkwi kathedralnej Przeczystej S. Nazwanej (Wilno, 1667).

74 Epistolae metropolitarum Kioviensium Catholicorum, Raphaelis Korsak, Antonii Sielava, Gabrielis Kolenda (1637–1674), 
ed. by athanasius G. Welykyj (romae: pp. basiliani, 1956), p. 267 (№ 46).

75 Jan a. Chrapowicki, Diariusz, cz. 2: Lata 1665–1669, ed. andrzej rachuba and Tadeusz Wasilewski 
(Warszawa: pax, 1988), pp. 352–55, 365.
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archdiocese. 76 This exclusionist policy of the ukrainian hetmanate in re-
gards to ruthenian Catholics comes across distinctly in the 1658 Treaty of 
hadiach, established between herman Ivan Vyhovsʹky (1657–59) and royal 
commissaries; this Treaty envisioned the emergence of the “Grand duchy 
of ruthenia” and the transformation of the polish-lithuanian Common-
wealth into a confederation of the three peoples. 77 even though the Treaty 
supported religious tolerance towards ruthenians of both ecclesiastic ju-
risdictions, the freedom to publicly profess one’s faith (nabożenstwo) and to 
serve the church rites, “poki język narodu ruskiego zasięga”, 78 in practice it 
allowed for the liquidation of the union in three ukrainian voivodeships: 
bratslav, Kyiv, and Chernihiv.

The Cossack-peasant uprising had a direct impact on the basilian 
order, with far- reaching consequences. already by the spring of 1648 and 
up until his death in exile in podlachia in 1655, the protoarchimandrite 
of the basilian order and Kyivan Metropolitan antoni (sielawa, 1640–55) 
was very ill and practically incapacitated. That is why, at the beginning of 
the war, the order lacked centralized governance, a fact that complicated 
communication between the monasteries, as well as monks’ adjustment 
to the new, radical circumstances of living in a situation of warfare and 
systematic violence. sielawa summoned the General capitulum only in June 
of 1650 to Wilno, the capital of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, in 
order to “confer on the matter of [ruthenian] rite and the holy union, 
which are being greatly violated by the schismatics, whom one can hardly 
withstand” (“abyschmy radzili de ritu et unione sancta, która maximam patit 
violentiam a schismate, et vix subsistere potest”). 79 as an attempt to prevent 
the monks from being pulled into the military conflict and keep them 
from converting to the latin rite, the Wilno capitulum of 1650 prohibited 
basilians from storing any cold steel or firearms in their cells, using ro-
man missals during the liturgy, or introducing any kind of innovations 
in the rituals. however, as is testified by the materials of the following 
General capitulum in Minsk (1652), 80 the leadership could prevent neither 
disorganization within the order, nor its persecution.

76 serhij plochij, ‘svjaščenne pravo povstannja: berestejsʹka unija i relihijna lehitymacija Chmelʹnyččyny’, 
in Deržava, suspilʹstvo i Cerkva v Ukrajini u XVII stolitti. Materialy Druhych ‘Berestejsʹkych čytanʹ’. Lʹviv, 
Dnipropetrovsʹk, Kyjiv, 1–6 ljutoho 1995 r., ed. by borys hudzjak and oleh Turij (lʹviv, 1996), pp. 1–13; 
see also: serhij plochij, Nalyvajkova vira: kozactvo ta relihija v rannʹomodernij ukrajini (Kyjiv: Krytyka, 2005), 
pp. 230–48.

77 The recent researches: Hadjacʹka unija 1658: Zbirnyk naukovych statej, ed. by pavlo sochanʹ (Kyjiv, 2008); 
piotr Kroll, Od ugody hadziackiej do Cudnowa: Kozaczyzna między Rzecząpospolitą a Moskwą w latach 1658–1660 
(Warszawa: Wydawnictwa uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 2008); W kręgu Hadziacza A. D. 1658: Od historii do 
literatury, ed. by piotr borek (Kraków: Collegium Columbinum, 2008).

78 andrey sheptytsky national Museum in lviv (hereinafter: nMl), rkl.-138, ark. 35–35 zv.; Volumina Legum, 
vol. 4 (petersburg, 1859), pp. 297–301.

79 ASD, XII, p. 47.
80 Ibid., pp. 47–52; pidručnyj, Іstoryčnyj narys zakonodavstva Vasylijansʹkoho Čynu, pp. 123–26.
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With its destructive impact, the Khmelnytsky uprising advanced to 
the monasteries and ruthenian Catholic churches primarily located in Vol-
hynia, polisia, and Kholmshchyna, where the union gained widespread ac-
ceptance and built up an organizational chain and the support of the local 
elites. 81 furthermore, with the beginning of the deluge, the basilian shrines 
suffered devastation at the hands of the Muscovite army, the protestant 
troops of semyhorod Kingdom and sweden, and the soldiers of the royal 
army, who marched through the monasteries’ estates or stopped at military 
stations, plundering the locals and monks along the way. The fragmentary 
sources do not allow us to recreate a full picture of the massive persecu-
tion of union-adhering monks and the destruction of monasteries, soul
-shepherding communities, and educational and beneficent institutions 
and estates. however, even the fragmentary character of the testimonies 
points to the tragic and catastrophic nature of the situation that the ba-
silian order found itself in.

according to the report by bishop Jakub (susza) De laboribus unitorum, 
in 1649 on the territories of the Chełmno diocese, the Cossacks confiscated 
the basilian monastery, and hieromonks were forced to serve the liturgies 
in secret in an abandoned roman Catholic chapel. 82 The Minsk union se-
minary, which opened in 1650 after a long period of preparations (between 
five and twenty students from the secular and monastic milieu studied 
here), was forced to cease its operations shortly thereafter. In mid-1654, 
the seminary buildings, together with the estate, were completely destroyed 
by Muscovite troops, and this educational institution was subsequently not 
able to fully recover. The rector of Minsk seminary, basilian father bene-
dykt (Terlecki), wrote in despair in one of his letters to the Congregation 
for the propagation of the faith in 1657, saying that ‘against us, ruthenians, 
united with the holy roman Church, are waging war’, and that almost all 
union monasteries ‘are ruined because of the war, their estates seized’, and 
that some of the monks had perished, while others had been abandoned 
to their fate and were hardly surviving. 83 The basilian nuns also suffered 
during the Khmelnytsky uprising. In 1648, in pinsk, the congregation he-
aded by yevfrosinia (Tryzna) refused the Cossacks’ demand to renounce 
the union; their monastery and the church were burned down, however, 
and the nuns were forced to leave the town. 84

81 sofija senyk, Ukrajinsʹka Cerkva v dobu Chmelʹnycʹkoho (lʹviv: svičado, 1994), pp. 9–14; Johanne praszko, De 
Ecclesia Ruthena Catholica sede metropolitana vacante 1655–1665 (romae: ex typographia augustiniana, 1944).

82 Litterae episcoporum historiam Ucrainae illustrantes (1600–1900), 1641–1664 , ed. by athanasius G. Welykyj and 
porphyrius b. pidrutchnyj, 5 vols (romae: pp. basiliani, 1972–1981), II (1973), pp. 321–22. see also: sophia 
senyk, ‘Methodius Terlec’kyj – bishop of Xolm’, Analecta Ordinis Sancti Basilii Magni, 12 (1985), 342–73.

83 Litterae basilianorum in terris Ucrainae et Bielarusjae, 1601–1730, ed. by athanasius G. Welykyj and 
porphyrius b. pidrutchnyj, (romae: pp. basiliani, 1979), II, pp. 89–90 (№ 45).

84 Ibid., pp. 98–100 (№ 53).
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Thanks to the research done by Mykhailo dovbyshchenko, a histo-
rian from Kyiv, we are well informed about the persecution of the union- 
-adhering monks in Volhynia. even though the data is general, filled with 
stereotypical idioms like “tyrannical death of many union-adhering monks” 
at the hands of the Cossacks, it points to the scorning and even the kil-
ling of said monks based on their confessional belonging. In particular, 
we are referring here to the events in ostrih in March of 1649 and 1651, 
when Cossacks and Tatars invaded the town, bringing about a pogrom 
and a massacre, and to the capture of Kremenetsʹ in the fall of 1648. 
The local union archpriest, father fedor dubnytsʹky, managed to flee 
the town, while the other union-adhering priest, father fedor Turyan-
sky-Tursʹky, was first tortured by the Cossacks and then slashed to death 
with sabres. To benefit from this favourable situation, the orthodox pastor 
father oleksandr  denysko occupied ruthenian churches in Kremenetsʹ 
(specifically, the cathedral of the Christ resurrection, which was burned 
by the  Cossacks) and sanctified them repeatedly, while some union-adhe-
ring monks were even baptized for the second time, 85 which contradicted 
church canon.

a similar fate befell the union monastery in derman ,́ which was 
plundered by the Cossacks, Tatars, and twice by the swedes. a telling de-
scription of the events can be found in the monastery chronicle:

roku 1648. nastąpiła potym straszna z uniwersalną całej ojczyzny 
ruiną herszta Chmielnickiego rebelia, pod który czas od zuchwałego 
kozactwa zuchwałości, dermański monaster zdawna w unii swiętey 
zostaiący pofturnie został spustoszony, ludzie od tatarow wybrani, 
zakonnicy wszyscy rozproszeni po lasach y paryach tułac się  musieli, 
nie tylko cerkiewne arygentarye y ornamęta, ale nawet y dokumen-
ta gdzie mozna chowaiąc monasterne ktore przez lat siedm rok po 
rok trwaiąc nieustannie hostilittes niesłusznie uzurpowanych dobr 
sobie monasternych in spatio tego czasu ułuzerdziły possessią […]. 
 Jeszcze się y na to nie skączyło gdy z miłowania boga wrędzy głodzic 
y  mizeryi biedni czekając zakąnnicy: aż nowa z pułnocy niespodziane 
takze. roku 1655 od szwiedzkiey potencyi nastąpiła burza pod ktu-
ry czas trzecie znowu nastało dermanskiego monastera spustosze-
nie y w czym kozacka przepusciła złosc w tym szwedzkie dopełniło 
lepiey okrucięstwo ozdoby cerkiewne zabrane utra cilismy do reszty 
mizerni rozproszeni zakonnicy. dobra cięzkiemi obciężone kontry-

85 Mychajło dowbyszczenko, ‘Cerkiew unicka na Wołyniu w dobie wojen kozackich w latach 1648–1667’, in 
Ruchy religijne na Wołyniu w XVI i XVII wieku, ed. by andrzej Gil (lublin: Kul, 2013), pp. 11–120 (here: 38–45, 
49–50).
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buciami ktorym niepodobną było wystarczyc dla zrujnowania dobr 
przez kozaki y tatary niesłychanego, kture do takich juz przyszli 
byli angustyc przez te trzy lata woyny szwedzkich ze się w nich led-
wie kylka osob dusz żyjących znaydowało w tako wey tedy pałaięcego 
marca zawierusie nie mozna się było zadnym sposobem o niesłuszne 
w dobra wdarcie y sprawiedliwey upomniec krzywdzie. 86

a wealthy and influential basilian archdiocese of st nikolas in zhy-
dychyn, 87 which was plundered by the Cossacks and Tatars in 1648, became 
another victim of the Khmelnytsky uprising. In this particular case, the re-
cords emphasize not only economic but also religious motivation behind 
the attack on the union monastery, which was carried out “z nienawiści 
ku jedności świętej”. even the newly appointed orthodox archimandrite of 
the monastery, father oleksandr Mokosii denysko, later described the events 
as a “fervent and frenzied Cossack rebellion”. 88 other union monasteries in 
Volhynia suffered concurrently; for instance, the convent in rozvazh and 
the holy Trinity monastery in shums’k were burned down by the Cossacks.

In the aforementioned report to rome, De laboribus unitorum, prior 
Jakub susza describes the impact of the Khmelnytsky uprising and 
the  russo-swedish deluge in apocalyptic terms, paying particular atten-
tion to the numerous victims among union monks at the time: “numero-
us monasteries have been burned down together with churches; secular 
priests, monks, even laymen have been wounded, robbed, or killed. We 
know for certain that forty union-adhering monks have been killed be-
cause of the holy union”. 89 similar information can be found in a letter of 
the basilian protohegumen benedykt Terlecki, who was elected in 1656; he 
confessed his helplessness in these tragic circumstances: “how can I pos-
sibly comfort the order when monasteries, churches, and altars have been 
burned down or destroyed […], when some monks have been killed, while 
others are wasting away as beggars”. 90 The martyrdom of union-adhering 
monks was personified in the Hagiography of Basilians, compiled by lev 
 Kyshka in the late seventeenth century. he cites numerous examples of 
the demise of basilian hieromonks, naming each one and regarding them 
as confessors of Catholicism and the holy union. 91

86 Mychajlo dovbyščenko, ‘rukopysna “Chronika” dermansʹkoho monastyrja (1511–1673 rr.)’, Drohobycʹkyj 
krajeznavčyj zbirnyk , 11–12 (2008), 438–51 (here: 444).

87 see about him: serhij horin, Žydyčynsʹkyj Svjato-Mykolajivsʹkyj monastyr (do seredyny XVII storiččja) (Kyjiv: 
Majsternja knyhy, 2009).

88 dowbyszczenko, ‘Cerkiew unicka na Wołyniu’, pp. 48, 57–63.
89 Litterae episcoporum historiam Ucrainae illustrantes (1600–1900), 1641–1664 , II, p. 320.
90 Litterae basilianorum, I, p. 89 (№ 45). see also: Narys Іstoriji Vasylijansʹkoho Čynu, pp. 144–45.
91 Central state historical archives of ukraine in lviv (hereinafter: TsdIal), fond 201, op. 4б, spr. 421. 

see also: Josafat skruten ,́ ‘Žyttjepysy vasylijan. Vyjimok z rukopysnoho zbirnyka mytropolyta lʹva Kyšky’, 
Analecta OSBM, 1:2 (1925), 284–91 (here: 287, 289–91); 2:3 (1927), 376–401 (here: 377, 393).
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The tragic nature of the entire situation in which the basilian order 
found itself at the end of the 1640s and throughout the 1650s is confirmed 
by the dramatic resolution approved at the bytenʹ capitulum of 1657, which 
called upon all the monks “to hold on to the Catholic faith steadfastly, even 
if they have to let go of the monasteries, estates, and their own rites, or 
even leave their motherland or sacrifice their lives” (“przy wierze świętej 
katholickiej stać, by przyszło od monastyrów, od dóbr y ab ipso ritu odpa-
dać, a na ostatek a patria exulare et vita privari”). 92 The orthodox and union 
populations alike were well aware of the fratricidal nature of the oppo-
sition between “ruthenia and rusʹ”, which is why, even at the climax of 
the Khmelnytsky uprising, both sides of the conflict were trying to reach 
a temporary agreement, or at least soften the clashes on a personal level. 
one rare example of such a dialogue was the attempts of the basilian union 
bishop from Chełmno, Jakub susza, to establish contact with herman Ivan 
Vyhovsky (1657–1659) and pavlo Teteria (1663–1665). In one of his letters 
that is known to researchers, susza even ventured to convince Vyhovsky 
to unite with the roman throne. 93 at the time, however, it was practically 
impossible to come to a mutual understanding with the Cossacks; only 
the Treaty of andrusovo of 1667 between the polish-lithuanian Common-
wealth and the Muscovy Tsardom ceased the persecution of the basilian 
order and the entire union Church for a quarter of a century.

The basilians, with their clearly Catholic union-oriented identity, as 
well as cultural and social integration in the multiconfessional and multi- 
-ethnic community of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, provoked an 
existential lack of acceptance from the Muscovian orthodoxy as well as 
the entire political system of the romanov state. having survived the dra-
matic events of the Khmelnytsky uprising and the deluge of the mid-se-
venteenth century, which were accompanied by the destruction of mona-
steries and property and massive persecutions and martyrdom of many 
monks, the basilian order faced a new threat a few decades later: russian 
presence in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, in the role of a formal 
ally during the northern War of 1700–21 alongside the swedish empire of 
Charles XII. during the first decade of the eighteenth century, the Tsarist 
army was situated in contemporary belarus and lithuania, where, together 
with other troops, it plundered the churches, monasteries, and estates of 
the union Church and persecuted its clergy and monks. 94

92 ASD, XII, p. 55.
93 serhij plochij, ‘Vid Jakova suši do atanasija Velykoho (ohljad vydanʹ rymsʹkych džerel z istoriji 

ukrajinsʹkoji cerkvy)’, Ukrajinsʹkyj archeohrafičnyj ščoričnyk , 1 (1992), 6–14 (here: 6).
94 spbIh ras, col. 52, op. 1, ed. chr. 321, l. 56 ob.–57; borys balyk, ‘“Katafalʹk černečyj vasylijan” XVII–XVIII 

st. (rukopysna zbirka žyttjepysiv Vasylijan)’, Analecta OSBM, 8:1–4 (1973), 269–310 (here: 80–1).
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In Wilno, invaded in early 1705 by a russian army unit a few tho-
usand strong and headed by peter I, union-adherent monks did not suffer 
from direct oppression. 95 In mid-March the representatives of aristocracy 
and senators, as well as Wilno bishop and the Grand Chancellor Karol sta-
nisław radziwiłł, arrived in the city for the regular meeting of the lithu-
anian Tribunal. having gathered at ogiński palace, they demanded that 
field Marshal sheremetyev withdraw the Muscovy troops from the city 
and refused to continue with the Tribunal sessions with the foreign army 
present. 96 simultaneously, the protoarchimandrite of the basilian order 
lev (Kyshka), who was in the capital of the polish-lithuanian Common-
wealth in early March, noted in his diary that “in Wilno, everyone was 
scared of the swedes, and people were awaiting their own final demise in 
the event that the Muscovites, unable to defend themselves, would have to 
withdraw from Wilno and would be chased by the advancing swedes”. 97

In contrast to Wilno, in the other territories of the Commonwealth 
the Muscovy army was directly threatening monasteries and monks of the 
basilian order. When senators of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth 
attempted to intercede on behalf of the bytenʹ and Żyrowicze monasteries 
to prince aleksandr Menshikov, the royal nobleman compared the union- 
-adhering monks “with dogs who are not even Calvinists, neither they are 
lutherans, nor roman Catholics”. 98 some bishops of the Metropolitan ar-
chdiocese of Kyiv also suffered persecution at the hands of russians. for 
instance, Tsar peter I (1682–1725) raised personal accusations against pinsk 
bishop porfiriusz (Kulczycki, 1703–16) and openly harassed lutsʹk bishop 
dionysius (Żabokrycki, 1695–1711). The latter one, having recklessly supported 
stanisław leszczyński, the candidate for the Commonwealth’s throne and 
a personal enemy of peter I, was first imprisoned in 1706; he was later on 
taken to Moscow and then to solovki, where he passed away as a martyr. 99

The persecutions culminated with the well-known polotsk Trage-
dy 100 in the summer of 1705, wherein the Tsar tortured to death several 
basilians in sofia Cathedral who had publicly professed their loyalty to 
ruthenian Catholicism. Closely following these events, the Diarium Excidii 
Monasterii Polocensis Patrum Basilianorum cum Sancta Romana Ecclesia Unito-
rum, patrati a Serenissimo Moscoviae Duce, Anno praesenti 1705, die 11, et 12 Iulii 
(Diary of the Manslaughter Committed by the Muscovite Prince on July 11th and 

95  spbIh ras, col. 52, op. 1, ed. chr. 328, l. 164 ob.
96 Ibid.
97 Ibid., ll. 164–164 ob.
98 Epistolae metropolitarum kioviensium catholicorum: Cypriani Zochovskyj, Leonis Slubicz Zalenskyj, Georgii 

Vynnyckyj 1674–1713, ed. by athanasius G. Welykyj (romae, 1958), p. 214 (№ 32).
99 aleksy deruga, Piotr Wielki a unici i unja kościelna, 1700–1711 (Wilno, 1936), pp. 16–17.
100 Epistolae Zochovskyj, Zalenskyj, Vynnyckyj, pp. 207–210 (№ 28); Monumenta Ucrainae historica (hereinafter: 

Muh), ed. by andreas septyckyj, 10 vols (romae, 1964–1971), V (1968), pp. 14–5 (№ 15).
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12th of the Current Year, of the Basilian Fathers from Polotsk Monastery United with 
the Holy Roman Church) relays the entire tragedy and cruelty of this affair:

niewidziany nigdy, ani słyszany od początku prześladowania Cerk-
wie Chrystusowey (od Cesarzów, Królów i panów bałwochwalstwu 
służących, ani od heretyków najgorszych) niepraktykowany, aż do 
tego 1705 roku, dnia 30 iunia podług starego kalendarza, sławny 
y  wiekom następuiącym dziwny, Cerkwi Chrystusowey w  rusi, 
litwie, i  polszce, jedność Świętą z Cerkwią Świętą rzymską (jako 
wszystkich innych po całem świecie będących i mających z narodów 
jeszcze niewiernych) bydż, powszechną Mistrzynią i Matką, trzyma-
jącej, chwalebny, zakonowi s. bazylego W[ielkiego] ozdobnya odszc-
zepieństwu – Greko-ruskiemu haniebny, sławny uczynek, Wielkiego 
Monarchi ruskiego piotra alexiejewicza Cara Moskiewskiego, nie 
mądrego nabożeństwa, i  błędliwey żarliwości niecny experyment 
w roku 1705 dnia 30 Junia starego, a dnia jedynastego Jula nowego 
kalendarza solennie w cerkwi katedralney połockiej s. sophiey od 
godziny z południa szustey, odprawiony, według tey, ktorey mogłem 
mieć tak od swoich braci zakonników (zwłaszcza tegoż okrutnego 
postępku, pozostałych uczestników) iako też y od samych Moskiews-
kich ludzi (jako tam pobliższy w Witebsku rezydując) wiadomości 
dla pamiątki opiszę.
Kiedy pomieniony piotr alexiejewiez Car moskiewski za wiarę świętą 
z okazyey jedności z Cerkwią Świętą rzymską, pozabijał okrutnie 
mordując czeterech różnemi jako się położy śmierciami, kapłanów, 
a  piątego brata kleryka, po śmiertelnych razach, dla wiadomości 
też takowyeh tyrańskich akcii (o których nikt inny powiedzieć nie 
mógł) pan bog aż do dzisia dnia 28 Maja 1713 w życiu chowa. 101

In reaction to the persecutions of the union monks, Metropolitan 
shlyubych-zelensky desperately appealed to rome and the Commonwealth 
monarch. 102 In his breve dated 17 october 1705, pope Clement XI (1700–21) 
declared his moral solidarity with ruthenian Catholics, making an appe-
al not to shed the blood of ‘the union’s sons’ nor ruin their churches. 103 
The roman pontiff also turned to augustus II, asking him to take care of 
the adherents of the union. 104 In his frantic reports dated 1708, the primate 
of the Metropolitan archdiocese of Kyiv emphasized a threat ‘to the holy 

101 spbIh ras, col. 52, op. 1, ed. chr. 321, l. 56 ob.
102 Epistolae Zochovskyj, Zalenskyj, Vynnyckyj, pp. 206–10.
103 MUH, V, pp. 28–29 (№ 16).
104 Documenta Pontificum Romanorum historiam Ucrainae illustrantia (hereafter dpr), ed. by athanasius G. 

Welykyj, 2 vols (romae, 1953–1954), II, pp. 6–8.
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union’ from the russian army. as an example, bishop lev mentioned 
the devastation inflicted upon the basilian monasteries in berezewcz and 
Minsk (where field Marshal Count boris sheremetyev was stationed), as 
well as in the estates of Wilno Metropolitan archdiocese Cathedral and 
pinsk union diocese. These efforts indeed had a certain impact, and after 
the polotsk Tragedy the political sta nce of russia and its occupation army 
vis-à-vis Catholics of the eastern rite changed, if only superficially, and 
became more flexible. Moreover, in november 1705 a tolerant privilege was 
issued for the ruthenian Church united with rome, warranting the perso-
nal freedom and immobility of the clergy’s property. There also appeared 
other kinds of ‘immunity charters’ to protect land ownership and indivi-
dual union shrines. 105

MonasTerIes as a loCale of ChrIsTIan WorshIp: 
benefaCTors and arChITeCTural MasTerpIeCes 
of The baroQue aGe

In the seventeenth–eighteenth centuries, basilian monasteries gradually 
started to self-integrate into the public sphere of the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth by way of enhancing the reciprocal influence between 
society and these monastic communities. Concurrently, monasteries rep-
resented special sacred locales for nobles, middle-class dwellers, and peas-
ants of various confessions; in these locations one could find examples of 
exalted spirituality, Christian perfection, and faithfulness to Christ visual-
ized via the artistic ‘signs of the times’ characteristic of the baroque 106 and 
the enlightenment. The divine office, the ascetic practices of the monks, 
the daily prayers for a Grand prince and a King, ktitors, and benefactors 
lent basilian monasteries a sense of ‘belonging’ to the contemporaneous 
baroque culture in general and polish-lithuanian society in particular. 
Miraculous healings that occurred as a result of praying to the wonder-
working icons of Theotokos (specifically, of Żyrowicze and pochaiv), the relics 
of holy martyrs and saints, the burials of middle-class dwellers and nobles 
in crypts of basilian monasteries created a special cultural and spiritual 

105 spbIh ras, col. 52, op. 1, ed. chr. 321, l. 57; deruga, Piotr Wielki a unici i unja kościelna, pp. 89–221.
106 The ukrainian perspective of this cultural phenomenon is represented in the following works: Ukrajinsʹke 

baroko, ed. by dmytro nalyvajko and leonid uškalov, 2 vols (Charkiv: akta, 2004); Ukrajinsʹke barokko: 
Materialy І konhresu Mižnarodnoji asociaciji ukrajinciv (Kyjiv 27.08 – 3.09.1990), ed. by oleksa Myšanyč 
(Kyjiv: Іnstytut archeohrafiji an ukrajiny, 1993); Ukrajinsʹke literaturne barokko: Zbirnyk naukovych prac ,́ 
ed. by oleksa Myšanyč (Kyjiv: naukova dumka, 1987).
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aura which was attractive for ruthenians, poles, lithuanians, and other 
ethnicities alike.

for the first time, contemporaneous baroque literature mentions 
the presence of the basilians in the public sphere of the polish-lithuanian 
state in the book of Quirini Cnogleri the austrian, Pompa Casimiriana 
(1604), 107 which was compiled on the occasion of the festive canonization of 
st Casimir in Wilno, 10–12 May 1604. The basilians are mentioned in part 
of a procession where the clergy was marching, following four monastic 
ranks, fraternities, and students, “after these schools, the Greek-Catholic 
priests were marching, carrying the torches according to their tradition. 
There were many acolytes and two archimandrites (see, this is how they 
call the monasteries’ priors)”. 108 The same treatise mentions for the first 
time the holy Trinity monastery as one of the main Catholic cloisters of 
the city: the dramatized performance featured an angel of the basilian 
church who appeared right after the angel of the Cathedral basilica of 
st stanislaus 109 in Wilno.

according to the lithuanian literary scholar Mintautas čiurinskas, 
this “confirms the public recognition of the basilian union Church and 
its incorporation into the ecclesiastic topography of the Catholic city”. 110

first and foremost, eastern rite monasteries were places of prayer 
and monastic asceticism which attracted numerous representatives of con-
temporaneous society. union – adhering monks, as well as monks of other 
monastic communities and orders of the Commonwealth, played the role 
of “trustworthy intermediaries”’ who had been abiding by the model of ars 
bene moriendi, which was traditional for the Church and society, by offering 
funeral services and other prayers for the soul salvation of noblemen, cler-
gymen, middle-class dwellers, or peasants. out of gratitude to the praying 
basilians for their ministering of the “honourable death” and the afterlife, 
laymen of various confessions and ethnic groups acted as ktitors and bene-
factors of their monasteries and other ecclesiastical organizations. 111

as a rule, such support entailed monetary donations and the gran-
ting of land allotments and other material resources that enabled the func-
tioning of monastic communities and the various pastoral, cultural, and 
social initiatives of the basilian order.

107 [Quirinus Cnoglerus austrius], ‘pompa Casimiriana sive de labaro d. Casimiri regis poloniae etc. 
f. Iagellonis n. M. d. lith. principis etc. a leone X. pontif. Max. in diuos relati, ex urbe transmisso, 
et Vilnam lithuaniae Metropolim solenni pompa, ad 6. Idus Maii, anno M.dC.IV. illato, Quirini Cnogleri 
austrii sermo panegyricus’, in Theatrum S. Casimiri, in quo ipsius prosapia, vita, miracula, et illustris pompa 
in sollemni eiusdem apotheoseos instauratione, Vilnae Lithuaniae metropoli, V Id. Maii, anno D[omi]ni M.DC.IV. 
instituta graphice proponuntur, ed. by Gregorius swiecicki (Vilnae, 1604), pp. 37–127. see also: Casimiriana: 
fontes vitae et cultus S. Casimiri = Šv. Kazimiero gyvenimo ir kulto istorijos šaltiniai, ed. by Mintautas čiurinskas 
(Vilnius: aidai, 2003), pp. 231–83.

108 čiurinskas, ‘Vaizdai XVII a. raštijoje’, pp. 158–59.
109 ‘pompa Casimiriana’, pp. 114–15.
110 čiurinskas, ‘Vaizdai XVII a. raštijoje’, p. 159.
111 oksana Viničenko, ‘rusėnų tapatybės, arba meldžiantis už sielas’, in Kultūrų kryžkelė, pp. 129–35.
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The Wilno holy Trinity monastery in lithuania, the buchach mona-
stery of the exaltation of the holy Cross in Galicia and the holy dormition 
pochaiv lavra in Volhynia are all telling examples of the living connection 
between the basilian fathers and the poly-confessional and multi-ethnic so-
ciety of the Commonwealth. according to the data provided in Memorial by 
procurator father Jan olszewski, and The Diary, 112 the monks from the holy 
Trinity monastery in Wilno received monetary donations from various be-
nefactors in the sum of a few hundred thousand polish złoty, as well as nu-
merous inheritance bequests for townhouses and land allotments in Wilno, 
and estates in Wilno and polotsk voivodeships (bilychany, zalissya, svirany, 
shankopole, or Voychany, and so on). 113 representatives of noblemen and 
the middle-class were eager to choose the holy Trinity monastery as their 
eternal resting place. Thanks to their patronage, a few votive chapels for 
the testators’ burials were erected, including those for the Wilno voivode Ja-
nusz skumin Tyszkiewicz (died in 1642) and his daughter eugenia-Katarzyna 
(the wife of prince Korybut-Wiśniowiecki), as well as influential families of 
ruthenian patricians, such as dubowicz, sinczyl, and ogurcewicz. 114 having 
received generous donations, the monastery in Wilno was able to mainta-
in a vast community of monks and servants to carry out renovations after 
numerous fires, to decorate the interior of the monastery and sustain its 
many institutions, including the basilian novitiate, konvikt (a dormitory for 
youngsters of noble background), a theological school, hospital, fraternity, 
choir, etc. as ukrainian researcher oksana Vinnychenko rightly observed, 
“the bequests to the basilian monastery in Wilno were the means of pu-
blic manifestation of the new union identity pertaining to the ruthenian 
 ethno-confessional community in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth.” 115

an impressive albeit singular example of the charitable work and 
personal engagement of the polish Catholic nobility with the affairs of 
the basilian order is the activity of the influential and affluent potocki fa-
mily. one of its representatives, belz voivode stefan aleksander potocki 
(1652–1726/27) from the prymasowa/złota pilawa line, became a ktitor of 
the buchach monastery of the exaltation of the holy Cross. The monastery 
was in immediate subordination to the lithuanian (sviatotroitsʹk) provin-
ce of the order. The principal part of the so-called ‘buchach foundation’ 
(1712–17) became the charter, whereby potocki endowed the new mona-
stery with 30,000 polish złoty and a folwark in pushkari, the outskirts of 

112 [Jan olszewski], Memoryał, albo informacja y objaśnienie klasztoru Wileńskiego cerkwi Przenayświętszey Trуjcy, 
pp. 1–217 (№ 1); ASD, X, pp. 26–32 (№ 1).

113 Ihoris skočiliasas, and Juliana Tatjanina, ‘Vilniaus bazilijonų gyvenimas XVIII a.’, in Kultūrų kryžkelė, 
pp. 116–28.

114 Materials of archaeological and anthropological research of burials in crypts of Vilna basilian Monastery 
in the 2010s has recently been published: albinas Kuncevičius, and others, ‘nekropolis ir jo archeologiniai 
tyrimai’, in Kultūrų kryžkelė, pp. 224–36.

115 Viničenko, Rusėnų tapatybės, p. 133.
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buchach. 116 In 1740, a latin archbishop from lviv passed the local st Cross 
roman-Catholic church (kostelyk, a small church) on his way to the  buchach 
basilians. In 1765–71, on the foundations of this small church and following 
the blueprint of the architect Jan Gottfried-hoffmann, a new grand Church 
of the exaltation of the holy Cross was erected in the Wilno  baroque 
style. This time, the construction was carried out under the patronage of 
 stefan-aleksander’s father, Mikołaj bazyli potocki (c. 1706–1782), a staro-
sta of bohuslav and Kaniv who worked closely with the well-known artists 
of that time, such as architect bernard Meretyn (died in 1759) or sculptor 
Johann pinsel. 117 Mikołaj potocki chose buchach as his magnate residen-
ce, endorsed the ‘buchach foundation’ of his father, and donated almost 
20,000 polish złoty for the construction of an ornate union church. 118 
Thanks to potocki’s special benevolence toward the buchach hegumen, 
father hieronim (nereziusz), who “opened potocki’s heart and purse to 
the basilians”, 119 a new monastery edifice, a public school (gymnasium), and 
a boarding school for the education and youth’s upbringing were erected 
using the magnate’s funds; all these institutions were maintained thanks 
to the monastic estates of zvenyhorod and zelena.

nevertheless, one of the biggest and most successful patronage pro-
jects of Mikołaj potocki, his ‘spiritual Jerusalem’, was foundational support 
for pochaiv basilian monastery, into which this magnate, according to va-
rious estimates, invested up to 2,200,000 polish złoty. for the construction 
of the new baroque cathedral in pochaiv lavra, potocki hired a well-known 
architect from silesia, Jan Gottfried hoffmann; the cornerstone of the con-
struction was solemnly consecrated on 3 July 1771, while the construction 
itself took until 1791. This cathedral, which has a grand monastery complex 
at its centre, is a striking example of the basilian architecture of the late 
baroque period (or the ‘basilian baroque’, according to the ukrainian re-
searcher, archbishop Ihor Isichenko). 120 potocki also sponsored a festive 
coronation of the wonderworking icon of  pochaiv Virgin Mary. The cere-
mony, which took place on 3 July 1773, and included over 100,000 Chri-
stians, demonstrated the union’s triumph within the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth. Mikołaj potocki was so inspired by the basilian piety 

116 spbIh ras, col. 52, op. 1, ed. chr. 350, l. 6 ob.; Jaroslav stocʹkyj, Bučacʹkyj monastyr Otciv Vasylijan: na službi 
Bohovi j Ukrajini. Do 300-littja zasnuvannja (Žovkva: Misioner, 2011), pp. 56–57.

117 borys Voznycʹkyj, Mykola Potocʹkyj starosta Kanivsʹkyj ta joho mytci architektor Bernard Meretyn i snycar Іoan 
Heorhij Pinzelʹ (lʹviv: Centr Jevropy, 2005); Johann Georg Pinsel: Un sculpteur baroque en Ukraine au XVIIIe siècle, 
ed. by Jan ostrowski, and Guilhem scherf (paris: louvre, 2012).

118 stocʹkyj, Bučacʹkyj monastyr Otciv Vasylijan, pp. 57–60; zofia zielińska, ‘potocki Mikołaj bazyli h. pilawa 
(1706?–1782)’, in Polski Słownik Biograficzny, ed. by emanuel rostworowski, and others, 53 vols (Wrocław–
Warszawa–Kraków–Gdańsk–Łódź, 1935–), XXVIII, 116, pp. 113–15.

119 sadok barącz, Pamiątki Buczackie (lwów, 1882), p. 74.
120 This concept is presented in Іhor Іsičenko, ‘Vasyliansʹke baroko’, Slovo i Čas, 1 (2011), 3–21. unfortunately, 

there is still no separate monographic study of the uniate baroque, nor is there a scientific name for this 
cultural phenomenon (for example, in historiography there have long been definitions of ‘Vilna baroque’, 
‘Cossack/Mazepa’s baroque’, etc.).
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that, even before 1758, he converted from latin rite to the ‘ruthenian  faith’, 
thereby becoming an eastern rite Catholic. he settled on the outskirts of 
pochaiv monastery, regularly visited union liturgies (he owned a house 
within the monastery), and was buried in 1782 as a benefactor of pochaiv 
monastery in the crypt of the basilian cathedral, which is to the left of 
the main entrance.

a different representative of the noble family of potocki, Volhynian 
and Kyivan voivode franciszek salezy potocki (1700–1772), who belonged 
to the hetman line of Srebrna Pilawa and was considered a “little King 
of ruthenia”, 121 also supported the basilian order on the lands of his 
vast domain in Galicia and right-bank ukraine. under the influence of 
the enlightenment, which emphasized the dissemination of rational civi-
lity via church institutions, franciszek founded a church and a basilian 
monastery (1763–64) at his residence in Krystynopol, and he also facilita-
ted the establishment of the union monastery in strusiv near Terebovlya 
(1760). his biggest investment into the basilian order was the foundation 
a monastery with a church and a public school in uman ,́ a private town 
of the potocki family. 122 This town was situated on the Great steppe bor-
der between the Judeo-Christian and Islamic civilizations in the southern 
part of bratslav voivodeship, on the frontier between the nomad camps of 
Crimean Tatars and territorial domains of zaporozhian sich, not far from 
the notorious Kuchmansʹky and Chorny Ways. The local umanʹ community 
at that time united the prevailing numbers of union-adhering ruthenians 
and hebrews (rabbinic Jews and Caraites); concurrently, the town was 
inhabited by roman-Catholics, orthodox Christians, protestants (mostly 
lutherans), armenians-Monophysites, and even Muslims.

The foundation in 1765–68 of the shroud of the Virgin monastery 
in umanʹ was confirmed by the sejm constitution of 1768. potocki’s fo-
undation privilege allowed for up to fourteen basilian monks (hegumen, 
 priest-vicar, four missionaries, four teaching professors, and a few confes-
sors and preachers). franciszek salezy potocki granted funding for the mo-
nastery’s activities by gifting a square at the centre of the town for the con-
struction of a church, crypts, and a school. he also donated the initial sum 
of 2,000 polish złoty and even donated two of his estates, the villages of 
Gerezhenivka and Monastyrok, to the monks. 123

121 for more about him, see: Jan Czernecki, Mały król na Rusi i jego stolica Krystynopol. Z Pamiętnika klasztornego 
1766–1787 i z innech źródeł zebrał i zestawił Jan Czernecki (Kraków, 1939).

122 Mykola Krykun, ‘dokumenty pro nadannja pustyni umanʹ u vlasnistʹ Valentiju aleksandrovi 
Kalynovsʹkomu 1609 roku’, Ukrajinsʹkyj archeohrafičnyj ščoričnyk, 21–22 (2018), 698–712; Іhor Kryvošeja, 
Volodymyr Kryvošeja, and Іhor blyznjuk, Umanščyna v etnopolityčnij istoriji Ukrajiny (kinecʹ XVIIІ – perša 
tretyna XIX st.) (Kyjiv, 1998).

123 Іhor Kryvošeja, Umansʹkyj vasyliansʹkyj monastyr (1765–1834) (uman ,́ 2009), p. 16.
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The activities of umanʹ basilian collegium were especially success-
ful. This institution remained in existence up until 1834; in 1773 it became 
a centre of high learning, with theology as well as new ‘secular’ disciplines 
(geometry, physics, history, geography, etc.) being part of the curriculum. 
Well-known representatives of the ‘ukrainian school’ of polish literature of 
the nineteenth century, such as seweryn Goszczyński, Michał Grabowski, 
brothers aleksandr and sylwestr Groza, and Józef bohdan zaleski, 124 were 
among its graduates.

from the 1770s until the early 1830s, the umanʹ basilian community 
became a full-fledged partner in the interconfessional dialog taking place 
along the Great border; concurrently, the basilians served as mediators 
in numerous local conflicts between the Jews, poles, and ruthenians. This 
‘Golden age’ was a culmination of the socio-cultural engagement of the mo-
nastery in the public space of umanʹ and the entire right-bank ukra-
ine. The new brick edifices of the basilian collegium, dormitory (konvikt), 
monastic cells and the church, all of which were erected in 1785, became 
a visual symbol of the town, as well as a spiritual and cultural centre of 
the ruthenian population of the region.

one of the most tragic chapters in the history of the basilian mo-
nastery and the entire umanʹ were the events of Koliivshchyna. 125 In June 
of 1768, Cossacks, peasants, and middle-class dwellers led by Maksym 
zalizniak and Ivan Gonta captured umanʹ and massacred the Jews and 
Catholics who had found shelter in the town. among the numerous resi-
dents of umanʹ who were tortured and killed, there were a few graduates of 
the basilian collegium, together with their prior, heraklii Kostecki. starting 
in the 2010s, ecumenic commemoration services have been taking place 
in the yard of the former basilian monastery in memory of the innocent 
victims of Koliivshchyna. 126 In 2018, a community initiative was announ-
ced to erect a memorial in the shape of a wellspring which, among umanʹ 
Christians and Jews, would symbolize victims of the 1768 massacre and 
emphasize the need for compassion and mutual understanding between 
ethnic groups; among the Jews, poles, and ukrainians, it also symbolized 
non-conflictual memories shared by the victims of these tragic events.

124 daniel beauvois, Szkonictwo polskie na ziemiach litewsko-ruskich 1803–1832. Szkoły podstawowe i średnie, 2 vols 
(lublin: Kul, 1991), II, pp. 181–83; Іhor Kryvošeja, Tetjana Tyščenko, and oksana zelinsʹka, ‘storinky 
istoriji umansʹkoho vasyliansʹkoho monastyrja’, in Kyjivsʹki polonistyčni studiji, “ukrajinsʹka škola” 
v literaturi ta kulʹturi ukrajinsʹko-polʹsʹkoho pohranyččja (Kyjiv, 2005), pp. 180–92.

125 Tetjana Tajirova-Jakovleva, Kolijivščyna. Velyki iljuziji (Kyjiv: Klio, 2019); zenon Kohut, ‘Myths old and new: 
The haidamak Movement and the Koliivshchyna (1768) in recent historiography’, Harvard Ukrainian 
Studies, 1 (1977), 359–78; Władysław serczyk, Koliszczyzna (Warszawa, 1968). see also: Jurij Mycyk, Umanʹ 
kozacʹka i hajdamacʹka (Kyjiv: Kyjevo-Mohyljansʹka akademija, 2002), pp. 122–30; hryhorij Chraban, Spalach 
hnivu narodnoho: Antyfeodalʹne narodno-vyzvolʹne povstannja na Pravoberežnij Ukrajini u 1768–1769 rr (Kyjiv, 1989).

126 Mychajlo hruševsʹkyj, ‘Materialy do istoriji Kolijivščyny’, in Hruševsʹkyj, Mychajlo Serhijovyč. Tvory, 
ed. by pavlo sochan' et al., 50 vols (lʹviv: svit, 2005), VII, pp. 120–39.
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The monastery complexes in buchach, pochaiv, and uman ,́ together 
with other equally striking monuments of the basilian architecture on 
the territory of modern belarus, lithuania, poland, and ukraine, should 
be perceived as part of the cultural realm of Wilno baroque, which inc-
luded sviatotroitsʹka province and, with some reservations, pokrovsʹka 
(ruthenian, polish) provinces of the basilian order. This cultural realm 
had its own shared artistic traits as well as regional features, in particu-
lar in the dioceses that belonged to the ‘new union’, where monasteries of 
the eastern rite joined the order only in the early 1740s. The characteristic 
architectural traits of the basilian monasteries and churches, built by such 
well-known artists as Johann Christoph Glaubitz, Jan Gottfried-hoffmann, 
oleksandr osinkiewicz, and Jakub fontana (1710–1773), included the traditio-
nal cross-domed, single-apse plans of the order system that, concurrently, 
did not follow the rule of facing eastward; openwork and multilayering of 
the architectural forms; the main façade featuring enhanced plasticity and 
bearing two tiered towers; the main altar decorated according to the ro-
man-Catholic tradition; columns and statues within the church interior, 
etc. Typically, the architecture of the basilian monasteries and churches 
combined Western european forms of the late baroque with the local re-
gional traditions. specifically, in present-day ukrainian lands (Volhynia, 
Galicia, and right-bank ukraine), this process manifested itself in a fluid 
interaction between the traditional sacred architecture of ruthenian chur-
ches and the Cossack baroque. 127

one of the impressive monuments of the basilian (union) baroque 
style that is entirely or partially preserved in belarus, lithuania, poland, or 
ukraine is the Cathedral of st sophia the holy Wisdom in polotsk; it was 
rebuilt by Kyivan Metropolitan florian (hrebnicki) in the 1750s, after it had 
been blown up in 1710 by the Muscovite army, led by the tsar’s dignitary 
aleksandr Menshikov. other examples include the aforementioned buchach 
monastery and the Church of the exaltation of the holy Cross; the basilian 
shrine in Volna (built in 1768, brest region of belarus); petropavlivsʹk church 
of berezwecz monastery (destroyed in the 1960s); the shroud of the Virgin 
Church (in the shape of a cross fit into a rotunda) in piddubtsi near lutsʹk 
(1761); the church of the monastery in boruń (built after 1757 from a blu-
eprint by the local basilian hegumen oleksandr osinkiewicz); Trinity Gate 
of Wilno monastery (1761); the shroud of the Virgin Church in Talachyn 
monastery (1787, foundation of princes sanguszko); and the epiphany and 

127 The most important synthetic researches of the recent decades on the phenomenon of the Vilna baroque 
are the following: Baroka ŭ belaruskaj kulʹtury i mastactve, ed. by Viktar Šmataŭ, 3rd edn (Minsk: belaruskaja 
navuka, 2005); Tamara habrus ,́ Muravanaja sakralʹnaja architèktura XVI–XVIII stst. (Minsk: belaruskaja 
navuka, 2006); Inessa sljunʹkova, Monastyri vostočnoj i zapadnoj tradicii: Nasledie architektury Belarusi 
(Moskva, 2002),
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exaltation of the holy Cross churches in Żyrowicze. 128 These sacred edi-
fices spread widely over the territory of Kyivan Metropolitan archdiocese 
and became an important manifestation of the union Church’s incultura-
tion within the social, political, and religious structure of the polish-lithu-
anian Commonwealth. The grand dormition Cathedral of pochaiv lavra, 
which was erected on an elevated terrace in the 1770s–1780s, is particularly 
impressive in terms of its scale and artistic perfection; it is a variation of 
a domed basilica, featuring an elongated altar section and a sculpturesque 
southern façade that is supported by two angular four-tiered towers (desi-
gned by the architect Gottfried-hoffmann, with the participation of piotr 
and Maciej polejowskis, and franciszek Kulczycki). 129

TopoGraphy of holIness: basIlIan WonderWorKInG 
ICons

The massive dissemination of st Mary’s cult in contemporaneous europe 
(caused by both the reaction of Catholics to the protestants’ negation of 
the holy Mother of God cult and the nationalization of the Virgin Mary’s 
guardianship over certain ethno-confessional communities within specific 
socio-cultural circumstances), as well as the view regarding st anne’s im-
maculate conception of the holy Mother of God, 130 promoted by Jesuits, 
imparted direct influence on the basilian milieu, which readily accepted 
this peculiar ‘theology of fear’ that was characteristic of the baroque cul-
ture. 131 on an institutional level, the reception of st Mary’s cult manifested 
itself through the sanctuaries, which were patronized by such important 
Kyivan Metropolitan dioceses as Żyrowicze and pochaiv (according to 
the eastern Christian topos, 132 the holy Mother of God founded them in 
order to provide space for contemplating the wonderworking icons). union 
sanctuaries attracted thousands or even tens of thousands of pilgrims and 

128 Tamara habrus ,́ Muravanyja charaly. Sakralʹnaja architèktura belaruskaha baroka (Minsk: uradžaj, 2001), 
pp. 117–20, 174–204; ead., ‘stylistyčnyja aspekty architèktury vilenskaha baroka’, in Baroka ŭ belaruskaj 
kulʹtury i mastactve, ed. by Viktar Šmataŭ (Minsk, 1998), pp. 14–166; Іstorija ukrajinsʹkoji kulʹtury. Ukrajinsʹka 
kulʹtura druhoji polovyny XVII–XVIII st., ed. by Valerij smolij, 5 vols (Kyjiv: naukova dumka, 2000–2013), III 
(2003), pp. 844, 846; Ji: Nezaležnyj kulʹturolohičnyj časopys, lʹviv epochy pinzelja, 72 (2013); algė Jankevičienė, 
‘dviejų stilių sintezė XVI a. Vilniaus cerkvių architektūroje’, Acta Academiae Artium Vilnensis. Lietuvos 
Didžiosios Kunigaikštystės gotika: sakralinė architektūra ir dailė, 26 (2002), 167–79; stanisław lorentz, 
Jan Krzysztof Glaubitz, architekt wileński XVIII w. Materiały do biografii i twórczości, prace z historii sztuki, 
5 vols (Warszawa: Towarzystwo naukowe Warszawskie, 1936–1946), III (1937).

129 petro ryčkov, and Viktor luc, Počajivsʹka Svjato-Uspensʹka lavra (Kyjiv, 2000), pp. 40–66.
130 natalja Jakovenko, ‘“bytva za duši”: Konkurencija bohorodyčnych čud miž unijatamy ta pravoslavnymy 

u 17 st. (vid Teodozija borovyka do Joanykija haljatovsʹkoho)’, Harvard Ukrainian Studies, 32/33:2, Žnyva: 
Essays Presented in Honor of George G. Grabowicz on His Seventieth Birthday (2011–2014), 807–25.

131 andrzej zakrzewski, W kręgu kultu maryjnego: Jasna Góra w kulturze staropolskiej (Częstochowa, 1995), pp. 86–88.
132 see: Wayne James Jorgenson ʻorthodox Monasticism: byzantine’, in Encyclopedia of Monasticism, ed. by 

William M. Johnston and Christopher Kleinhenz (london: fitzroy dearborn, 2000), pp. 974–76.
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created a distinctive spiritual atmosphere of the close proximity of God in 
the world, as well as the immediate effect of miracles. 133

basilian wonderworking icons and the union sanctuaries that grew 
around them created a particular trans-confessional sacred space for com-
munication between a human and God. 134 sacred objects such as icons and 
the miracles revealed through them played a special role in creating space 
for the spiritual unity of a human and God; they created a palpable ‘God’s 
presence’. In the interpretation of Mircea eliade and oleksii lidov, the pro-
cess of erotopos (from Greek ‘eros’ – sacred, and ‘topos’ – place, space) made 
it possible to single a certain territory out of the external world which was 
endowed with specific qualities. such a ‘topography of holiness’ emerged 
as a result of either the purposeful activity of human beings who were en-
gaged in a certain hierophany, or the process of transformation of a regular 
profane space into a sacred one, within the boundaries of which a special 
holiness was preserved. 135 The application of this theoretical model helps us 
to better understand the role of the wonderworking icons and sanctuaries 
in the formation of a special basilian piety in theseventeenth–eighteenth 
centuries; it also helps us track the socio-cultural mechanisms of construc-
ting the public religious cult of ukrainian-belarusian Slavia Unita within 
the basilian milieu of the Commonwealth before the first partition.

The description of the procession of the less popular Wilno holy 
Mother of God confirms the trans-confessional and supra-ethnical nature 
of the cult of wonderworking icons which were entrusted into the care of 
the basilians. as papal nuncio Mario filonardi 136 noted in 1636.

on sunday 15 June, during the celebration of pentecost, the city’s 
union-adhering monks walked in a festive procession from one of the-
ir churches, the holy Trinity, to the other, that of the annunciation of 
the holy Virgin Mary. The faithful carried two icons of the holy Virgin 
Mary, with the wonderworking icon being abundantly decorated. In front 
of the holy images, over a hundred torches were ablaze. The multitudes of 
people who gathered here kneeled on the ground and remained still, while 
the icons floated above. finely dressed union clergy walked with the Me-
tropolitan of rusʹ [in the lead]. The procession also included the polish 
Vice-Chancellor (piotr Gembicki), “his excellency marszałek radziwiłł”, 
the royal Chancellor, the lithuanian referendar, and other magnates. Mu-
sic rang out from the windows of the neighbouring houses, and children 

133 Marian rusiecki, Cud w chrześcijaństwie (lublin: TnKul, 1995), pp. 125–40.
134 aleksej lidov, ‘sozdanie sakralʹnych prostranstv kak vid tvorčestva i predmet istoričeskogo issledovanija’, 

in Ierotopija: Sozdanie sakralʹnych prostranstv v Vizantii i Drevnej Rusi, ed. by aleksej lidov (Moskva: Indrik, 
2006), pp. 9–58.

135 Mirča Èliade, Izbrannye sočinenija. Očerki sravnitelʹnogo religiovedenija (Moskva: ladomir, 1999), pp. 337–38.
136 Litterae nuntiorum apostolicorum historiam Ucrainae illustrantes, 1629–1638, ed. by athanasius G. Welykyj, 

14 vols (romae: pp. basiliani, 1959–1977), V (1961), p. 212 (№ 2335).
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read poems from the carpeted raisers, glorifying the holy Mother of God 
in their native tongue. 137

The icon of Wilno holy Mother of God was honoured by the basi-
lians and middle-class city dwellers as a wonderworking image; it attrac-
ted numerous pilgrims (orthodox and union-adherent ones alike), who 
donated substantial amounts of money and jewellery out of gratitude for 
being blessed with grace. The description of the silver garments, precio-
us ornaments, and votive tablets on the icon demonstrate that it was one 
of the most treasured holy objects in the capital of the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth. every saturday, the monks of st Trinity monastery served 
an akathist in front of the holy Mother of God icon. 138

during the russo-swedish deluge in 1662, the wonderworking icon 
was taken by the don Cossacks under uncertain circumstances to Moscow, 
where a copy was produced. In just a few years, however, the holy ima-
ge, “bearing a new lining and a case, framed with bright red satin”, was 
returned in 1668 to sviatotroitsʹk basilian monastery. 139 This was done 
according to articles 8 and 9 of the Treaty of andrusovo, which entailed 
the restitution of valuables looted from the polish-lithuanian Common-
wealth, as requested by its (Commonwealth) envoys. The monastery took 
care of the icon up until 1849, when the union was officially liquidated in 
the romanov empire.

however, the honouring of the two other wonderworking icons from 
Żyrowicze and pochaiv achieved a trans-regional and even an all-state 
dimension within the basilian order in the seventeenth–eighteenth cen-
turies. Their worship created a special ‘space of faith’, 140 which went beyond 
the scope of the basilian order or even the union Church itself; it took 
on a trans- confessional and supra-ethnic character, becoming part of 
the contemporaneous religious mentality of the polish-lithuanian Com-
monwealth. In the course of the eighteenth century, 26 festive coronations 
of the wonderworking icons of the roman-Catholic Church 141 took place 
there; four of these icons were union ones that belonged to the Kyivan 
Christian tradition. 142

137 čiurinskas, ‘Vaizdai XVII a. raštijoje’, p. 160.
138 Irina Gerasimova, Pod vlastʹju russkogo carja. Sociokulʹturnaja sreda Vilʹny v seredine XVII veka (sankt- 

peterburg: evropejskij universitet v sankt-peterburge, 2015), pp. 219–20; piotr Chomik, Kult ikon Matki 
Bożej w Wielkim Księstwie Litewskim w XVI–XVIII wieku (białystok: Wydział historyczno-socjologiczny 
uniwersytetu w białymstoku, 2003), p. 197; Wilnianie. Żywoty siedemnastowieczne, ed. by david frick, 
bibliotheca europae orientalis, 32 (Warsaw: studium europy Wschodniej, 2009), p. 123 (№ 46).

139 Gerasimova, Pod vlastʹju russkogo carja, pp. 136, 195, 219–20.
140 This is natalia yakovienko’s statement: natalja Jakovenko, ‘ochtyrsʹka čudotvorna ikona: prostir 

i semiotyka relihijnoho dosvidu’, in V orbiti chrystyjansʹkoji kulʹtury, pp. 45–57 (here: 53, 57).
141 aleksandra Witkowska, ‘uroczyste koronacje wizerunków maryjnych na ziemiach polskich w latach 1717–

2005’, in Maria Regina. Koronacje wizerunków maryjnych w II Rzeczypospolitej, ed. by aleksandra Witkowska 
(Tarnów: biblos, 2011), pp. 29–40.

142 Mar’jana levycʹka, ‘Koronovani ikony bohorodyci v ukrajinsʹkij unijnij tradyciji XVІІІ–XІX st. 
(istoriohrafija i zrazky)’, Karpaty: ljudyna, etnos, cyvilizacija, 7–8 (2017–2018), 270–84; dorota Wereda, 
‘Koronacje wizerunków maryjnych w Cerkwi unickiej’, in Koronacje wizerunku Matki Bożej na przestrzeni 
dziejów, ed. by ewelina dziewońska-Chudy and Maciej Trąbski (Częstochowa: sIM, 2018), pp. 67–79.
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The extraordinary popularity of wonderworking icons is exempli-
fied by the fact that, in 1742–1807, the registry of miracles demonstrated 
by the foot of pochaiv Virgin Mary, together with spiritual chants (‘sing 
merrily, bow your foreheads’, etc.), 143 was published seven times in a finely 
decorated book, Pochaiv Mountain (Góra Poczajowska). both icons turned 
 Żyrowicze and pochaiv basilian monasteries into widely popular centres 
of pilgrimage and sanctuaries of the Virgin Mary. These centres attracted 
pilgrims of various social, ethnic, and confessional backgrounds, the ma-
jority of which (almost three quarters) were clergy, peasants, and middle- 
-class city dwellers. 144

Żyrowicze was the main centre of the veneration of the Virgin Mary 
on the territories of contemporaneous belarus, where one of the largest ba-
silian monasteries, together with the grand dormition of the holy Mother 
of God Church (erected c. 1650, rebuilt in 1710 145), had been in operation 
since 1613. The main founders of this monastery were the noblemen and 
union-adhering spouses Ivan and anna Meleszko, while a dedicated cu-
stodian of the Virgin Mary’s religious centre was lew sapieha, the Grand 
Chancellor of lithuania and a starosta (prefect) of slonim. The veneration 
of the Żyrowicze wonderworking icon of the holy Mother of God, a re-
presentation of the iconographic type of Eleusa (Virgin of Tenderness, 
“queen of the ruthenian nation in polish-lithuanian Commonwealth”), 
spread equally in the roman-Catholic, orthodox, and union milieu alike. 
The local parish fraternity of the holy Mother Mercy supported and pro-
pagated this veneration; in 1639, the fraternity received from pope urban 
VIII the right to give absolution to all Christians taking part in the pil-
grimage to the site of the wonderworking icon. The pilgrims arrived at 
Żyrowicze from everywhere – Wilno and Žemaitija in the north, Volhynia 
and podlachia in the south – while individual devotees came from as far 
as the outskirts of Moscow. 146

according to the legend, during the first decades of the sixteenth 
century a miraculous revelation of the icon of Virgin Mary took place in 
Żyrowicze when shepherds from the household of marszałek oleksandr 
oleksandrovych soltan found the icon in a wild pear tree. from that mo-
ment on, the veneration of Żyrowicze holy Mother of God started to spre-
ad. The first miraculous healings, and even resurrections of the dead, date 

143 see more details: Jurij Medvedyk, Ukrajinsʹka duchovna pisnja XVII–XVIII stolit ʹ (lʹviv: ukrajinsʹkyj 
Katolycʹkyj universytet, 2006).

144 natalja Jakovenko, ‘Tvorennja lokalʹnych “prostoriv viry”: topohrafija i socialʹna stratyhrafija palomnyctv 
v ukrajini XVIII stolittja (za knyhamy čud počajivsʹkoji ta ochtyrsʹkoji bohorodyčnych ikon)’, Zapysky NTŠ, 
271 (2018), 209–30 (p. 221).

145 habrus ,́ Muravanyja charaly, pp. 193–94; Mickevič, Katalickija kljaštary, p. 38.
146 Gennadij saganovič, ‘Žirovičskaja ikona bogomateri kak “mesto pamjati” rusi VKl v XVI–XVIII vv.’, 

in ‘Mesta pamjati’ Rusi konca XV – serediny XVIII v., ed. by andrej doronin (Moskva, 2019), pp. 149–68 
(here: 152–54).
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back to 1558 (by the mid-seventeenth century, some 2,000 miracles had been 
registered). The icon was a miniature one, painted on an oval-shaped jasper 
stone sized 5.6 x 4.4 cm. It was an object of veneration for roman Catho-
lics, orthodox Christians, and adherents of the union. 147 polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth monarchs often visited Żyrowicze; during the Khmelnytsky  
uprising and the russo-swedish deluge, the veneration became saturated 
with military undertones and acquired all-state significance. numerous 
surviving testimonies of regular soldiers and nobility describe their re-
scue during battles with Cossacks and Muscovites thanks to protection by 
Żyrowicze holy Mother of God. noblemen often consecrated their battle 
banners in front of the holy image and, according to the Books of Miracles, 
this was the reason they did not perish during the war. In 1649, members 
of Minsk union church fraternity arrived at Żyrowicze to express their 
gratitude to the wonderworking icon for not letting the ‘Cossack sword’ 148 
invade their town.

In 1644, Władysław IV and his wife Cecilia visited Żyrowicze; in 1651, 
Jan II Kazimierz prayed there (“to take an oath to Virgin Mary”) when le-
aving for the military campaign against the army of bohdan Khmelnytsky. 
during the sermon given on this occasion, basilian archimandrite aleksy 
(dubowicz) emphasized that, thanks to the care of and protection of Ży-
rowicze holy Mother of God, the polish-lithuanian army would attain an 
‘overwhelming victory’ over Cossacks and Tatars. Concurrently, soldiers 
were sanctifying their war banners on the eve of the battle of berestech-
ko. 149 When, in 1655, the Muscovian army approached the town, basilians 
took the icon to byten ,́ where it survived the calamity, after which it was 
returned to Żyrowicze. In 1684 and 1688, Jan III sobieski also visited this 
sanctuary of Virgin Mary to worship and thank the holy Mother of God 
for the victory over the Turkish army in the battle of Vienna. 150 The holy 
image attained the most significant military renown in 1660, when on 
the eve of the victorious – for the Commonwealth – battle of polonka, loca-
ted not far from slonim, a lithuanian division of the great herman paweł 
sapieha arrived at Żyrowicze to worship the wonderworking icon. The sol-
diers perceived their victory over the army of the Muscovite voivode Ivan 

147 Teodozy borowik, Historia albo powieść zgodliwa przez pewne podanie ludzi wiary godnych, o obrazie przeczystey 
Panny Mariey Zyrowickim cudotwornym W. X. L. W powiecie Słonimskim, Y o rozmaitych cudach, ktore się przy nim… 
dzieią… (Wilno, 1628); Jozafat dubieniecki, Historia o obrazie przeczystej Panny Mariey cudownym (Wilno, 1653); 
antoni Mironowicz, ‘Jozafat dubieniecki – historia cudownego obrazu żyrowickiego’, Rocznik Teologiczny, 
33 (1991), 195–215.

148 saganovič, ‘Žirovičskaja ikona bogomateri’, pp. 149–57, 163–66; henadzʹ sahanovič, ‘Militarnyja abrysy 
kulʹtu božaj Maci Žyrovickaj u XVII st.’, Belaruski Histaryčny Ahljad, 25 (2018), 33–56 (pp. 47–52).

149 aleksy dubowicz, Conivnctia planet ziemskich z niebieskimi w cerkwi żurowickiey wystawiona gdy niezwyciężony 
monarcha Władysław IV Król Polski z Naiaśnieyszą Cæcilią Renatą Królową Polską Cudowny Obraz nawiedzali. 
Roku 1644 Dnia 9 Stycznia (Wilno: drukarnia bazylianów, 1644); id., Złota godzina. Dnia złotego Początek, 
Przed Naiasnieyszym Janem Kazimierzem Krolem Polskim, Wielkim Książęćiem Litewskim etc. etc. w Cerkwi 
Zyrowickiey (Wilno, 1651).

150 sahanovič, ‘Militarnyja abrysy kulʹtu božaj Maci Žyrovickaj, pp. 44–46.
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Khovansky as another act of mercy from Żyrowicze Virgin Mary. Thus, 
starting in the mid-seventeenth century, this holy image became perhaps 
the most sacred union sanctuary. according to Catholic ruthenians, its 
protection saved them during the ordeal of the Khmelnytsky uprising and, 
in 1654–1667, during the war between the Commonwealth and the Tsar-
dom of Muscovy.

The triumphant spreading of veneration of Żyrowicze holy Mother 
of God culminated at the icon’s festive coronation on 7–15 september 
1730, against the backdrop of the discovery of a copy of this icon, known 
as Madonna del Pascolo, 151 in 1718 in rome at the basilian church- residence 
of saints sergius and bacchus. This was the sixth icon to be crowned 
in the Commonwealth and the first union one; not only the union diocese 
and the basilian order but also the influential noble families of radziwiłł 
and sapieha joined the organization of the large-scale public festivities. 
The wonderworking icon was embellished with two golden crowns delive-
red from rome, while all participants were given valuable commemorative 
medals. at the occasion of the coronation, in vernacular language a basilian 
monk composed A Song About the Holiest Virgin of Żyrowicze. The song pra-
ised the wonderworking image, and the town of Żyrowicze was praised as 
the ‘new Częstochowa’ and the capital of Virgin Mary in the polish-lithu-
anian Commonwealth; this composition was popular among the clergy 
and the faithful, and can de facto be considered a political manifesto of 
the ‘ruthenian union nation’ within the Commonwealth. 152 The coronation 
act of the ‘Queen of ruthenia’ was carried out by Kyivan Metropolitan 
athanasius (szeptycki), while some 140,000 people (with many orthodox 
Christians among them 153) participated in the pilgrimage to the site of 
the wonderworking icon. as the German scholar Mathias niendorf ob-
served, the veneration of Żyrowicze holy Mother of God, constructed by 
basilians, turned out to be the most effective instrument of the consoli-
dation of multi-ethnic and poly-confessional society of the polish-lithu-
anian Commonwealth. 154

The veneration of pochaiv holy Mother of God also acquired a supra- 
-regional character, and basilians actively invested in it after 1712, when 
arsen (Koczarowski), the hegumen of pochaiv monastery, together with his 

151 Ignacy Wolodzko, Della Madonna Santissima del Pascolo (roma, 1719); Isidoro nardi, Relazione storica dello 
scoprimento della sacra e miracolosa immagine della Madonna del Pascolo (roma, 1721) (polish translation: 
Isidor nardi, Relacya historyczna o ziawieniu cudownego obrazu Naswietszey Panny Zyrowickiey, nazwanego po 
wlosku Del Pascolo od Zyru w Rzymie przy Gorach w Resydencyi WW. OO. Bazylianow Ruskiego Narodu po wlosku 
wydana teraz przetlumaczona przez Ign. Kulczynskiego (supraśl, 1728).

152 saganovič, ‘Žirovičskaja ikona bogomateri’, pp. 163–66.
153 see: nikolaj dikovskij, Koronovanie Žirovickoj čudotvornoj ikony Bogomateri (1730 god) (Grodna, 1902).
154 Mathias niendorf, Das Grossfürstentum Litauen: Studien zur Nationsbildung in der frühen Neuzeit (1569–1795) 

(Wiesbaden: harrassowitz, 2006), p. 164.
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monks-brethren, converted to the union. 155 narrative half-legendary acco-
unts connect the emergence of the wonderworking icon with the visit of 
the Greek Metropolitan neophyte to Kyivan Metropolitan diocese in 1559. 
he gifted the icon to anna Goiska, nee Kozińska, an orthodox Christian of 
noble background (the first recorded mention of the holy image goes back 
to 1641 156). The wonderworking icon was quite small in size (29 x 24 cm), 
painted with red paint on cypress board; it belonged to the iconographic 
type of Eleusa (Tenderness; Ελεούσα), which depicts the Virgin Mary hol-
ding baby Jesus with her right hand, pressing him to her face. The icon 
had silver casing and was decorated with numerous votive tablets. 157

Initially, this icon was kept at anna Goiska’s private chapel. however, 
to venerate the icon properly after the miraculous healing of her brother, 
who gained eyesight thanks to the icon’s wonderworking power, in 1597 
Goiska founded pochaiv monastery and provided it with vast lands and 
monetary donations. 158 In the 1620s–1640s, the holy image became a vic-
tim of the confessionalization of the noblemen’s religious self-awareness. 
The successor of anna Goiska, a castellan from belz (future voivode of 
sandomierz) called andrzej firlej (c. 1586–1649/1650), who was active as 
protestant-Calvinist, took the icon to his family estate in Kozyn, and only 
returned it to orthodox monks in 1647, following the decision of the lu-
blin royal tribunal. The specific character of the adoration of pochaiv 
holy Mother of God and her foot was its pairing with the veneration of 
the local hegumen and ascetic Iov (zalizo), who, in 1659, was proclaimed 
a saint of the orthodox church. 159 back then the veneration was still a lo-
cal custom; it became widespread after the emergence in 1665 of Ioanykiy 
halyatovsky’s treatise Nebo novoye (The new heaven), which for the first 
time described the miraculous deeds of pochaiv holy Mother of God. 
adoration gained popularity during the events of 20–23 July 1675, when 
pochaiv was besieged by Turks, and, thanks to protection from the holy 
Mother of God (the ‘pochaiv miracle’), both the monastery and the town 
were saved from being captured by the enemy (a striking representation 

155 skočyljas, halycʹka (lʹvivsʹka) jeparchija, pp. 287–88. The controversy over the historical and cultural 
memory of this monastery is described by: liliya berezhnaya, ‘heilige Gottesmutter von počajiv, sie wird 
uns retten!’ ‘die Gottesmutter von počajiv als erinnerungsort in der postsowjetischen ukraine’, in Maria 
in der Krise: Kultpraxis zwischen Konfession und Politik in Ostmitteleuropa, ed. by agnieszka Gąsior and stefan 
samerski (Köln: böhlau, 2014), pp. 347–58 (pp. 348–55); liliya berezhnaya, ‘Kloster počajiv’, in Religiöse 
Erinnerungsorte in Ostmitteleuropa: Konstitution und Konkurrenz im nationen- und epochenübergreifenden Zugriff, 
ed. by Joachim bahlcke, stefan rohdewald, and Thomas Wünsch (München: akademie, 2013), pp. 74–80.

156 horin, Monastyri Lucʹko-Ostrozʹkoji jeparchiji, pp. 333–34.
157 Іstorija ukrajinsʹkoji kulʹtury, III p. 774.
158 horin, Monastyri Lucʹko-Ostrozʹkoji jeparchiji, pp. 315–37.
159 This fact was emphasized by: berezhnaya, ‘heilige Gottesmutter von počajiv, sie wird uns retten!’, 

pp. 349–51. see also: Іhor Іsičenko, ‘prepodobnyj Іov počajivsʹkyj u kulʹturnomu kodi počajivsʹkoho 
vasylijansʹkoho monastyrja’, in Kulʹturotvorča misija Počajivsʹkoho vasylijansʹkoho monastyrja: Zbirnyk naukovyj 
statej, ed. by Іhor Іsičenko (Charkiv: akta, 2018), pp. 51–61.
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of this military topos is apparent in the 1704 etching by nykodym zubricki, 
Obloha Pochayeva turkamy [The siege of pochaiv by Turks]). 160

Xięga Cudów obrazu Poczajowskiego N[ajświętszej] Maryi Panny y Stop-
ki, which has been closely studied by Valentyna losʹ and natalia yako-
venko, 161 relates some 379 accounts of healing (according to other data, 
the number is 278) between 1607 and 1827 that were recognized as mira-
culous by the monks. during the orthodox epoch, only 21 miracles were 
registered, while the lion’s share of acknowledged healings occurred in 
the 1770s (almost 30% of records). The subject matter of the wonderworks 
of pochaiv holy Mother of God and their narrative content generally fits 
with the common Christian topoi. The records, edited and systematized by 
the basilians, reflect the solidarity of the union community in the face of 
the growing socio-political and confessional destabilization of the Com-
monwealth in the eighteenth century and demonstrate a clear connection 
with ‘ruthenian antiquity’, marked by old Church slavonic and ‘ruthe-
nian vernacular’ as these languages were used to record miracles heard 
from regular pilgrims (polish appears in these sources in 1736, and star-
ting mid-eighteenth century it dominates The Book of Miracles). 162 records 
regarding the miraculous deeds of the union epoch stand out with their 
realistic and rational manner, putting emphasis on providing mandato-
ry proofs for miraculous healings with the help of sworn witnesses and 
the ‘materialization’ of the miraculous impact of pochaiv holy Mother of 
God on worshippers.

The veneration of pochayiv holy Mother of God (an orthodox holy 
icon that became truly accepted by the Catholics of eastern and roman 
rites 163), propagated by the basilians, spread first and foremost in Volhy-
nia, podlachia, podilia, and the ruthenian voivodeship. The opportunities 
for pilgrimage here were extremely varied. The largest number of records 
in the Book of Miracles is connected with pilgrims from the lutsʹk diocese 
(around 70), while only one worshiper arrived from the neighbouring union 
diocese. regarding the quantity of miraculous healings, second place was 
taken by the neighbouring ruthenian voivodeship (the localities close to 
Volhynia); considerably fewer pilgrims came from Kyiv region and podi-
lia. The mass printing of Pochayiv Mountain was conducive to the rapid 
spread of the veneration. from 1743 to 1774, five main groups of pilgrims 

160 natalja Jakovenko, U pošukach Novoho Neba: Žyttja i teksty Joanykija Galjatovsʹkoho (Kyjiv: Krytyka, 2017), 
p. 431.

161 Jakovenko, ‘Tvorennja lokalʹnych “prostoriv viry”’, pp. 209–30; natalja Jakovenko, ‘čudo počajivsʹkoji 
ikony na mori pid neapolem 1762 roku’, Zapysky NTŠ, 270 (2018), 201–19; Walentyna Łoś, ‘Księga cudów 
najświętszej Marii panny monasteru bazylianów w poczajowie: analiza ponadkonfesyjnej mentalności 
religijnej (XVII – początek XIX wieku)’, Orientalia Christiana Cracoviensia, 10 (2018), 111–30 (here: 120–22).

162 Jakovenko, ‘Tvorennja lokalʹnych “prostoriv viry”’, pp. 210–12, 217–22; Łoś, ‘Księga cudów najświętszej 
Marii panny’, pp. 123–24.

163 This fact was emphasized by: berezhnaya, ‘heilige Gottesmutter von počajiv, sie wird uns retten!’, 
pp. 351–53.
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to pochayiv appear in 115 records: priests and monks (40%), low-ranking 
nobles (23.5%), peasants (17%), middle-class city dwellers (15%), and indivi-
dual communities (4.5%). 164

noblemen (approx. 30%) and union clergy (almost 27%) constituted 
a large percentage of the pilgrims to pochayiv holy Mother of God and 
her foot, although among the healed worshippers there were also an or-
thodox hegumen from Cossack hetmanate and a Capuchin-missionary. 
among the witnesses of miraculous revelations and healings, one could 
frequently find monks from the neighbouring dominican monastery in 
pidkamin .́ at the same time, the supra-confessional character of the Virgin 
Mary’s veneration is evident, since the list of the healed Christian pilgrims 
includes adherents of the union, roman Catholics, and orthodox Chri-
stians alike. Moreover, union-adhering monks dominated among the pe-
asants, while middle-class dwellers were more varied from a confessional 
standpoint. 165 natalia yakovenko mentions a striking example of solidarity 
between the rites during the plague in 1771 : six pilgrims from Tovstenke 
near husiatyn (western podilia), ‘adhering to our ruthenian, as well as ro-
man rite, arrived in pochayiv’. during the epidemic they submitted them-
selves to the care of the pochayiv holy Mother of God, gathering together 
to read the book of pochayiv miracles; while some were sick, none passed 
away, and so out of gratitude they brought a silver tablet to pochayiv to 
decorate the wonderworking icon. The roman Catholics and adherents of 
union from pidhirtsi and lutsʹk did the same by submitting themselves 
to the care of the icon during the plague.

The spread of veneration of pochayiv holy Mother of God culmina-
ted during the festive coronation of the wonderworking icon in september 
1773, organized by the basilian order, the union hierarchy, and the ma-
gnate Mikołaj potocki. after a special committee headed by the lutsʹk 
union bishop sylwester (lubieniecki-rudnicki) recognized the genuine 
nature of the miracles, and, in april 1773, pope Clement XIV issued a bull 
announcing an eight-day indulgence for all the participants of the corona-
tion. Those who had taken part in the liturgies, had prayed to the wonde-
rworking icon, had confessed, and had taken holy communion were sup-
posed to be completely forgiven (receive an indulgence) for their sins. 166 
The entire Kyivan Metropolitan diocese and particularly the basilian mo-
nasteries experienced a bold mobilization aimed at preparing the highest 
number of pilgrims, both spiritually and organizationally, to participate 

164 Jakovenko, ‘Tvorennja lokalʹnych “prostoriv viry”’, pp. 221.
165 Ibid., pp. 218–19; Łoś, ‘Księga cudów najświętszej Marii panny’, pp. 125–26.
166 lorens, Bazylianie prowincji koronnej, pp. 278–80.
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in the coronation. The equestrian royal regiment and infantry squadron 
of prince Janusz sanguszko kept order during the ceremony.

The actual festivities took place on 19 september 1773, during 
the  nativity of the blessed Virgin Mary celebration (according to the Ju-
lian calendar), and followed the scenario provided by the Wilno capitulum. 
The festive ceremony started one day earlier, when two papal crowns were 
brought to the monastery’s church, while the wonderworking holy image 
was moved to a special space that had been built for it by the architect Jan 
de Witte: a shrine of the nativity of the blessed Virgin Mary on the out-
skirts of pochayiv. The road from the monastery to the shrine was planted 
with trees and decorated with five triumphal arches; numerous paintin-
gs depicting the miracles revealed by the icon were placed on the side of 
the road. The coronation rite took place on the following day, 19 september,  
with the main protagonists being the pochayiv hegumen dometius (Janow-
ski), the proto-hegumen of pokrov province onuphrius (bratkowski), and 
the proto- archimandrite of the basilian order porfiriusz (Ważyński). 167

To immortalize the coronation, 5000 commemorative medals (koro-
natki) and 11,000 small paper images depicting the pochayiv holy Mother of 
God were produced. In the evening after the actual coronation, a theatrical 
demonstration of artificial lights that had b een brought from Warsaw 168 
was organized in pochayiv by military engineers. In total, some 100,000 
pilgrims and guests participated in the celebrations, which continued un-
til 26 september. according to calculations by the basilians, 24,000 adhe-
rents of the union and 9,300 roman Catholics received confession and 
holy communion. pilgrims brought their votive tablets to the holy image 
and participated in numerous liturgies and nightly contemplations. 169

based on the chalcography Crowning of the Pochayiv Virgin Mary Icon, 
created by the engraver Teodor strzelbicki in the 1780s, one can form a cer-
tain impression as to the scope of the coronation ceremony. This etching 
confirms the massive nature of the coronation and the participation of 
the numerous representatives of union-adhering and Catholic clergy, ma-
gnates and nobles, local royal administration, church fraternities, and pe-
asant pilgrims. The large-scale celebrations in pochayiv facilitated the popu-
larization of the wonderworking icon, thereby supporting the emergence of 
the impressive sanctuary of the basilian order, which remained a striking 
symbol of the triumph of the ruthenian Catholic triumph in right-bank 
ukraine up until the very liquidation of the union.

167 Józef e. dutkiewicz, ‘fabryka cerkwi Wniebowziecia nMp w poczajowie’, Dawna Sztuka, 2 (1939), 131–62; 
lorens, Bazylianie prowincji koronnej, pp. 281–82.

168 lorens, Bazylianie prowincji koronnej, pp. 283–84.
169 Ibid., p. 284.
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CulTural Transfer: booK prInTInG In WIlno, poChayIV, 
and supraŚl

The basilians’ noticeable contribution to the culture of the ethnic groups 
who inhabited the Commonwealth, first and foremost in the areas of book 
publishing and education, can be partially explained by the union monks’ 
successful usage of contemporaneous methods of inculturation. among 
other things, these methods allowed for the emergence of the phenomenon 
of Basilian Enlightenment, which fits within the wider discourse of the eu-
ropean enlightenment. In the eighteenth century, especially its second 
half, the enlightenment substantially changed the religious life of Chris-
tian europe and led to the ap pearance of ‘educated piety’ (pietas litterata). 
The assimilation of enlightenment ideas by various representatives of 
political and spiritual elites, as well as an active secular milieu, started 
the process of rejuvenation (modernization) of the Catholic, protestant, and 
orthodox Churches. This was done by way of the rationalization of faith 
with the simultaneous application of techno-scientific progress alongside 
new models of education and civility. This is how the ‘Catholic enlighten-
ment’ formed; with the help of enlightenment-inspired methods of cultural 
modernization, they implemented contemporary mechanisms for religious 
reformation and developed their ability to communicate with the world 
in ordinary language.

The Catholic enlightenment was also partially successful in oppo-
sing followers of the enlightenment’s attempts to rid europe of its tra-
ditions and remove the Church as an institution of highest authority 
from the public sphere. 170 The ideas of the enlightenment also spread 
in the Commonwealth and its eastern lithuanian-belarusian-ukrainian 
lands, farther to the east (to Kyiv, the Cossack hetmanate and the rus-
sian empire 171) and to the south (to slavic ethnic groups of the balkans, 
the so-called ‘orthodox enlightenment’ phenomenon 172). The Kyiv union 
Metropolitan diocese and its basilian order, where the impact of the en-
lightenment and its reception by the Catholics of the eastern rite took 

170 ulrich l. lehner, The Catholic Enlightenment: The Forgotten History of a Global Movement (new york: oxford 
university press, 2016), pp. 5–7, 128, 154; ulrich l. lehner and William p. o’brien ‘Mysticism and reform 
in Catholic Theology between 1600 and 1800’, in The Oxford Handbook of Early Modern Theology, 1600–1800, ed. 
by ulrich l. lehner, richard a. Muller, and anthony G. roeber (new york: oxford university press, 2016), 
pp. 63–74 (here: 64–65).

171 see polemic article: Volodymyr sklokin, ‘čy isnuvalo ukrajinsʹke prosvitnyctvo? Kilʹka mirkuvanʹ iz 
pryvodu nezaveršenoji istoriohrafičnoji dyskusiji’, Kyjivsʹka akademija, 12 (2014–2015), 146–59.

172 Vasilios n. Makrides, ‘The enlightenment in the Greek orthodox east: appropriation, dilemmas, 
ambiguities’, in Enlightenment and Religion in the Orthodox World, ed. paschalis M. Kitromilides 
(oxford: Voltaire foundation, 2016), pp. 17–47; dimitrios Moschos, ‘The Churches of the east and 
the enlightenment’, in The Oxford Handbook of Early Modern Theology, 1600–1800, pp. 505–13; Marija 
petrović, ‘austrian enlightenment the orthodox Way. The Church Calendar of the habsburg serbs and 
the Josephinist reforms ’, in Encounters in the Europe’s Southwest. The Habsburg Empire and the Orthodox World 
in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, ed. by harald heppner and eva posch (bochum: d. Winkler, 2012), 
pp. 45–54.
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various forms, were no exception to this rule. first and foremost, we are 
referring here to the emergence of an elaborate chain of basilian public 
schools (including those for secular youth), and widespread utilization 
(after 1773) of the potential of former Jesuit collegia, specifically the Wilno 
academy (known after 1801 as Imperial university). all of these helped to 
transform the local sviatotroitsʹk monastery into a kind of ‘educational 
corporation’. 173

The periodization of the Commonwealth enlightenment (‘early’, 
1740–1773; ‘high’, 1773–1794; ‘late’, 1795–1820) 174 proposed by the british hi-
storian richard butterwick can be applied to the basilian enlightenment 
only in part. Visible manifestations of the reception of enlightenment 
ideas within the milieu of union-adhering monks can be detected, first 
and foremost, in schooling. new enlightenment standards of education 
in the basilian public schools allowed for reduced attention being paid to 
classical languages, the introduction of science, math, history, and law as 
individual disciplines, as well as an emphasis on learning both native and 
other european languages. The new educational discourse of the basilian 
schooling programme underlined the need for learning a ‘slavic language’, 
rigorous control over the educational process, and ensuring an adequate 
professional level for teachers. a system for encouraging students was im-
plemented as well. 175 In addition, scholars make observations regarding 
changes of several aspects within the basilian religious environment: mo-
dels of sainthood; organization of community life in the monasteries and 
within the individual (e.g., devotional practices); a degree of seculariza-
tion of the repertoire of published works 176 (an expanded range of secular 
 books on husbandry, belle-lettres, nature, and politics); increased attention 
to non-official national languages (specifically lithuanian and ruthenian 
vernacular) 177 and biblical languages (Greek and hebrew), as well as major 
european languages, namely Italian, German, and french.

173 Vadimas adadurovas, ‘Švč. Trejybės vienuolynas kaip švietimo institucija’, in Kultūrų kryžkelė, pp. 137–43; 
Ina Kažuro, ‘bazilijonų vienuolijos ryšiai su Vilniaus universitetu’, Lietuvos istorijos studijos, 42 (2018), 
29–47.

174 richard butterwick, ‘Catholicism and enlightenment in poland-lithuania’, in A Companion to the Catholic 
Enlightenment in Europe, ed. by ulrich l. lehner and Michael printy (leiden–boston: brill, 2010), pp. 297–
358 (here: 297, 310). 

175 oleksandr savyč, Narysy z istoriji kulʹturnych ruchiv na Vkrajini ta Bilorusi v XVI –XVIII v., zbirnyk istoryčno- 
filolohičnoho viddilu, 90 (Kyjiv, 1929), pp. 278–81, 297–98, 305–06; Maria pidłypczak-Majerowicz, 
Bazylianie w Koronie i na Litwie. Szkoły i książki w działalności zakonu (Warszawa–Wrocław, 1986), p. 103.

176 The last one who drew the attention to this fact was: Joanna Getka, ‘secular lexis in 18th-century 
ruthenian religion-related printed matter (based on basilian “moral theologies”)’, in Beiträge zum 
19. Arbeitstreffen der Europäischen Slavistischen Linguistik (Polyslav), ed. by enrique G. rubio, ekaterina 
Kislova, and emilia Kubicka (Wiesbaden, 2016), pp. 81–91.

177 Іvan alʹmes, Іstorija čytannja: Čenci v sociokulʹturnomu prostori Lʹvivsʹkoji jeparchiji (rannij novyj čas) (lʹviv, 
2020) (in print); Marija pidlypčak-Maerovič, ‘Izdanija na litovskom jazyke vasilianskich i iezuitskich 
tipografij’, in Istoričeskij putʹ litovskoj pisʹmennosti: Cb. materialov konf. (4–6 nojabrja 2004 g., Moskva), ed. by 
Juozas budrajtis and sergej Temčin (Vilʹnjus, 2005), p. 34; Joanna Getka, U progu modernizacji: Ruskojęzyczne 
drukarstwo bazyliańskie XVIII wieku (Warszawa: uniwersytet Warszawski, 2017), pp. 113–26; Ina Kažuro, 
‘Vilniaus bazilijonų vienuolyno spaustuvės veikla 1628–1839 m.’ (doctoral thesis, Vilnius university, 2019).
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This is how the union-adhering monks, while remaining under 
the influence of enlightenment discourse and the ideas of the european re-
naissance, contributed to the development of national cultures. a striking 
example of basilian educational inculturation is the work of sviatotroitsʹk 
monastery’s printing house in Wilno. specifically, in 1794 a patriotic ser-
mon was published in lithuanian by father Mykolas Karpavičius (Kozonius 
ant gailingo atprovijimo pagrabo) on the occasion of the burial of the Kosciusz-
ko uprising participants; in 1811, one of the Wilno monks, oleksandr 
(butkiewicz), prepared a lithuanian grammar and lithuanian–polish dic-
tionary (Kalbriedą Lietuwiškay Lenkiszka Ležuwie mieleyšnieme  Zemayciu) for 
printing. 178 a different example of basilian inculturation can be seen in 
the activities of the umanʹ collegium, which provided elite education for 
union adherents, roman Catholics, and orthodox Christians in line with 
the Jesuit motto ‘To teach everyone regardless of their confession’ (during 
the first three decades of the nineteenth century, some 400–800 students, 
predominantly sons of local nobility, studied there). raised within the wal-
ls of this particular collegium were the best representatives of right-bank 
ukraine’s contemporaneous intellectual elite. It suffices to mention such 
figures as Józef bohdan zaleski and seweryn Goszczyński, who started 
the ‘ukrainian school’ of nineteenth-century polish literature, as well as 
a number of other well-known scholars in the fields of ethnography, histo-
ry, medicine, etc. 179

book printing was one of the most successful cultural initiatives 
of the basilian order; it ensured that the order’s need for ascetic, litur-
gical, polemical, and homiletic texts was met. It also served as an effecti-
ve tool of union confessionalization, 180 especially in the realm of liturgy. 
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, basilians supported six prin-
ting houses in Wilno, lviv, Minsk, pochayiv, supraśl, and univ; all these 
were noticeably active in the Commonwealth’s book printing landscape 
and were bested in terms of thematic diversity only by the Jesuits and pia-
rists. 181 The basilian fathers set up their first press in Wilno monastery, 
having purchased a well-known printing house that belonged to the Ma-
monicz family. here, in 1628, the first basilian book – a catechism written 
in ‘vernacular’ ruthenian 182 – saw the light of day. despite the occasional 

178 Na perechresti kulʹtur, 2nd edn, pp. 674–93 (№ 15); anna Kaupuž, Ingė lukšaitė, ‘a. butkevičiaus gramatikos 
była’, Kalbotyra, 5 (1962), 122–61.

179 Kryvošeja, Umansʹkyj vasyliansʹkyj monastyr, pp. 3–4, 16–17.
180 The use of printing as an instrument of Catholic confessionalization in early modern europe is 

emphasized by: Thomas Kaufmann, Die Mitte der Reformation. Eine Studie zu Buchdruck und Publizistik im 
deutschen Sprachgebiet, zu ihren Akteuren und deren Strategien, Inszenierungs- und Ausdrucksformen (Tübingen, 
2019).

181 Mychajlo Vavryk, ‘Cerkovni drukarni i vydannja v ukrajinsʹkij katolycʹkij cerkvi 17 stol.’, Analecta OSBM, 
9 (15) (1974), 119–21; pidłypczak-Majerowicz, Bazylianie w Koronie i na Litwie, pp. 59–60.

182 antonina zernova, ‘Tipografija Mamoničej v Vilʹne (XVII vek)’, Kniga: Issledovanija i materialy, 1 (1959), 
167–223 (here: 219).
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moment of crisis in the activities of this printing centre, by the end of 
the eighteenth century the Wilno monks had published a few hundred bo-
oks, having collaborated with such well-known engravers as the German 
Conrad Götke and the ruthenian leontii Tarasevych. The most fruitful pe-
riods were the 1640s through the early 1650s (22 printed eulogies) and from 
the 1760s to the 1790s (172 books), when the basilian press renewed its work. 
among the printing house’s successes were translations of the Book of Hours 
( semi-uncial) into Church slavonic in 1670, and a Grand Missal in 1692. 183

In the second half of the eighteenth century, the Wilno printing 
house was publishing books predominantly in polish and partly in la-
tin; this went in line with the contemporaneous language preferences of 
the basilian milieu and the process of acculturation. Concurrently, texts 
in Cyrillic remained an important part of the publishing repertoire and 
fulfilled several needs of the union Church: liturgical (missals, brevia-
ries, etc.), educational (primers, dictionaries), and evangelical (catechisms). 
75 such editions from Wilno are known to us, while pochayiv press prin-
ted 321 books in vernacular ruthenian or Church slavonic language 184. 
statistical data for the year 1800 testify to the publishing potential and 
impact of Wilno press; almost 26,000 copies of 53 editions were printed 
at the monastery bookstore. Church slavonic primers and polish prayer 
books gained the most popularity. 185

In the early 1690s, the Wilno printing house was transferred to 
the basilian monastery in supraśl on the initiative of Metropolitan Cyprian 
(Żochowski); it thereby laid the foundation for one more impressive prin-
ting centre for the union Church (the press was active until 1803). one of 
the most fruitful periods in the activities of this centre was during the go-
vernance of archimandrite lev (Kyshka), when 65 titles were published. 
up until the early nineteenth century, some 500 editions were published 
in supraśl, the majority of which were books in polish and, in part, latin 
(respectively, c. 70% and 10%–18%). There was no lack of Cyrillic books, 
which constituted almost one-fifth (99 titles) of the published output; a few 
books in lithuanian saw the light of day as well. 186

The biggest basilian printing house of the eighteenth century was 
initiated in pochayiv in 1730 by the lutsʹk union bishop, Theodosius 

183 Ivanas almesas, ‘spaustuvė’, in Kultūrų kryžkelė, pp. 203–208 (here: 203, 207–208); Ina Kažuro, ‘Vilniaus 
bazilijonų spaustuvės (1628–1845) veiklos organizavimas’, Knygotyra, 69 (2017), 14–19.

184 olena Železnjak, ‘počajivsʹki vydannja kyrylyčnym šryftom: 1734–1830’, in Drukarnja Počajivsʹkoho 
Uspensʹkoho monastyrja ta jiji starodruky: Zb. nauk. prac ,́ ed. by oleksij onyščenko (Kyjiv, 2011), pp. 162–92; 
zoja Jaroševič-pereslavcev, ‘Vilʹnjusskoe kirilličeskoe knigopečatanie: ego sudʹba i značenie’, in Vilniaus 
Universiteto bibliotekos metraštis, ed. by Viktorija Vaitkevičiūt et al. (Vilniaus: Vilniaus universitetas, 2015), 
pp. 303–24 (here: 303–4).

185 almesas, Spaustuvė, pp. 203–8.
186 V pomoščʹ sostaviteljam svodnogo kataloga, vyp. 3: Kirillovskie izdanija supraslʹskoj tipografii, ed. by Jurij 

labyncev (Moskva, 1978); Maria Cubrzyńska-leonarczyk, Oficyna supraska 1695–1803 (Warszawa: biblioteka 
narodowa, 1993), p. 28.
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(lubieniecki-rudnicki). In 1618, Kyrylo (Trankvillion-stavrovetsʹkyi) from 
the orthodox press, a distant predecessor of pochayiv printing house, pu-
blished his theological treatise The Mirror of Theology. 187 In october 1732, 
augustus II granted pochayiv monastery the privilege to initiate book prin-
ting, since there was a lack of liturgical ‘ruthenian books’ within the union 
Church. This legitimizing clause of the royal charter is very telling as it 
explains the main reason behind setting up the printing house: the need 
to arrange for the publication of unified and edited liturgical books for 
the ‘new union’ dioceses, in line with resolutions taken at the synod of za-
mość in 1720. 188 The reception of the liturgical reform in the Kyivan union 
Metropolitan diocese was one of the main goals of the pochayiv press, and 
this explains the domination of Church slavonic and vernacular ruthe-
nian languages among its publications.

shortly, after having won the competition with lviv and univ, the new 
basilian press became the largest publishing centre for union-adhering 
ruthenians in the Crown lands of the Commonwealth. pochayiv’s status 
as a st Marian sanctuary helped to provide financial support for the book 
printing. Generous donations were made both by the numerous pilgrims 
visiting the wonderworking icon and by the residencies of the basilian 
proto-hegumen (located in pokrov province). This concurrently widened 
the circle of reader-consumers. The holy dormition lavra’s yearly reve-
nue from book sales ranged from about 2000 to 20,000 polish złoty yearly, 
and on average constituted 15% (2000–3000 złoty) of the total income of 
the monastery. 189

The pochayiv centre stood out among the basilian publishing  houses 
thanks to the increased number of books in vernacular ukrainian and li-
turgical Church slavonic languages. 190 In the 1830s and 1840s, a few dozen 

187 Jaroslav Іsajevyč, ‘Knyhovydannja i drukarstvo v počajevi: iniciatory ta vykonavci’, in Drukarnja 
Počajivsʹkoho Uspensʹkoho monastyrja, pp. 7–22 (here: 8–9).

188 This aspect of the operation of the printery draws attention in Іvan alʹmes, ‘Kontroversijne misce pam’jati 
ta spilʹna kulʹturna spadščyna: počajivsʹka obytelʹ i monastyrsʹka drukarnja domodernoho času’, in Kataloh 
starodrukiv Počajivsʹkoji vasylijansʹkoji drukarni XVIII – peršoji tretyny XIX stolit ʹ (lʹviv, 2020) (in print).

189  lorens, Bazylianie prowincji koronnej, pp. 220–24, 410–15. 
190 The general background of the functioning of the pochaiv printery is represented by the following 

works: Jaroslav Іsajevyč, ‘ukrajinsʹki monastyrsʹki drukarni pravoberežžja: univ i počajiv’, in Ukrajinsʹke 
knyhovydannja: vytoky, rozvytok, problemy, ed. by Jaroslav Іsajevyč (lʹviv, 2002), pp. 276–86; luc ryčkov, 
Počajivsʹka Svjato-Uspensʹka lavra; Ivan Tylawsky, ‘Monastero di počaiv – la sua tipografia e le sue edizioni’’, 
in Analecta OSBM, 4.1–2 (1963), 230–92 (ukrainian translation: Іvan Tyljavsʹkyj, Liturhijni naprjamky 
Počajivsʹkoho monastyrja pid čas uniji (1712–1831) [rym–lʹviv, 1997]). an older work has not lost its relevance 
too: andrej Chojnackij, Počaevskaja Uspenskaja lavra. Istoričeskoe opisanie, ed. by Grigorij Kryžanovskij 
(počaev, 1897). In recent decades there have been a number of new studies about this monastery and 
its contribution to the culture of the time: Valentyna bočkovsʹka, ‘počajivsʹkyj duchovnyj oseredok 
v istoriji i kulʹturi ukrajinsʹkoho narodu XVIII–XIX st.’ (unpublished candidate’s of sciences thesis, Taras 
shevchenko national university of Kyiv, 2018); Drukarnja Počajivsʹkoho Uspensʹkoho monastyrja, ed. by 
oleksij onyščenko; olena Železnjak, ‘Kyrylyčni vydannja svitsʹkoho pryznačennja drukarni počajivsʹkoho 
uspensʹkoho monastyrja’, Rukopysna ta knyžkova spadščyna Ukrajiny, 16 (2012), 197–205; Kataloh vydanʹ 
Počajivsʹkoho ta Univsʹkoho monastyriv XVIII–XX st. z kolekciji Muzeju knyhy i drukarstva Ukrajiny, ed. by 
Valentyna bočkovsʹka, ljudmyla Chaucha, and Valerij adamovyč (Kyjiv: Vydavnyčyj dim Kyjevo- 
-Mohyljansʹka akademija, 2008); Kulʹturotvorča misija Počajivsʹkoho vasylijansʹkoho monastyrja: Zbirnyk naukovyj 
statej; anastasija romanova, ‘Knigoizdatelʹskaja dejatelʹnostʹ počaevskogo monastyrja (1732 –1830)’, in Počaevskij 
sbornik , ed. by natalija Kolpakova (sankt-peterburg, 2007), pp. 8–14.
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monks lived here, some of whom were involved with the printing. 191 apart 
from finely decorated and precious liturgical codices (anthologion, apo-
stol, Menaion, psalter, Missal, Typikon, euchologion, etc.), books of di-
dactic, homiletic, and catechistic literature, which were popular among 
the clergy and laymen alike, were also published. among these publica-
tions one can mention Didactic Theology (Casus), with an addendum entitled 
Lexicon, namely Thesaurus of the Slavonic Language; a Church slavonic-polish 
dictionary (seven editions); a collection of sermons entitled Evangelism, or 
a Sermon for Catholics, featuring a question-answer format and an intro-
duction for priests and catechists (published in 1756, 1768, and 1778) 192; 
Seed of God’s Word on the Pastures of Human Hearts (1772; reissued in 1781); 
and a translation by Julian (dobrylowski) of the treatise Weekly Parochial 
Lore and Yearly Festivities (editions in 1792 and 1794), which was published 
in vernacular ruthenian (this writer also composed a popular song called 
‘God Willing, We’ll Have a Good Time’). 193 pochayiv basilians also published 
‘practical’ resources dealing with everyday organizational activities and 
the soul- shepherding work of the order and union Church (panegyrics, 
pastoral letters and epistles sent by high-ranking clergy, constitutions 
of the assemblies, monks’ registries, charters of church fraternities, etc.), 
 curriculum of collegia, as well as translations of theological and homiletic 
treatises by leading Catholic theologians (for example, st Thomas à Kem-
pis’ Imitation of Christ). 194

In response to soul-shepherding challenges connected to the process 
of Christianization among the union-adhering populace, and to the wide-
ning of the missionary activities of basilian preachers, in 1791 the pochayiv 
press published a unique collection of religious songs (Bohohlasnyk: Reverent 
Songs for Our Lord, Virgin Mary, and Saints’ Holidays throughout the Year). This 
book included poems and carols by basilian poets and texts by orthodox 
theologians such as dymytrii (Tuptalo), heorhii (Konysʹky), hryhorii (sko-
voroda). In total, 251 pieces were published in the collection: 213 in Church 
slavonic; 33 in polish; and five in latin. These addressed Virgin Mary and 
our lord’s holidays, were dedicated to saints and individual wonderwor-
king icons, or dealt with the subjects of repentance, death, and Judgment 
day. 195 especially popular were church carols (devotional songs celebrating 

191 alʹmes, ‘Kontroversijne misce pam’jati’.
192 The treatise consists of five introductory parts on key themes of Christian doctrine and seven chapters. The 

last chapter separately discusses the case of the conversion from the byzantine to the latin rite, notes 
the uniqueness and self-sufficiency of the rites of the Christian east, and legitimizes the 1596 berestaian 
union (Іsičenko, ‘Vasyliansʹke baroko’, pp. 13–15).

193 detailed analysis of this book: Joanna Getka, Prosta mowa końca XVIII wieku. Język ‘Nauk Parafialnych’ 
(Poczajów 1794) (Warszawa: uniwersytet Warszawski, 2012).

194 Іsajevyč, ‘Knyhovydannja i drukarstvo v počajevi’, p. 19; Іsičenko, ‘Vasyliansʹke baroko’, pp. 12–13.
195 The latest critical publication of this text: Bogoglasnik: Pěsni blagogovějnyja (1790/1791): Eine Sammlung 

gestlicher Lieder aus der Ukraine: Facsimile und Darstellung, ed. by hans rothe and Jurij Medwedyk, 2 vols 
(Köln–Weimar–Wien: böhlau, 2016).
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Christmas), which through the basilian tradition became part of the parish 
(liturgical) practice of the union-adhering monks, orthodox Christians, 
and Catholics, while also acquiring a folk character. 196

The trans-confessional Bohohlasnyk was reprinted numerous times 
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and became popular not 
only among Greek-Catholics but also orthodox Christians of the austrian 
monarchy and the russian empire. This compendium of songs imparted 
a powerful influence on ukrainian and, in part, belarusian and polish 
folk cultures. It facilitated the deepening of the Christianization of these 
cultures in the spirit of the enlightenment and can be seen as a success-
ful example of the reception of monastic scholarship at the level of ‘parish 
civilization’, when religious songs created by the ‘high culture’ combined 
with folk sources and became an important element in modern ukrainian 
nation-building.

a lesser-known but quite telling example of the efficacy and capabi-
lity of the pochayiv basilian press is the 1770 publication of Secular Politics 
– a book of advice on ‘appropriate behaviour’ for young people, written in 
vernacular ukrainian with the addition of Church slavonic. 197 an intere-
sting example of a bilingual edition can be seen in the Book of Husbandry 
(Książka Lekarstw Końskich). This treatise laid out the household and vete-
rinarian advice that was traditional at the time and emphasized the ne-
cessity for clergy, monks, and laymen to study ‘slavonic’ language, which 
was used for communication by the majority of commonwealth folk in 
the bratslav, Volhynia, Kyiv, and podilia voivodeships. 198

Confessional texts were also important for the basilian order, since 
they showed the assimilation of Metropolitan synod of zamość’s resolu-
tions of 1720 into the union Church (How to Follow the Festivals of the Holy 
Sacrament of Eucharist, Our Lady of Sorrows, and Blessed Martyr Yosafat…, etc.).

another feature of the pochayiv press was its openness toward col-
laborating with the orthodox and old believers’ centres in Kyiv, the Cos-
sack hetmanate, and contemporary russian territories. 199 This interaction 
facilitated intercultural exchange, the overcoming of ethno-confessional 
stereotypes, and the emergence of successful printing projects, while being 
prompted by practical, entrepreneurial calculations: mainly, the desire to 
spread the marketing of products to territories that were not inhabited by 
Catholics. ukrainian scholar yaroslav Isaievych draws attention to the ba-
silians’ publication of Hagiography of Iov Zalizo, an orthodox saint, as well 

196 Іsičenko, ‘Vasyliansʹke baroko’, pp. 15–16.
197 see: dmytro hrynčyšyn, ‘polětyka svěcka – unikalʹna počajivsʹka pam’jatka kincja XVIII stolittja’, Zapysky 

NTŠ, 246 (2003), 246–63.
198 Іsajevyč, ‘Knyhovydannja i drukarstvo v počajevi’, p. 17.
199 Ibid., pp. 11–12.
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as the fact that pochayiv printers were using ‘frontispieces’ (title pages) 
from orthodox Christian presses for the publication of union books. for 
instance, for the five-volume bible of 1798, the frontispiece and depiction 
of the assumption monastery complex were borrowed from the cognomi-
nal edition of the Kyiv-pechersʹk lavra, while the attached calendar conta-
ined the dates on which the orthodox saints were remembered. In the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, spyrydon (Kobersʹky), the pre-
fect of pochayiv press, maintained friendly relations with his colleague, 
the monk yustyn from Kyiv-pechersʹk press. Thanks to this connection, 
both printers, “taking into account their belonging to the same nation and 
old friendship”, coordinated a mutually beneficial exchange of books and 
printing materials from both sides of the border. 200

Most editions produced by basilians’ presses were published in po-
lish, while some contained fragments in latin script in Church slavonic 
and ruthenian; these were addressed to the polonized clergy and laymen. 
The domination of polish language among the printed editions of pochayiv 
press should not be surprising since, in the seventeenth and especially 
eighteenth centuries, the union Church used this language and its nati-
ve one. polish was also the language of communication, the courts, and 
the sejm (parliament). according to the latest calculation, between 1734 
and 1800 the pochayiv press published over 170 books in polish (approx. 
38% of all production) – considerably fewer than the Wilno (73%), Minsk 
(100%), and supraśl (68%) printing centres. 201

The majority of pochayiv editions printed in polish fit into the follo-
wing categories: prayer books, catechism handbooks, theological treatises 
by basilian and ot her Catholic writers (specifically the union hieromonk 
Tymoteusz szczurowski); school textbooks and various courses on rhe-
toric, theology, and natural philosophy (for instance, Ethologia czyli nauka 
dla młodzi szkolnej, 1772); poems and moral-ethic writings (Dialogue Between 
Wisdom and Artfulness, Conversation about the Purpose of Human Happiness, 
etc.); historical documents and translations of classical literature works 
(sallust, Cicero, etc.). 202

unev publishing house, which had been sporadically active since 
the 1640s, resumed its activities in 1732, mostly producing small books and 
texts in Church slavonic and vernacular ruthenian. In the 1760s, however, 
this basilian press did not survive the competition with lviv and pochayiv 
and was shut down. 203 similarly, the activities of the Minsk basilian press 

200 Ibid., p. 20.
201 Joanna Getka, Polskojęzyczne druki bazyliańskie (XVIII wiek) (Warszawa: bel studio, 2013), pp. 247–49.
202 Іsajevyč, ‘Knyhovydannja i drukarstvo v počajevi’, pp. 15–16; Іsajevyč, ‘ukrajinsʹki monastyrsʹki drukarni 

pravoberežžja’, pp. 283–84.
203 Іsajevyč, ‘ukrajinsʹki monastyrsʹki drukarni pravoberežžja’, pp. 276–86; Іhor Mycʹko, Svjatouspensʹka Lavra 

v Unevi (kinecʹ XІІІ – kinecʹ XX st.) (lʹviv, 1998), pp. 222–53.
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were limited in scope; between 1790 and 1793, this printing house published 
a small number of books, mainly servicing the needs of the sejm of the po-
lish-lithuanian Commonwealth, which met every four years in Grodno. 204

In the second half of the eighteenth century and the first three 
decades of the nineteenth century, basilians in Wilno, pochayiv, and su-
praśl started to actively collaborate with communities of old believers, 
publishing relevant religious literature at their request (some 50 editions 
of this kind have survived 205). for the needs of old believers, the Alpha-
bet and Edifying Gospel were published in supraśl; Precepts of abba doro-
theus and individual works of the Church fathers (a reprint of Muscovy 
editions from the seventeenth century), precepts from ephrem the syrian, 
and liturgical texts were published in Wilno. In similar ways, the collabo-
ration with old believers developed successfully at the pochayiv press. 206 
In 1781, its prefect spyrydon (Kobersʹky) received a blessing from the lut-
sʹk union bishop to publish works by russian religious dissidents, one 
of whom arrived in pochayiv from Klyntsi (at the time, this was within 
the territory of the hetmanate; nowadays it is russia’s bryansk oblast) to 
oversee the printing. In the 1790s, basilian printers published Pandektai and 
Taktikon by nikon of the black Mountain and, overall, some 40 individual 
customized editions were published in pochayiv. 207 russian old believers 
were interested in collaborating with union printing centres as this pro-
vided a chance to avoid censorship in the territories of the russian empire 
while receiving high-quality books.

The enlightenment policies that basilian presses carried out in 
the second half of the eighteenth century also manifested in non-religio-
us publications, such as belle-lettres, classical literature, books on science, 
geography, history, husbandry, etc. Geographical Lexicon (1766) by basilian 
hilarion (Karpińsky), A Brief History of the Eastern Indies (1776) by Tadeusz 
podlecki, Husbandry (1791) by Jan herman, poetry by Mikołaj białkowski, 
dramatic works by Michał Tomaszeweski – all these are examples of the in-
ternalization of Catholic enlightenment discourse by the Wilno press. 208

204 podlipczak-Majerowicz, Bazylianie w Koronie i na Litwie, pp. 65–66.
205 andrej Voznesenskij and Irina počinskaja, ‘Knigoizdanie XVIII – pervoj četverti XIX vekov’, in 

Knigoizdatelʹskaja dejatelʹnostʹ staroobrjadcev (1701–1918). Materialy k slovarju, ed. by andrej Voznesenskij, petr 
Mangilev, and Irina počinskaja (ekaterinburg, 1996), pp. 8–24 (here: 8); zoja Jaroszewicz-pieresławcew, 
Starowiercy w Polsce i ich księgi (olsztyn: ośrodek badań naukowych im. Wojciecha Kętrzyńskiego, 1995), 
pp. 121–22.

206 Voznesenskij and počinskaja, ‘Knigoizdanie XVIII – pervoj četverti XIX vekov’, pp. 11–20; Irina počinskaja, 
Staroobrjadčeskoe knigopečatanie XVIII — pervoj četv. XIX v. (ekaterinburg, 1994), pp. 45–50, 123–37; 
Jaroszewicz-pieresławcew, Starowiercy w Polsce, pp. 82–86, 158–60.

207 Іsajevyč, ‘Knyhovydannja i drukarstvo v počajevi’, pp. 15–16. 
208 almesas, ‘spaustuvė’, p. 208.
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basIlIan enlIGhTenMenT: eduCaTIonal InITIaTIVes

When compared with publishing, the basilian enlightenment manifested in 
a far more pronounced way within the educational sphere. 209 The emergence 
of basilian schooling was prompted by the necessity to build the order’s 
own system of spiritual formation and theological discipline, as well as 
to create a chain of public schools for secular youth, a potential source of 
monastic callings. another factor was preparing hieromonks for soul-shep-
herding service in parishes, since the majority of diocesan seminaries of 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (in particular, those in Wilno, 
Volodymyr, Minsk, and Chełmno) turned out to be short-lived educational 
projects. 210 Initially, the monks received theological education at several 
places: the Wilno Jesuit academy, founded in 1582 (over 80 basilian stu-
dents studied here between 1670 and 1774); the lviv Theatine papal colle-
gium, founded in 1665 (prior to 1780, some 130 armenians and 200 ruthe-
nians received their education there); and Jesuit collegia overseas (braniewo, 
prague, and elsewhere). 211

In March of 1613, King sigismund III granted the privilege to the ba-
silian fathers to establish schools where Greek, latin, Church slavonic 
(ruthenian) and polish languages would be taught, and in 1615 pope paul V 
declared the basilian schools to be of equal standing with Jesuit ones. 212 
at least in the first half of the seventeenth century, the monks paid great 
attention to the study of Church slavonic – the language of union Church 
liturgy, used in the majority of hagiographical, ascetic, and patristic lite-
rature. 213 acquiring knowledge per se was not the main goal of education 
in those schools: the emphasis was put on bringing up the youth by way of 
introducing students to appropriate literature, as well as nurturing their 
spirit, mainly through encouragement of weekly or monthly confession and 
receiving regular communion. To this end, such treatises as Menologium ba-
zyliańskie, a two-volume compendium compiled by Ignacy Kulczyński, which 

209 see the programme article: Jaroslav Іsajevyč, ‘do charakterystyky kulʹtury doby baroko: vasylijansʹki 
osvitni oseredky’, Ukrajina: kulʹturna spadščyna, nacionalʹna svidomist ,́ deržavnist ,́ 12 (2004), 195–206.

210 Their activities and training programme are considered by: rodion holovacʹkyj, ‘Mytropolyča seminarija 
rutsʹkoho’, Analecta OSBM, 9:3–4 (1960), 387–91; Іhor skočyljas, ‘“Volodymyrsʹki ateny” XVII – počatku 
XVIII st.: vid katedralʹnoji školy do jeparchialʹnoji seminariji’, Kyjivsʹka Akademija, 7 (2009), 54–73; Janusz 
Kania, Unickie seminarium diecezjalne w Chełmie w latach 1759–1833 (lublin, 1993); szegda, Działalność prawno- 
-organizacyjna, pp. 202–08.

211 dmytro blažejovskyj, Byzantine Kyivan rite students in Pontifical Colleges, and Seminaries, Universities and 
Institutes of Central and Western Europe (1576–1983) (rome, 1984); dmytro blažejovskyj, Ukrainian and 
Armenian Pontifical Seminaries of Lviv (1665–1784) (rome, 1975); edward Tryjarski, Katalog kolegium teatyńskiego 
we Lwowie (Kraków, 1960), p. 77.

212 pidłypczak-Majerowicz, Bazylianie w Koronie i na Litwie, p. 30; Meletius M. Wojnar, ‘basilian seminaries, 
Colleges and schools (XVII–XVIII)’, Analecta OSBM, 9 (1974), 48–63 (here: 62).

213 This language was learned from textbooks by Meletìj smotricʹkij: Grammatìki slovenskiâ pravilʹnoe sintagma 
of 1619 (the only textbook for learning the slavic language), pamvi berindi Leksìkon slavenorosskìj i imen 
tolkovanìe of 1627 and Leksikonʺ latinskìj by Êpyfanij slavynecʹkyj published in the 1630 and 1640 (a latin 
Church slavonic dictionary with 27,000 entries, distributed in numerous copies).
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consisted of examples of the righteous life led by basilians from various 
monastic communities in Italy, spain, and other countries, 214 were used.

The first basilian collegium opened in Volodymyr in 1675 at the initia-
tive of the local bishop benedictus (Korsak-Gliński). It soon became one of 
the most successful educational institutions of the union Church, which 
in the seventeen–eighteenth centuries covered the Kyivan Metropolitan 
diocese with a dense network of collegia. 215 In the period following the sy-
nod of zamość, the basilian order maintained over 30 public schools that 
were considered some of the best in the Commonwealth, especially for 
the local noble youth. 216 In the second half of the eighteenth and first half 
of the nineteenth centuries, the union monks were so successful in their 
educational activities and spiritual tutelage among the local lithuanian 
population in padubysis township (in 1748, a theological school for the lo-
cal youth was established at the request of magnates beinor) that soon 
enough this settlement (the only one in the world) received the name of 
Bazilionai in honour of the basilian fathers. 217

The majority of basilian collegia were considered ‘incomplete’, which 
meant that they were secondary schools (bar, lyubar, uman ,́ sharhorod, 
and others) that provided a five-grade curriculum of the humanities ( Greek 
and latin schooling), without the ‘high disciplines’ (superiora), i.e., theolo-
gy and divinity (among the Jesuit collegia of the Commonwealth, only Wilno 
academy offered theological studies). a secondary school of this kind pro-
vided education consisting of seven ‘liberal arts’: trivium (grammar, rheto-
ric, dialectic) and quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy). 
such a curriculum possessed a secular rather than theological character; 
particular attention was given to nurturing personal devotion via emotions 
and public activities (participation in church school fraternities, religious 
processions, theatrical performances, etc.). The system followed the Jesuit 
liberal arts curriculum, which was based on studying Greek and latin 
classical literatures (studia humanitatis) as ‘imitation of antiquity’ (imitatio 
antiquorum); rhetoric was considered the main discipline to properly pre-
pare students for the public sphere, according to the principle of ‘educated 
devotion’ (pietas litterata).

214 Maria pidłypczak-Majerowicz, ‘“Menologium bazyliańskie” Ignacego Kulczyńskiego – forma i treść księgi’, 
in Zakon bazyliański na tle mozaiki wyznaniowej, pp. 267–80.

215 Their training programme is considered by: pantelejmon (denys) Trofimov, ‘Traktaty De Deo Uno et 
Trino vasylijansʹkych bohosloviv svjato-pokrovsʹkoji provinciji (XVIII st.)’, Naukovi zapysky UKU, serija 
‘bohoslov’ja’, 14:7 (2019), 179–92; olexa horbatsch, Epitome praeceptorum rhetoricorum: Počajiv 1764. Die 
lateinische Schulrhetorik des Basilianerordens aus d. J. 1764 (München, 1992); Meletius M. Wojnar, ‘basilian 
scholars and publishing houses (XVII–XVIII)’, Analecta OSBM, 9 (1974), 64–94; Wojnar, Basilian Seminaries, 
Colleges and Schools; Meletius M. Wojnar, ‘de studiis philosophico-theologicis in provincia rutheno- 
-ucraina ordinis basiliani s. XVIII eorumque manualibus’, Analecta OSBM, 7 (1971), 85–113.

216 Іstorija ukrajinsʹkoji kulʹtury, III, p. 451.
217 Šv. Bazilijaus Didžiojo ordinas: iš liaudies – liaudžiai. Mokslinių straipsnių rinkinys, ed. by aldona 

Vasiliauskienė, and olena lukačuk (Šiaulių: Šiaulių universitetas, 2017), p. 237.
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after the liquidation of the society of Jesus in 1773, basilians took 
under their control a portion of the Commonwealth’s Jesuit educational 
institutions with the help of the Commission for national education 
( Komisja Edukacji Narodowej). 218 This step contributed to an improvement 
of the level of education and created elite status for schools in the last 
quarter of the eighteenth century. a special curriculum was developed; it 
reflected the new educational strategy of the enlightenment, with empha-
sis on the ideals of utilitarianism, and was adapted to the schools’ special 
needs in the form of a separate charter. 219 The majority of rectors, prefects, 
and professors teaching at basilian schools represented the elite of ruthe-
nian ecclesiastical culture; they were highly educated and boasted a wide 
intellectual outlook of a european calibre.

as a rule, these basilian schools were of two levels, offering 
either three or six grades, where philosophy and physics could be stu-
died in addition to the regular subjects. similarly to other schools in 
the  Commonwealth, basilians paid less attention to mathematics and 
 natural sciences. 220

Taking into consideration the level of the primary education in 
the Kyivan Metropolitan diocese at the time, studies in basilian schools 
started with foundational courses aimed at teaching spudeyi 221 how to read 
and write in ‘slavonic’ and polish (this form of education corresponded 
to the level of the Jesuit’s proforma course). It is unclear whether basilian 
schools were even partially based on the tradition of the school fraternities 
(studii ruthenici) of the Kyivan Metropolitan diocese of the late sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries (e.g., close collaboration with students’ families; 
open character of student admissions, carried out in public; devotional 
practices; the didactic process of studying Greek and Church slavonic 
languages; and preparing spudeyi for active public life). 222

The concept of free education that was established in the Ratio studio-
rum (full version of 1599; attachments of 1615) in the sense that it was un-
derstood within the territories of the Commonwealth 223 was primarily used 
in middle-level basilian educational institutions. It entailed the upbringing 
of a “well-rounded – intellectually, spiritually, emotionally, and physically 

218 see: Raporty generalnych wizytatorów szkół Komisji Edukacji Narodowej w Wielkim Księstwie Litewskim (1782–1792), 
ed. by Kalina bartnicka and Irena szybiak (Wrocław, 1974).

219 savyč, Narysy z istoriji kulʹturnych ruchiv, pp. 288–92; natalja Jakovenko, Narys istoriji serednʹovičnoji ta 
rannʹomodernoji Ukrajiny, 2nd edn (Kyjiv: Krytyka, 2005), pp. 495–97.

220 pidłypczak-Majerowicz, Bazylianie w Koronie i na Litwie, pp. 35–37.
221 a student of bursa and other spiritual educational institutions; the name of students of secondary and 

junior classes of the Kyiv academy.
222 Іaroslav Isaievych, ‘Confraternities of laymen in early Modern ukraine and belarus’, in Belarus. Lithuania. 

Poland. Ukraine. The Foundations of Historical and Cultural Traditions in East Central Europe. International 
Conference (Rome, 28 April – 6 May 1990), ed. by Jerzy Kłoczowski (lublin–rome: foundation John paul 
II, 1994), pp. 175–98; Pam’jatky bratsʹkych škil na Ukrajini. Kinecʹ XVI – počatok XVII st.: Teksty i doslidžennja, 
ed. by Volodymyr Šynkaruk (Kyjiv, 1988), pp. 37–47.

223 stanisław obirek, Jezuici w Rzeczypospolitej Obojga Narodów w latach 1564–1668 (Działalność religijna, 
społeczno-kulturalna i polityczna) (Kraków, 1996).
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– personality to better serve God and the community of people”. 224 despite 
the fact that some scholars display a rather sceptical attitude to the edu-
cational potential of the union’s educational institutions, one must admit 
that most of these provided adequate theological education, in some cases 
approaching and exceeding the average level of the Commonwealth’s eccle-
siastical schools. 225 Concurrently, starting from the second half of the se-
venteenth century, the programme of basilian education was no longer 
a compromise “between the byzantine-slavic tradition of enlightenment 
and ʻlatin scholarship’”. 226

not only union but also orthodox educational institutions (first and 
foremost, the Kyiv – Mohyla collegium, which became an academy in 1701) 
borrowed from and actively incorporated the Jesuit system of education 
and the internal organization of such collegia. 227 This applies to the way 
students were divided into groups, the organization of the classes, lectu-
res, and exams, as well as the teaching methodologies:
•	 nurturing of student’s sense of ambition;
•	 constant repetition;
•	 competitiveness;
•	 public speaking;
•	 memory training;
•	 mutual questioning of one another (concertations) as a ‘reminder 

that every human action is controlled by God and one has to be 
ready, every minute, to be held accountable for his actions’);

•	 attention to students’ recreation. 228

according to the charters of the basilian order, “first and fore-
most, the students are attempting not to look for anything within their 
studies that is beyond God’s glory, gain for the Church, their native land, 
and the order; they are trying to follow God’s will in everything, study 
with diligence, and they should not hope to avoid God’s last Judgment if 
they do not make use of their natural talents, even if they have never had 
a chance to put what they have learned to practical use”. 229

224 Tetjana Ševčenko, Jezujitsʹke škilʹnyctvo na ukrajinsʹkych zemljach (lʹviv: svičado, 2005), pp. 5, 10–11. 
The best studies of the Jesuit concept of education: Mario barbera, La Ratio studiorum e la parte quara 
della Costituzioni della Compagnia di Gesù (padova, 1942); John W. donohue, Jesuit Education: An Essay on 
the Foundation of Its Idea (new york, 1963). The influence of the Ratio studiorum model on the ukrainian 
school is traced by: natalja Jakovenko, ‘latynsʹke škilʹnyctvo i škilʹnyj humanizm v ukrajini kincja 
XVI – seredyny XVII st.’, Kyjivsʹka starovyna, 12 (1997), 11–27.

225 bieńkowski, ‘organizacja Kościoła Wschodniego w polsce’, s. 1015–22.
226 Jakovenko, Narys istoriji, p. 293.
227 zoja Chyžnjak, Kyjevo-mohyljansʹka akademija (Kyjiv: Vyšča škola, 1981); Jaroslava stratij, Vladimir litvinov, 

and Viktor andruško, Opisanie kursov filosofii i ritoriki professorov Kievo-Mogiljanskoj akademii (Kiev, 
1982); ludwik piechlik, ‘działalność kulturalna Towarzystwa Jezusowego na północnych i wschodnich 
ziemiach polski w XVI–XVIII wieku’, in Dzieje Lubelszczyzny. Między Wschodem i Zachodem. Kultura umysłowa, 
ed. by Jerzy Kłoczowski, 8 vols (Warszawa, 1974–1995), VI (1989), pp. 75–96.

228 Іstorija ukrajinsʹkoji kulʹtury, III, p. 517; Ševčenko, Jezujitsʹke škilʹnyctvo na ukrajinsʹkych zemljach, pp. 48, 73–74, 76.
229 nikolaj petrov, ‘očerkʺ istorii bazilianskago ordena vʺ byvšej polʹše’, Trudy Kievskoj duchovnoj akademii, 12:7 

(1871), p. 186–88.
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Capitula expected orderly behaviour from spudeyi during their short 
trips to the city and that they use latin in all situations except for recre-
ation (when they were allowed to communicate in their ‘native language’). 
students were instructed to converse in latin not only during lectures 
but also in everyday life, with the goal of creating a language milieu for 
processing knowledge. In a similar manner, courses on poetics, rhetoric, 
philosophy, and theology were conducted in latin, as well as arbitration 
of disputes. 230

according to the basilian programme of studies, laid out in part in 
Sposób uczenia się teologii moralnej w Poczajowie ustanowionej, students were 
supposed to memorize theology lessons in polish, not ruthenian; polish 
was also the language of instruction for moral theology. 231

Concurrently, the resolutions of the basilian capitula allowed the stu-
dy of rhetoric in one’s ‘native language’, with the caveat that one be aware 
of the grammatical differences between the native language and latin. 
The most impressive compositions were read aloud by the students from 
the pulpit of the refectory during lunch. The course of ‘philosophy’ was 
considered to be of a high level; it prepared students for the course in 
theology, which one had to study for three years; here, they consecutively 
gained knowledge of logic (dialectic), physics (philosophy of nature) accor-
ding to aristotle, metaphysics (spiritual foundations of existence), ethics 
(moral philosophy), and mathematics and geography. 232

one of the basilian charters’ most important objectives for 
the schools and collegia was the assertion and propagation of the ‘holy 
union’. special attention was given to the professional level of the teachers 
and administrators, as well as the curricula of classes taught by profes-
sors, as the success or failure of the basilian order’s educational projects 
hinged on these factors. The charters also determined the yearly academic 
calendar, including vacations. Twice a year (at the beginning of the acade-
mic year and on st basil’s day), public lectures on rhetoric were offered; 
they included recitations of poems in Greek, latin, polish, ruthenian, and 
other languages. 233

apart from the disciplines normally studied within the system of 
Ratio studiorum, basilian collegia emphasized the importance of studying 
canon law, in particular the dogmatic resolutions of ecumenical and lo-
cal synods and Church Tradition; this included resolutions regarding 
the basic truths of faith, heresies, church discipline and legal proceedings, 

230 pidručnyj, and pʼjetnočko, Capitula Generalia Basilianorum, pp. 415–16.
231 pidłypczak-Majerowicz, Bazylianie w Koronie i na Litwie, pp. 35–36.
232 petrov, ‘očerk istorii bazilianskago ordena’, pp. 180–83; pidručnyj, and pʼjetnočko, Capitula Generalia 

Basilianorum, pp. 415–16.
233 petrov, ‘očerkʺ istorii bazilianskago ordena’, pp. 157–66.
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Christian morality, rituals, etc. apart from these, the curriculum also 
entailed the exposition of papal charters and decrees of the holy see. 234 
The specifics of the basilian school curriculum included an in-depth stu-
dy of ecclesiastical and secular history (within the Jesuit realm, history 
was seen as a discipline necessary for understanding works of classical 
literature and composition of speeches; it was therefore simply a part of 
rhetoric). 235

The so-called Manuscript of Kyshka 236 was a collection of materials 
prepared for the course of lectures on ecclesiastical history, taught in 
the first half of the 1690s at Volodymyr school (Collegio Zalesciano) by lev 
(Kyshka); it provides a certain sense of the content of the ecclesiastical 
history curriculum of basilian collegia. Kyshka, at the time a professor of 
rhetoric and philosophy, later became a proto-archimandrite of the basi-
lian order (1703–1713), bishop of Volodymyr and brest dioceses (1711–1728), 
and the head of the union Church (1714–1728). The narrative of this codex 
was supposed to create the foundation for Kyshka’s work on the history of 
the ruthenian Church; however, this plan was never realized. even in its 
draft format, the Manuscript of Kyshka makes possible the reconstruction 
of the historical memory in the basilian and ruthenia union milieu of 
the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, as well as the content 
of the historical curricula in the public schools of the order.

lev Kyshka organized the Manuscript of Kyshka in a way that repre-
sents world history from antiquity to the seventeenth century in chrono-
logical order, while thematically connecting historical events in the ukra-
inian–belarusian lands of the Commonwealth with ancient rome and 
Greece and, later on, Christian europe. 237 The first chapter contains no-
tes on quotations by writers from antiquity and their biographies (Cesare 
baronio, herodotus, eusebius, pliny, polybius, seneca, sozomen, socra-
tes), works on european history, and stories. In the second chapter, one 
finds notes, in polish, on Annales Nestora, a text of the hypatian Chronicle, 
which relates stories regarding the travels of andrew the apostle to Kyivan 
rus ,́ the reign of the legendary Kyi, shchek, and Khoryv, the invitation of 
rurik to rus ,́ and up until the entry from the year 1301 concerning prin-
ce lev danylovych. 238 The third and sixth chapters present an original 

234 Ibid., pp. 178–79.
235 Jaroslav Іsajevyč, Ukrajinsʹke knyhovydannja: vytoky, rozvytok, problemy (lʹviv, 2002), pp. 333–38. see also: 

Kazimierz puchowski, Edukacja historyczna w jezuickich kolegiach Rzeczypospolitej, 1565–1773 (Gdańsk: 
uniwersytet Gdański, 1999), pp. 145–46.

236 TsdIal, fond 201, op. 4б, spr. 421.
237 see a structural analysis of this text: ołeksandr baran, ‘rękopis lwa Kiszki: struktura i treść źródła. 

z dziejów bazyliańskiej historiografii przełomu XVII i XVIII wieku’, Rocznik Instytutu Europy Środkowo-
Wschodniej, 3 (2005), 23–54.

238 TsdIal, fond 201, op. 4б, spr. 421, pp. 1–130. This source is taken into account in the publication: 
Kronika halicko-wołyńska. Kronika Romanowiczów, ed. by dariusz dąbrowski, and adrian Jusupović 
(Kraków–Warszawa: avalon, 2017).
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compendium of chronicles, compiled by lev Kyshka, on the subject of va-
rious predominantly church-related historical events in lithuania, poland, 
and ruthenian lands between 1469 and 1718. 239 In the fourth chapter, one 
finds polemical texts which represent fragments of lev (Kyshka’s) work 
about the Kyivan union Metropolitan, hypatius (pociej), publishe d in 
supraśl (1714) under the title Kazania i Homilie Męża Bożego niesmiertelney 
sławy i pamięci Hypacyusza Pocieja. 240

The next chapter of the Manuscript deals with the traditions of Kyivan 
rusʹ and presents the union Church and basilian order as successors to 
it. alongside lengthy hagiographies of ruthenian princes from the tenth 
to fifteentha centuries (saints Cyril and Methodius, ‘the apostles of rusʹ’, 
st Volodymyr the Great, saints borys and hlib, st olha, Ihor, rurik, Vaišvil-
kas, princess paraskevi of polotsk), lithuanian martyrs antonius, Johannes, 
and eustachius, and eleazar, archimandrite of lauryshava monastery, one 
encounters biographies (384 full and 14 concise ones) of metropolitans, 
bishops, and basilian monks up until 1703. 241

The Manuscript of Kyshka was compiled not only for the needs of 
basilian public schools but also for the desire to present an alternative 
union history of slavonic–ruthenian Christianity that did not agree with 
the official version narrated by the orthodox Synopsis (Kyiv, 1674): this 
was the first text to connect ruthenian history with the historical past of 
the Muscovy Tsard om, thereby creating a Muscovy-centred conception 
of the past of the eastern slavic lands.

The importance of basilian schooling in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries lies, first and foremost, in the fact that it broke down 
the confessional and socio-cultural barriers that had set apart religious and 
ethnic communities of the Commonwealth throughout the centuries. With 
the union Church and the basilian order as intermediaries, the Western 
models of schooling permeated the orthodox milieu of the Kyivan Metro-
politan diocese, and even that of the Muscovy patriarchy. Concurrently, 
the curriculum and character of the activities carried out in the public 
schools and collegia testify to evident tendencies within ruthenian culture 
to preserve its separation from both polish and Muscovy (russian) cultures.

* * * 
prior to the first partition of the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, one 
can provisionally single out four chronologically consecutive periods:

239 TsdIal, fond 201, op. 4б, spr. 421, pp. 131–226, 491–767.
240 Ibid., pp. 227–38.
241 some of them were published in the interwar period: skruten ,́ ‘Žyttjepysy vasylijan’, 1 (1924–1932), 

pp. 105–30, 284–91, 496–520; (2), pp. 123–38, 376–401; (3), pp. 496–520; (4), pp. 219–37, 496–520.
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1. Initium: the reform of yosyf (rutsʹkyi) of 1617; the asceticism and mar-
tyrdom of yosafat (Kuntsevych); the formation of the chain of basil-
ian monasteries.

2.  Bellum et resurrection (1648 to the early eighteenth century): the persecu-
tion and ruin during the Khmelnytsky  uprising and the russo- swedish 
deluge; the basilian revival from the last quarter of the seventeenth 
century until the early eighteenth century.

3. Formatio (1720s–1750s): the unification of the ‘new union’ monaster-
ies with the lithuanian province and the formation of a ‘lithuanian-  
-polish’ (ukrainian-belarusian) model of basilian piety.

4.  Schola professorum (second part of the eighteenth – early nineteenth  
century): the Golden age of the order, which is characterized by 
the active functioning of presses and public libraries, the formation 
of a chain of basilian collegia, as well as participation in the educa-
tional Commission and the Wilno Jesuit academy.

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the basilian order 
was one of the foundations of the union Church’s organizational structu-
re, while its monks belonged to the ecclesiastical elite of the Kyivan Metro-
politan diocese within the public space of the Commonwealth. basilians 
became creators and carriers of the new model of Slavia Unita within eu-
ropean Christianity; as ‘public figures’, they joined the cultural develop-
ment of sarmatian baroque within Central-eastern europe and facilitated 
the entry of the ‘ruthenian nation’ into Western civilization. not only were 
the union monks able to maintain their educational institutions (some 
20 basilian collegia) at a high level, they also brought about an intensifica-
tion of Catholic religious life in the Commonwealth. The monks organized 
numerous ecclesiastical missions, managed some 100 parish churches, and 
supported primary schools, popular vacation spots, Marian sanctuaries and 
publishing centres. owing to its universal character, the basilian order 
formed a common  early-Modern identity of union-adhering ruthenians, 
the kind of identity that united slavic-byzantine and latin traditions on 
ukraine’s Great frontier.
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hIsTory beTWeen The drops
book review: yaroslav hrytsak, Podolaty mynule. Hlobalʹna istorija Ukrajiny, 
Kyjiv: portal, 2021, 432 pp. 

as a result of russia’s aggression against ukraine, the ukrainian nation 
united in its opposition to the foreign invasion and the crimes perpetrated 
by the occupiers. The countries of the Western world responded by giving 
the invaded country unprecedented military, economic and political aid, as 
well as moral support. one negative outcome of the war, however, has been 
the fact that intellectual debates in ukraine, including critical reflection 
on the past, have practically ground to a halt. This is hardly surprising. 
The existential struggle for the survival of the state demands the greatest 
possible national consolidation, increased fortitude, and the mobilization 
of the free world to provide further help – not just the charging of emotions 
and stoking of social divides that tend to come with critical reflection on 
the past and coming to terms with national myths.

The prominent ukrainian historian yaroslav hrytsak’s synthesis 
of ukraine’s history “overcoming the past: the global history of ukraine” 
arrived in ukrainian bookshops just before the outbreak of war, in winter 
2021/2022. It was thus denied the chance to arouse much discussion on 
the arguments it presents. It is also yet to be reviewed outside of ukraine, 
and the ukrainian reviews that were published were polemical columns 
rather than academic analyses. This is not a criticism, incidentally, as 
hrytsak has written a popular history book which at times – especial-
ly in the conclusion, and as the author makes clear – even veers towards 
essayism.

his book is well worth a read, even for somebody who thinks he 
knows the history of ukraine and imagines that reading another work 
on it – even such an extensive one, at over 400 pages – would simply be 
a waste of time. The book itself is a source that shows how an influential 
ukrainian scholar views his native country’s history and how he tackled 
the task of integrating ukraine’s past into global history.

* A Polish version of this review is to be published in the journal: dzieje najnowsze.
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The second and equally important key to reading this book should 
be the position of yaroslav hrytsak himself – a professor at the ukrainian 
Catholic university in lviv and Central european university in Vienna. 
he is a renowned figure in the ukrainian and Western academic world, 
often figuring as a “public intellectual” and long engaged in the process of 

ukraine’s political and intellectual integration with the rest of eu-
rope. Given the influential nature of his statements and their treatment, 
especially in the West, as the authoritative voice of a ukrainian intellec-
tual democrat and european, we can assume that hrytsak’s work (the 
author has said on social media that it is being translated into english) 
will also be treated as a reliable source of balanced views and knowledge 
about ukrainian history. In ukraine itself, however, the views presented 
by this lviv scholar will be treated as polemical towards authors identi-
fying – or identified – as ukrainian nationalists. hrytsak’s opinions cer-
tainly inspire many influential circles’ views on history, as is shown by 
the fact that the blurb on the book’s cover is written by archbishop borys 
Gudziak, founder and president of the ukrainian Catholic university, and 
pavlo Klimkin, minister of foreign affairs in 2014–2019.

for the attentive reader from outside ukraine, reading the work of 
a historian known as a liberal will also be important for inferring which 
interpretations or terminology constitute a certain engrained consensus in 
ukrainian historiography, and where there is contradiction with the views 
of, for instance, polish historians.

* * *
let us begin the review of hrytsak’s book with its merits. perhaps the big-
gest is the lively narrative, which makes the book an easy read and allows 
non-historians to discover or gain better insight into many historical phe-
nomena. I emphasize this because not all popular-history syntheses are 
actually written in an interesting way and with a light touch – especially 
in ukraine, where historians are accustomed to a very heavy academic 
style – yet this should be one of the main requirements of such works. 
hrytsak meets this criterion. Meanwhile, by constantly showing the con-
text – phenomena occurring throughout europe – he manages to avoid 
the pitfalls of many ukrainian syntheses of “national history”, namely 
relaying the history of ukraine as if this country were on another planet.

In terms of its objectives, hrytsak’s book can also be appreciated 
for a patriotism not marked by the patriotic exaltation or even showiness 
that is common among ukrainian authors. The final parts of the book are 
abundant with journalistic interjections – for example, on the attitude 
of contemporary ukrainians to property law – suggesting that hrytsak 
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would like to show his compatriots that it is impossible way to repair their 
country without changes in mentality. It is another matter that this lviv 
scholar – ignoring the good rule of the historian maintaining distance of 
time to the events he describes – writes things that were out of date a few 
weeks after publication, such as a passage criticizing Volodomyr zelen-
sky’s presidency (p. 402).

hrytsak would also evidently like to point out other values in the pol-
itics of history to his compatriots: for example, his words, printed in bold, 
that “to build a new ukrainian nation, apart from heroes ready to give up 
their lives for ideals, we need heroes demonstrating elementary human 
decency and sacrificing their lives for others”. his desire to explain histo-
ry to his fellow ukrainians is evident, as well as many other issues from 
history that are of significance for the present. This tendency is illustrat-
ed by four reliable examples that arise in the discussion on subjects such 
as the richness of ukrainian culture, the nature of the ukrainian lands’ 
dependence on Moscow, evaluation of the actions of the organisation of 
ukrainian nationalists, and the balance of bolshevik rule for ukraine.

The author states plainly that Kyivan rus’ was an area of intellectu-
al poverty (p. 70), on the grounds that 3000 times more books were print-
ed in the Western Christian cultural world in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries than in that of eastern Christian culture (p. 71); however, he 
does not mention, for instance, the mutual relationship between these 
two parts of the Christian world. hrytsak also voices an unpopular view 
in ukraine, again printed in bold (p. 190), that “if we are to speak about 
the colonial status of the ukrainian lands as a whole, this outline is a bet-
ter fit for a description of the state of affairs in the austro-hungarian 
 empire [or in fact austria-hungary, because hungary was not an empire 
in the legal sense of that word, but a separate kingdom being in union 
with the austrian empire]. on the other side of the russo-austrian border, 
the ukrainian lands were not a colony but part of the political and eco-
nomic core of the russian empire”. he describes the oun as an organiza-
tion that also used terror against ukrainians and those poles who backed 
polish-ukrainian reconciliation (p. 285). Moreover, he soberly points out 
(p. 311) that the bolsheviks were successful in unifying all the ukrainian 
lands, and without revolution and war the ukrainian nation might have 
taken a different shape.

The author evidently realizes that by making such arguments he is 
exposing himself to criticism from large parts of “patriotic” public opin-
ion, especially when it comes to the past of what could in simple terms be 
called russo-ukrainian relations. It is therefore telling that he frequently 
mitigates them elsewhere in the book, and sometimes even on the same 
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page. Cynics might even sense design in this – “keeping both sides happy” – 
while pedants might go as far as to accuse hrytsak of a casual approach to 
careful expression of his ideas and, more broadly, the requirements of dili-
gent analyses. for example, his categorical assertion that ukraine was not 
a russian colony is weakened by the reflection (p. 384) that it in fact was 
and had an influence, both in the eighteenth century and after the death 
of stalin, on the administration of the empire, as well as a considerable 
impact on the language and culture of the metropolis. elsewhere (p. 202), 
hrytsak mentions “German and Jewish colonizers”, although ukrainian 
differentiates between “colonists” and “colonizers”.

regarding the oun, meanwhile, hrytsak avoids answering the ques-
tion in the ongoing debate over whether it was a fascist organization – as 
many scholars, especially those from outside ukraine, argue. he does this 
by using an eristical device, proposing a reformulation of the question: “to 
what extent was [the oun] fascist, and to what extent was it not?” as for 
the claim that the ukrainian nation could have taken a different form, 
this lviv historian does not draw the obvious logical conclusions for his 
own shaping of the book’s narrative. I will discuss this question in more 
detail later in this review.

In any case, hrytsak’s framing of his ideas tries to avoid a direct po-
lemic with the historical myths entrenched in ukrainian public opinion. 
often, as we shall see, he even surrenders to them or reproduces them, 
even if the substance of his arguments is clearly opposed to the histori-
cal myths entrenched in ukrainian public opinion. It is easy to criticize 
this position as lacking principle, so hrytsak anticipates this objection 
by identifying with the stance of a “conservative-liberal socialist” (p. 422), 
i.e., turning fluid views into a virtue.

* * *
This book has many evident shortcomings and errors. I will give a lot more 
attention to these, not so that readers get the impression that they exceed 
its virtues – that is up to everybody to decide for themselves – but because 
the primary objective of a review is to debate and criticize.

let’s begin with a fundamental matter. It is impossible to reconcile 
two methodological premises in a logically coherent way without succumb-
ing to teleological presentism. one premise is the nineteenth-century 
origin of nations, which are clearly distinct from ethnic communities, or 
peoples, as they used to be called. The other is the possibility of writing 
the history of ukraine as a distinct country inhabited by the ukrainian 
nation or its protoplasts from the time of the old Kyivan rus’. The thing is 
that a history of ukraine cannot be based on an exposition of the history 
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of the ukrainian state – a palpable, indisputable entity, and its popula-
tion – as this was formed briefly in 1918, and for good in 1991. so, we are 
to understand that the nation existed previously, but without a state, and 
then we have to describe this history of the nation. but how can this be 
done when hrytsak writes that the nation emerged in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries? “If nations had passports, then the ukrainian one 
would have 1914 as its date of birth. That is not to say it did not exist ear-
lier. It existed, but in the minds of several tens of thousands, and at best 
a hundred thousand inhabitants of the ukrainian territory who called 
themselves ukrainians” (p. 223). how, then, does one justify identifying 
a ukrainian territory prior to 1914, when there was no ukrainian state 
or nation? To maintain logical coherence, one could write that the emer-
gence of this nation was a natural and obvious consequence of earlier 
historical events. and this is what practically all researchers writing 
about the history of ukraine do. What this means is that from the mass 
of different events and processes that have taken place in the lands they 
are describing, they choose those that explain the premise, accounting 
for the emergence of the contemporary nation in the form familiar to 
the researcher.

The shape of the ukrainian nation in its contemporary form there-
by becomes a starting point for creating a narrative about the history of 
its emergence, development of culture, and the ukrainians’ struggle for 
their own state, while ignoring, or at best diminishing, the probability 
of historical processes going in the other direction. There is no discus-
sion of – or at least the narrative does not emphasize – data, figures 
and events suggesting that the nation-forming processes in the region 
could have occurred quite differently. These processes could lead, for 
example, to the formation of one ruthenian nation comprising the pop-
ulation of today’s ukraine and belarus, a “triune” russian nation (the 
Great russians, little russians and belarusians) or a “triune” polish/
Commonwealth nation (poles, lithuanians, and ruthenians), or sev-
eral distinct nations on the territory of today’s ukraine (“halychian”, 

“ukrainian-Cossack”), and thus to the emergence of a ukrainian state 
in a different territorial form.

but an exposition of history that does not refer to these problems 
would be characterized by teleological presentism, as the causes that are 
supposed to explain the present are described from the perspective of 
knowledge about the present. events or processes that might potentially 
have had different consequences are discussed from the perspective of 
the actual outcome. This will lead less critical readers astray, even if they 
call themselves professional historians. They will get the impression that, 
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since the ukrainian nation and state exist, they had to exist, which is 
a logical fallacy that is known as retrospective determinism.

I discuss this at length because at no point, even in the introduction, 
does yaroslav hrytsak refer to these methodological problems, even though 
he is aware of them. he writes (p. 375) that a nation that included today’s 
ukrainians and belarusians might have arisen. he cites benedict ander-
son and his ideas about nations being “imagined communities” (p. 140), 
and Miroslav hroch’s model (not mentioned anywhere in the book) about 
phases a, b, and C of national movements (p. 158). In his own reflections 
on nations (pp. 17, 39), hrytsak argues that nations are “products of the last 
few centuries”, and that “most nations are very young, although they all 
want to be old”. Why, then, does he not explain his justification for distin-
guishing the territory of the modern-day ukrainian state as a subject of 
historical narrative in the period before 1918?

furthermore, the author’s specific reasoning frequently contradicts 
his general assumptions about the course of the ukrainian nation-form-
ing process, thus suggesting an attachment to the “traditional model of 
ukrainian history” and the formation of the ukrainian nation as soon as 
the late Middle ages. for example, we read (p. 91) that “the ukrainian na-
tion [natsiya], when, having in the early modern period almost entirely lost 
its elites to polish or russian assimilation or acculturation, became a peas-
ant nation”. ergo, in the sixteenth century it was a “full” nation. elsewhere 
(p. 103), the author argues that “from the formation of the polish-lithuanian 
Commonwealth, all the ukrainian lands found themselves in one state”, 
thus suggesting that one could speak of the existence of the ukrainian 
lands as a distinct entity as early as 1569. This does not mean that the au-
thor of this review is denying that the elites of Kyiv, podolia, Volhynia and 
red rus’ felt certain national or pre-national ties. I simply wish to point 
out the logical inconsistency between this hypothesis and the claim re-
garding the twentieth-century emergence of the nation.

In the guise of constructing a ukrainian national historical narra-
tive from the perspective of knowledge about the effects of the ukrainian 
nation-forming process, the teleological presentism is accompanied by an-
alytical and terminological presentism as the author uses contemporary 
analytical categories to examine the past from a perspective unknown 
or unrecognizable to the actors of that same past. he refers, for example 
(p. 153), to 85% of ukrainian lands after the partitions being in the russian 
empire, and 15% (Galicia, bukovina, and Carpathian ruthenia) being in 
the austrian empire. he then (p. 154) includes a table: “ethnic make-up of 
populations of the ukrainian governorates of the russian empire” (1897 
census according to the language used) with the Taurida Governorate, 
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where the percentage of the ukrainian-speaking population was 42.2%. 
finally, he notes (p. 215) that almost half of the “ukrainian ethnic territo-
ry” was made up of steppes, continuing on the same page that the “Wild 
fields” were colonized from the second half of the seventeenth century by 
various peoples and nations.

I would be amazed if anybody could prove that the residents of uzh-
horod, lviv, Chernivtsi, poltava, and odesa in the late eighteenth century 
had any sense of community, especially one strong enough to justify dis-
tinguishing the region encompassing all these provinces as one research 
subject called “the ukrainian lands”. Clearly, the only criterion that justifies 
incorporating these areas into ukrainian lands is the fact that Crimea and 
the old “Wild fields” today belong to ukraine. This is outright presentism, 
and russia’s questioning of their belonging to ukraine and criminal war 
should not affect our judgement of whether it is permissible to retrospec-
tively view them as ukrainian.

another example of terminological presentism – albeit one shared 
by practically the whole of ukrainian historiography – is the regular use of 
the term “Western ukraine” to refer to Galicia and Volhynia in the inter-
war period. These were in fact internationally recognized parts of poland – 
regions, in fact, to which the ukrainian people’s republic itself abandoned 
its claims in 1920, as hrytsak honestly notes (p. 269).

It is telling that the author – as if forestalling future criticism – 
justifies the use of this term: “Western ukraine was ukrainian as ukrai-
nians constituted the majority here” (p. 270). I wonder, in that case, if he 
would agree with the assertion that “Crimea is russian because rus-
sians constitute the majority there”, or if he would accept a reference 
to the Vilnius region, an indisputable part of the republic of lithuania, 
as “north-east poland”, since poles are in the majority there (note that, 
more than 80 years after poland’s actual loss of Vilnius, the number of 
poles in lithuania’s capital is still larger than the percentage of ukraini-
ans in interwar lviv, and in much of the Vilnius region they constitute 
a majority similar to ukrainians in the area of prewar lviv). a very clear 
illustration of the problems caused by the presentism of the author’s nar-
rative is provided by his specific conclusions on polesia and Carpathian 
ruthenia, which, incidentally, appear just one page after his reflections 
on Volhynia and Galicia (p. 271). on the one hand, hrytsak notes – rightly 
of course – that the inhabitants of polesia in the interwar period often 
described themselves as “from here”, since they did not think in terms of 
nationality. among the population using ukrainian dialects in Carpathian 
ruthenia, the author points out, there was rivalry between the ukrainian, 
russian, hungarian forms, and a separate “ruthenian” one. on the other 
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hand, however, he attributes the history of these regions and their pop-
ulation to that of ukraine.

It is, of course, obvious that popular national history is simplified 
and can employ less stringent criteria than purely academic works. nev-
ertheless, one might expect at least that readers would be informed of 
methodological problems and the simplifications used would be explained 
– all this is missing in hrytsak’s book.

* * *
another major disappointment of this book is the lviv historian’s analytical 
sloppiness. hrytsak’s pursuit of pithy expressions and preference for catchy 
phrases over precise reasoning means that his interpretations sometimes 
become convoluted. This is less of a concern when they are minor issues 
that do not lead the reader to draw wrong conclusions – surely everyone 
will realize that the sentence (p. 399) stating that “the best evidence for 
the existence of a ukrainian nation is the fiasco of the russian aggres-
sion [of 2014]” is misguided, because the contrary argument would be that 
victory of the aggressor would prove the non-existence of the ukrainian 
nation, as well as the polish one in 1794 or 1939, for example. similarly 
unfortunate is the claim (p. 370) – founded on the convoluted premise that 
wars break out when there is no agreement or reconciliation between two 
nations – that the polish-ukrainian reconciliation rendered a new polish–
ukrainian war over Galicia and Volhynia impossible.

There are, however, also more serious issues. for example, the author 
writes (pp. 94–95) that: “the drama of Jewish-ukrainian relations was that 
hostility reigned between these two social groups, which were at the very 
bottom of the social ladder […] along with social motives [ukrainian hostility 
towards Jews] there were also religious ones. Jews were not Christians, and 
in the minds of Christians they were ‘Christ-killers’. […] The [ anti-Jewish] ste-
reotypes led to violence. In the modern and contemporary era, the ukrainian 
lands became the main site of mass anti- Jewish pogroms from the time 
of Khmelnytsky’s Cossack revolution of 1648, the Koliivshchyna in 1758, 
the russian pogroms in 1881, the 1905–07 and 1917–20 revolutions, and sum-
mer 1941 in Western ukraine, to the holocaust in all the ukrainian lands 
for the next two years. not all these pogroms were connected to ukraini-
ans. let’s say that in 1881 the chief perpetrators of the pogrom – workers 
– were mainly not ukrainians. but in Jewish historical memory, ukraine 
is strongly associated with pogroms, and ukrainians with antisemitism”. 
a twofold conclusion can be drawn from this: the holocaust was the result 
of ukrainians’ anti-Jewish stereotypes; or the historical memory of Jews, 
viewing ukrainians as antisemites, is a sufficient reason for a historian 
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writing about the holocaust in ukraine to situate it in the context of cen-
turies of social and religious ukrainian antisemitic stereotypes.

Meanwhile, when hrytsak describes the pogroms in the former 
russian empire (p. 241), he notes that the majority, 75%, took place in 
the ukrainian lands. he does not mention the percentage of Jews who 
lived in these lands; this is a pity, because if the author had added the in-
formation that in tsarist russia, excluding the lands of the Kingdom of 
poland, more than half of Jews lived in governorates lying in present-day 
ukraine, this would give a different impression of this data.

a further example of hrytsak’s lack of respect for analytical disci-
pline might be his conclusions on the impact of religion on the process-
es of modernization. he writes, for example, that the literacy level was 
linked to the dominant denomination in a given nation: it was highest for 
protestants, lower for Catholics, and lower still for orthodox Christians 
(pp. 73–74). yet, the author gives as the source of his reflections a table with 
data on the literacy level among the nations of the russian empire and 
austria–hungary, in which, I swear, the majority of Germans and Czechs 
were not protestants. not to mention the fact that the differences in read-
ing and writing skills could also stem from factors other than religious 
denomination, and sources should be official data with the results of rel-
evant statistical censuses, not the author’s own work. 

and what can we say about this kind of interpretation (p. 83) that 
suggests that Western europe achieved economic success thanks to re-
ligion? “The first and almost infallible impression about a country’s po-
litical order and prosperity can be gained from the appearance of its 
main places of worship: be they peaked Catholic churches or simple and 
well-maintained protestant kirks or Jewish synagogues, Muslim mosques 
with high minarets or orthodox churches with onion domes”. This sen-
tence was undoubtedly written deliberately as it is highlighted and takes 
up half a page. but these views, citing Max Weber, could be criticized for 
the same reasons for which the German sociologist’s views have been crit-
icized for over a century. 1

elsewhere, the author writes (p. 80) that “the nations of rus’” before 
the first World War were less educated than their Catholic neighbours. 
It is puzzling that a professor at the ukrainian Catholic university re-
gards Galician ukrainians, who at this time were practically all Catholics 
(the vast majority of the Greek rite), as “non-Catholics”. another lack of 

1 suffice to say that in Germany, which given its relative cultural uniformity as well as its denominational 
splits offers a good case study for testing this theory, a contemporary economic historian, analysing data 
from 272 cities, found no corroboration of Weber’s hypothesis; cf. davide Cantoni, “The economic effects 
of the protestant reformation: Testing the Weber hypothesis in the German lands”, Journal of the European 
Economic Association, 13:4 (august 2015).
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terminological precision is the reference to the “orthodox rite” of the uni-
ate Church: it would be more correct to speak of the Greek rite, which 
is separate from the latin one. also surprising are passages referring to 
the ‘Vatican’ in the sixteenth century (p. 28), rather than using the correct 
wording of the ‘holy see’, or possibly ‘rome’; after all, at this time the pa-
pal states occupied a large expanse, and their capital was in rome.

and what value is there in the author’s musings about the union of 
brest, which match the views of nineteenth-century ukrainian and so-
viet historiography but contradict the findings of later research, such as 
that of his prematurely deceased colleague from the ukrainian Catholic 
university, Ihor skochylias? We read (p. 121) that “in 1587–1632, a devout 
Catholic, sigismund III, came to the throne. Together with the Jesuits he 
forged plans to convert orthodox Christians to Catholicism” – the same 
Jesuits about whom a little earlier (p. 120) we are told that “they marched 
with the protestants like hunting dogs with game…”. There is nothing of 
the danger to orthodoxy in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth caused 
by the reformation and the mass transition of the elites of Kyivan rus’ 
to protestantism as well as the low intellectual level of the rus’ clergy. 
Moreover, historians usually mention that the decision that was taken in 
brest to form the union Church was influenced by such factors as con-
cerns about the consequences of the formation of a patriarchy in Moscow 
for the Greek Church in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth or the will 
of the orthodox hierarchy itself. hrytsak, however, ignores these circum-
stances completely.

* * *
but the most astonishing thing about hrytsak’s book from the perspec-
tive of a polish historian, as well as others with at least some idea of 
the history of Central and eastern europe, is the number of errors, in-
consistencies or interpretations pandering to patriotic tastes, often co-
inciding with the views of ukrainian nationalist historiography of nine-
teenth-century origin.

let’s start with interpretations pandering to patriotic tastes. It is 
understandable that hrytsak describes the history of the name “ukraine” 
and bases it on the widespread occurrence of the concept in folk tradi-
tion as the “land of the family”, disputing the incomparably more convinc-
ing hypothesis that it originally denoted a periphery or borderland; vide 
the similar names in other slavic languages to denote a borderland, such 
as “Krajna” in poland and “Kraina” in Croatia. admittedly, the etymology 
of ukraine as a borderland is no worse than that of poland from “field” or 
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russia as the land of (Germanic) rowers, but emotionally “land of the fam-
ily” sounds better than “borderland”.

one can also understand the exaggeration of the inf luence of 
ukraine’s culture on europe. “romanticism brought with it a fashion for 
everything ukrainian – one need merely look at the popularity of the paint-
ing of Mazepa among european romantics”, writes the author in a passage 
printed in bold (p. 173). but he does not give any other examples of this 
fashion for “everything ukrainian” among european romantics, and nei-
ther is this reviewer familiar with any. analytically, such techniques are 
scarcely credible, but they take place almost everywhere, not just among 
ukrainians.

What is worse is that this lviv historian perpetuates inane myths. 
“on the ukrainian national flag one can see a field of wheat under a blue 
sky. The ukrainian culture of the early modern period was intentionally 
created as a culture of the countryside” (p. 91). If we reject the hypothesis 
that a professor of history in lviv has never heard of the coat of arms of 
the medieval principality of Galicia-Volhynia, the flag of the Galician ru-
thenians during the revolutions of 1848, and is unfamiliar with the basic 
principles of heraldry, we must assume that, for reasons known only to 
himself, he is deliberately reproducing a fairy tale once invented to make 
it easier for ukrainians living in the russian empire to identify with these 
originally Galician colours.

The lack of consistency is similarly surprising. for instance, the au-
thor uses place names (p. 81) based on the native language, i.e., helsinki, 
not helsingfors; Tallinn, not reval; Tartu, not dorpat. but he makes an 
exception for Gdańsk, which, upon my word, in ukrainian in the past 
and present has always been called Gdańsk, not “danzig”. likewise on 
a map (p. 217) titled “The ukrainian lands in the nineteenth century – 
battle of nationalisms” we find “breslau” and “danzig” – although in 
polish and ukrainian these two cities have always been called Wrocław 
and Gdańsk (just as in German they are still called breslau and dan-
zig) – but also bratislava, the name given instead of pressburg after 
the first World War.

such inconsistencies also appear in the section on the nineteenth 
century, which, given his specialization, the author ought to know better. 
The map “serfdom in 1800” (p. 211) shows a picture of contemporary eu-
rope, not that of 1800. another map (p. 118), purporting to show the ethnic 
origin of Cossacks, also contains the contemporary borders of european 
states and a strange array of origins: “poles, Kashubians, Masurians, from 
prussia, lithuanians, belarusians, Volhynians, Germans, ‘from Kolomyia’ 
[sic]”. but when hrytsak lists the nations (p. 157) that did not have their 
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own state in the nineteenth century, he names, for example, the silesians 
and the provençals but does not do this by analogy to the Galicians or 
Carpathian ruthenians. With this comes a rather dismissive remark about 
minor nations: “Who today remembers the lusatian serbs?” (p. 159). In fact, 
many people remember, and above all they themselves do.

 let’s move on to incorrect interpretations. It is not true, as the au-
thor writes (p. 9), that “the historical works of Mykhailo hrushevsky be-
came a kind of republican revolution in writing about eastern europe”. 
The idea that the history of rus’ is different from that of russia, and 
the latter traces its origin to not Kyiv but Moscow, formed the basis of 
polish national ideology in the nineteenth century and justified the re-
jection of russian rule of the “lithuanian–rus’” lands (today lithuania, 
belarus and most of ukraine). history was also described in this way. 
after all, as early as 1839, more than 60 years before hrushevsky, Joachim 
lelewel wrote: “along with the main fairy tales, lies and errors with which 
the history of rus’ was filled, there is the fact is that these histories are 
interpreted as being the same as Muscovy’s and russia’s, the same as 
those of the tsars and emperors”. This polish scholar bemoaned the lack 
of differentiation between Muscovy and old rus’ “to which historians 
tended to succumb”. 2 Interestingly, however, elsewhere hrytsak writes 
things that evidently contradict hrushevsky’s ideas and are clearly clos-
er to the meaning of the sources, for example that old rus’ was neither 
a ukrainian nor a russian state – incidentally, the concept of a state in 
the eleventh century differed from the modern one – or that the name 

“Kievan rus’” was invented by russian historians in the nineteenth cen-
tury (p. 54).

The author’s discussion of the situation of Kyivan rus’ and the ru-
thenians in the former polish-lithuanian Commonwealth is immensely 
one-sided, perpetuating views that contradict the interpretations pre-
sented by contemporary ukrainian specialists on this period, such as 
natalia yakovenko and natalia starchenko. These claims about the pol-
ish “annexation of the halychian lands” (p. 102) – in fact, rather incorpo-
ration – or the phrases printed in bold on the same page about the “polish 
drang nach osten”, reproduce the views of ukrainian historiography of 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, for which the delegitimi-
zation of polish claims to halychian rus’ was a patriotic issue. 3 similarly, 
the assertion that “the Commonwealth elites” were polish (p. 103) is hard 
to maintain in the light of contemporary research of the aforementioned 

2 J. lelewel, Dzieje Litwy i Rusi aż do Unii z Polską w 1569 w Lublinie zawartej (lipsk, 1839), pp. 35–36.
3 This expression is used, for example, by Mikhailo hrushevsky; cf. M. hrushevsky, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, 

vol. 6 (new york, 1955), p. 279.
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ukrainian scholars as well as their polish colleagues (henryk litwin) re-
garding the mid-seventeenth century. and there are striking interpreta-
tions in the description of the Khmelnytsky uprising: there is nothing 
about recognizing it as a civil war, but much about a “ukrainian revolu-
tion” (pp. 124–25). There are surprising errors too, e.g., “the right bank 
[of ukraine]” following the Truce of andrusovo “went to poland” (p. 127). 
so, which country did it belong to before? It was actually the left bank 
that went to Moscow.

hrytsak’s interpretations of the pereiaslav agreement are also su-
perficial (see p. 129). It cannot be compared to the Treaty of zboriv of 1649 
or the Treaty of hadiach of 1658, as he does, since these concerned the sta-
tus of lands captured by the Cossacks (not “the ukrainian lands”, because 
neither of these agreements involved, for example, the halych land) with-
in one state, the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, while the pereiaslav 
agreement meant a change of sovereign, and thus also of state affiliation. 
Meanwhile, “the local peasants seldom saw their lord – who lived far away 
in a palace in Warsaw, Krakow or lviv” (pp. 93–94) is an example of a huge, 
different simplification. after all, it was not just the landed gentry or ar-
istocracy who possessed land, but also the middle nobility, who did not 
live in the palaces of lviv or Warsaw.

bizarre and incomprehensible simplifications also appear in 
the parts of the book describing the period in which the author special-
izes – the nineteenth and twentieth century. he claims, for instance, that 

“the ukrainians as a nation” emerged not thanks to but against the wishes 
of the polish elites (p. 102). This is a bold theory when the author himself 
gives the moment of the origin of the ukrainian nation conventionally as 
1914, although half a century earlier, in 1863, the elites of the polish nation 
in the guise of the national Government unanimously recognized the ru-
thenian nation as separate – albeit also assuming that it would naturally 
become part of the rebuilt Commonwealth. and it was polish agitation, 
carried out in ukrainian, and the January uprising that in July 1863 led 
the russian government to issue the infamous Valuev Circular, which 
placed stringent restrictions on publishing in ukrainian.

Certain assertions seem to result from the pursuit of bons mots and 
a disregard for the need for diligent analysis: “Józef piłsudski compared 
the Commonwealth to an obwarzanek [a ring-shaped bread] – a big hole 
in the middle, and everything good on the outside. he knew what he was 
talking about, because he too was a man ‘from the borderlands’. other fa-
mous poles were also ‘borderlanders’: the poets adam Mickiewicz, Juliusz 
słowacki, Czesław Miłosz; the first woman to win a nobel prize, Marie 
skłodowska-Curie [sic]; the world-famous writer Joseph Conrad – the list 
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is too long to continue. and it reflects an important tendency – the pe-
ripheries were areas of heightened creativity” (p. 104). This claim about 
creativity is in bold. yet it goes without saying that the list of famous poles 
whose activity or works were significant not only within poland certainly 
includes many more poles from the lands of the polish “core”, and the the-
ory of the peripheries as areas of increased creativity is groundless.

passages such as (p. 177) “pushkin perceived the battle of the polish 
nationalists and the russian empire as a zero-sum game” and a similar 
claim on p. 165 are truly bemusing. They evidently show that the author 
uses the term “nationalists” in the same way as some Western literature 
to mean “supporters of the national idea as the basis of settling relations 
between states”. yet, as the book uses the same term for authentic natio-
nalists (i.e., advocates of the nationalist worldview), e.g., writing about 
nationalists and socialists (p. 204) or nationalists and liberals (p. 208), it 
creates the misleading impression of an ideological continuation between, 
for instance, the polish independence movement, based on the rules of 
democracy and a voluntaristic vision of the national idea, and twenti-
eth-century ukrainian nationalism, based on an ethnic and often an-
ti-democratic understanding of nation. It is an open question whether 
the author intended to connect Mickiewicz with bandera and the upa 
(p. 219) or it just “came out like that” owing to carelessness, but it gives 
the impression of manipulation.

There are also a number of fairly elementary factual errors: “The 
peace of Westphalia introduced two principles: the borders between states 
are to be inviolable, and no state may interfere in the affairs of anoth-
er”, the author claims (p. 104). In fact, the principle of non-intervention of 
a state in others’ affairs began to form at the time of the french revolu-
tion and was codified only in the twentieth century, in the Covenant of 
the league of nations and the Charter of the united nations. International 
law is yet to hear of the inviolability of borders; if anything, it is familiar 
with the principle that borders may not be changed by force, but this is 
a result of the development of international law starting in 1929, when 
first the Kellogg–briand pact came into force, delegalising war as a foreign 
policy instrument, followed by the un Charter, and finally the helsinki 
accords of 1975.

“In 1610, the last rurikid, Tsar Vasili shuisky, died in Moscow”, the au-
thor writes. “his death, combined with the previous rule of Ivan the Ter-
rible (1547–1584), resulted in the long-lasting Time of Troubles in the Tsar-
dom”. In fact, Vasili shuisky died not in 1610 but in 1612, and in 1610 he 
was dethroned. Indeed, he came from the rurikid dynasty, but a subsidiary 
branch, and he was preceded by two rulers not from this dynasty – boris 
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Godunov and false dmitry I – and it is generally thought that the Time 
of Troubles began with false dmitry’s arrival in russia in 1604, not with 
the dethroning of shuisky, when, if anything, it reached its peak.

We also learn (p. 106) that in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth 
“it was indeed the magnates, and not the nobility, who elected the king and 
limited his power”. This is another argument showing the author’s lack of 
understanding of the history of not just poland but also ukraine; after all, 
if we look at the various elections, which were indeed free (until the late 
seventeenth century), as a rule it was the candidates of the nobility, not 
the magnates, who prevailed.

hrytsak twice (pp. 157 and 163) wrongly dates the Kościuszko upris-
ing to 1793 and places the famous Krzemieniec lyceum in Volhynia (today 
Kremenets) in the city of Kremenchuk (p. 172). he claims that ukrainians 
in the russian empire were “inorodtsy” (p. 16), although in fact they were 
regarded as russians, and they were only called “inorodtsy” in stolypin’s 
circular from 1910. Compared to all other legal acts, this can hardly be 
seen as representative. In addition, the author himself soon disavowed 
this circular, calling the inclusion of “little russians” an accidental mis-
take. There is even an error involving hrytsak’s home and university city: 
Mykhailo hrushevsky (p. 161) is described as a professor of “ukrainian 
history” at the university of lviv. In fact, he was a professor of the chair 
of “general history with a particular emphasis on the history of eastern 
europe”. The fact that in practice his lectures often boiled down to the his-
tory of ukraine is another matter. and then there is the imprecise claim 
that his main work – a history of ukraine–rus’ – was written in lviv. 
The historian in fact wrote it throughout his life; he indeed began it in 
the “lviv” period (only publishing half of the series, the first five volumes) 
but continued in the “lviv-Kyiv” period, between 1905 and 1914, and then 
in exile in russia during his emigration (1919–1924), and upon his return 
to ukraine – in the ussr.

In the section on the nineteenth century (p. 382), the author claims 
that the Germans ridiculed polish attempts to set up their own universi-
ty, but the poles did so anyway. It is worth remembering that Jagiellonian 
university in Krakow was founded as early as 1364 and operated contin-
uously from the beginning of the fourteenth century onwards. hrytsak 
makes similar mistakes when discussing his own alma mater, lviv univer-
sity (p. 159), which in his interpretation opened in 1807. This may not be 
a new interpretation, stretching back as it does to the time of hrushevsky, 
but it goes against not only historical sources – as King John II Casi-
mir founded the college in lviv in 1661 – but also against the identity of 
the university itself, which in 2021 celebrated the 360th anniversary of its 
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formation. 4 finally, it is worth noting that erich Koch was not Gauleiter of 
“West prussia” (p. 337) – a term from the period of the German empire and 
Third reich used to describe Gdańsk pomerania – but rather east prussia.

* * *
absolutely the biggest disappointment, however, comes with hrytsak’s 
description of polish-ukrainian relations, especially in the twentieth cen-
tury, where his hasty judgements, lack of analytical precision, deficits in 
knowledge and tendency to write history “between drops” results in a first- 
-class example of reproduction of the stereotypical views of mainstream 
ukrainian historiography, with the possible exception of his description 
of the effects of the oun’s activity.

reading the book, one is left with the strong impression that hryt-
sak – despite his knowledge of polish and his popularity in polish liberal 
circles – actually knows little about poland. It is telling that in his bib-
liography, with the exception of sławomir Tokarski’s english-language 
book about Jews in Galicia, there is no polish historiography on ukraine, 
but there are many ukrainian, Western, and even russian books. The au-
thor’s arguments suggest a similarity in poland’s and russia’s approach-
es to ukraine in the nineteenth century. We hear, for example, that “the 
russian empire could exist without baltia [sic – this is what the author 
calls the baltic states] or even the Caucasus. The loss of ukraine would 
become the beginning of the end. […] Control of the ukrainian lands was 
also critically important for polish nationalism. In the ideas of the polish 
elites, ‘the borderlands’ were as important as the ‘okraina’ of little rus’ 
for the russian authorities” (p. 163). In fact, it was mainly polish national-
ism that demanded the division between poland and russia of the lands 
that representatives of the ukrainian national movement treated as their 
own, while other streams of political thought, especially socialism, saw 
ruthenia (Ruś) as federalized, and then – after the failure of the January 
uprising – a state organism confederated with poland (only Galicia’s sta-
tus might have been disputed).

The author’s lack of sensitivity to polish history is also illustrated 
by his musings on the intelligentsia (p. 180). “The members of the intelli-
gentsia resembled the early Christians: they were united by their readi-
ness for self-sacrifice for the public good. unlike the Christians, however, 
most of them were indifferent to religion, and some were outright hostile. 
They believed in not God but progress”. This is a description that applies 

4 Information from the Ivan franko national university of lviv website: “360 – lvivs’kyi universytet” 
<https://lnu.edu.ua/360-l-vivs-kyy-universytet/> [accessed 25 June 2023].

https://lnu.edu.ua/360-l-vivs-kyy-universytet/
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to the russian intelligentsia, not the polish variety, who were often char-
acterized by deep religiosity.

hrytsak gives as an example of “debasing national dignity” (sic) 
henryk sienkiewicz’s novel With Fire and Sword, in which “the ukrainian 
Cossacks were presented as savage barbarians from the east”. disregard-
ing the fact that sienkiewicz gleaned this image of the Cossacks largely 
from panteleimon Kulish, one of the leading ukrainian intellectuals of 
the nineteenth century, in all fairness we should note that the main fe-
male protagonist in his novel bears the hallmarks of a typical shevchen-
ko ukrainian and is a ruthenian from a knyaz family, just as a few 
of the other main protagonists come from ruthenia (Jeremi Wiśniow-
iecki, Michał Wołodyjowski) and some, clearly portrayed positively, are 
even Cossacks (Mikołaj zaćwilichowski, serving Jeremi Wiśniowiecki, 
and zakhar, serving Khmelnytsky). Indeed, the historical background of 
the novel, the Khmelnytsky uprising, is portrayed as a civil war, a revolt 
instigated even by justified causes, but a savage, untamed one against 
the idea of statehood and social order; the author’s sympathies are evi-
dently on the side of the ruthenian elites, not the Cossacks, although in 
parts he also tries to show the Cossacks’ rationale. seeing sienkiewicz’s 
book as anti-ukrainian might result either from hrytsak’s unfamiliarity 
with it and the influence of Volodymyr antonovych’s review of 1885 5, or 
hrytsak’s mental identification with the “traditional model of ukrainian 
history”.

The author presents the polish-ukrainian war over lviv and east-
ern Galicia from the ukrainian perspective, based on the conviction that 
it was waged on “ukrainian lands” (p. 238). This is accompanied by a map 
on which the West ukrainian people’s republic (Wupr) stretches from 
a line running west from przemyśl (p. 240), although in fact the map shows 
the area claimed by the Wupr, which is not the same. The Wupr, of 
course, proclaimed its uprising in all parts of the former austrian empire 
where ukrainians lived but in practice controlled only part of eastern 
Galicia, and the army and administration of the Western ukrainian peo-
ple’s republic was even ousted from lviv after three weeks of battles. We 
might therefore ask the author how he defines the Wupr territory, since 
he speaks about it as something self-evident (p. 233). he lays the blame 
for the lviv pogrom squarely with Czesław Mączyński (p. 335), which is 
odd as historians researching investigation files are far more cautious 
in their assessment. There is also a claim regarding poland’s “annexation 

5 Vladymyr antonovič, ‘polsko-russkije sootnošenija XVII v. v sovremennoj polskoj prizme’, in id., Moja 
spovid: Vybrani istoryčni ta publicystyčni tvory, ed. by olʹha Todijčuk and Vasylʹ ulʹjanovsʹkyj (Kyiv, 1995), 
pp. 106–35.
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of Volhynia” in 1919 (p. 269), which is evidently false. no such thing took 
place, and throughout that year poland was the occupier from the point 
of view of both international and domestic law.

elsewhere in the book, we can read that interwar poland “swallowed 
up so many [ukrainian] lands that it could not digest them” (p. 272), or 
that its policy was inconsistent because it sought to “ukrainize Volhyn-
ia and de-ukrainize Galicia” (p. 273). There is not the slightest reference 
showing the dominant perspective among the poles at the time, who treat-
ed at least eastern Galicia, and sometimes also the entirety of the lands 
up to the dnieper, as part of the polish national territory. There is also 
no attempt to show the foundations of poland’s interwar policy towards 
ukrainians, by which of course I do not mean that the author should not 
criticize the instruments used, which were indeed harmful as they gave 
rise to new resentments. In any case, the Galician ukrainians were per-
ceived as disloyal to the polish state, resulting in efforts to use admin-
istrative means to limit what was seen as ukrainian national agitation. 
Meanwhile, in Volhynia – where the local ukrainians, culturally differ-
ent from their Galician compatriots, identified much less with the ver-
sion of the ukrainian national idea, which was confrontational towards 
poland – the voivode henryk Józewski wanted to create an area where 
the ukrainians would have better chances of personal development and 
furthering their national culture than in soviet ukraine. 

however, hrytsak, who repeatedly stresses the cultural diversity of 
ukraine and polemicizes against the template approach to the donbas 
population of ukrainian nationalists, might be expected to reflect com-
paratively on the challenges, means and effects of the policy of the author-
ities of the second polish republic towards lands inhabited by a popu-
lation different in culture and religion from the core of pre-war poland 
on the one hand and, on the other, of the ukrainian authorities towards 
the linguistically and often mentally alienated eastern, southern ukraine 
and the Crimea. one can expect that he would compare the challenges 
faced by the polish authorities and the means of implementation (utraquist 
schools, an exclusively polish-language university in lviv or the require-
ment of military service in the polish army for ukrainian students) with 
those which ukraine – quite rightly from the point of view of its state 
interests – undertook towards its russian-dominated lands,  especially 
as the challenges were somewhat similar. upon its foundation in 1991, 
ukraine had the task of integrating a Catholic (eastern rite) population 
in the west with an orthodox (or more often agnostic or culturally or-
thodox) one in the east, using two languages (russian and ukrainian) and 
torn between two visions of ukrainian identity – national and european, 
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anti-russian and russophile – invoking the civilizational community of 
russians, ukrainians and belarusians.

There were, of course, differences, such as the legitimation of 
the foundation of independent ukraine in the referendum of 1 december 
1991 in all the regions of soviet ukraine, followed by the holding of further 
democratic elections, acceptance of the constitution, and also the convic-
tion dominant among ukrainians that, irrespective of religion and lan-
guage, self-declaration as a ukrainian was the key factor in national iden-
tification. post-1918 independent poland started from a different position: 
the partitions had annihilated the project of creation of a polish political 
nation existing at elite level but not that of the people in the second half 
of the eighteenth century and first half of the nineteenth century, and cre-
ated conditions that made it easier to distinguish separate nations within 
the pre-partition polish-lithuanian Commonwealth. nevertheless, knowl-
edge of this should lead a ukrainian historian to exercise some caution in 
his judgements, yet these are lacking.

hrytsak’s antihero is roman dmowski, whom he calls “the ideo-
logue of the chauvinistic and antisemitic national democracy party” 
(p. 274), without any attempt to define antisemitism (opposition to the role 
of the Jewish elites in economic and political life, but not “racial”) or 

“chauvinism”. elsewhere, he writes that the ukrainian “national democrats”, 
unlike the polish ones, were indeed democrats (p. 280). The author missed 
the fact that among polish national democrats there were many politi-
cians and activists with overtly democratic views who were persecuted 
under piłsudski. however, he mentions that after 1926 it was piłsudski 
who pursued dmowski’s line – meaning, we can assume, antisemitism 
and chauvinism. This is a hefty charge when the only example he gives 
is the pacification, or “anti-terrorist operation”, of autumn 1930, which 
was directed at the terrorism of the organisation of ukrainian nation-
alists. The ukrainian civilian population were also affected as they were 
suspected on the grounds of national solidarity – i.e., collective respon-
sibility – of favouring the terrorists, thus they were often the victims of 
the excesses and crimes committed during the operation. hrytsak also 
accuses piłsudski (p. 263) of preparing plans for another march on Kyiv 
and issuing a relevant directive to this end to the General staff, although 
historiography knows nothing of this – those who do speak of it, fre-
quently, are russian commentators.

hrytsak’s portrayal of the soviet aggression against poland on 17 sep-
tember 1939 is extremely disappointing. he writes that “the red army 
crossed the soviet-polish border and entered the territory of Galicia and 
Volhynia” (p. 290, similarly on “crossing” p. 293), claiming that these areas 
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as well as “Western belarus” (there is, of course, no mention of the fact that 
the belarusian-speaking population comprised less than 25% of the pop-
ulation there according to the census, and orthodox Christians around 
45%) thereby came to be part of the ussr in 1939. The author seems not 
to understand that annexation is by definition illegal, and annexed areas 
continue to be occupied. legally, 90% of the area that the red army occu-
pied in 1939 came to be part of the ussr only on 5 february 1946, when 
the border treaty of 16 april 1945 between poland and the ussr entered 
into force. This treaty involved poland ceding 90% of its territory occu-
pied by the soviets in september 1939 to the ussr, with 10%, including 
białystok and przemyśl, remaining in poland, from which nobody had 
ever detached them.

only ignorance of the foundations of international law can account 
for the repetition of the soviet terminology regarding “former poland” 
(pp. 291, 324) to refer to the times of the second World War, or the asser-
tion (p. 297) regarding the “detachment of Galicia from ukraine in 1941 
and its annexation to the occupied polish lands”. I wonder on what basis 
hrytsak distinguishes the status of the polish territory entered in 1939 
by Germany (“occupied) and by the ussr “incorporated into the ussr”? 
The explanation that he might be using a definition of occupation that 
is different from that of international law helps little because inconsis-
tencies can also be seen in other cases. for example, when discussing 
the occupied areas of ukraine, the borders of 1991 are visible, while Car-
pathian ruthenia – until 1939 part of Czechoslovakia, with contested 
status in 1939–45 (part of hungary or Czechoslovakia) – is marked as 

“occupied by hungary”.
It is hardly surprising that, ignorant of the status of the territory 

of the polish republic under international law, hrytsak makes a common 
mistake by considering (pp. 308, 326) ukraine’s population losses during 
the war and comparing them with the belarusian ones. yet the soviet and 
polish statistics partly cover the same categories owing to a different per-
ception of the state affiliation of Galicia, Volhynia, polesia, the navahrudak 
region and the Vilnius region. It is true that this is seldom discussed, but 
it would certainly be easier to discern the problem if the soviet and rus-
sian claims of “incorporation of Volhynia and Galicia to soviet ukraine” 
in 1939 were not taken in good faith.

last but not least, the description of the Volhynia Massacre. hryt-
sak is one of few ukrainian historians to accept what is obvious for pol-
ish and Western historians: that the upa carried out ethnic cleansing in 
Volhynia and eastern Galicia (on p. 212, the author mentions solely Vol-
hynia in 1943, while on p. 296 there is a reference to “preventative ethnic 
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cleansing”). he has in fact been active in discussions on Volhynia for over 
20 years: in 2003, he signed a letter by ukrainian intellectuals stating that 
the upa murdered poles, so he can hardly be accused of a lack of knowl-
edge on this matter. for some reason, however, in his synthesis hrytsak 
notes that the Volhynian Massacre was not the only genocide encountered 
in the ukrainian lands, and that “the polish underground” conducted 
an operation exterminating ukrainians that was also genocide (p. 212). 
In practice, therefore, the description that emerges in this book is one of 
unabashed symmetrism.

The description of the massacre (pp. 302, 327) is also disappointing, 
although the author devotes several paragraphs to it in all. he claims twice 
that the massacre began in summer and one of the upa’s first acts was 
the extermination of the polish population in Volhynia, and on the night 
of 11–12 July it attacked between 50 and 100 polish villages. but in one 
place we are told that it is unclear who gave the orders, while in anoth-
er it is clear that it was dmytro Klyachkivsky. atrocities such as those 
committed in parośla, pendyki, lipniki, and Janowa dolina go unnoticed, 
although these are just some of the best-known examples of villages that 
were victims of upa’s cleansing in late winter and spring 1943. The lack 
of information on the number of victims, which ran into the tens of thou-
sands, and of any mention of Galicia, where shukhevych also ordered 
a repeat of the massacre, produces the impression that the author is de-
liberately diminishing the significance of the Volhynia Massacre so that 
information about it does not confound his efforts to write a popular 
history of ukraine to raise spirits and boost faith in modernization and 
europeanness, especially as amid all this he relativizes terror thus (p. 331): 
“It was not the banderites who unleashed the terror. as the ukrainian poet 
Marianna Kiyanovska succinctly noted, were it not for piłsudski, bandera 
would be a little-known agronomist”. such explanations are disappointing, 
especially as the author reaches for another eristic device of dubious mer-
it, namely “whataboutism”, to relativize the massacre. he writes that “the 
current polish government [headed by the law and Justice party] treats 
the Volhynian Massacre as a genocide of poles but prefers not to speak of 
poles’ participation in the extermination of Jews and ukrainians” (p. 331). 
as an illustration of polish atrocities, hrytsak mentions the village of 
pawłokoma, somewhat simplistically attributing it to the polish home 
army (aK, which actually no longer existed, although it was indeed a post- 
-aK unit that was responsible). unfortunately, the author bemoans the fact 
that those responsible were not punished for their crime perpetrated in 
ukraine (p. 338) – the thing is, though, that pawłokoma is in fact in poland.
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overall, hrytsak’s book might increase ukrainians’ identification 
with their country and its history, and it might somewhat reduce the pop-
ularity of radically nationalistic interpretations of history in ukraine. but 
the cost of this is an enormous number of simplifications, logical incon-
sistencies, and conclusions based on convoluted methodology and repro-
duction of nationalist stereotypes, especially concerning the situation of 
ruthenia in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth and polish-ukrainian 
relations in the later period. and on top of this there are numerous sub-
stantive errors.

not only is this not how to write a history that allows the neighbour’s 
perspective to be understood; it is also not how to write a history that sat-
isfies the criteria of an academic popular history book. rather, it is how to 
write a new historical mythology that is only superficially pro-european 
and liberal.
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leonid Tymoshenko’s new book is a summary of many years of research on 
the question of inter-faith relations in the Grand duchy of lithuania and 
the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth. his academic studies have long fo-
cused on the union of brest, although his individual works often address 
the various forms of activity of the orthodox Christian community in the ter-
ritories of the Kingdom of poland and lithuania. It is no exaggeration to 
say that Tymoshenko’s academic output is enormous. This latest book’s 
bibliography refers to 91 of his works (books and academic articles) that 
form the foundation of the numerous and valuable summaries he provides.

The book, it should be noted immediately, would be very difficult to 
review in a traditional manner because the most contentious issues con-
cern its title and construction. Tymoshenko takes as his titular subject 
matter “the ruthenian religious culture of Vilna in the sixteenth centu-
ry and the first three decades of the seventeenth century”, and the ori-
gins of the concept of “religious culture” are extremely competently dis-
cussed in the introduction. In the erudite first chapter, he demonstrates to 
the reader his excellent knowledge of the subject literature, regardless of 
whether it was produced in ukrainian, belarusian, polish, or lithuanian 
academic settings, or in russian, american or Italian ones. he also leaves 
no doubt as to his excellent grasp of the manuscript sources of east Central 
and eastern europe that might contain material concerning the ruthenian 
religious culture of Vilna (now Vilnius). yet, this author’s treatise proper 
demonstrates intentions broader than just placing a magnifying glass over 
Vilna. In fact, Chapters 3, 5 and 7 (a total of 227 of the 574 pages written 
by the author) focus on the capital of the Grand duchy of lithuania. Two 
extremely interesting chapters (the second and eighth) discuss selected 
issues from the history of the eastern church in lithuania and the King-
dom of poland, and then the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth, concern-
ing questions of the identity of ruthenian religious culture. These amount 
to 131 pages. both Chapter 2, “slavia orthodoxa and slavia unita”, which 
concerns the sixteenth century, and Chapter 8, which discusses the mu-
tual influences in the sixteenth and early seventeenth century between 
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the religious cultures of lithuanian and polish ruthenia on the one hand, 
and Catholic poland and orthodox Muscovy on the other, are separate 
monographs which feature their own introductions and discuss the rele-
vant subject literature in depth. The third “ingredient” of the book (cov-
ering 154 pages in total) is Chapters 4 and 6, which are also monographs 
on two hitherto little-known treasures of ruthenian (uniate) polemical 
and hagiographical literature that were published in Vilna but concern 
the entire Commonwealth rather than local issues.

The purpose of highlighting this “tripartite” structure is not to make 
critical remarks. on the contrary, I am in favour of such formal experiments, 
but I would argue that they should not be “hidden” behind a title promising 
a much narrower thematic scope than the book actually has. a suitable title 
would be “studies on the history of ruthenian religious culture in the Grand 
duchy of lithuania and the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth in the six-
teenth century and the first three decades of the seventeenth century”.

Moving on to a discussion of the book’s distinct “segments”, Chapters 
2 and 8 deserve particular attention due to the significance of the research 
topics they explore. The first two parts of Chapter 2, “slavia orthodoxa 
and slavia unita”, form a kind of whole based on solid source studies that 
presents the author’s judgements concerning the impact of byzantian re-
ligious tradition on ruthenian orthodox Christianity and on the uniate 
tradition (which he calls “florentine”). Tymoshenko finds traces of strong 
influences of byzantian tradition in ruthenia, especially in the guise of 
obedience to the patriarchy of Constantinople. he admits, however, that 
this impact weakened over time and – especially after the union of brest 
– slowly gave way to the influences of Western european religious cultures 
(p. 76). This correct conclusion might be further reinforced by a remind-
er of antoni Mironowicz’s important article on the orthodox Church 
councils in the Commonwealth, 1 which Tymoshenko omits. analysis of 
the infrequent references to the tradition of the union, which is associat-
ed with memory of the Council of florence, leads the author to the con-
clusion that “florentine” propaganda was present in the religious culture 
of sixteenth-century lithuanian ruthenia, but that its effects were weak 
and critical judgement was dominant (pp. 88–89). one can agree with 
the author, but only regarding his summary of the analysis of polemical 
texts. If we take into account the ecclesial reality of the Commonwealth in 
the seventeenth century, then we must clearly recognise the strong influ-
ence of the florentine idea in the very development of the uniate Church.

1 antoni Mironowicz, ʻTypologia soborów lokalnych Kościoła prawosławnego na ziemiach ruskich 
i Wielkiego Księstwa litewskiego do końca XV wieku’, Latopisy Akademii Supraskiej, 5 (2014), 9–38.
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however, the author’s interesting reflections on the concept of 
 orthodox patriarchy in the Commonwealth (pp. 89–91) are commend-
able. Tymoshenko analyses this question in the context of the autonomist 
aspirations of ruthenian orthodox Christianity, rightly noting that these 
aims were thwarted by “radical Cossacks”. It would do no harm to add 
that the only alternative to this concept proved to be the inclusion (thanks 
to the Cossacks) of ruthenian orthodox Christianity in the sphere of in-
fluence of the Muscovite patriarchy, which was certainly not in the scope 
of the aspirations for autonomy. In the third part of Chapter 2, the author 
describes the organisational structure of the Kyiv Metropolitanate, main-
ly using subject literature with which he is very familiar. he rightly em-
phasises the significance of the secular parish and patronage, but perhaps 
his references to the question of monastical life and the networks of mon-
asteries of the eastern Church are somewhat too cursory. This passage 
does not contain original arguments but has value as a highly competent 
summary of the conclusions of the subject literature.

Tymoshenko reserves the most attractive content for the end of Chap-
ter 2, where he summarises his own thoughts, which often dispute the var-
ious trends of the subject literature regarding the causes of the union of 
brest. he agrees with neither the notion that the crisis of  orthodox Chris-
tianity in the Commonwealth was the main reason for the uniate aspira-
tions, nor with arguments about the attractiveness of the Catholicism of 
the Counter-reformation era. The author argues that the signs of a crisis 
of orthodox Christianity were few and that positive developmental phe-
nomena were clear (the role of brotherhoods, the development of theolog-
ical writing). he demonstrates that the polish Catholic Church in the late 
sixteenth century was in crisis and could not offer an attractive model 
for the eastern Church. he in fact finds only one significant motive for 
the initiators of the union of brest: the desire to secure the same privileg-
es enjoyed by the Catholic clergy. The author’s reflections on this subject 
include many important and detailed arguments that should undoubted-
ly be considered in analyses of the causes of the union of brest. yet, it is 
hard to agree with his main conclusion. If it was indeed the courting of 
the privileges of the Catholic clergy (bishops’ senatorial status, the clergy’s 
fiscal immunity) that was the main reason for the initiative of the union, it 
would not have lasted longer than the few months that sufficed to demon-
strate that the uniate Church would not receive these privileges.

It is also important to note that the crisis of orthodox Christianity 
in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth was a phenomenon encompassing 
more elements than those debated in Tymoshenko’s work. In this respect, 
his otherwise interesting polemic with borys Gudziak and the arguments 
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of the latter’s book, Crisis and Reform…, 2  on the genesis of the union of brest 
must be seen as selective. furthermore, it is worth discussing the author’s 
argument concerning the supposed weakness of the model of Counter-ref-
ormation Catholicism. Tymoshenko bases his conclusions on the premise 
that the ruthenian orthodox hierarchy’s perception of roman Catholicism 
was founded on a familiarity with the realities of the Commonwealth and 
the situation of the polish Church. however, this theory is assumed to be 
correct, even though it is not based on any arguments, ignores the existence 
of contacts between senior Church figures and rome (even via papal nun-
cios), and wrongly underestimates the orthodox bishops’ intellectual hori-
zons and knowledge of the world. also dubious is the description of the crisis 
situation in the late-sixteenth-century  polish Church, which is constructed 
on the basis of a memorandum of the Krakow Cathedral Chapter from 1551 
(p. 145) and fragmentary quotations from nuncial correspondence (pp. 146–47). 
The memorandum in question described the situation from a completely dif-
ferent era: the difference in the state of Catholicism between the early 1550s 
(when the reformation flourished most) and the late 1590s and the period of 
the triumphs of the Counter-reformation was vast. The author is evidently con-
vinced that Catholicism in the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth in the late 
sixteenth century suffered a more profound crisis than orthodox Christianity, 
yet this argument is hard to accept as proven. even if we accept that using 
the argument of the supremacy of russian religious-didactic literature over 
the Catholic variety is justified, 3 this is not sufficient as pars pro toto evidence. 

Chapter 8 is something of a continuation of Chapter 2: it uses the sub-
ject literature as well as numerous original comments to reflect on the po-
tential interaction between ruthenian religious culture and the “neigh-
bouring” polish and Muscovite ones. regarding this interaction, the author 
mostly notes examples of ruthenian influences on the Muscovite Church, 
while downplaying effects in the opposite direction. In terms of the impact 
of polish religious culture on ruthenia, particularly interesting are Tymos-
henko’s remarks on Catholic influences on the structure of the activity of 
orthodox brotherhoods and cathedral chapters (krylos). It is a pity that he 
confined himself to studying this interaction of religious cultures but over-
looked another extremely interesting question: the influence of the political 
culture of the polish szlachta on the ruthenians and the process whereby 

“sarmatian” ways of thinking about politics permeated ruthenian religious 
polemics, in which the topos of “our rights and privileges”, for example, was 

2 borys a. Gudziak, Crisis and Reform. The Kyivan Metropolitanate, the Patriarchate of Constantinople, and 
the Genesis of the Union of Brest (Cambridge, Ma: harvard university press, 2008).

3 In this respect Tymoshenko cites: Marharyta Korzo, ʻporivnjalʹnyj analiz polʹskoji katolycʹkoji ta 
ukrajinsʹkoji prašoslavnoj cerkovno-učytelʹnoji literatury XVІ–XVІІ st.’, Kovčeh. Naukovyj zbirnyk iz 
cerkovnoji istoriji, 2 (2000), 64–84.
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widely used. 4 In my view, it is also worth considering another topic not dis-
cussed in the book: the fact that the electoral congresses for high Church 
positions followed the model of regional councils (sejmik). 5

let us now turn to the key part of the book, which concerns the ruthe-
nian religious culture in Vilna. This comprises Chapters 3, 4 and 7. In the first 
of these, the author discusses the activity of orthodox religious institutions 
in Vilna, concentrating on the most important ones: the holy Trinity church 
and monastery and the holy Trinity brotherhood. This is an extremely com-
petent discussion based on primary studies, and it leads Tymoshenko to 
the conclusion that the holy Trinity monastery enjoyed great “sacred author-
ity” in the pre-union period. he sees as similarly important the contribution 
of the holy Trinity brotherhood to the development of the “new religious 
culture”, which, he says, formed a “ruthenian protomodern religious-ethnic 
community”. one can agree with this enthusiastic appraisal of the activity 
of the holy Trinity monastery and brotherhood. regarding the “ruthenian 
protomodern religious-ethnic community”, however, I would recommend 
greater caution. This is very much his own term, but it is not one that is 
yet widespread in historical research. It is more common to refer instead to 
a “cultural-ethnic” community which could encompass not only orthodox 
and uniate Christians but also protestants and Catholics. The third part of 
Chapter 3, devoted to the output of ruthenian printing houses in Vilna in 
the sixteenth century, is an important contribution to research on ruthenian 
culture in the Grand duchy of lithuania. Tymoshenko argues that the ruthe-
nians surpassed Catholics (and also protestants?) in terms of the publication 
of biblical texts. he also admits that the Vilnian “latinites” were in the as-
cendancy when it came to editions of current polemics and occasional prints. 
Generally, the author paints an optimistic portrait of ruthenian religious 
culture in sixteenth-century Vilna. Given that this era was an introduction 
to the sharp divides caused by the events connected to the union of brest, 
this depiction could be said to be somewhat too flattering. 

This is illustrated, incidentally, by Chapter 4, which is based on anal-
yses of sources and concerns the period from after the union of brest until 
the end of the last decade of the seventeenth century. The author compares 
the uniate activity (post-brest) of the holy Trinity (subchapter I) and the dis-
uniate religious centre formed by the holy spirit monastery and brotherhood 
(subchapter II). In his view, it is the orthodox side that emerges victorious 

4 see, e.g., Teresa Chynczewska-hennel’s article, overlooked by Tymoshenko: ‘“do praw i przywilejów swoich 
dawnych”. prawo jako argument w polemice prawosławnych w pierwszej połowie XVII w.’, in Między 
Wschodem a Zachodem. Rzeczpospolita XVI–XVIII w. Studia ofiarowane Zbigniewowi Wójcikowi w siedemdziesiątą 
rocznicę urodzin, ed. by Teresa Chynczewska-hennel et al. (Warszawa: historia pro futuro, 1993), pp. 53–60.

5 especially the question of participation of non-orthodox local officials in elections, see henryk litwin, 
ʻpaweł rzechowski vel rechowski, pisarz grodzki kijowski – adaptacja polaka do funkcjonowania 
w środowisku szlachty ruskiej na Kijowszczyźnie w czasach zygmunta III’, Kwartalnik Historyczny, 128:4 
(2021), 899–912 (here: 908).
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from this confrontation, although he bases this verdict on a rather arbitrary 
opinion by using the construction “it is thought” without even a reference to 
the subject literature. What is commendable, however, is the precision with 
which Tymoshenko writes about the Vilnian orthodox-uniate polemics in 
the period 1599–1632 (subchapter III) and the activity of Cyrillic printing 
houses between 1600 and 1631 (subchapter IV).

The author’s reflections on the Grand duchy’s capital culminates with 
Chapter 7, which discusses the sacralisation of Vilna in Cyrillic texts in 
the sixteenth century and the first three decades of the seventeenth centu-
ry. Tymoshenko presents examples of use of the term “bohospasajemyj grad” 
in reference to Vilna, referring to the background of similar terminology 
applied to other russian cities in the same period. he gives it the status of 
topos, associating it with the existence of a “national religious-cultural code 
uniting ukrainians and belarusians” (p. 541). I must admit that this conclu-
sion is not convincing. The author cites many quotations from various texts, 
and we can have no doubt that the expression “bohospasejemyj grad” was 
a relatively common rhetorical construction. The question of whether it was 
also an element of a “cultural code” which had value in terms of identity is 
a separate problem that should be explained with reference to the context 
of the examples cited; however, in my opinion, Tymoshenko fails to do this. 
The large number of “bohospasajemyj” towns and individual cases of usage 
of this term (Chełm, Śniatyń, podhajce, Konstantynów, rohatyn, Mohylow, 
bracław, Tarnopol, słuck, Mińsk, supraśl, putywl, hrubieszów, stryj) also 
suggest that the phrase was more rhetorical than sacred. In any case, its 
frequency in various types of texts is not sufficient proof that it was under-
stood and experienced in soteriological terms, as the author claims.

Two chapters in the book that are worthy of attention discuss im-
portant and hitherto little-known artefacts of uniate polemical literature, 
which the author convincingly appraises highly. These are hipatius po-
ciej’s work about the union of brest, published in Vilna in 1597 (Chapter 4; 
edition of the complete text in the appendix), and leon Krevza’s funeral 
panegyric to Josaphat Kuntsevych from 1625 (Chapter 6). both chapters 
in fact comprise independent, separate monographs and are ‘books within 
a book’. The text on pociej’s work contains an interesting historiographical 
introduction on the brest synod, a biographical sketch of the metropoli-
tan that is mainly based on the subject literature, a discussion of selected 
polemical texts on the synod (the Apokrisis, for example, is mentioned but 
not discussed), and a literary description of pociej’s work, its structure and 
composition. Meanwhile, Tymoshenko outlines the contents of this work 
(preparation for the union, a description of the synod of brest, the mat-
ter of the supposed “miracle”) and analyses the authorities cited by pociej. 
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This presentation is followed by a discussion of the polemics prepared by 
the orthodox side, particularly the previously disregarded Apokrisis. one 
must admit that this is a dubious construction. after all, the Apokrisis was 
a reaction to skarga’s text; it was not a reaction to the work of pociej that 
is discussed by Tymoshenko. The chapter concludes with a valuable but 
slightly artificial “tacked-on” discussion of the sources of the history of 
both brest synods. The summary offers the author the opportunity to pay 
homage to Mykhailo hrushevsky and his diagnosis of the status of the or-
thodox and uniate Church in the Commonwealth. This note is slightly dis-
appointing because the subject literature that Tymoshenko himself cites 
provides convincing evidence that research in this respect has advanced 
significantly since the times of the father of ukrainian historiography.

The chapter discussing leon Krevza’s funeral speech in honour of 
Josaphat Kuntsevych, published in Vilna in 1625, is something of a rev-
elation. It begins with an introduction to historians’ limited familiarity 
with this speech. Tymoshenko then lays out the principles of the analy-
sis of the text, which is treated as a sermon, and also provides a note on 
leon Krevza’s life and work. above all, however, he analyses narratives on 
Kuntsevych. The author’s summary of this speech praises it, recognising 
its high literary merit. he also underlines the significance of Kuntsevych’s 
death and beatification for the development of the religious situation in 
the east of the Commonwealth in the seventeenth century.

let us also add that the book ends with a conclusion reiterating 
the arguments that summarise each chapter and also includes import-
ant and interesting appendices: an edition of hipatius pociej’s polemical 
text, which is discussed in Chapter 5 (pp. 579–604); and a complete list of 
the editions of ruthenian books made in Vilna in 1523–1632 (containing 
118 titles and 10 that have not survived). It also features an impressive, 
90-page-long list of sources and a bibliography.

Tymoshenko’s book is undoubtedly a noteworthy event in the his-
toriography of the union of brest and ruthenian religious disputes in 
the polish-lithuanian Commonwealth. It is a very valuable summary of 
the subject literature and an extremely interesting analysis of the sources 
concerning the religious culture of Vilna in the period 1523–1623. It con-
tains valuable essays analysing the sources of two little-known yet very im-
portant artefacts of religious polemics in the era after the union of brest 
that were written by hipatius pociej and leon Krevza. In my view, however, 
the author is somewhat hasty in certain generalisations and conclusions 
regarding the religious situation in the Commonwealth in the sixteenth 
century and the first three decades of the seventeenth century, which ap-
pear without adequate links to detailed arguments.
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